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COPYRIGHT AND NEW TECHNOLOGIES

WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER 20, 1985

HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES,
SUBCOMMITTEE ON COURTS, CIVIL LIBERTIES,

AND THE ADMINISTRATION OP JUSTICE,
COMMITTEE ON THE JUDICIARY,

Washington, DC
The subcommittee met, pursuant to call, at 10 a.m., in room

2226, Rayburn House Office Building, Hon. Robert W. Kastenmeier
(chairman of the subcommittee) presiding.

Present: Representatives Kastenmeier, Mazzo li, Boucher, and
Moorhead.

Staff present: Michael Remington, chief counsel; Deborah Leavy,
counsel; Joseph V. Wolfe, associate counsel; and Audrey Marcus,
clerk.

Mr. KASTENMEIER. The committee will come to order.
Without objection, the subcommittee will permit today the meet-

ing to be covered, in full or in part, by television or radio broad-
casts and/or still photography, pursuant to rule V of the committee
rules.

This morning, the subcommittee turns its attention to the subject
of copyright policy issues arising from new communications tech-
nologies.

Our hearing today is an outgrowth of the subcommittee's hear-
ings during the 98th Congress on copyright and technological
change, and the Congressional Copyright and Technology Symposi-
um held last year.

We now continue our inquiry into copyright questions that have
risen from the development of new communications technologies
which were certainly not foreseen when the copyright law was re-
written in 1976.

Two areas of concern involve low-power television and satellite
communications. Low-power television is a new service authorized
by the Federal Communications Commission in 1982, and is de-
signed to provide local television service in markets underserved by
conventional television.

Ultimately, such low-power television could serve communities
such as local radio stations serve such communities today.

However, existing copyright law creates some confusion with re-
spect to transmitting local low-power television station signals via
cable television, because the law can be construed as defining such
signals as distant signals, subjecting them to royalty fees, thereby

(1)

1
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limiting the ability of these low-revenue stations to provide televi-
sion service.

Consequently, I have introduced legislation, together with Con-
gressman Boucher, that will clarify that low-power television is not
to be subjected to copyright royalty fees when retransmitted by
cable television within certain defined limits.

That bill, H.R. 3108, is on the table.
[Copy of bill H.R. 3108 is reprinted in app. I.]
Mr. KAS'I'ENMEIER. The Earth stations, known as satellite dishes,

are being used by people in various areas of the country because
they are not, frankly, served by cable television. It is obviously too
costly to provide cable service; it is too difficult to stretch cables
along country roads. It is almost as difficult as electric service was
50 years ago in rural areas.

So the viewing interests of rural families are especially implicat-
ed here. Also, L some regions, the hilly nature of the terrain
makes it difficult for people to get good TV signals off the air.

Individuals in these areas, therefore, are in some cases buying
dishesin increasing numbersto enable them to receive program-
ming directly from satellites.

Some 60,000 Earth stations are sold each month, we are told, and
industry officials estimate that approximately 1.5 million dishes
out there will multiply to perhaps as many as 10 million by the
year 1990.

The Communications Policy Act, passed by the 98th Congress, le-
galizes ownership and use of Earth stations. It also encourages the
development of scrambling systems as one means of gaining protec-
tion for the commercial integrity of satellite distribution systems
under communications law.

By its expressed terms, the cable deregulation legislation did not
affect copyright. Nevertheless, questions concerning copyright im-
plications of Earth stations, including their impact on cable com-
pulsory licenses, have been raised.

And so, these questions and others related to new technology will
be explored by the subcommittee today.

Our leadoff witness this morning is the new Register of Copy-
rights, Ralph Oman. This is Ralph's first appearance before the
subcommittee, and it is a very great pleasure to welcome him.

He, of course, is no stranger to this subcommittee, having served
for many years as counsel to the Senate Judiciary Subcommittee;
in fact, prior to being named Register, Ralph Oman was the chief
counsel of our sister Senate subcommittee, the Senate Judiciary
Subcommittee on Patents, Trademarks, and Copyrights.

I think all of us join in congratulating Ralph Oman on his new
job. We look forward to working closely with Mr. Oman during his
tenure in office. I note that you arejust historicallythe young-
est Register of the Copyright Office. We hope that job does not pre-
maturely age you.

We greet you, and we ask you to come forward. I note that you
have a comprehensive, 60-page statement, which is more than we
would ask anybody else to contribute to us. If you would summa-
rize it, I will commend for reading the Register's. 60-page state-
ment, and it will appear in the record, without objection.

7
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Mr. Oman, you might wish to introduce your colleagues, al-
though they are well-known to this committee, for the record.
TESTIMONY OF RALPH OMAN, REGISTER OF COPYRIGHTS AND

ASSISTANT LIBRARIAN OF CONGRESS FOR COPYRIGHT SERV-
ICES, ACCOMPANIED BY DOROTHY SCHRADER, GENERAL
COUNSEL, AND PATRICE LYONS, SENIOR ATTORNEY-ADVISER
Mr. OMAN. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
It is a pleasure to be here. On my right, your left, we have the

General Counsel of the Copyright Office, Dorothy Schrader; and an
my left, your right, we have Patrice Lyons, a Senior Attorney-Ad-
viser in the General Counsel's office.

I am pleased to appear before you today on the general subject of
the new communications technologies and their impact an the
copyright laws, and an the specific proposal to clarify the copyright
status of low-power television signals.

I will discuss H.R. 3108 and the low-power television issue first.
When Congress enacted the Copyright Act of 1976, the retrans-

mission of broadcast programming by cable systems was the focus
of considerable attention. Many of the new distribution services
were not even contemplated then; as you have mentioned, low-
power television was one of those unknown services.

Last year, the cable industry asked the Copyright Office to give
them guidance about the status of low-power television signals
whether or not they were local signals for purposes of computing
the cable compulsory license royalties. As you know, the cable sys-
tems ordinarily pay no royalty for these local signals, only the dis-
tant signals. The Copyright Office held a hearing, and we conclud-
ed that the copyright law is, in fact, ambiguous on this point.

As you have mentioned, Mr. Chairman, you have introduced the
bill, H.R. 3108 It would amend the copyright laws to clarify that
low-power television signals are, indeed, local signals, and provide
a clear demarcation between distant and local stations.

The Copyright Office supports enactment of this legislation, with-
out amendment.

Mr. KAsTENmEm.R. May I interrupt by saying that, in terms of
the history of this, on November 29, 1984, your General Counsel
who sits to your left wrote us a letter (Senator Mathias and myself)
which could be part of the record. That letter is a basis for the leg-
islation introduced, and for raising again this issue, which reflected
the notion that, in a sense, this should be clarified by statute, even
though in the interim, the Copyright Office could make a tentative
decision on the matter. For purposes of clarification, ultimately the
statute ought to be changed.

Mr. OMAN. Fine, and we will do what we can to help you move
that legislation toward ultimate passage.

Now, I would like to turn to the new communications technol-
ogies and their impact on the copyright law.

Earlier, Mr. Chairman, you were mentioning the history of tele-
vision. Advertiser - supported, over-the-air broadcast television, back
in the early fifties, was considered an important innovation. In the
seventies, with the advances in satellite technologies, we saw the

8
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introduction of a host of new ways to distribute video and audio
programming to the public.

Under the leadership of Charlie Ferris, the Federal Communica-
tions Commission unleashed new forces in the communications in-
dustry, including the use of satellites to transmit cable program-
ming.

And just recently, the FCC has given the green light to direct -to-
home satellite services, the latest advance being the use of fixed
satellites to transmit video programming to owners of domestic re-
ceive-only Earth stations, known in the trade as satellite dishes.

Besides encouraging the rapid increase in the use of satellites to
distribute information and entertainment programming to the
public, the Commission has also nurtured the development of
PACE services.

These services are a combination of nonsatellite and satellite
technologies, relying primarily on terrestrial means of delivering
the signals to the consumers; they include subscription television,
multi-point distribution, MDS, satellite master antenna television,
known as SMATV, and to a minor degree, teletext systems.

And they have joined conventional broadcast television in offer-
ing the public an increasingly varied selection of programming for
private viewing.

In my prepared statement, I have described, in those 60 pages,
the emerging distribution services.

This new bank of distribution systems greatly increases the audi-
ence for copyrighted works. Since the Copyright Act's concept of
public performance is not technology-specific, the act covers all of
these new distribution services.

In general, a public performance occurs if a copyrighted work is
transmitted to a place open to the public or to members of the
public capable of receiving the signal at different times or different
places.

The mere private reception of a peribrmancein other words,
private home viewingis not a public performance, and therefore,
does not now give rise to copyright liability.

Certain public performances are exempt or subject to other limi-
tations, which I won't get into here. While certain specific new
technologies fall within an act's many exemptions and limitations,
these are not always clear.

For example, I can't say for sure whether or not satellite master
antenna systems are eligible for the cable compulsory license. The
law on this point isn't clear.

My prepared statement discusses the other copyright policy
issues raised by these new technologies. They include the unau-
thorized private reception of copyrighted works, the scrambling of
signals to protect proprietary interests, and to inhibit commercial
piracy, the piracy of U.S. satellite signals in foreign countries that
fall within the satellite's footprint, and the transmission of data
bases.

We raise many more questions than we answer in the prepared
statement, and I hope you find that useful in getting the debate

Historically, the copyright law has played a major role in ensur-
ing the continued availability of video and audio programming.

9
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The current proposal to amend the communications law to declare
a moratorium on scrambling of signals or the proposal to establish
a compulsory license to guarantee access to signals, do not take
this long copyright history into account.

The copyright law is clearly a proper vehicle to deal with the
issues raised by the private reception of satellite-delivered pro-
gramming.

I urge the subcommittee to study these issues from that unique
copyright perspective, not just to consider it a matter of communi-
cations law. I suspect this is the subcommittee that will do that.

Mr. Chairman, the Copyright Office stands ready to help you and
the members of this subcommittee in your efforts to adapt the
copyright system to these miraculous new technologies. And I wish
to extend my personal offer of assistance.

Ms. Schrader, Ms. Lyons and I would be pleased to L: newer any
questions. We have divided up the various technologies among us,
and we will respond to your questions as appropriate.

Thank you very much.
[The statement of Mr. Oman follows:]

1 0
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STATEMENT OF RALPH OMAN
REGISTER OF COPYRIGHTS AND

ASSISTANT LIBRARIAN OF CONGRESS FOR
COPYRIGHT SERVICES

BEFORE THE SUBCOMMITTEE ON COURTS. CIVIL
LT.BERT/ES AND THE ADMINISTRATION OF JUSTICE

HOUSE COMMITTER ON THE JUDICIARY
99th Congress. First Session

November 20. 1985

Mr. Chairman and members of the Subcommittee, t sm

pleased to appear before you today on the general subject of

the impact on the copyright law of new communications technol-

ogies, and on the specific proposal to clarify the copyright

status of low power television signals (H.R. 3108).

A variety of new methods for transmitttng copyrighted

works to the public has beer developed in rocenc years by a

combination of new technologies (especially, the proliferation

of satellites, improvements in earth receiving equipment. and

improvements in addressable converters) and by new regulatory

policies (e.g., changes in spectrum allocation, new authoriza-

tions for direct broadcasting services, multichannel multipoint

distribution services, and low power television, etc.) After

commenting on the specific issue of low power television and

H.R. 3105, we wiLl 1) note several copyright policy issues

relating to the transmission of copyrighted works; 2) review

the basic provisions of the copyright law and of the Cable

Communications Policy Act of 1984 in the context of these

issues; and 3) describe and briefly review several of the new

programming transmission services such as direct broadcast

11
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satellites (DRS). multipoint distribution services (MDS),

multichannel multipoint distribution services (MmDS), satellite

master antenna systems (SMATV's), and teletext distribution

systems. The transmission service may involve satellite tech-

nology alone or terrestrial technology alone, or frequently a

combination of the two. Under the United States Copyright Act,

while different exemptions or limitations may apply to certain

transmission services, the concept of public performance 1/

appears broad enough to cover the transmission of copyrighted

works to the public by each of the services surveyed in this

statement.

I. LOW POWER TELEVISION (LPTV)

In 1982. the Federal Communications Commission (FCC)

authorized the establishment of Low power television stations

entitled to or'ginate programming. See 47 Fed. Reg. 21468

(1982). on recon., 48 Fed. Reg. 21/478 (1983). By 1984, 117 low

power television stations had gone on the air and an additional

1. "Public performance" under the 1976 copyright Act broadly
includes acts which "transmit or ot;,Irortse communicate a
performance or display of the work to...(, ;7.uhlic place)...
or to the public, by means of an, ,;2vice or process
whether the members of the public capable of receiving the
performance or display receive it in the same place or in
separate places and at the same time or different times."
17 U.S.C. 5101. The relevant definitions of "publicly",
"perform" and "to transmit" are not technology-specific,
and include "not only the initial rendition or showing, but
also any further act by which that rendition or showing is
transmitted or communicated to the public." H.R. 94-1476.
94th Cong., 2d Sess. 63 (1976) ("1976 House Report").

I 2
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259 construction permits were granted. Lotteries for new

construction permits are held every month; the FCC is expected

to grant up to 4,000 of these permits.

Section 111(c) of the Copyright Act of 1976. title 17

of the United States Code, established a compulsory licensing

system under which cable systems

along of copyrighted works. This

to various conditions, including

systems file Statements of Account

tory royalty fees in Accordance

adjusted by the Copyright Royalty

may make secondary transmis-

compulsory license is subject

the requirements that cable

semi-annually and pay statu-

with section 111(d)(2). as

Tribunal in accordance with

section 801(b)(2). The broadcast station whose signal is

retransmitted must be licensed by the FCC (or by the equivalent

governmental authority in Canada or Mexico).

Under the cable compulsory licensing system, the

Statements of Account and statutory royalties which cable

companies submit to the Copyright Office must reflict and

identify the carriage of "local." and "distant" signals. The

difference is critical since large cable systems whose

semiannual gross receipts exceed $214,000 compute their

copyright royalties beyond the minimum Eee 2/ on the basis of

their carriage of "distant" signals, If the LFTV signals are

regarded as "local" Eor copyright purposes, the large cable

systems could carry them without any additional royalties above

2. All cable systems ply a minimum fee for the privilege of
making secondary transmissions. irrespective of gross
receipts or actual distant signal carriage. 17 U.S.C.
111 (d)(5) (i) . (C) and (D).

13
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the Minimum fees. As the agency responsible for the filing of

Statements of Account and the collection of royalties, the

Copyright Office was asked by the interested remitters how LPTV

Stations should be regarded for purposes of calculating

royPitiea.

Since the Copyright Act was enacted in 1976, the

relevant section 111(f) definition refers to the type of (11e-

vision broadcast station that the FCC required cable systems to

carry on April 15, 1976. Under one interpretation of the Act,

since the low power television station category did not exist

in 1976, such stations could not be considered "must-carry"

stations under the FCC rules in effect on April 15, 1976.3/

Even before the court mandated elimination of the must-carry

rules, the FCC did not require cable retransmission of low

power television stations.

In response to requests by LPTV representatives the

Copyright Office held a public hearing on October 12, 1984, for

the purpose of eliciting comment on the correct interpretation

of the Copyright Act as it relates to the status of signals of

low power television stations retransmitted by cable systems.

LPTV and cable systems representatives argued that

LPTV signals were local for copyright law purposes, either

because in terms of signal strength and geographical coverage

they were clearly local, or because LPTV should be analogized

3. 1976 House Report at 99.

1 4
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to translator stations which were recognizcd as local in 1976,

and that loss than full power television stations must bc con-

sidercd local.

The Copyright Officc concluded, on the basis of the

statute, the legislative history, and the administrative

hearing record. that the status of low power television

stations under the cablc compulsory license is ambiguous. The

Office suggested that legislative clarification, as discussed

in comment Letters filed by you Mr. Chairman and by Senator

Mathias. would bc welcome. Pcnding that clarification, the

Officc accepts for filing and does not question cablc Statc-

ments of Account that report LPTV signal carriage as local.

Mr. Chairman, you and Senator Mathias have now intro-

duced companion bills (}1.R. 3108 and S. 1526) that would amcnd

the Copyright Act's definition of "local service area of a

primary transmitter" to clarify that LPTV signals are indeed

local signals. The tcxt of the bills is consi.stent with the

policy objective, and the Copyright Office supports enactment.

We are not aware of any oppositiot: to the bills. Although the

Motion Picture Association of America had expressed concern in

written comments to the Copyright Office about the dividing

line between "distant" and "local" low power stations, the text

of the bill now provides a clear demarcation: the signal is

local within 35 miles of the transmitter sitc, except where the

LPTV station is located in a top fifty metropolitan arca, &n

which case the standard is 20 miles from the transmitter site.

15
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II. OVERVIEW OF COPYRIGHT POLICY IG:XES ARISI!1G FRC" HE
TRANSMISSION OF COP1R;GHTKU WOXICS BY SAZELLITZ

OR OTHER COMMUNICATIONS S17,VIC3

A panoply of new vide^ an e.tcli, vrop.4m distribution

services has blossomei since ander t:te certile combination

of improved communications te,chnologies and a hospitable

regulatory climate. The program services in virtually every

case involve the transmission to the public of copyrighted

works. In this section we identify and present an overview of

actual or potential copyright issues relating to these

communications developments. These issues are: unauthorized

private reception, scrambling of signals, piracy of United

States program signals Abroad, and transmissions of databases.

A. Unauthorized private reception.

Under traditional copyright law, no liability exists

for the private performance of works. Broadcasting. whether by

conventional terrestrial methods or by satellite, is a public

performance if the public is capable of receiving the perform-

ance, even though reception occurs in private. Moreover, the

unauthorized reception of a performance, in a public place. or

the further distribution of the performance, infringe the

copyright in the work performed. unless there is a specific

exemption, such dS 17 U.S.C. 111(a)!1) or 110(5). Mere

reception oc a performance in a private home. however, is not

an act of copyright infringement under existing copyright law.

16
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Satellite delivery of copyrighted works either by

direct broadcasting or satellite-to-cable, means that the

signal containing copyrighted works may be intercepted by

persons in the United States or abroad who are not part of the

copyright owner's intended audience.

The use of satellites to deliver copyrighted

telecommunications programming, from networks to affiliates,

from program origination services to cable systems, or by

direct broadcast has increased the opportunities for persons to

receive the signals originated by networks or pay-television

systems either prior to their first authorized terrestrial

distribution or without entering into a contract with the

pay-tv supplier or his or her local outlet (usually a cable

television system). These realities, occurring in a society

long used to Indirect payment for television programming and

oriented toward maximizing access to art and information, have

created major policy questions for private industry, consumer

groups, the courts and the Congress.

Among the many questions are should the copyright

law protect authors and copyright owners against unauthorized

reception in private of their works? Is effective protection

of the merging media of distribution already emerging at the

state and federal levels within the framework of

telecommunications law? Can or should distinctions be made

17.
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between the copyright liabilities of individuals who receive

without authorization satellite derived signals and those

commercial enterprises which facilitate such reception?

B. Scrambling of sigstals.

In order to impede unauthorized reception of their

satellite borne signals--by private viewers and by those who

actually "pirate" programming (by receiving and redistributing

program-carrying signals for commercial gain)--some copyright

holders and distributors have started to. or intend to

scramble their signals. Apart from the use of scrambling as a

means of practical self-help against these activities, a

question arises as' to whether the encrypted and unencrypted

nature of a transmission does, can or should mark an

essentially proprietary boundary. While a kernel of this

aspect of scrambling is to be found in section 111(b) of the

1976 Copyright Act. tne most significant development in this

regard has been the enactment of the Communications Policy

Act,4/ which encourages the development of scrambling systems

as one means of gaining protection for the commercial integrity

of satellite distribution systems under communications law.

On the other hand, some members of the public believe

they have the right to receive satellite programming. and

legislation has been introduced to declare a moratorium on the

scrambling of signals or to establish a compulsory license

permitting access to signals. H.R. 1769 and H.R. 1840 have

4. Pub. L. 98-549.

I 8
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"een introduced in this Congress to amend the new provisions of

the Cable Act on interception and receipt of satellite cable

programming for private viewing. H.R. 1769 would amend the

Communications Act of 1934 by imposing a two-year ban on the

encryption of satellite cable programming. The stated purpose

of the bill would be to allow time for the establishment of

effective Licensing systems before encryption becomes well-

established. (Some cable programming services such as Home Box

Office, Inc. (HBO) are in the midst of establishing .scrambling

systems.)

H.R. 1840, and its Senate companion bill S. 1618.

would vest the FCC with broad. new authority to create a

compuls,ry license for the private viewing of scrambled

satellite signals. The FCC would set the prices, terms, and

conditions for the receipt of such signals. The bill would

also prohibit price discrimination against backyard dish owners

compared with cable subscribers and would prohibit any

practices that would force dish owners to lease or purchase

decoding equipment from particular authorized sources.

The cable industry and cable programmer represen-

tatives contend that these bills would effectively preclude the

major options established by the Cable Communications Policy

Act of 1984 for product control and security of pay television

programming by the program suppliers. They argue that it is

reasonable to require dish owners who receive pay television

programming to pay a fair price for it just as cable

19
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subscribers do. They stress that some satellite programmers

have developed marketing plans Co tap the backyard dish owners'

market.5/

Vexing policy questions arise out of the possibility

of satellite signal encryption: should the copyright law be

amended to ensure public access to satellite-delivered

copyrighted materials? How could this be done? Would

compulsory licensing systems assuring remuneration to program

suppliers in exchange for direct consumer access to satellite

signals be compatible with authors' rights? Would such a sys-

tem amount functionally to a compulsory license-supported DBS

system? Who would share in any such system of royalty collec-

tion? Should the encryption of signals become a more inclusive

and express dividing line between the rights of viewers Co

privately perform works and the public performance rights of

authors and copyright holders? Is the evolution of state and

federal law with respect Co protection of communications

services complementary or in conflict. one with Che other?

5. Scrambling proposals include mechanisms through which
backyard dish owners may purchase pay television, either
through designated local agents of the satellite
programmers (the local cable systems) or directly from the
programmers themselves (via an 800- telephone number).
Arguably, the economics of the industry, which favor
maximization of subscribers to the programming, would
provide strong incentives to programmers Co establish fair
and reasonable rates for access to the programming by
backyard dish owners that would be comparable to the rates
charged cable subscribers for the same programming.

2 0
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Insofar as copyrightable materials are concerned, should a

national regime of protection be preferred given the preemption

of state power in the 1976 Copyright Act?

C. Piracy of U.S signals in foreign countries.

Unauthorized interception and distribution in foreign

countries of U.S. satellite signals containing copyrighted

works has been a matter of concern by U.S. interests for many

years. The problem is particularly acute in the Caribbean area.

Central America, and Canada to the extent these areas fall

within the "foot;-rint" of U.S. domestic satellites. transmit-

ting programming to the United States public. Ratification of

the Brussels Satellite Convention may encourage other countries

to join the Convention

distribution

an effective

unauthorized

signals. it

reception in

of signals.

and protect against unauthorized

While the Convention would serve

legal framework for resolution of the problem

as

of

reception and redistribution of program-carrying

is not

homes.

responsive to the question of unauthorized

Of perhaps future relevance is the express

exclusion of direct broadcast satellite signals from the scope

of the Convention.

U.S. copyright owners have sought and obtained provi-

sions in trade legislation and the Caribbean basin Initiative

which require some assurance by the foreign beneficiaries of

the legislation that they adequately protect U.S. intellectual

-
6. CBERA expressly addresses the problem of satellite signal

piracy by requiring government entities in beneficiary

21
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property, including copyrighta.6/ This legislation and others

concerned with access to the U.S. market by foreign traders

condition the availability of preferential trade benefits upon

the recipients' "adequate and effective" protection of

intellectual property.

To what extent do the two major international copy-

right conventions7Y and the Brussels Satellite Convention

afford adequate protection for U.S. copyrighted works against

unauthorized reception and distribution of satellite signals?

Do trade-based reciprocal measures hold significant promise for

ensuring adequate protection for U.S. copyrighted works in

foreign countries, or are they less promising in the long-run

than efforts to ensure full compliance with existing copyright

and satellite conventions and efforts to encourage wider

acceptance of these conventions? Should U.S. efforts be

directed toward development of domestic copyright and communi-

cations law policies that would ensure full compensation for

satellite transmission of copyrighted works at the source of

the transmission?

states to cease rebroadcasting, without authorization,
program-carrying satellite signals. as a mandatory
eligibility criterion. Pub. L. 98-67, Secs. 212(b)(5).

7. The Universal Copyright Convention, of which the United
States is a member, and the Berne Convention for the
Protection of Literary and Artistic Works, of which the
United States is not a member.

...
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D. Regulation of ot_ograuninik and other services not considered
"ea le aervtees."

While the Cable Communications Policy Act of 1984

improves considerably the legal structure for the furnishing of

"cable services." it does not include within the meaning of

that term "'active' information services such as at-home

shopping and banking that allow transactions between subscri-

bers and cable operators or third-parties. Similarly, a cable

service may not provide subscribers with the capacity to commu-

nicate instructions or commands to software programs such as

computer or video games or statistical packages that do not

retrieve information and that are stored in facilities off the

subscribers' premises."8/ The one way transmission of video.

textual, data and other material is covered.

The nature and scope of protection for copyrighted

databases has been questioned in scent litigation. What

constitutes a "fair use" in connection with "factual" works is

unsettled. The application of the exclusive rights in 5106 of

the 1976 Act. as well as limitations on these rights, such as

that in 5110(5), to new methods of transmission could usefully

be studied further.

8. Resort on R.R. 4103 of the Rouse Comm. on Ener: and
ommerce, . Rep. o. t ong.,
TTT=77see also 50 Fed. Reg.. 18637. 18639 (1985).

ess.
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III. PROTECTION FOR SATELLITE - DISTRIBUTED
PROGRAMMING UNDER THE COPYRIGHT ACT AND 1,633 AND 705

OF THE COMMUNICATIONS ACT

A. Protection for _program suppliers under the Copyright Act.

1. Exclusive rights

One of the exclusive rights granted to owners of

copyright is the right of public performance. 17 U.S.G.

106(4). The terms "perform" and "publicly" are broadly defined

in 17 U.S.C. 101. to include the transmission of a performance

by any means to the public, including satellites. The Copy-

right Act contains certain exceptions to the right of public

performance. of which the most relevant are the exemptions of

sections 110(5) and 111(a), and the cable compulsory license.

section 111(c)-(f).

Satellite distribution of copyrighted programming is

now commonplace. either by satellite to broadcast station. or

satellite to cable. links. Direct satellite broadcasting (DOS)

has been authorized by the FCC. but the medium has not proved

commercially viable yet.

A public performance takes place when a copyrighted

work is transmitted to the publil. via satellite. in general.

the emitting organization (a broadcast station, or a broadcast

or cable program service network) f7. '.abject to full liability

under the Copyright Act for authorizing the public performance.

Therefore these program services occur under license from the

owner of copyright. Section 111(b) of the Copyright Act

provides that satellite cable programming (such as HBO. ESPN.

24
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and CNN) and other controlled access program services are

subject to the copyright owner's exclusive right of public

performance.

The reception and communication to the public of a

performance in a public place (for example, by turning on a

radio or television attached to commercial sound speakers) is a

public performance and subject to liability unless one of the

specific exceptions applies. The further distribution of a

performance of a copyrighted work in public is also a public

performance. Under these principles, the reception of

satellite-distributed nonbroadcast services in a bar. motel or

hotel is apparently an infringement of copyright. (The lodging

exemption of section 111(a)(1) does not apply to nonbroadcast

programming.) On the other hand, the private reception of a

signal in a private home and without further communication to

the public, would not be an infringement of copyright, since

the performance is not public; this is true even if the recep-

tion is unauthorized by the copyright owner.

2. Cable compulsory license.

The retransmission of broadcast programming by a

cable system is subject to the compulsory license of section

111. The statute sets the terms and rates of compensation; the

rates are subject to adjustment by the Copyright Royalty

Tribunal. The compulsory license has been invoked in carrying

a usuperstation"9f transmitted from the broadcasting facility

9. Broadcast stations (such as WOR, WGN, and WTBS) transmitted
nationwide to cable systems and their subscribers by means
of resale satellite carriers.

25
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via satellite and then distributed to cable systems. Satellite

resale carriers licensed by the FCC have been held exempt from

any copyright liability for their retransmission activity under

17 U.S.C. 111(a)(3) ( "passive common carrier" exemption).

The Copyright Act does not grant cable system opera-

tors per se any remedy against "theft-of-cable service" since

they are ordinarily neither the creators nor the owners of the

copyrighted programming they transmit. (To the limited extent

that cable system operators locally originate and own the

programming, they would enjoy the rights of copyright owners.)

8. Protection for program suppliers and cable operators under
$6633 and 705 of tine Communications Policy Act of 1984.

The Cable Communications Policy Act of 1984 (Cable

Act), among other achievements, created two new private rights

of action (property rights in effect) under the communications

law to protect against unauthorized private reception of

satellite signals under certain circumstances. and to protect

against theft of cable service whether the signal is relayed by

satellite or terrestrial means.

1. Unauthorized Reception of Cable Service: Section 633.

Section 633(a)(1) of the Cable Communications Policy

Act of 1984 prohibits any person from intercepting or receiving

"any communications service offered over a cable system, unless

specifically authorized to do so by a cable operator or as may

otherwise be specifically authorized by law."10/ While former

10. Cable Communications Policy Act of 1984. Pub. L. 98-549,
98th Cong.. 2d Sess., sec. 2, 5633 (to be codified at 47
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5605 of the Communications Act of 1934 also included a prohibi-

tion against

services, new

the theft of

the unauthorized reception of communications

S633 of the Act is particularly tailored to

cable services, and provides criminal penalties

and civil remedies for violations of that section. Former 5605

of the 1934 Act did not contain specific remedies for such

violations.

Since there may be cases of theft of cable service

that are not covered by 5633, it is noted in the relevant

legislative history that: "Nothing in this section (5634. H.R.

4103, became §633, Cable Act) is intended to affect the appli-

cability of existing Section 605 to theft of cable service. or

any other remedies available

service."11/

The prohibition

under existing law for theft of

in 5633 also extends to a person

assisting in the interception or receipt of a communications

service. Section 633(a)(2) defines the term "assist in inter-

cepting or receiving" to include "the manufacture or distribu-

tion of equipment intended by the manufacturer or distributor

(as the case may be) for unauthorized reception of any communi-

cations service offered over a cable system...." According co

the House ReSort, it was not the intent of Congress to subject

U.S.C. 5633).

11. Report on H.R. 4103 of the House Comm. on Energy and
Commerce. H.R. Rep. No. 98-934. 9ath Cong.. 2d Sess. 83
(1984). Both the Senate and House of Representatives
adopted the explanations in H.R. Rep. No. 98 -934. with
certain amendments. See Cable Telecommunications Act. 130
Cong. Rec. S 14285 anT 12235 (dairy ed. Oct.TT:ITEM).
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manufacturers, distributors or retailers to liability under

that section if they do not provide a device or equipment "with.

the intent or specific knowledge that it will be used for the

unauthorized reception of cable service."12/ The primary aim

of subsection (a)(2) is to prevent the manufacture and

distribution of so-called "black boxes" and other unauthorized

converters which permit reception of cable services without

payment.13/

Penalties or remedies for violations of the prohibi-

tion in S633(a)(1) are set forth in subsections (b) and (c).

The section also provides generally that any State or franchis-

ing authority may enact or enforce laws with respect to the

unauthorized interception or reception of any cable or other

communications service. eseen if the laws impose higher penal-

ties or sanctions. The criminal penaltie$ for violations of

subsection (a)(1) of S633 are graduated. Any person whn

fully violates the section may be fined not more than $1,000 or

imprisoned fol. not more than 6 months, or both. Where the

violation is not only willful, but for purposes of commercial

advantage or private financial gain,14/ the person is subject

12. Id. at 84.-

13. Id.

14. Id. The legislative history of 5705 contains explanatory
language in connection with the phrase "private financial
gain." 130 Cong. Rec. S 14285 (daily ed. Oct. 11, 1984).
Further, the term is defined in S705(b)(5) as excluding
"the gain resulting to any individual for the private use
in such individual's dwelling unit of any programming for
which the individual has not obtained authorization for
that use." Courts may look to this definition for
guidance in interpreting the same term in S633 of the

28
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to a fine of not more than $25,000 or imprisoned for not more

than 1 year, or both, for the first offense, and not more than

$50,000 or imprisoned for not more than 2 years, or both, for

any subsequent offense.15/ In this respect, the House Report

observes that "it)he increased penalties triggered by willful

violations committed for purposes of commercial advantage or

private financial gain are designed in part to reach the pro-

duction of devices, or sale of equipment or services, intended

for unauthorized reception of services provided over a cable

system."16/

With respect to civil remedies, a 'person aggrieved"

by a violation of S633(a)(1) may bring a civil action in a U.S.

district court or in any other court of competent jurisdiction.

In light of the broad language of S633(c)(1): "Any person

aggrieved by any violation of suhseetion (a)(1) may bring a

civil action . . .," it appears likely that both copyright

owners and cable operators may have standing to enforce this

new provision. It is not clear, however, whether the clause

"as may otherwise be specifically authorized by law" in subsec-

tion (a)(1) was intended to cover rights under the Copyright

Cable Act.

15. An amendment was made to a similar provision in 5705. The
word "offense" was changed to "conviction" in 5705(d)(2)
"in order to clarify that more than one conviction, and
not a single conviction on more than one violation, is
what triggers the applicability of the higher criminal
penalties (which provide up to a $50,000 fine and 2 years
imprisonment)." 130 Cone. Rec. S 14286 (daily ed. Oct.
11, 1984). Although the change was not made in 5633. it
may be argued that the intent was the same.

16. Id.
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Act of 1976. The meaning of the term "any person aggrieved"

was discussed in connection with the use of the term in

5705(d)(3)(A) of the Cable Act. In that context, the term was

viewed as covering owners of rights in programming as well as

senders of the signal embodying the programming.17/

Civil remedies available under subsection (c) include

temporary and final injunctions, actual or statutory damages,

and full costs, including attorney's fees. With respect to the

amount of damages. where a court finds that a violation was

committed willfully and for purposes of commercial advantage or

private financial gain, the court may increase the award of

either actual or statutory damages to $50,000. In the event

the court finds a violator was not aware and had no reason to

believe that his acts constituted a violation of 5633, the

court may reduce the award to not less than $100.

2. Unauthorized Reception of Certain Communications:
SectUon 705.

Specific provision has now been made in the Communi-

cations Act of 1934 for the protection of "satellite cable

programming."18/ As defined in new 5705(b), "the term 'satel-

lite cable programming' means video programming which is trans-

mitted via satellite and which is primarily intended for the

direct receipt by cable operators for their retransmission to

17. See 130 Cong. Rec. S 14288 and H 12238 (daily ed. Oct. 11,
TIM).

18. The Cable Act amends the Communications Act of 1934 by
redesignating former 5605 as 5705, and inserting "(a)"
after the section designation. The Act also adds new
subsections (b)-(e) at the end of the existing section.
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cable subscribers." Under the scheme adopted in S705 of the

Cable Act, any individual is free to intercept or receive any

satellite cable programming for private viewing if the program-

ming involved is not encrypted, and a marketing system has not

been established as provided in that section, Satellite cable

program suppliers are given a clear choice by this new provi-

sion: scramble their signal, or establish a marketing system

for authorizing private viewing. The legislative history

elaborates on the terminology used in new 5705(b). With

respect to the phrase "private viewing" as used in that provi-

sion, it is noted that the term does not include any retrans-

mission by so-called 'private cable' or 'satellite master

antenna television' systems. Nor is it contemplated that an

individual may redistribute programming received by his satel-

lite equipment to the homes or residences of his neighbors.-g--ors.

Nor is it contemplated that 'private viewing' includes display

of satellite cable programming in the public area of an apart-

ment building, condominium, or housing complex. or in taverns,

restaurants or fraternal halls."19/ Further, the interception

of the "satellite cable programming" must be directly from the

satellite feed to come within the scope of S705(b).20/

The exemption in S705(b) applies only where the video

programming transmitted via satellite is primarily intended for

the direct receipt by cable operators for their retransmission

19. 130 Cong. Rec, H 12238 (daily ed. Oct. 11, 1984).

20. Id.
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to cable subscribers. With respect to closed-circuit sports

and special events transmissions, it is noted in the legisla-

tive history of that provision that:

Closed-circuit sports and special events
transmissions, whether on a regular or ad hoc
basis may be primarily intended for viewing
by paying customers in public places where
local promoters haVe acquired public perform-
ance rights (e.g., movie theaters, stadia, or
public performance halls). If the sender of
such a transmission licenses retransmission
rights to certain cable operators, one must
look to the facts of the case to determine
whether this is the "primary" intent of the
sender.21/

The Cable Communications Policy Act of 1984 does not

clarify the threshold issue of what communications are covered

by 5705 in the first place. Section 705(a) [former 5605]

provides that: "This section shall not apply to the receiving.

divulging, publishing, or utilizing the contents of any radio

communication which is transmitted by any station for the use

of the general public...."22/ The new satellite cable program-

ming scheme in S705(b)-(e) would not come into play where the

programwing is "transmitted by any station for the use of the

genenal public." In determining the meaning of the exclusion-

ary language in $705(a) of the Cable Act, it is helpful to look

to the construction of former §605 of the Communications Act of

1934. Congress observed in the icqislative history of the

Cable Act that former 5605 provided "broad protection against

21. Id.

22. Section 605, now S705(a), was revised in 1982; the term
"broadcast" was deleted. See 47 U.S.C. 5605 (1982).
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the unauthorized interception of various forms of radio

communications," and that there was no intent to alter "those

broad protectiona."23/

Case law construing former 5605 of the Communications

Act of 1934 applied that section to subscription television,

multipoint distribution and other transmission services. An

earlier decision, that was recently cited by the Court of

Appeals for the D.C. Circuit in reviewing the FCC's interim

direct broadcast satellite regulations,24/ involved restric-

tions placed on the operation of a subscription music service

by FM licensees.25/ In Functional Music. the court did not

agree with the FCC's finding that the activities of the func-

tional music operators const!tuted point-to-point communica-

tions. Referring to the definition of broadcasting in the 1934

Act, the court stressed that Functional Music's programming was

cf interest to the general radio audience and was specifically

transmitted with the intent to reach the public generally. As

noted in the DRS context, "the test for whether a particular

Z3. 130 Cong. Rec. S 14287 and H 12237 (daily ed. Oct. 11,
1984).

24. See National Ass'n. of Broadcasters v. F.C.C., 740 F.2d
TTIo (D.C. Cir. 1984).

25. Functional Music Inc. v. F.C.C., 274 F.2d 543 (D.C. Cir.
1958), cert. denied, 361 U.S. 8-13 (1959); see also Chart-
well Communications Group v. Westbrook, 637 F.2d (6th
Cir. igBUT; and National. Subscription Television v. S Sr

HTV, 644 F.Zd 820 (901 Cir. 1981)-

3.3
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activity constitutes broadcasting is whether there is 'an

intent for public distribution' and whether the programming is

'of interest to the general audience.'"26/

Unlike former 5605, express provision has been made

in amended 5705 for criminal penalties and civil remedies for

violations of the protections afforded by that section.

Section 705(e) added by the Cable Act to the Communications Act

of 1934, title 47 U.S.C., also provides that the specific reme-

dies in 5705 do not "affect any right, obligation, or liability

under title 17. United States Code, any rule, regulation, or

order thereunder, or any other applicable Federal, State, or

local law." With the exception of the change of the word

"conviction" for "offense" in 5705(d)(2), the penalties and

remedies under 5705 are generally the same as those described

above in connection with S633. Unlike 5633, however, the

legislative history of S705(d)(3)(A) states clearly that owners

of rights in intercepted radio communications, and not just the

sender of the signal, may be a "person aggrieved" by violations

of S705(0). Section 705(d)(4) does add a new remedf. This

provision subjects "the importation, manufacture, sale. or

distribution of equipment by any person with the intent of its

use to assist in any activity prohibited by subsection (a) (of

S7O5]" to the same penalties and remedies as a person who has

engaged in such prohibited activity.

26. National Assn. of Broadcasters, supra, 740 F.2d at 1201.

64-769 0 - 87 -- 2 34
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It is provided in 5705(e) Chat the copyright law is

not affected by that section. and the issue of who racy author-

ize the reception of an unencrypted signal for private viewing

continues to be governed by existing copyright law and

contract.27/ With respect to the savings clause in 5705(e)

[then (d)]. Congress observed that "the adoption of this

provision is not intended to affect the legal status under

copyright law of any technological device. Further, there is

no intent being expressed with respect to the question of

whether equipment capable of receiving satellite cable

programming is to be considered a receiving apparatus for

purpose of an exemption under 17 U.S.C. 110(5).28/

IV. SATELLITE TECHNOLOGY AND ITS USE IN THE
DISTRIBUTION OF COPYRIGHTED WORKS

Since the passage of the Copyright Act of 1976,

developments in satellite technology and changes in FCC commu-

nications policy have had a marked impact on the way in which

the American public receives television programming. "Super-

stations" like WTBS (Atlanta) or WOR (New York) are distributed

nation-wide via satellite to cable links. A galaxy of new

cable programming services has been created and marketed via

satellite to cable systems. Radio and television broadcast

networks make increased use of satellites to distribute

programming to their affiliates. Only some of these

27. 130 Cong. Rec. H 12238 (daily ed. Oct. 11, 1984).

28. Id. at H 12239.
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developments were contemplated in 1976; their impact on the

market for televised programming is substantial Direct

satellite broadcasting, however, although initially promising.

has not proved commercially viable to date.

A. Regulatory framework.

The framework within which the FCC authorizes the

operation of fixed-satellite and broadcasting-satellite

services is the International Telecommunications Convention.

Frequency allocations for these services must comply with the

technical requirements set forth la the Convention, Radio Regu-

lations and other relevant agreements. Article 23 of the ITU

Convention requires administrations to assure the secrecy of

radiocommunicationa.29/ The secrecy obligations of the U.S.

under the Convention are generally covered in S705 [former

S6051 of the Communications Act of 1934 on the unauthorized

publication or use of communications. With respect to the

reception and use of television and radio programming that is

not transmitted for the use of the general public!, section

705(a) prohibits generally any unauthorized person from

receiving or assisting in the receipt of any interstate or

29. For text of article 23, see Final Acts of the World
Administrative Radio Conference (Geneva. 19791, reprinted
in Massa e from the President of the United States. ir.
hoc. No. -21, 97th Cong., 1st Sees., at 241 0981)
(Treaty was ratified by the U.S. on Sept. 6, 1983).
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foreign communication by radio and using such communication

therein for his own benefit or for the benefit of another not

entitled thereto.30/

B. Current FCC Authorization..

Of the thirteen apace services listed in the Interna-

tional Telecommunications Union's (ITU) Table of Frequency

Allocations, only two are currently of general interest in the

distribution of copyrighted works embodied in television or

radio programming: Fixed-Satellite Service (FSS); and

Broadcasting-Satellite Service (BSS).31/ Geostationary satel-

lites whose orbit remains approximately fixed relative to

Earth's equator are used to transmit both FSS and BSS

the

for

reception in the continental United States, the 48 contiguous

States (Conus).32/ There is a direct correlation between the

power radiated by a space station located on

satellite and the size and complexity of the

receive the signal on the earth's surface.

a geostationary

antenna used to

The higher the

satellite power, the smaller the dish antenna required for

30. See Cable Communications Policy Act of 1984, Pub. L. 98-
."5V. 98th Cong., 2d Sess., see. 5. S705(a) (to be codified
at 47 U.S.C. 5705(a)).

31. See First Advisory Committee Report. ITU WARC ORB 1985, at
77-T CI 983) .

32. For definitions of terminology used in connection with
space services, see 47 C.F.R. S2.1 (1984).
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reception. A recently launched satellite, GTE Spacenet'a GSTAR

I. is capable of delivering five channels of service to one-

meter or 1.2 -meter dishes-33/

Current operational domestic satellite systems in the

FSS are authorized by the Federal Communications Commission

(FCC) to use the frequency band from approximately 4 to 6 GNz

(C-Band); and the bands from 11.7-12.2 GNz and 14-14.5 GNz (Ku-

Band).34/ Satellites in the C-Band usually have about 24 trans-

ponders, while those in the Ku-Band approximately 16 trans-

ponders. The number of transponders On a satellite is generally

determined by the total available bandwith and by the frequency

re-use plan. With respect to BSS, the FCC regulationa provide

for limited sharing of the frequency band 11.7-12.2 GNz between

FSS and BSS.35/ Provision has also been made for the use of the

band 17.3-17.8 Wiz by the fixed-satellite service for the

purpose of providing feeder links to the broadcasting-satellite

service.36/ Fixed - satellite service is generally a radiocommu-

nication service between earth stations at specified fixed

points. In aome cases, the service includes satellite-to-

satellite links.

33. The search for ubiquity in television, Broadcasting. at
52. 56 (July 8, 1985).

34. 47 C.F.R. 52.106 (1984). For list of C-Band and KuTBand
satellites now operational, see Where the Birds are,
Broadcastin at 50 (July 8, 1985). The FCC discourages
the use of terms C-Band and Ku-Sand since they are not a
very accurate way to describe frequency allocations_

35. 47 C.F.R. 52.106 and NG145 (1984).

36. Id. at NG140.
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In anticipation of the 1983 Regional Administrative

Radio Conference, the FCC adopted policies and rules for the

authorization, on an experimental basis, of direct broadcast

satellite service (OBS). Unlike the FSS, signals transmitted or

retransmitted by apace stations in the DBS service are intended

for reception

Order of June

communication

at multiple receiving points. In its Report and

23, 1982, the FCC viewed DBS service

service in which signaLs from earth

as "a radio-

are retrans-

mitted by high power, geostationary satellites for direct recep-

tion by small, inexpensive earth terminals.37/ The FCC amended

its Table of Frequency Allocations contained in Part 2 of its

regulations to permit OBS downlink operations in the 12.2-12.7

GRz band and uplink operations in the 17.3-17.8 GRz band.38/

The FCC examined the record in that proceeding and concluded

that DBS could provide extremely valuable services to the

American people. It found that the "possible benefit's of the

37. Report and Order in Doc. No. 80-603. 90 F.C.C.2d 676, 677.
n. 1 (1982). While the FCC considers the terms BSS and OBS
as synonymous. it uses the term OBS "when discussing
domestic policy matters and BSS rith regard to frequency
allocation matters. Id. Broadcasting- Satellite Service
is defined in the FCC regulations as a "radiocommunication
service in which signals transmitted or retransmitted by
space stations are intended for direct reception by the
general public. Note: In the broadcasting-satellite
service, the term 'erect reception' shall encompass both
individual reception and community reception. 47 C.F.R.
S2.1 (1984). For definition of "Direct Broadcast Satellite
Service," Bee 47 C.F.R. 5100.3 (1984).

38. 47 C.F.R. 52.106 and NG139 (1984). The incorporation in
the ITU Radio Regulations of the frequency allocation plan
adopted for Region 2 of the 1983 Regional Administration
Conference for the Planning of the Broadcasting-Satellite
Service was accomplished at the August 1985 World Admini-
strative Radio Conference. See BroadcastinK, at 42 (Sept.
16, 1985).
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serviCe include the provision of improved service to remote

areas, additional channels of service throughout the country.

programming offering more variety and that is better suited to

viewers' tastes, technically innovative service, and expanded

non-entertainment service."39/ The FCC's DBS Order was reviewed

by the Court of Appeals for the D.C. Circuit in an action

brought by the National Association of Broadcasters. The Court

commended the FCC on its regulatory accommodation of this new

technology and generally upheld the FCC's frequency allucation

for DBS and other aspects of its interim DBS regulations. With

respect to the application of certain broadcasting requirements

to this new form of satellite service, however, the Court

vacated the portion of the DBS Order "that makes broadcast

restrictions inapplicable to some DBS systems...."40/

An Interesting new development in satellite technology

and functions is the discovery in recent years that some spare

capacity in what were considered space stations in the fixed-

satellite service could be used to transmit directly to individ-

ual receivers. The FCC permitted this sharing of FSS and BSS

services as long as the users remain within set technical para-

meters, e.g., decibel levels. A 1982 grant by the FCC to GTE

Satellite Corporation (GSAT) to lease transponders on a Canadian

communications satellite in order to provide a broadcasting-

satellite television service in the 11.7-12.2 Mix band formerly

39. 90 F.C.C.2d, at 680.

40. National Ass'n. of Broadcasters v. F.C.C., 740 F.2d 1190.
1222 (D.C. Cir. 1984).

4
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reserved for fixed (point-to-point) satellite service was upheld

in a court challenge brought by United States Satellite Broad-

casting Co., Inc. The Court Bound that LSAT had disclosed in

its application "that it had signed an agreement to lease capac-

ity to United States Television (USTV) which planned to provide

television programming to 'small CATV [cable-TV) systems.

hotels. motels, hospitals, low power TV and STV [subscription

television or "pay TV"] and MDS [multipoint distribution

service] operations as well as multiple and single dwell-

ings.'41/ It is now recognized in the United States that

broadcasting-satellite service may be provided or direct-to-

home reception of television and radio programming using either

low or high power geostationary satellites.

While technically feasible, direct-to-home broadcast-

ing has proven very costly. One of the sew operational systems,

United States Satellite Communications inc. ('JSCI) recently

filed for Chapter 11 bankruptcy protection. Ttqct had provided a

five channel Ku-band service since 1983 using Telenet Canada's

Anik C-II. Only Hubbard Broadcasting's United States Satellite

Broadcasting. Direct Broadcasting Satellite Corp., and Dominion

Video Satellite are still planning to build and launch high

power direct broadcast satellite systems; and the FCC has

granted OBS permits to Satellite Syndicated Systems, National

Christian Network, Advanced Communications Corp. and Hughes

41. United States Satellite Broadcastin: Co. v. F.C.C., 740
. / . . . xr. .

41
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Communications Galaxy lnc.42/ Interest has been expressed,

however, by many cable systems and other enterprises Li.; provid-

ing low power direct-to-home satellite services from fixed

satellites. For several months, the cable industry has actively

considered. plans to scramble its satellite cable programming and

sell the service to owners of dish antennas. It is reported

that, in the last five years, over one million home dishes have

been installed, and that the number is growing "at a rate of

between 40,000 and 85,000 a month."43/ The service would

initially be provided over the C-8and satellites now used to

transmit programming to cable aystems.44/ At least one program

distributor, HBO, has recently announced a marketing scheme for

recept!.on of satellite cable programming directly by individual

earth station owners.45/ Eventually, the next generation high-

powered Ku-Band satellites may also be used to provide

programming directly to home subscribers.

42. Direct broadcast satellites, Broadcasting, at 22 (July 1,
T985)

43. Id.

44. See, e.g., T. Girard, Cable Biz Intensifying Effort to
TE-r-amble and Market Program Services, Daily Variety, at 1

(June 7. 1985); and J. Hoyle, HBO Unveils len to Sell its
Services to Home Dish Owners, Multichanne News, at 1 (May
6. 1985).

45. Multichannel News, at 3 (Oct. 21, 1985).
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V. ALTERNATIVE DISTRIBUTION SYSTEMS FOR
SUBSCRIPTION PROGRAM SERVICES

While the copyright status of program services

offered by satellite delivery systems for cable system retrans-

mission has been the focus of considerable attention since the

first satellite resale common carrier was authorized by the

Federal Communications Commission (FCC),46/ a variety of trans-

mission systems for video and audio programming have also

evolved. In recent years, the FCC has taken steps to encourage

the development of alternative distribution systems. and has

acted expeditiously to provide a regulatory framework for the

establishment and operation of these systems. This has not

always been the case. In the 1950's the FCC delayed the intro-

duction of what has been termed "pay-TV" in an effort to pro-

tect the then existing commercial television broadcasting

system. This has now changed. The trend Ls clearly toward

opening the door to competing technologies in order to provide

the viewing public with the widest possible alternatives.

noted in a recent article on communications law:

[T]here exists today a "letting in" process.
Instead of the "crabbed4 protectionism of
Carroll tCarroll Broadcasting Co. v. FCC. 258
F.2d 440 (D.C. Cir. 1958). rem'd sub nom. West
Georgia Broadcasting Co.. 27 F.C.C. 161 715
R.R. 835 (1959)j. the Commission has now
adoptedwith some exceptions--a policy of
letting new technologies have their day in the
market. Unlike pay TV which was so long

As

46. Memorandum Opinion and Certificate in File No. W-P-C-884.
62 F.C.C. 2d 153 (1976). The retransmission of broadcast
signals by resale common carriers has been held exempt
from copyright liability. See Eastern Microwave, Inc. v.
Doubleda S orts Inc., 69177/d 125 (Zd Cir. 1982), cert.
en e , . . (1983).
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delayed, direct broadcast satellite, low power
TV, multi-channel multipoint distribution
systems (MKDS), and other new technologies
have all been authorized (albeit with inordi-
nate delays in handling the flood of applica-
tions in services like low power or MMDS).
Furthermore, Congress has ratified this
"letting in" approach.47/

While not intended to be exhaustive, the following

overview of certain of the more promising systems may further a

consideration of the copyright protection of works embodied in

programming transmitted by these emerging subscription ser-

vices. Discussion of these issues is particularly opportune in

light of the proposed introduction of sate.lite direct-to-home

subscription services in the coming months. Unlike satellite

resale common carrier or direct-to-home satellite services, the

transmission systems discussed below use primarily terrestrial

microwave links or cables to distribute video programming to

their subscribers. The programming transmitted may, however,

be received directly or indirectly from a space satellite.

A. Subscription television transmission systems (STV).

The FCC initially approached the authorization of

subscription television services with considerable caution.

There was concern that the proposed service might siphon

audience away from free over-the-air television to the detri-

ment of the viewinib :,ublic. After more than a decade of study,

the first trial operation commenced in the summer of 1962 in

Hartford, Connecticut. Six years later, the FCC concluded that

47. H. Geller, Communications Law--A Half Century Later, 37
Fed. Comm. L.J. 73, 78 (1985).
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subscription television, or STV. would provide a beneficial

supplement to free television; however, it adopted very

restrictive rules for this new service Co assure the conttnued

viability of conventional broadcasting.48/ Recognizing that

feature films and sports programming would likely predominate

in this new medium, the FCC limited the number of hours that

could be devoted Co films and sports in an attempt Co stimulate

the production of more diversified STV programming of a

cultural or educational nature, and prohibited commercial

advertising.49/ IC also provided that only one subscription

television operation would be permitted in any qualified commu-

nity and that an authorization would be issued only where the

principal community of a station was located entirely within

the grade A signal contours of five or more commercial televi-

sion broadcast stations. including the station of the STV

operator.50/ The FCC also required an STV operator to broad-

cast at least 28 hours of conventional broadcast programming

per week and prohibited the sale of decoders to subscribers.

48. Fourth Report and Order in Doc. No. 11279, 15 F.C.C. 2d
466 (T968), aff'd, Wat[onal Ass'n. of Theatre Owners v.
F.C.C., 420 r773-194 (D.C. Cir. 1969). cert. denied. 497
U.S. 922 (1970).

49. When similar rules on pay TV in cable were struck down by
the court in Home Box_OfficeL, Inc. v. F.C.C., 567 F.2d 9
(D.C. Cir. 19/777CZrt. denied, 434 T.S. 829 (1977). these
STV restrictions were subsequently dropped. See H.
Geller, supra note 47.

50. 15 F.C.C. 2d, at 595.
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STV operations remained subject to these onerous FCC

restrictions until 1977, when the FCC commenced a reevaluation

of its rules on subscription television. In the proceeding, it

wss observed that, although non-experimental STV stations were

permitted as of 1968. none commenced operation until almost a

decade later.51/ The FCC recognized that the growth of STV had

been encumbered by administrative restrictions and concluded

that "STV should be given the opportunity to develop on an

equal footing with conventional television since it can respond

directly to the intensity of consumer preferences, and there-

fore serve the public interest."52/ It found that conventional

broadcasting did not need to be protected from STV incursion,

and reaffirmed its 1968 conclusion that nationwide STV service

was in the public interest. With respect to pay services

generally, the FCC noted that: "STV can no longer be con-

sidered a service offering a product of uncertain appeal. Pay

programming is now widely available over cable. through MDS

systems, as well as STV stations. Proposals to offer vast

subscription services via a D8S service have been filed with

the Commission. There is clearly a market for pay video

services and suppliers are likely to find themselves competing

not only with conventional television but also among them-

selves."53/

51. Subscription TV Service. Third Report and Order in Doc.
No. 215 2, 90 F.C.C. 2d 341, 342 (1 982) .

52. Id. at 345.

53. Id. at 347.
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The FCC continued to review its regulations on STV in

an effort to deregulate this service and relieve STV operators

of cumbersome requirements.54/ In this new regulatory climate.

by 1982, subscription television operations had grown to

between

of STV

kets.55/

1.5 million and 1.6 million subscribers, and the number

stations on the air reached 31 stations in 22 mar-

Those deciding to enter this business, or expand

existing operations, now have about 133 television markets to

consider. While the outlook for STV looks promising. there are

some industry analysts who view subscription television ae an

interim tezhnology. It has been observed that "[alubscription

television was conceived as a way to provide viewers with extra

programming until cable, microwave tranamiesion. and other new

technologies were available. 't was always seen as a transi-

tion service, to serve during the window of time while the

nation was getting cable. "56 / Others believe that, if an STV

operation achieves a high level of subscribership in an area

before the arriv'ai of cable, and STV subscribers are generally

54. See, e.g.,, Subscri tion Television Service, Memorandum
15Tnion and Order in Doc. No. 21502, ST R.R.2d (P&P) 646
(1983); see also Subscription Television Service, Fourth
Report and Order in ooc. NO. 215131 (PrOdTgarr7kmLerminated), 54 R.K.2d (P4F) 1275 (1983).

55. Subscription Television, Broadcasting, at 33 (Aug. 16,
/982).

56. N. Henderson, Channel 50 to Drop Super TV, Wash. Post,
Oct. 28, 1985 (washington Business), at 3.
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satisfied with the quality of films, sports and special pro-

gramming provided, they are not likely to change the mode of

delivery of these mass -- appeal pay services.57/

Today, subscription television services may be

provided, in accordance with 573.642(a) of the current FCC

regulations, by licensees and permittees of both commercial TV

broadcast stations and low power TV stations.58/ With respect

Co low power stations. the FCC has observed that:

STV may be particularly suited to formated
programming on low power stations; indeed, in
some markets it may be essential to the
viability of the service. We believe that STV
and low power share the potential to acceler-
ate utilization of unused channels. provide
viable financial support for specialized pro-
gramming and small market stations and respond
to the interests of the audience- We are not
requiring a separate STV authorization,
although proposed subscription operation must
be indicated on the application form, and
existing low power licensees that are provid-
ing free service wishing to change to sub-
scription service must so notify the Commis-
sion via an application for minor modifica-
tion.59/

One of the few remaining restrictions placed by the FCC on STV

operations is that stations may conduct such operations "only

by using an encoding system that has been approved in advance

57. Subscription Television, Broadcasting... at 39 (Aug. 16.
1982).

58. 47 C.F.R. 573.642(a) (1984).

59. Low Power Television Service, Report and Order in BC Doc.
No. 78-253 (Proceeding Terminated). 51 R.R.2d (P &F) 476,
72-0-717-$23.
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by the FCC."60/ Certain technical requirements must also be

met.

While the FCC initially found subscription television

to be a "brbadcasting" service in its 1968 proceeding, court

decisions applying former $605 [now $705(a)] of 47 U.S.C- to

STV programming have held that the transmissions were not a

form of broadcasting intended for the use of the general

public. In National Subscription Television v. S&R TV. the

court reasoned that, even though the subscription television

operator hoped its programming would attract the widest

possible audience, and designed its method of transmission to

enable it to accommodate the anticipated demand, it was only in

that sense "intended" to bps received by the general public,

that is, broadcast within the meaning of section 153(o), 47

U.S.C.61/ The courts have generally protected subscription

services under 6605 from the unauthorized manufacture, sale or

distribution of STV signal decoding equipment.

Whether subscription services should be classified as

"broadcast" was recently the subject of an FCC rulemaking. On

October 4, 1985, the FCC announced its proposed decision to

reclassify STV and DRS as point-to-multtpoint (non-broadcast)

services, which would exempt them from statutory and other

regulations applicable to broadcast stations. While the text

of the proposed rulemaking has not been issued, ti-_e FCC noted

60. 47 C.F.R. S73.644(a) (1984).

61. National Subscription Television v. S&H TV, 644 F.2d 820
(9th Cir. 1981) ; see also Chartwell Communications Group
v. Westbrook, 637 V.174-57 (6th Cir. 180).
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in a press release that "because subscription transmissions

are communications intended for specific reception points--the

licensee's subscribers--they exhibit cbaracteristics of point-

to-point services rather than broadcasting. Thus, the direct

contractual relationship between the licensee and recipients of

subscription programming satisfied the test of 'addreasibility'

inherent in all point-to-point seri,ices and, therefore it

should be characterized as such."62/

8. Multipoint Distribution Services (MDS).

While subscription television services (STV) are

offered by licensees and permittees of commercial broadcast

stations over broadcast frequencies, multipoint distribution

services (MDS) are classified as "common carriers" and

authorized to provide a non-broadcast omnidirectional service.

The FCC first allocated spectrum for this new service

in 1962;63/ however, little use was made of the allocated band

(2150-2160 MHz) for about ten years. A technical limitation

was removed in 1970 that Led to the filing of several applica-

tions proposing to use this spectrum for the common carrier

distribution of television programming from a central location

to numerous points selected by a carrier's subscribers. The

applicants perceived a need "to provide Eor relay of

62. NEWS (Federal Communications Commission). Oct. 4. 1985. at
2.

63. Report and Order in Doc. No. 14712, 39 F.C.C. 834 (1962).
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instructional and training television to schools, industry,

municipal government and for other miscellaneous uses such as

the coverage of business, industry or medical conventions."64/

In reviewing the proposed future development of this

service, the FCC noted the potential use of these facilities

for tLe distribution of closed

ming to mass audiences.65/ In

rules providing for

metropolitan areas:

(2156-2162 MHz). In

twn 6 MHz

circuit entertainment program-

January 1974, the

channels in 50 of

FCC adopted

the largest

Channel 1 (2150-2156 MHz) and Channel 2

all other areas of the country, the second

channel was designated Channel 2A and the bandwidth was limited

to 4 MHz--6 MHz being required

television signal.66/

In its report

for transmission of a standard

on the reallocation of channels from

the Instructional Television Fixed Service (ITFS) to MDS, the

FCC noted that, according to statistics compiled by a private

concern, as of August 3, 1982, there were 82 MDS serviceS

operating and an additional 120 services licensed that had not

yet obtained a customer.67/ With respect to programming

carried by MDS services, it was stated that "[t]he majority of

64. Multipoint Distribution Service, Notice of Proposed
Rulemaking in Doc. No. 19493, 34 F.C.C.2d 719 (1972). For
FCC rules on purpose and permissible MDS service, see 47
C.P.A. 521.903 (1984).

65. Id. at 722.

66. See Instrucc:4na1. Television Fixed Service (MDS Realtoca-
1175n), 54 R.R.2c1 (Wit) 107, 110 (1983).

67. Id. at 115 (data collected by Paul Kagan Associates,
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the transmission time now leased by MDS common carrier

licensees Is used by their customers to transmit premium tele-

vision to hotels, motels, apartment complexes and single family

residences."68/ In light of the information submitted, the FCC

concluded that there would be little growth in the use of MDS

channels as long as there were only two channels available and

each licensee was only allowed to use one channel per metro-

politan area.69/ Acknos-ledging that there was a substantial

public demand Eor additional premium entertainment programming,

the FCC viewed multichannel MDS as a means of satisfying

consumer needs, particularly in uncabled areas. As for the

introduction of other multichannel 'Alternatives to cable, the

FCC observed:

STV is a one channel service. A high power
Direct Broadcast Satellite service, transmit-
ting entertainment programming directly to
individual homes on a widespread basis, is
several years away. Low power television as a
means for delivering subscription television
is basically a low power version of STV. In
any case, multichannel MDS will expand con-
sumer options, and expanding consumer options
is a legitimate public interest justification
Eor reallocating epectrum.70/

68. Id. at 110. Premium television was considered television
entertainment programming for which the viewer pays a fee
and that is not supported by advertising revenues. See
id. at 110 n. 3.

69. Id. at 121.

70. Id. at 123. The FCC also observed that "(a] number of
entities (e.g. United Satellite Communications. Inc.) have
announced plans to attempt to use low power fixed
satellites to deliver video entertainment programming to
individual homes, in addition to traditional fixed
satellite reception points (cable television systems. MDS
systems, hotels, etc.)." It also noted certain difficul-
ties Eaced by this new service. Id. at 123 n.20.

52
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To encourage the development of multichannel MDS, the

FCC decided to reallocate two groups of four channels each from

ITFS use for multichannel multipoint distribution services

(MMDS). In authorizing this reallocation, the FCC recognized

that it was possible that "the same entity could lease all of

the capacity of each common carrier, thereby precluding others

from becoming MDS programmers."71/ The FCC considered

requiring multichannel MDS licensees to so tariff their service

that the public would no, be forced to deal with or.ly a single

MMDS provider; however, it decided not to adopt such a require-

ment for the following reasons:

First, we believe that the fact that an entity
desiring to lease all available MDS channels
will be required to deal with two common
carriers somewhat reduces the possibility this
will occur [the FCC decided to authorize only
4 channels to one licensee]. Furthermore,
since we are also by this order allowing ITFS
licensees to lease excess capacity in their
facilities, Lt is possible that an entity that
wishes to provide premium television service
to the public could do so using such excess
capacity. It is also possible that in many
areas, the public will be offered a choice
between multichannel MDS and cable. Finally,
we believe that restricting MDS tariffs would
prevent market forces from determining the
optimum mix of channels.72/

The FCC also determined that no new ITFS applications for the

eight channels reallocated to MMDS could be filed, andpermit-

ted ITFS licensees to lease excess channel capactty.73/ As of

71. Id. at 135.

72. id.

73. The lease of ITFS frequencies to MMDS programmers has
recently been challenged in a case involving Wisconsin
Bell. See Wis. Bell MMDS plan under fire, CableVision, at

5 3
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September 9, 1983. about 16.500 bQIDS applications had been

filed with the FCC.74/

The classification of MDS as A non-broadcast common

carrier service was recently questioned by the Court of Appeals

for the D.C. Circuit in National Aaa'n. of Broadcasters v.

F.C.C. Rejecting the rationale relied upon by the FCC to

exempt customer-programmers of DBS common carriers from regula-

tory constraints imposed on broadcasters, the court found that

the FCC Analogy to its treatment of MDS was misplaced. It

noted that at the time of the DBS Order. "the information that

MDS would transmit was thought to be subscriber supplied; the

FCC did not contemplate that MDS would be used to offer sub-

scription television for reception by the general public....

Moreover, while the FCC more recently has come to allow MDS to

be used for subscription television ... no court has yet passed

on the validity of the Commission exemption of MDS programmer-

customers from broadcast regulation."75/

Regardless of how MDS is classified fox FCC purposes,

the courts have consistently applied 5605 [now 5705(a)] of

title 47 U.S.C. to the interception and use of MD3 signals.76/

.4. 1M 1M

II (June 17, 1985).

74. See Second Report & Order in Doc. No. 80-112, 57 R.R.2d
VCF) 944 (1985).

75. National Ass'n. of Broadcasters v. F.C.C.. 740 F.2d 1190.
1/074 (D.C. Cir. 1984).

76. A court has held that the Copyright Act of 1976, title 17
U.S.C.. does not preempt a claim arising under 47 U.S.C.
5605, "even one sounding in copyright.' See California
Satellite SYSteMe. Inc. v. Ralph Nichols, TVW5 CCH Co -
right Law Decisions 119,774 (Cal. 3d Dist. Ct. App. 198 .

4
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For example, in the case of Movie Systems, Inc. v. Heller, the

court found that. n[a)lthough the content of HBO programing

'may be of interest to the general public, access to that

programing cannot be gained with traditional te.evisior. sets.'

... The MDS microwave signal operates at such a high frequency

that the signal cannot be received without the use of special

equipment such as the microwave antenna and the down converter.

We hold that the MDS transmissiona are not broadcasting for the

use of the general public and thus section 605 prohibits

unauthorized interception of the MDS signal."77/

Preemption by the FCC over state regulation of MDS

has also been an issue of concern to owners of MDS systems. In

the early years of MDS, the FCC recognized that a substantial

portion of programming offered by this service would include

closed circuit video and other communications between the

states, Thus, the FCC decided to retain Eull control over the

selection of MDS licensees and declined to require an applicant

to obtain state authorization where interstate service was

initially anticipated.78/

7'. Movie Systems, Inc. v. Heller, 710 F.2d 492, 495 (8th Cir.
f983); but see Orth-O-Vision, Inc. v. Home Box Office, 474
F.Supp. 672 (S.D.N.Y. 1979). It has been reported that
the U.S. 9th Circuit Court of Appeals has held the
unauthorized interception of unscrambled MDS signals
illegal under the Cable Communications Policy At of 1984.
See Calif. high court modifies ruling in MDS case. Cable-
ViTsion, at 26 (Sept. 30, 1985).

78. See Midwest Corp., 38 F.C.C.2d 897, 900 (1973).
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In recent litigation. the Court of Appeals for the

Second Circuit was asked to review a preemption order issued by

the FCC precluding the New York State Commission on Cable Tele-

vision "from regulating or prohibiting the reception of 'pay'

or 'subscription' television programming transmitted to.Orth-

0-Vision's customers by a common carrier radio station in the

Multipoint Distribution Service (MDS) to the master antenna

television systems (MATVs) of apartment houses, hotels, condo-

miniums, and the like. to which Orth-O-Vision's customers are

connected."79/ In reaching its decision. the FCC noted the

integral connection between MATV systems and receipt of

programming transmitted via MDS and found that "she object of

the State Commission's action was to permit municipalities. by

denial of franchiats, to terminate MDS programming transmitted

to multi-unit dwellings. and thereby curtail MDS as a competi-

tor of conventional cable television systems."80/ The court

concluded that the FCC acted reasonably in determining that

N.Y. State's regulation of MATV systems had a deleterious

effect on MDS development by depriving this service of recep-

tion points, and denied the State's petition for review.81/

79. Orth-O-Vision, Inc., 69 F.C.C.2d 657 (1978). recon.
denied, 82 F.C.C.2.1 178 (1980). aff'd sub nom, N.Y. -NTITE
rOiliwirOn Cable T.V. v. F.C.C.. 669 F.Zd 58 (2d Cir. 1982).

80. 669 F.2d, at 63; but see Orth-O-Vision. Inc., 69 F.C.C.2d
657, 665 (1978).

81. 69 F.2d, at 64. The MDS station in the Orth-O-Vision case
was part of a national network of Microband owned and
operated MDS utattons in ten states interconnected via a
domestic communications satellite. Id,
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C. Satellite master antenna television (SMATV).

A number of factors converged toward the close of the

1970's to stimulate the introduction of satellite master

antenna television operations. particularly in areas not

reached by franchised cable syStems. Apart from the rapid

development of satellite-delivered programming. a change in the

FCC regulations on domestic receive-only earth stations (TVROs)

made this form of "private cable" an attractive investment. In

1979, the FCC determined that "the public interest will be

served by immediate implementation of voluntary licensing for

receive-only earth stations."82/ This deregulation of TVROs

took place about the same time that the size and cost of

antennas dropped considerably. As noted in a recent report on

the SMATV industry, these elements combined to make it

"practical and economically feasible to provide satellite-fed

programming to small, self-contained markets."83/ Several

operations were immediately commenced.

In recent years. SMATV systems have grown up in many

cities in the U.S. and Canada; and it has been estimated that

the number of basic SMATV subscribers is currently 290,000 in

over 498 U.S. cities.84/ While it is not profitable at this

time to establish a SMATV system in building complexes of fewer

82. Reregulation of Receive-Only Domestic Earth Stations,
First Re ort and Order in CC Doc. No. 78-374. 74 F.C.C.2d
205 (1

83. M. Howard and S. Carroll. SMATV_ A Changing Environment
for Private Cable. 3 COM/TECH Report (July 1984).

84. Id. at 6.
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than 300 units, where a single TVRO antenna is linked by CARS-

band (cable television relay service) microwave transmissions

to a number of small apartment complexes in a given area, the

SMATV investment becomes more interesting.85/ Eventually, when

the next generation of high-powered Ku-Band satellites are

operational, the lowered cost of the receiving antennas may

encourage further investment in the SMATV industry. As the

number of SMATV systems increases, consolidation of ownership

among the various distribution systems is anticipated. It has

been noted that there is "(i)nereasing evidence of joint

ventures and business alliances between SMATV interests and

multichannel multipoint distribution systems (MMDS), low power

television (LPTV), subscription TV (STV), direct broadcast

satellite systems (DBS) and other pay TV interests."86/

Like franchised cable systems, SMATVs draw program-

ming from a variety of sources. SMATV systems use TVROs to

receive transmissions via satellite, and a master antenna for

receipt of over-the-air Lelevisicn slgnals. The programming is

then combined and distributed by cable to subscribers, primar-

ily in apartment houses and other multi-uniC residential build-

ings. In addition to satellite cable programming such as HBO,

ESPN and WON, SMATV systems mar choose to retransmit local

broadcast stations, MMDS transmissions, local cable origina-

tions and 5TV services. While some programmers were initially

reluctant to provide programming to SMATV, the difficulties

85. Id. at 2.

86. Id.
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have been resolved for the most part. Antitrust litigation in

Arizona and Chicago appears to have settled or at least

deterred conflicts over access to programming by SMATV

systems.87/

From a copyright perspective, the retransmission of

most subscription services by SMATV systems does not pose

unique problems; however, the status of these systems for

purposes of the compulsory licensing provision in 5111 of title

17 U.S.C. is not clear. The recent classification of certain

SMATVs as cable systems by the FCC may have some impact on

whether a particular SMATV system should be considered a cable

system under the copyright law.88/ The FCC decided to follow

generally the definition of cable system adopted by Congress in

the Cable Communications Policy Act of 1984. Where SMATV

facilities serve subscribers in multiple unit dwellings. and

such facilities use public rights-of-way, the FCC now considers

them cable systems .A9/

Competition between SMATV and franchised cable

systems is keen. For many years, this was not the case. Fran-

chised cable systems initially assigned a low priority to the

wiring of apartment houses and other multi-unit residential

87. Id. at 7; see also SMATV: The medium that's making cable
riZrvous, Broadcasting, at 42 (Jur-. 71, 1982) .

88. A question may also be raised concerning the application
of the copyright compulsory licensing system in 17 U.S.C.
§111 to other distribution services such as MMDS.

89. Implementation of the Provisions of the Cable Communica-
tions Folic Act of 1984, Final rule, SO Fed. Reg. 18637,
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dwellings. The rapid turn-over rate and the risk of piracy

discouraged cable systems from investing in such complexes.

Often building on existing master antenna television systems,

SMATV operators entered into contracts with property owners to

provide subscription services to individual units, primarily in

uncabled areas.

Survival of SMATV after the arrival of franchised

cable operations is thought by some to hinge, not just on the

reputation of the SMATV operator for dependable, quality

service, but also, where possible, on long-term exclusive

contracts for the use of the distribution systems in multi-unit

buildings.90/ SMATV operators view contract clauses preventing

a franchised cable operator from "over-building," i.e., dupli-

cating the existing master antenna system, as critical to the

continued viability of this service. Without these provisions,

SMATV operators believe they would be put out of business by

franchised cable systems, not necessarily because the cable

operator would be offering superior service, but because the

market of each SMATV system is limited (comprising only the

units in the building or complex being served) and competition

of any kind could quickly reduce subscribership to a point

where the SMATV system would be uneconomical. And then there

is always the danger of cross-subsidization by th.st cable

companies."91/

90. SMATV: The medium that's making cable nervous, Broad-
casting, at 34 (June 21, 1982).

91. Id.
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To counter the attempts by SMATV operators to prevent

or at least delay entry by franchised cable systems in multi-

unit residential complexes, certain state and local governments

passed laws to guarantee access by cable systems to these

complexes without having to compensate the owner. Whether such

provisions constitute a "taking" of property for which just

compensation is due under the Fifth and Fourteenth Amendments

of the U.S. Constitution was challenged in a case brought under

a New York statute. Section 828 of a 1983 N.Y. law, provided

generally that a landlord could not "interfere with the

installation of cable television facilities upon his property

or premises," and may not "demand or accept payment from any

tenant, in any form, in exchange for permitting cable televi-

sion service on or within his property or premises, or from any

cable television company in exchange therefor in excess of any

amount which the Commission [State Commission on Cable Televi-

sion) shall, by regulation determine to be reasonable."92/ The

State Commission determined that a one-time 1 payment was the

normal fee to which a landlord was entitled-93/

Tne Supreme Court found that Teleprompter's cable

installation on the property owner's building was a taking

without regard to the public interests that i% was intended to

serve. Affirming the traditional rule that ".11 permanent physi-

cal occupation of ?roperty is a taking," the court held that,

92. New York Exec. Law 5828 (McKinney Supp. 1981-1982). cited
in Loretto v. Teleprompter Manhattan CATV Corp., 458 U.S.
419, 423 n. 3 (1982).

93. 458 U.S., at 424.
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in such a case, "the property owner entertains a historically

rooted expectation of compensation, and the character of the

invasion 1.8 qualitatively more intrusive than perhaps any other

category of property regulation."94/ The court did not ques-

tion, however. a State's power to impose restrictions on the

use of private property.95/ Without determining whether the

fee that had been obtained by certain landlords from Telepromp-

ter prior to the 1973 Law's enactment was appropriate, the

court remanded the case to the state courts on the issue of

just compensation.96/ The mandatory access for cable fran-

chises to multi-unit-complexes apparently remains in force.97/

While SMATV systems have taken steps to protect their

interests from competition by franchised cable systems. cable

systems have also sought protection from SMATVs. Where SMATVs

are not deemed cable systems under the new definition of such

systems in the Cable Communications Policy Act of 1984. they

are generally not subject to state or Local franchising

requirements. This disparate regulatory treatment of SMATV and

franchised cable systems by state and local governments has led

to friction between these competing delivery systems. The

issues were sorted out by the FCC in a recent proceeding in the

94. 458 U.S.. at 441.

95. Id.

96. Id.

97. See N.Y. State Com'n on Cable Television v. F.C.C., 749
T7/C1 804. 814 (D.C. Cir. 1984).
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matter of Earth Satellite Communications, Inc.98/ The FCC was

asked to preclude the State of New Jersey from exercising

jurisdiction under its Cable Television Act over SMATV systems.

Excluded from consideration were SMATV8 that were considered

cable systems under the definition of cable television system

in the FCC regulations then in effect.

The cable system representatives argued generally

that the states had a legitimate interest la regulating a cable

television system beyond the occupancy of the public streets

and the rights-of-way, and that this interest should also

extend to SMATV. They asserted that matters such as "basic

rates, franchise selection standards, franchise duration,

subscriber complaints, and construction eupervision should

apply to SMATV as well as to franchised cable television

systems."99/ It was claimed that SMATV operators would negoti-

ate for exclusive contracts with landlords and, thus, freeze

out franchised cabie operations. Without local regulation,

SMATV operators would be free to charge arbitrarily high prices

for their services; and residents of dwellings served by SMATV

would have no way to insure "reasonable rates for basic

service, resolve service complaints and determine the qualifi-

cations of the systems operators."100/

98. Earth Satellite Communications Inc., Memorandum 0 iniss,
Dec aratory Rultne and Order in Doc. No. R- f, 55
R.R.2d (P&P) 1427 (1983), aff'd, N.Y. State Com n on Cable
Television v. F.C.C,, 749 F.2d 8047,7d7=77-17=57------

99. 55 R.R.2d, at 1429.

100. Id. at 1430.
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Tike FCC concluded that "state or local government

entry regulation of SMATV will 'chill development' of this

service or impede its growth."101/ In reaching its decision,

the FCC looked for support to its prior decision preempting

state and local rate regulation of pay television service

itself, the primary programming source of SMATV systems. The

FCC viewed the state regulatory process involving certification

or registration and related procedures "as an obstacle to the

accomplishment and execution of the full purposes and objec-

tives of the Commission."102/ Such restrictions could impede

the unfettered development of interstate transmission of

satellite signals.

In reviewing the FCC order preempting SMATV systems.

the Court of Appeals for the D.C. Circuit considered the prior

FCC treatment of MDS systems in the Orth-O-Vision case

discussed above in connection with MDS services. Recalling

that the FCC had held the "state objective--to protect fran-

chised cable from competition by regulating MDS--was 'an

impermissible interference with interstate communications.'"

the court found that "the only difference between MDS and SMATV

in that SMATV bounces its signal off domestic satellites."

101. Id. at 1433:

102. Id. at 1434.

C4
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Since no theory was advanced why this "relatively minor

difference should compel the Commission treat SMATV

differently than MDS,"103/ the court upheld the FCC's decision.

D. Teletext services.

Experiments have been under way for the last few

years on the use of broadcast spectrum, telephone wires or

cables for the transmission of text and graphics to consumers.

In the United States, by 1982. about twenty-three stations had

been authorized by the FCC to carry out tests of this new

technology.104/ Time Inc. has been one of these pioneers.

Time began distributing its teletext service via cable systems

in San Diego, California and Clearwater, Florida in October

1983. Their teletext service consists of between 4,000 and

5,000 pages of information and entertainment "including

national and local news, weather, sports, business information,

travel tips, stock quotes, learning games, arts and

entertainment."105/ Other companies such as Reader's Digest's

The Source have been providing access to a variety of informa-

tion data bases, as well as electronic mail and other

services.106/ Many additional teieservices have been offered

103. 749 F.2d, at 810.

104. Teletext and Videotext: Jockeying for osition in the
information age Broadcasting, at 38 (The Experimenters)
(June 2-8, 198 ); see Also D. Stoller, Setting the video-
text stage, CableVision Plus, at 6 (Dec. 6, 1982).

105. J. Grillo and S. Applebaum, Cable's video game field
isn't a one- player game anymore, CableVision Plus. at 14
(Jan. 10. T9 3).

106. Broadcasting, supra note 104, at 49.
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both on an advertiser supported or subscription basin. It is

thought possible to provide a wide selection of services "from

home banking and shopping to exact Line -by -line replications of

daily newspaper stories" through these new distribution

services.107/

Teletext differs from videotext in that teletext is

generally considered a one-way transmission service of text and

graphics. Videotext consists of the two-way transmission of

such information and entertainment. Further, videotext is

primarily transmitted by telephone or cable, while teletext is

usually carried in the vertical blanking interval (V8I) of a

full or low power television broadcast station. Where teletext

is transmitted in the VA/ of a broadcast station, it comes

within the jurisdiction of the FCC: videotext is largely

unregulated by the FCC. While there is some speculation about

Che survival of broadcast teletext when full channel cable-

distributed videotext is widely available, there is a growing

consensus that there are many different markets for a variety

of teleservices waiting to be tapped.

The FCC initiated a proceeding in 1981 to review the

possible authorization of teletext service on the V8/ of tele-

vision broadcast signals. The FCC listed as examples of tele-

text service covered by the rulemakingt "news, weather

reports. comparative shopping prices. entertainment schedules,

closed caption for the hearing impaired, and business oriented

107. CableVision Plus, supra, note 104, at 8.
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information."108/ After examining the comments submitted, the

FCC decided to adopt rules authorizing full snd low power

broadcast television stations: "(1) to operate teletext

services and (2) to choose both the kinds of services to offer

and the technical systems for transmitting the data

signals."109/ Since teletext was generally considered a visual

display medium, the FCC regulations defined teletext service as

"a data system associated with a television broadcast signal

that is used for the transmission of textual and graphic

information intended for display on the screens of suitably

equipped receivers and of data that is intended to enhance the

use of teletext information."110/ The teletext definition does

not permit the transmission of software, including material

such as video games, computational routines and other data. "to

allow the user to manipulate interactively images or data that

are in an intermediate form not to be decoded directlyfor

108. Teletext Transmission, Re ort and Order in BC Doc. No.
17711-417Ta-7Term nate , R.R.2d (P&F) 1300-,T3«. (1983).

109. 53 R.R.2t1, at 1319.

110. 47 C.F.R. S73.646(a) (1984). The FCC determined that
teletext: service is of an ancillary nature and, as such,
is "an elective, subsidiary activity." See 47 C.F.R.
573.646(c)(1984). The FCC has recently adopted new
regulations on another au:iliary service, i.e., a service
that is ancillary to the r4gular programming service of a
broadcast station. The FCC authorized the transmission
of non-broadcast Peevices such as "paging, distribution
of inventory, etIce and delivery information by
businesses, bus dispatching for local and regional
transportation and police communication to all
aubstations." over FM subchannels. See FM Subsidiary
Communications Authorizations, 53 R.R.271TP&F) 1519. 15
ci 9ird) .
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viewing."111/ In authorizing teletext service without a

standard technical system, the FCC wanted to avoid the lengthy

delays that would ensue while a determination was made on a

single system. The FCC was aware of the progress that was

being made by telephone and cable systems in introducing

teletext and videotext services, and did not wish to impede

broadcasters from providing similar services, thus depriving

the public of a wider variety of teletext services.112/

Copyright protection of teletext services has also

come under scrutiny by the FCC. The National Association of

Broadcasters observed that the decision of the Court of Appeals

for the Seventh Circuit in WGN Continental Broadcasting Co. v.

United Video required a case-by-case determination on whether

teletext was separable from regular programming under the copy-

right law.113/ NAB thought that such determinations would be

prohibitively coscly.114/ It asked the FCC to require cable

retransmission of all teletext signals of carried stations.

There was opposition to this proposal. In refusing to impose

mandatory carriage or teletext, the FCC concluded that:

111. Teletext transmission, 53 R.R.2d, at 1320 n. 17.

112. 53 R.R.2d, at 1327 n. 31.

113. WGN Continental Broadcasting Co. v. United Video, 693
F.2d 622 (7th Cir. 1982), reh'g denigUTKTYF.7d 628
(1982). The court held that "W N's teletext is covered
by the copyright on its nine o'clock news 'provided the
teletext is intended to be seen by the same viewers as
are watching the nine o'clock news, during the same
interval of time in which that news is broadcast, and as
an integral part of the news program.'" 693 F.2d, at
629.

114. Teletext transmission, 53 R.R.2d, at 1318.
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[Tlhe communications policy concerns underly-
ing our mandatory carriage requirements are
quite distinct from the considerations
properly relied upon by the court in the WGN
case to determine the scope of copyright
protection for teletext services. NAB's
suggestion, therefore, that cable television
systems be required to carry teletext as a
means of simplifying copyright determination
is, in our view, neither appropriate nor
required by the 4GN decisions. Indeed, given
both their ancillary and discretionary nature,
teletext transmissions are plainly not analo-
gous to the types of services that we have
traditionally accorded mandatory carriage
status.115/

VI. CONCLUSION

When the Copyright At of 1976 was enacted by

Congress, the use of space satellites to transmit programming

embodying copyrighted works was in its Infancy. The growth of

this distribution system has been remarkable. Satellite to

cable system transmissions Are the primary use being made of

transponders on fixed satellites today, but direct -to -home

satellite services are projected for early neat year. When

higher powered broadcasting satellites are introduced, the

subscription services available through a domestic receive-only

earth station should increase considerably.

In addition to the distribution services using

satellites to deliver programming for direct or indirect home

reception, several competing deiivery systems have evolved over

the last decade. TI-' Federal Communications :ommIssion now

encourages this letting in of new services. Cable systems have

115. 53 R.R.2d, at 1331.
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received the most attention in the media, but other

subscription services have emerged. Subscription television

transmission systems (STV), multiPoint distribution services

(MDS), satellite master antenna television (SMATV) and teletext

are a few of the new distribution systems being used to provide

information and entertainment to the public. Joint ventures

and business alliances between these competing systems are

developing. The continued vitality of these various delivery

methods is certainly beneficial to the consumer. The copyright

law has an important role to play to promoting the creative

efforts required to produce the variety of video and audio

programming services these new systems can deliver to the

viewing public.

The Cable Act was an important advance in communica-

tions law. It dealt with many subjects of immediate concern to

the cable industry. Congress also included a specific provi-

sion on the receipt of satellite cable programming for private

viewing. Generally. the Act requires a supplier of programming

Eor transmission via satellite to cable systems to encrypt its

programming or establish a marketing system in order to enjoy

protection against the unauthorized interception or receipt by

individual earth station owners. There has been some concern

that program suppliers will impede access to satellite cable

programming. Any legislative efforts to establish a mechanism

to control or review rates set for program reception in this

context raise important copyright concerns with respect to the

protected works embodied in "satellite cable programming."
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Mr. KASTENME/ER. Well, the committee thanks you, Mr. Oman,
and compliments you on your st.s.tement. I recommend not only
your brief statement, but the lengthiel one you 'nave tiled far the
record, the latter is a 60-page statement and a comprehensive
treatment of new technology and copyright issues. It deals with the
two specific issues raised this morning, and a number of other re-
lated tangential issues, so that we can have, I think, a little broad-
er vision of the interrelationship of a number of issues relating to
technology and copyright.

Did you indicate what the view of your office is with respect to
H.R. 3108, on low-power television signals?

Mr. OMAN. Yes, sir. We support the concept and the actual draft
of the legislation, and we urge that it be moved forward as quickly
as possible.

Mr. KASTENMEIER. Incidentally, I had asked for unanimous con-
sent to include the letter of November 29, 1984, signed by Ms.
Schrader, on that question, and I would also ask unanimous con-
sent that the October 1, 1984, letter from myself and Senator Ma-
thias to the Copyright Office also be included.

[The information follows:]
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Honorable David Ladd
Register-of Copyrights
Copyright Office
Washington. O.C. 20540

Dear Mr. Ladd:

67

34ou4it of lteprtsfenintibtS

Committee On Mt 3Anciam
IFIlaabingion.311.C. 20515

LEcItAion= 202-225-3951

October 1. 1984

Ofwelq.U. CV/1"11NILWI
. iNCIO
GWw 1 C.40.

Afotwa
0:007..I

We are writing to you in reference to provisions of section
111 of the Copyright Act and its potential effect on the carriage
by cable systems of local signals of low power television. As you
know, provisions Of section 111 which define and distinguish "local"
carriage and "distant" carriage were considered by Congress and the
rules formulated prior to the introduction of low power service by
the Federal Communications Commission. The distinction between
"distant" and "local" is important because in most instances the
royalty is computed on the basis of distant carriage.

It is our understanding that the Copyright Office may feel
constrained by certain language in section 111 to classify the
cable carriage of purely local low power television station signals
as "distant" signals due to the fact that the Office might conclude
that a signal must be subject to the FCC's must-carry rues before
it could be considered local. This conclusion of course, would
result in carriage of these signals generating the same copyright
liability as if they were "distant,' thereby subletting cable
systems to the Payment of significant royalties. Under such
circumstances, we are informed that cable systems would be very
reluctant to include low power stations within their complement of
local services on a "may-carry' basis. which in turn would seriously
damage the development and viability of low power television.

During the time that Congress was considering how section 111
should operate, all local television signals were subject to must
carry treatment and inclusion into the statute of a reference to
FCC must-carry rules merely provided a convenient way to establish
a clear dividing line between The 'local' signals and the "distant'
signals. The recent introduction of may-carry local low power
signals was not contemplated at the time of passage of the Copyright
Act of 1976 but Congress' intention was clear in wanting to dis-
tinguish between signals that were truly local and others that
would be classified as distant. This was made manifest when
during consideration by the House of the Senate-passed bill, an
amendment was added to mandate royalties for the Carriage of signals
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when they were carried beyond the local coverage area of the station,
Congress concluded that there would be no harm to copyright holders
from such local carriage.

At a time in the near future. we intend to ensure that any
ambiguity in the law is clarified by a technical amendment.
Unfortunately, with a crowded legislative calendar and only a few
dayS left in the 96th COngreSs, such an amendment is unlikely to
occur this year. We believe. however, that an interim indication
from the Copyright Office resolving any ambiguities in a manner to
effectuate original intent can serve as a temporary solution to the
problem.

Such an effort by the Copyright Office to resolve this problem
will have our whale - hearted support. It will also be supported
by Honorable Majority Leader Jim Wright and Senator Lloyd Bentsen,
who have expressed personal interest in this issue.

Accordingly, we request you to consider the questions raised
by this letter, and as that you keep us apprised of your progress
and any problems that might arise. If there is any way that we or
our staffs can assist in this endeavor, please let us know.

In advanc

Si erely

. thank you for your time and consideration.

ROBERT W. AS EHHEIER
Chairman,
Subcommittee on Courts.

Civil Liberties anct the
Administration of 0.,...tice

7 3

CHARLES McC. MATHIAS, JR.
Chairman,
Subcommittee on Patents.

Copyrights and Trademarks
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NOvenbor 29, 1984

The Honorable
RdnimrtIR. Kastenmoler
Chairman
Subcommittee on Courts,
C11,11 Liberties and the
Administration of Justice
2137.FaYburn amiss Office Building
Wealington, D.C. 20515

Dear mr. Nastenmeler:

On October 1, 1984 you wrote to David Ladd, Rsgister of
Copyrights expressing certain views about the status of low por4er
television (L2TV) signal s under the cable conqpi.O.sory license of 17
U.S.C. section 111. The Copyright Office held a public bearing on
Ootdber 12, 1984 and received public ocurnent through Ct-tober 22,
1984. Your letter was made a part of the record of this
proceeding.

The record discloses that owners of copyright, except for
the NatiOnal Association of Broadcasters, argued that tinder the
Copyright Act definition of "local service area of a prin=-y
transmitter," the signal of an unv station must be classified as
"distant" since the distinction between "local" and "distant"
signals is frozen as of April 15, 1976 and LPN stations have never
been accorded "must- carry" status. Representatives of L?TV
stations and cable system operators argued for a contrary inter-
pretation of the Act. They argued that the Copyright Act's
reference to the Federal Ccunrunicatiorks Carmdssion's April 15, 1976
"rust-oasm rules as the demarcation between "local" and "distant"
signals was elandameryta4y based on geographic considerations , and
the 'FCC's rules merely provided aconyenientmeelod of describing
the geographic limits of local signals. Scene members of the public
advanced an alternative argument tor classifying 1.2TV si%lals as
"local." They asserted that liPTV stations should be viewed as
"deregulated translator stations-4 Translator stations did exist
on April 15. 1976 and were covered by the "must-carry" rules.

7 4 .
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After reviewing the Copyright Act and its Legislative
history in connection with the divergent views expressed on the
public record, including your letter of October 1, 1984, the
Copyright Office has concluded that -the' status .of Low power
television signals umlar the cable actepalsory license is anhiguous.
Accordingly, in examining cable Shatements.of Account, the
Copyright Office will not question the .determination bye cable
system that a low power station's signal is "local" within an area
aprcoxtnating the normal ovverage 2cne of such station.

A. Nbtice of this policy decision was published In the
federel iReer on November 28, 1984 at volume 49, pages 46829-31.
A. photocopy of the Notice is enclosed.

In your letter of October 1, 1984. you expressed the
intention to clarify any ambiguity in the law by a technical
amendment of the Copyright Act. The Copyright Office rscommmds
such an amendment. We would be pleased to submit draft language,
at yobs request.

Sincerely yours

J94-40rAitudla..A..,
Dorothy Schrader
General Counsel

Enclosure:
Notice of unvplicy decision

7 5 .
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not be coosiduild u.t-crty stadoc.
ende be FCC tile. In effect on April

. 2975. Motro?.r. he FCC cnnondy
do.. nol cequlti cable reb'lon of
low p9Wpr tel.vliIno st.do..Th.dl.nc*t*e1otd aed dIalant
t.l. fowid kilt U.S.C. 111(t) 1. frolea
us of lb. FCC. nile. Ineffectea April
IS. iv?e. The CoreLttee on lb. ludidery
epIe1n,d that they usc4 hie d.ie hi the
iii. vtjt section him deflri1do eloca
they bell.v.d th.t any such ch..nge fur

pyrlht pwpoere. which would
.tarI.11y affect the eoyeity fee

peyenL. prld*d In the legisIstion.
sbotidd only be mad. by an aaodunt
luth,starul..KKHep.Na147e94th
Coctg_ Id Sue.. tt975).

During the peat ys.r. reple.entadv..
of cable syutesbive esked be
Copyright Oc. wbether these 101W
power .ledOns may b, ftsLded CU
locd' wIlhl the dfth3tion of
'ectinc til(fl. Re. uoning from the
angeagoltheAclILuelL (be legluletivu
Itlalory dted above, and the factth.t thu
FCC did ot c ooe. to glv. he..

.sdon. u.t cy" stetus when bay
conaldeted the melter. 40 FR zt4S.
21402 (lue-3). the Copyrighl Ofilc,
respon4d that low pOwetIeIevIilOO
5JOn_a wire pot rubject 1 the FCC.
'tLIl C&Zt 191101 end weujd
pteeu.bly be clips ftsd as 'dliLanl
.tgrje tder the deffthIoci In it ILSC.
111(f).

On Spriember 23. 1964. .rLoo.
iepce.enl.Uvee otthe tow power
Liluvislon counity usked ths
Copyi4ght Oca to reconsider it.
posldononthesL.ttiaoflowpvwer
lsJcv1ijn stitiOC. wider th ciba
1110) defrtiticn of "lucet .ur'Ice area of

inrery be-nuetitttt.'
in response In the urgencyof these

rique sts, the Copyright Offlcc held.
.4, FtltJtcbesrinlon OctOber12. 19e4.for

/ thepw7oueofeftdtingcotunenion the
cnrract interpretadon of the C0P)TIShI/ Act.. ft reletso tO the .tapas of tign.le
o( Iw power televi.inn .t.tion.
ri*nemltlsd by c.ble system..
Spedflcafly the Copyright Offiu billed
counet In two areas; tilIZ a cable
ypteai r.asmlta a Pow power
leIeyjsIo .Lgtt*l. should the .ignsl be
Cbal*cletiled ee local or &etsmr for
purposes of applying the diilenl eg7t1
eqt&iv.l.ni value lorniule? If the
re.porue I. th.t the .tgn.l ehould bc
C4flujdered "locaL' bw Ste the JjntLt.s of
be utatlone local service .r.a dlftned
sod by whet authority? (21 if cable
system retrenemlis a low power
lcleVIeIQo station en the baste of.
vOltiflLJry license foci the utalion end
aUwners of coptnghl In eU
copyright, d ..orhe enumtiied by the

low pow teIvIelo@ulatIon have
gr*aI.4 .xpUdi votwiteryliennetu far
lb. a.nd.ry ita.jon by cabi..

csI the eebl. syslem ev.ttheIe..
Spid1y'bat*ingt In ft.. SLitameni of
Anomie. end pey copyright royeftl..
uadsr the eeitpulsory license. (esiiuning
the cable sy'.e .ub.n,mlta at least
one eddittcn.I broedneet .Ignei) On.
the rebanue.JseIu* of such low power
i.hvl.loc uteoa oul..ld. th. c.abls --
conpuusory license since ill copyright
9W05r5 bsv. ccosenttd voluntarily toth.re-heloat
LSiiwai7of the He.ezbtg.nd
Comment P

Al the October 12.1964. h.arin$
uupreaantativ.0 nm the AmericaS Low
Powe. Television A .cd.tioo (ALPIA3.
Low Powmfelevlelon. Ice.. Cotmunity
$uocdcasture of America. lee.
CUDnIUnHI Antenna T.levt.Ioe
AaocleibonICAFA). ACTS S.trIIJL,
N.twork. ins,. American irhUsn
TePevlsIwoSy.Iem. kin., aMaovaO
operttore.of lowJnwer Islevielon
sL.tiona te.tlIle The comment period
wss buldep.auntflOctobcr22. 1104.
and twsOty.twci Gonm COts Wet.
t'ecslvad. In addiønto
.ubciifled by bc.. who i,.tiflad ii the
bearing. eoininonLi were subcnittid by
the Motion Picture Aaoclstion of
Amerda (t.WAA), Mel or rehu.
g.s.ba&L be N.ticic.I Aaacatlob of
Brndcasleri. Multivtslon.. Ltd... Soet
BrnsdcaulEqulpuiunt. Tim.. Mirror
Cebla Tuluvielon. inn. Hutton.) Cablc
1el.vtsloAsaocisIion, and mont

Mdii.) operaloic of low power
television sl..tloca.

e. Sinner ofLow Pow., .ceoriore,.
Everyon. wbo t..tied at lbs October
Ithearini teokth.posldon that low
power leirrislon sIedOns should be
csldered bc.) elga.)s within Section
111(f). S.evei.J dLffeitttt a itno tita wore
pie.rnled for reaching thu conclusion.
The ALPTA end other otembere gf the
low power comtinIty took the position
Ibsi lb. (oterpret.don gwen by lbs
Copynighl Office I. cot required by the
sistute and 1.lnconelstentwitb
congre.sIcnsl InIsttI. In support of the
ALPTA a .nt an October 1. 1O4.
letter to the Register of Crpyfl4btalJnnti
RcprucnL.tive Robert W.ltestenmeir.
Chsjtm.n of the Subcommittee on
Court.. Clvii Libertieu .rtá the
Adm1n1sbticn of it.tice end Senator
Ch.rle, McC. Metbias. Jr.. Cbsimnsn of
the Subctzimittee on Patent..
Copyrights s nd Ti. dert*tkt. We,
In*roducedbtwhioh these Members of
Congrese eepreesed the viewihet when
eclinrilll wet ertscled sUlocal tigitilt
were uuhpeci to must catty Itetus md
mey carry local low power .lgnst. wenc

not contampls ted, but Co.0
Injentlowui deer Inwanttrtg lo
diitInguJb betwero sgnals that wete
tiuiylocalandotheta thetwouidbs
de..Ui.d s. d1.lant In hi. lellet these
Msmber. of C.ngisu. lndlc.I th.t coy
ambigultylo the tsvc wilibe cl.rifiedby
an aeudrnent but .sk ths Copyright
OlT1. for'enkitliim
htdjentiøo. resolv4nany
arnbI,jri,s In C minner '0 effectual,odglalI,ot.

CATA 1,guldthel kwpower
tc1iyLijo l not a usv s.r4cq be' en
evclutjo and modlcaUn, of ha icing
teAdlng lel.vl.iOn han.einlnr ruise.To
upport (bit poeltion CATA e..etted
hattue.tsfthendesgove,ribag
beAIltørs also apply to LFTV stationa.
Ths .me .ppUcation forms are toad by
both, end a uace1sIoe can conueA to
LPTY . big bysl*plytbnga titian
es forlb.eutha$ty toorigineta
pIopa==lcg.

CATA ,nlniciul*. ths 1 PCC
dsdabo that denied "mtut carry uleiai
to LpTV.tationaby s.suuicgthatit lee
post tot. rule thagt thsth.. no effect
005. relevant dshnitioo In copyright
law tod that itws.m.d. us arcaultol
the ilseeguistlon clinal. ut the FCC.

In .ccord with their position thaI a
LPTV station Ii adervguJated
bsniletg," CAIA etated ih.l1.PTV
local ser,lce mutt be defined In lb.
saint manner thet the local ,envtcs arel
of television 0viaintar we. defined
wider the FCC nile. In 1975. A
detemdn.tioo of local .L.tua depend. on
whether the transl.lor serves be c.abli
noOnityl the lkncz,. so ,ees. ths
.Ignal Is ectuefly .vaIl.bje. or lbs
trantle ton provide. a'qeelity sIgnal? lu
the c.ble coinmimity.

Rtpzv.etslives of Cnnwte'nliy
8roldcaatlstg .nd indlvidu.l LP2'V
5I.tiOii opeiSloec teelitled eon carnlng
the Caed to btnln local ststus In order
to be carried by c.blo .yitems.

Although no opposition to theALPTA
position glvre ci the October12
he.nng durtng the comment period.
lepvsSenI.tise. of copyright prepriatore
subnttt.d. .I.teciems in support of the
iriterpret.tion originally gl'st byth.
r:,p-ight ornce. The l.*A% aritied
th.t if the utetutaly defInition oliocal
service ares I. dlartgsrd..d. there will
be ruwey!n deteiminawbenelew
power sletiOn Is local" and wbsn it Ia

diitent.
Reipondiriglo CArAs transistor

argument. M.jcr League E.aiebell
.aieried thst same trensletor .t.tlon.s
did not here "must carry righle under
the April 15. 1975. FCC rulea and that
Copyright litlire should oct consider
LPTV .sadortl as 'deragulted
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translalors- Anne the FCC had not
adopted such construction. Finally.
they argued any decision that carriage
of a LltelrV Miguel recaluabla nffthe-air
within s thirty.flve mils core is royalty-
bee must be made tryCorigteas.

Other commentators aupportsd the
ALPTA posit on. Times Minor Cable
industry. Inc. agreed with ALPTA that
ruling that locally broadcast LPTV
signals are 'local- under iii could be
bated upon the statutory language.
Times Mire*: argued that a LVIV station
is a broadcast eta lion wham* aural Is
subject to compulsory licensing under
section 111(c) but that its signal is not
the signal of a "'television broadesat
'teflon foe the purpose of defining the
-local service arcs" in section 111111.
Times Mirror toached this conclusion by
maintaining that "tclavieloo broadcast
station" In section 222(1) is terra of en
referring to full power television
stations. ises Mirror slap observed
that section nun provides sea .alternative for donning doe lomat service
area of broadcast stations which do not
Po mandatory carriage delta. e.g..
radio eta dons: that the FCC -must
carry- rulea foe translator* do not
apecifically define the local service area:
and that the local area sorted for urn,
could be determined in the same way.
Aitensetively. Times Mirror argued
LPTV could at least be treated ea local
broadcast stations when carried by
_Ark juices* in their community of
license and any other conseatusitY served
frets the same beadind.

Muktiviaions. Ltd. took the posilion
that the Copyright O(lica'n interpretation
ignored the -common sense" of the
statute, was overly simplistic- end et
odds with the probable congressional
intent. To support this position
Multivision quoted from tits Seventh
Circuit Court of Appeals opinion that
the courts ahould .nterprot the
deSnitionsi provia ions of the new act
flexibly- se that it would cover new
technologies 44 they appeared. rather
than . . - narrowly and ao force
Congress Periodically to update the set"
WCA" Centocor.! 8/7/12C1C4NI/Og CO. V
United Video. int eau Fad 21817th Cir.
lisiE). rehear:no denied ntit3 744 02L
Mulfivivions a aaerted that tne
"mechanistic application or a 'distant'
table to all IFTV elms' carriage would
best odds with the intent of the
Copyright Am.."'
-The corn:menu submitted by the

National As oci e lion of Broadcaster.
(NAB) and individual cable operators
supported the ALPA. argument Mei
LPTY signals should be classified as
"local" without elaborating nil it. Bodo
NAB and several of the operator, did

suggest that this -lord" cla emit tenon
should apply only to an are
approximating the normal coverage sans
of auch stations.

b. Retritutrznissicui Consent". As to the
second issue, all of the %unit eeeee and
commentators agreed that
eutranwaission licenses could be
negotiated_ and royalties therefrom
would ai:minute for compulsory license
eoyallles for the particular signal foe
which t had been secured. Thu
MPAA wrote that such consents erg.'
"PeacticaL markorpla et aolution.' Al the
hearing. however. LPTV operators
testified that mequirins all ads.
consents necessary was a long and
arduous procedure.
3. Policy DeciidocowStatua of Low Power
Tatevisioo Sissials

Having reviewed the statute and the
legislative history in connection with On
examination 'lithe divergent views
yreaented at the October 32 bearing and
during the comment period sod having
noted the Kseteruncier-Matlsiaa lout.
*ths-Copyiiitlit Office has concluded that
the status of tow power televlaion
stations under the cable compulsory
*Hoenea of the Copyright Act is
ambiguous. Cone equently. the Copyright
Office will take a neutral position on
this specificis sue. awaiting the
legislative chuificatiom mentioned io the
letter from Stoator Mathias and
Repreaenttiv c Ka Muncie!. In
examining statements of Ago:rune-
therefore. the Copyright Office will oat
question the detorminction by a cable
system that a low power station's signal
Is "lour within an area approxlinatigg
the normal coverage sane of such
station.

a. Retrommire ken Consent On the
second Issue presented in the September
25 ALF'TA letter, opposing interests
presented uniform responses that cable
systems may carry low power television
ItstIOna pursuant to negoliatad
retransmission consents. There was no
suggestion that this could not be done
outside the compulaoty licensing
proviaions or section 111. u copyright

-owner. and cable eyelets'', uniformly
agree that resonated retransmission
consents aupetsede the compulsory
license requirement*. the Copyright
Office hes no reason to questliso this
interpretation provided that the
negotiated license covers retranerniasion
nets for at copyrighted works carried
by a particular broadcasting station for
the entire broadcast day for each day of
the entice accounting period. Since it
appear' that the negotiated license
would supersede tha compulsory license
under the,e cireurnsioncea. cable
systems would not bare to take account

7 8

of this signal of the low paws: telOvil IS al
station foe which the copyright owners'
eeesane tviv e been obiaint-tin paying
eopyrtaht royalties.
117 LI3.C. 911.7w1

pair& NaVelbtrirt IS. Me
O wning Schroder.
A rarreure Iterittet of Capyriakt lot Legal
Affairs-

Approwrd by.
D emist &emits.
the Larodeo of Comirr.sr.
int rems.aisosswii-crai.**44.01
saws coos saleas-is

NATIONAL CAPITAL PLANNING
c01111ISSION

Senior irliseuelve Swaim.;
Performance Review Board; Members
Antrim National Capital Planning
Conoission.
*client Notice of members of Senior
Executive Service Performance Review
Beard.

summers:Section 431a(c) of Title S,
U.S.C. (as amended by the Civil Service
Reform Act of 1O715) requires that each
agency establish, to eccordmcs with
regulations prescribed by 1111 Ornoe of
Personnel Management. one or most
performance Review Boards (PR-131 In
review. evaluate endemics* final
meornmeradatioo on perfomten ea
appraisals eetigned to Individual
members at the agency'm Senior
Executive Service. The PRI eats blished
for the Na tional Capital Planning
Corsurnesicrri also makes
recommendations to the agency head
regarding SU Performance awards_
rooks and b000les. Section a3241cils)
requires that notice of appointment of
Performance Review nosed members be
published in the Federal Register.

The following persona has been
appointed to serve as inscribers ofthe
Performance Review Board for the
National Ca pita 1 Planning Corncrilisi on:
RegussId CriMth.ftobert E. Gresham.
Daniel H. Shear, Richard L. Petrucci and
Armen Tashdiniara.
cravat November 28. 1934.
FOR FUSITNIER OISOOSSATiON CONTACT:
Malcolm L. Trevor. Specie! Assistant for
Administration io the Executive
Director. National Capital Planning
Commission. 1325 C Street N-W" Sint.
1007. Washington. D.C. 201113. (202) 724-
0206.
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Mr. KASTENMEIER. In your analysis of the legislation, are there
any amendments necessary? Are there any other issues which
might be considered that relate to low power in the context of the
leg-L-Aation as introduced?

Mr. OMAN. I think the legislation as drafted stands nicely alone,
and it probably would make consideration of it much easier if it
remained unencumbered by tangential issues.

In terms of the actual draft, we do support the language as intro-
duced.

Mr. KASTENMEIER. In terms of the state of the marketplace, the
state of the technology and its development, would you conclude
that we ought to move expeditiously on this matter? Contemplating
potential litigation, would it be desirable, do you think, for the
Congress to move swiftly on this question?

Mr. OMAN. Yes, Mr. Chairman, I think it is very important to
clarify the law. There is the ambiguity in the law. We are, in fact,
operating on the basis of the exchange of letters, and it would give
us great comfort if, in fact, procedures that we have instituted
would be supported by an actual law on the books.

Mr. KASTENMEIOR. I have several other questions, but I am going
to yield to my colleagues for their questions first, and then I will
return to some other questions.

I would like to yield to the gentleman from California, Mr. Moor-
head.

Mr. MOORHEAD. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I want to join our chairman in welcoming you here this morning.
Mr. OMAN. Thank you very much.
Mr. MOORHEAD. It is your first time before this committee. One

of the most controversial issues that has come up in this area deals
with the scrambling of programs by cable television to prevent
them from being shown on the satellites.

It is an issue we are going to have to face in this committee.
Cable feels that their product has been developed at their own ex-
pense, especially pay television, pay programs, and many other
types of programming that have been supplied by cable as a special
service to their subscribers.

The satellite people feel that they are a new industry, that they
will be badly hurt if they cannot get these programs, and many of
the systems would be willing to pay to have them.

Has your office taken any position whatsoever on this issue?
Mr. OMAN. No, Mr. Moorhead, we are still in the process of

studying the technologies and the alternatives and the various
issues that are raised. We have raised many of those questions in
our prepared statement.

I think we are sympathetic to the interests of the homeowner,
the person with the dish in the backyard, to have access to pro-
gramming, but it would be our preference to have the marketplace
resolve this issue as it is best able to do.

There are certain problems of a technical nature that we may
need some congressional assistance to work out, but I have every
belief that they are now in the process of finding ways to provide
the homeowners with the programming they need to give them the
entertainment they seek.
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Mr. MOORHEAD. Now, on another issue, if payments are not made
to the Copyright Tribunal by low-power TV stations, has any study
been made as to the loss of potential income that would be suffered
by the broadcast stations or by the motion picture industry as a
result of that decision?

Mr. OMAN. On the low-power television issue, in fact, the broad-
casters and the motion picture industry have not voiced objection,
to my knowledge, and there is a general consensus that the pro-
posed legislation is fair to all parties.

Mr. MOORHEAD. What percent of the viewers rely on this low-
power televis'ion for their entertainment?

Mr. OMAN. It is a very small portion of the audience now, but it
is growing, -And I understand there could conceivably be a great in-
crease in the number of television stations. I understand there are
now 4,000 applications pending to establish low-power television
systems hi the country.

Mr. MooaHEAD. Would this be more apt to be a problem later on
down the line, then, as far as payments?

Mr. OMAN. It could conceivably be a problem, though I don't
foresee that happening. But it certainly does argue in favor of
early passage of the bill so we can solve the nut of the problem in
its infancy, rather than wait for it to grow into a major industry
before acting.

Mr. MOORHEAD. X see.
Thank you.
Mr. KAsTENmEiErt. The gentleman from Kentucky, Mr. Mazzo li.
Mr. MAZZOLI. Thank you.
I am curious, getting to the issue of scrambled signals, is there

anything that provides a precedent for us to suggest that if we let
the marketplace set the prices, that the individual dish owner
would be required to pay some station or some system or some
copyright holder, that that homeowner would have the opportunity
to have accessible a decoder for that particular scrambling system?

And maybe to extend that question, would the horrcowner. be
likely to have four or five or six decoders stacked up on top of a
television set in order to get HBO, Showtime, or whatever signals
will be scrambled?

Mr_ OMAN. The technology, I think, has reached the point where
only one decoder will be necessary, and I think the technology is
being driven by the economics, and there is mutual interest in
keeping the technologies simple and cheap for both the homeowner
and the distributor.

In terms of the other half of the question, I would like to ask Ms.
Schrader to respond.

Mr. MAZZOLI. Thank you.
Ms. SCHRADER. We have been reading reports similar to those

you have probably read that the cable industry has been attempt-
ing to develop a more or less uniform system of scrambling to sim-
plify the problem for themselves and for the possible subscribers.

We understand that Home Box Office is adopting a particular
system, the M/A-COM system, and that other distribution services
apparently are going to use the same scrambling system. This
would mean that one decoder, which apparently will initially be
priced at about $395, would be available to the consumer. We fur-
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ther understand that the producer of the decoder has given assur-
ances that as many as 100,000 decoders will be available in the
near future at various retail outlets.

These are some of the proposals. Whether this will ultimately
prove to be a reality or whether, indeed, there will be different
scrambling systems, requiring a number of different decoders, of
course, we can't predict.

Mr. Mazzola. All of us had visits from our constituents last week
or the week before when they had the big convention here in town,
and I think some of my people are notat least they tell me
really against or resistant to the idea of paying the copyright
owner a price for the use of the material.

And in effect, they are not against paying HBO or any other
system which decides to scramble a fee for the use of that scram-
bled signal. But what they do object to is the problem of having all
of this technological swirl and chaos, which is one thing which I
believe is a legitimate question.

I think their second concern is they brought up the specter of
monopoly, where in fact, certain cable systems are being owned by
certain program companies, which are being, in turn, owning the
system which makes the decoder.

So they fear this combination which may cause a kind of a re-
straint of trade, within the industry, which would drive up the
prices and which would limit the quantity and reduce the number
of offerers of the service.

I wonder if there is any help that 1 could give to my constituents
back home that this will not be the ultimate outcome of this effort,
which I think is legitimate, which is to scramble the signal in order
that a person can't just take down from apace my property, and not
pay for it.

Mr. OMAN. I think two points should be made. No. 1, the anti-
trust laws are still available to attack those combinations that arti-
ficially restrain the access to the programming.

No. 2, look at the limited experience we have had thus far in
terms of requests for voluntary compliance with the systems that
are being set up. I think the prices that are being asked are entire-
ly competitive with those that are being asked of people who are
subscribing to the cable.

I think the range of cable fees are $10 to $20 a month, and the
people who are providing signals from the satellite which are about
to be scrambled are asking in the neighborhood of $10 or $12 per
month for that service.

Mr. MAZZOLI. I have one question in this area, and I have one
final question. The question is, I was told by my constituents that
they are alarmed, in some cases, that they have to pay a cable
system the money that is destined for HBO or for the scrambler.

Are you aware of the procedure that is being set up which, in
effect, puts the cable systems in some control of this, when, in fact,
this procedure would involve the homeowner, the dish owner, and
the scrambler? Are you aware of anything like that?

Mr. OMAN. I am not aware of it. Ms. Schrader may be.
Ms. SCHRADER. We have neard that Home Box Office, at least,

will make its programming available both through the local cable
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system or, alternatively, at the home dish owner's option, through
an 800 nationwide telephone line, so that apparently--

Mr. 1VIAzzoti. But you are not aware of where the money would
be paid, or how that is to be handled?

Ms. SCHRADER. I believe that in the case of the 800 telephone
line, there would be arrangements to pay Home Box Office direct-
ly.

Mr. MAZZOLZ. Directly?
Ms. SCHRADER. But of course--
Mr. MAZZOLI. So you--
MS. SCHRADER. But if you use the whole cable system
Mr. MAZZOLI. My other question is about the first bill before us

relating to low-power television. I was just curious, when this draft
was put together by the general counsel, was that at a time when
it was felt that if you became a local signal, you would be entitled
to be carried as a matter of law on the cable system?

Mr. OMAN. No; I think the point is that it is the option of the
cable company, if they have the capacity at their command for the
programming, they would be free to carry the- -

Mr. MA.ZZOLL No; I am saying that is, of course, the current situ-
ation. But at one time, they did not have the option, before the
court

Mr. OMAN. In terms of must-carry?
Mr. MAZZOLI. In terms of must-carry. And was the billWhat I

am really driving at is the following: Was it the net effect or the
intent of the original draft of the bill that being designated as a
local signal, which is really what this bill drives at, would really
also give LPTA a chance to be carried as a matter of right by the
cable system?

artArr. Let me ask Ms. Schrader to respond.
Ms. SCHRADER. I think the answer is no, since the FCC had previ-

ously ruled, I believe in 1983, or perhaps 1982, that low-power tele-
vision stations would not have must-carry rights. The amendment
of .;.te copyright law would not compel that resultit would just

LPTV signals local for copyright purposes and for purposes
of computing the royalties.

Mr. MAZZOLI. They would not be entitled by reason of that
change of designation to some kind of carriage rights, is that cor-
rect?

Ms. SCHRADER. That would be my opinion, if the must-carry rules
were are still in effect.

Mr. MAzzoti. Thank you Mr. Chairman.
Mr. KASTENMEIER. I must say to my colleague, these are good

questions. I think that question is one that should have been clari-
fied. What is the relationship, in other words, of the must-carry de-
cision to low power? That was the gentleman's question: Whether
the bill takes that into account, whether the change effected by the
must carry decision would affect the bill in terms of its impact or
its relationship.

The answer is no, it is not affected, although, as I say, the ques-
tion is a good one, an obvious one.

I yield to the gentleman from Virginia, a cosponsor of the bill.
Mr. BOUCHER. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
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Mr. Oman, I am pleased to hear that the Copyright Office is
strongly in support of H.R. 3X08. In terms of addressing the sense
of urgency in having that legislation adopted, can you give us some
sense of whether low-power television companies today are waiting
for the passage of this bill before they begin operations?

Or are they relying upon the assurance extended by the Copy-
right Office last year that a determination by any local cable
system that low-power television is indeed a local signal, will not
be challenged by the Copyright Office, and starting operations
right away?

Mr. OMAN. To my knowledge, they are not hesitating in terms of
construction or seeking their franchises on the hope that the legis-
lation will pass. I think they are relying on the assurances given to
them by the Copyright Office. I think they are on very firm legal
ground, and it is not an disincentive to going into business.

Mr. BOUCHER. Of course, we have Mr. Hutcheson as one of our
witnesses this morning from the industry, and I am sure he will
want to comment on that as well.

Nevertheless, we appreciate very much your strong support for
that legislation.

Let me turn briefly to the matter of Earth stations, and while
the subcommittee does not have before it H.R. 1840, that has been
referred, I believe, to the Committee on Energy and Commerce, it
does raise some rather interesting questions that I think we should
address this morning.

That legislation would place some broad new powers in the FCC.
In particular, it would allow the FCC to set prices and terms and
conditions for the receipt of signals broadcast by satellite and re-
ceived by Earth stations.

In essence, it creates what could be called a compulsory license
for the receipt of those signals by Earth station owners. And yet it
seems to me somewhat unprecedented because this compulsory li-
cense falls outside the copyright law.

I wonder what your comment on that is? If we are going to have
a compulsory license, along the lines of H.R. 1840, should that not
be contained within the copyright law, rather than some other sec-
tion of the code?

Mr. OMAN. Accepting your premise that we do resort to the com-
pulsory license which the Copyright Office has traditionally viewed
as a last resort, I think in theory it would be better to have that
administered within the structure of the copyright law, rather than
the communications law.

I suspect the FCC would be very eager to agree with that posi-
tion.

Mr. BOUCHER. Let me ask a somewhat broader question, and that
is, should we have legislation which places within the. copyright
law the right to receive signals that are broadcast by satellite for
receipt by Earth station owners?

Mr. OMAN. Again, I reiterate 1---- o preference of the Copyright
Office for reliance on the free market mechanism, and viewing the
compulsory license as a last resort.

I think there are economic incentives on all sides to encourage
access to these signals, and that if there is a workable mechanism
whereby people can pay, and the price by the force of the market is
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fair, and there is not a great deal of difficulty in terms of comply-
ing with the law, then people will comply and that money will be
made. and service will be provided.

Mr. BOUCHER. Thank you very much.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. KASTENmEIEIt. The issue just raised by the gentleman from

Virginia derives from language in the bill, H.R. 1840, which states
as follows:

Any person who received encrypted satellite cable programming
may receive such programming decoded for private viewing upon
compliance with prices, terms and conditions established in the
marketplace or by the Commission which are not inconsistent with
the policies and provisions of this title.

That is thought to be the equivalent of a compulsory license, the
same mechanism, except in a different setting. And I appreciate
your comment.

In comment, I would think that if, as a policy matter, Congress
decided to grant a compulsory license, then it ought to be in the
context of the copyright laws and not in an external regulation by
the FCC.

You deal with a number of distribution systems for subscription
servicesone question is with respect to teletext. Is teletext, in
your view, peotected by copyright?

Mr. OMAN. Ms. Schrader is prepared to respond to that question.
Ms. SCHRADER. Of course, it would depend on the particular con-

tent of the transmission, but by and large, one might suppose that
there would be some compilation of informationsomething that
might be considered a data basewhich then could be protected as
other compilations and other data bases are.

My guess would be that by and large, they are subject to copy-
right protectioa, but there are questions about how the right of
public display would be applied. There ale, problems especially
about transmissions across borders, between the United States and
Canada, for examplewhich law would apply, the United States or
Canadian law, and of course, what would that law be?

Mr. KASTENMEiER. Thank you.
Going back to Earth stations, in your statement, you raise the

question of copyright ramifications of satellite signal encryption.
Among others, you ask, should the copyright law be amended to
ensure public access to satellite-delivered copyright materials?

How could this be done, and what are your further thoughts
about that issue?

Mr. OMAN. Ms. Schrader, do you want to start?
Mr. KAsTENMEIER. Ms. Schrader.
Ms. SCHRADER. As Mr. Oman has already said, we are not really

taking a position that this would be an appropriate solution. Sub-
ject to that qualification, it probably could be done in one of two
ways. One method would be amendment of the definition of public
performance, which I would suggest is perhaps a radical approach,
especially if you try to sweep in private performances. Of course,
by this method, you would then be able to create certain exemp-
tie- for those who have private performances of works, such as
"k, .Kyard" satellite TYRO owne.rs. It is a rather radical method,
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however, and would get you into all sorts of problems about private
performances, such as somebody singing music at home and what-
ever.

Another method might be by indirection. Under the present law,
the copyright owner does have protection with respect to reception
in public places, so the same signal basically might be picked up by
a bar or motel, by a satellite dish at home.

It might be possible to prepare a bill where you would take away
from the copyright owner the protection that now exists with re-
spect to public reception, that is, in public places, unless there is
adequate access, and at reasonable terms, in the case of reception
in private homes.

Mr. KASTENMEIER. With respect to Earth stations and the ques-
tion of encryptionas a practical matter, this goes beyond perhaps
the copyright competenceis there any method by whici the
owners of copyrighted works that are intended to be compensated
can be protected other than by the use of encryption devices?

1 ask this because encryption does seem to involve yet another
technology and yet additional expenses in and of itself, and may
pose other questions such as the gentleman from Kentucky raised,
as to who owns and operates, and for what purpose, the encryption
devices.

Is there any other means possible of assuring that the appropri-
ate owners of copyrighted works are compensated, other than
through encryption?

Mr. OMAN. There would be ways to do it. I am not sure that they
would work very well in the real world. There were suggestions
made at one point to license the dishes the way jukeboxes are li-
censed, with an annual maintenance fee.

The necessarily private nature of the home viewing community
makes that more difficult than a jukebox, which is located in a
public place and accessible to the public by its very nature.

That is one of the methods that was selected or suggested short
of encryption. Ms_ Schrader, do you have any others?

Ms. SCHRADER. No, I don't.
Mr. KASTENMEIER. If you went that direction, you would need

Fomething like the CRT to determine how to split up the pie again,
just as we do for the compulsory license among, I suppose, so many
proprietors.

It is assumed, I gather, that many programmers or sources or
owners of programming, will not seek to encrypt their programs
for various reasons, whether it is CNN or other such sources, be-
cause they have aiwi2vs sought the widest possible reception of
their programming, notwithstanding thaw. they are not compensat-
ed by the viewer thereof.

Is not that you
Mr. OMAN. I think there will always be economic incentives to

make programming available to these dish owners, whether or not
they do have the decoders. They may not be able to pick up certain
specialized programming, like HBO, but there will alwslys be some
prog.-amming available to them free of charge, unencrypted, be-
cause people do want to build their audience and rely on advertis-
er-supported programming.
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Mr. KASTENMEIER. Are there any other questions from the com-
mittee?

If not, the committee is very indebted to you and again, let me
compliment you on your appearance here this morning. We, again,
wish you the very best. We look forward to working with you on
not only these, but many, many issues involving copyright.

It is always good to welcome back your colleagues as well who
appear before us.

Mr. OMAN. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman. I guess the
honeymoon is now officially over

Mr. KASTENMEIER. Our next witness is Mr. Richard Hutcheson,
secretary and treasurer of the Community Broadcasters Associa-
tion. Mr. Hutcheson served in the Carter White House as Mr.
Carter's Staff Secretary from 1977 to 1981.

Leaving the administration, Mr. Hutcheson was a visiting fellow
at Swarthmore College shortly thereafter. He formed the Local
Power Television, Inc., in 1981, and has been working full time in
the low-power television industry ever since.

Mr. Hutcheson, you are most welcome. You may proceed as you
wish.

TESTIMONY OF RICHARD G. HUTCHESON III, SECRETARY-
TREASURER, COMMUNITY BROADCASTERS ASSOCIATION

Mr. HUTCHESON. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I appreciate very much the opportunity to speak here today, both

in behalf of the Community Broadcasters Association, which repre-
sents the low-power industry, and also as a low-power bro-icaster.

My company owns and operates three low-power staL, _is, and
has plans to build additional stations in coming years.

I would like to do two things today: First, to just talk generally
about low-power television --what is it? And second, to talk specifi-
cally about the key difficulty our industry faces, having to do with
the uncertainty as to the copyright status of low-power stations.

And let me say, Mr. Chairman, that our industry is very grateful
to you and grateful to Congressman Boucher for your leadership
role in both identifying this copyright issue and in sponsoring H.R.
3108 to help deal with it.

Let me now talk about the low-power industry generally. Low-
power stations are functionally identical to any other TV station.
They can operate on any channel between 2 and 69, and you don't
need any particular wires or decoders to picl- them up. It is just
regular television.

You turn on the TV set, and you can watch the low-power sta-
tion. The one difference is that we are limited to 1,000 watts of
power. So our signals extend 20 to 35 miles on the average, where-
as a conventional television station's signal will extend 50 to 70
miles_

But to the television viewer within the coverage area, the signal
looks exactly the same.

This limitation on power is our principal advantage. Because we
are smaller, low-power stations are also cheaper. And therefore,
leaking gererally, they require about one-sixth of the investment

of a full-power station. A !ow-power station can cover about one-
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third of the territory, which we believe is a pretty good bang for
the buck on investment.

Because of this financial incentive, there were an enormous
number of applications filed for low-power stations in the 1980 to
1984 period, after the Commission announced the low-power serv-
ice; 40,000 applications have been filed for low-power stations, and
ultimately, 4,000 stations may be licensed and authorized.

There are two particular advantages that the low-power service
has to offer to the communications universe. First, with 4,000 new
stations, there exists an important new avenue for ownership of
broadcast properties. It is possible now to significantly broaden and
diversify the ownership of broadcast television stations in the
United States.

Second, and most important, the low-power service makes possi-
ble free local broadcast TV stations in markets which heretofore
have not had an opportunity to have local television service.

Rural areas and smaller cities, which in the past have had to
rely on big city television stations received either with pole anten-
nas or via cable systems, can now for the first time have their own
local television station.

People in smaller markets are just as interested in local news
and current events as are residents of large cities, and with the
low-power service, they are able to have local television.

We believe that the fostering and preservation of local broadcast
TV is a very important norm, and a very important service provid-
ed by our industry at a time when superstations and national net-
works seem to be playing an increasingly important role.

Like any new service, we have had our challenges. The most dif-
ficult situation that we have faced has to do with obtaining access
to cable systems serving the same markets that we serve.

Historically, cable got its start in markets that had very little or
no local television, and so we typically face a cable penetration at
or above the national average of about 45 percent.

It is very difficult to go out and sell a commercial to p. local busi-
ness if you are shut out of half of the television housattiolds in your
market. Therefore, getting on cable is very important to low-power
stations as for any television station.

No television station has automatic access to cable. Low power
has never had such access, and the recent appeals court decision
has struck down must-carry for conventional television stations.

Low-power broadcasters, by and large, accept this situation. We
feel that if we are offering programming which is of interest to
local viewers, then the cable operator has a business incentive to
add us to that cable system, and we are willing to live with that
marketplace judgment.

However, the marketplace for low power hag been badly skewed
by uncertainty relating trl our copyright status. Because of this un-
certainty, many cable operators who wanted voluntarily to carry
low-power stations. feared to do so, and this problem has literally
threatened the very existence of our industry.

Let me now talk more specifically about this problem, and about
H.R. 3108.
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Under the compulsory license, cable systems can retransmit local
stations without paying copyright fees; but if they import a distant
signal, they must pay additional copyright royalties.

As a matter of definitional convenience, the 1976 Copyright Act
distinguished between local and distant signals on the basis of
whether or not the television signal was a must-carry. This is be-
cause the FCC rules in effect in 1976 said that cable systems had to
carry regular television stations within their local Service area.
Any other stations were distant signet's.

This definition worked fine as long as all television stations had
must-carry. But 6 years later, the low-power service was created
without must-carry status. And so, we were immediately thrown
into a quandry.

Since low-power stations were not must-carries, they had no spe-
cifically defined local service area. Cable operators feared that if
they weren't local, LPTV stations had to be distant signals.

If low-power stations were distant signals, the cable operators
might have to pay an enormous sumas much as 3.75 percent of
their gross revenuesto carry the local low-power station, even
though it might be located literally across the street from the cable
system.

Now, this problem created enormous difficulties for our industry
just as we were beginning to get underway. In 1984, for the first
time, the Commission started issuing a substantial number of
LPTV permits on a regular basis; yet at this very time, people in
the telecommunications industry broadly became aware of this
problem.

And so, many low-power stations ceased being built. No one is
going to go out and invest $500,000 in a low-power station if the
local cable operator says, "We can't put you on until this copyright
issue is resolved."

And so both the cable industry and the low-power industry at the
end of last year petitioned the Copyright Office for some assistance.
In October of last year, you, Mr. Chairman, and Senator Mathias,
sent a letter to the Copyright Office asking them to dee' with this
issue administratively, pending action by the Congress.

And as a direct result of your letter, the Copyright Office issued
an opinion in which they said they would accept, on a temporary
basis, the finding that a low-power station is local, within an area
approximating its coverage area, pending a legislative clarification
of the issue.

This ruling provided us with desperately needed relief, and
within a matter of days after the Copyright Office put out its policy
decision, cable systems started adding low-power stations to their
systems on a voluntary basis.

But the Copyright Office ruling, as Mr. Oman just testified, is on
an interim and tentative basis only, pending congressional action.
And in addition to that, we still have cable systems out there that
regard this issue as sufficiently muddy that they are not putting
low-power stations on pending additional final legislative clarifica-
tion.

I know from personal experience that that is the case.
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Therefore, it is extremely important to our industry that H.R.
3108, introduced by Chairman Kastenmeier and Congressman Bou-
cher, be enacted as quickly as possible.

Many people may regard this as a technical matter, but to us, it
is a matter of crucial importance. And cable systems want to know
which low-power systems they Can carry if they choose to do so, so
that they can make their own judgments as to what programming
is in the best interests of their,subscribers.

I will conclude by saying that low-power television is a boom still
waiting to happen. If this problem is resolved, we can build thou-
sands of stations in the next few years.

Any market in the past which was big enough to have a radio
station can have its own local television station. To the best of my
knowledge, there is no opposition to this Dill, and it would be very,
very helpful in assisting our industry to get underway if this bill
could be enacted as quickly as possible.

Again, we appreciate very much your leadership, Mr. Chairman,
and your leadership, Congressman Boucher, in sponsoring 3108.

[The statement of Mr. Hutcheson follows:)
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TESTIMONY_OP RICHARD G. HUTCHESpN, III

SBCRETARY-TREASURER

COMMUNITY BROADCASTERS ASSOCIATION

BEFORE SUBCOMMITTEE _ON COURTS, CIVIL taszikTims

an 'I' !E. OF JuST;OE

20 NOVEMBER 1985

Chairman Rasienmeier, Distinguished Members of the Subcommittee.

my name is Richard G. Hutcheson. III and I em the Secretary/Treasurer

of the Community Broadcasters Association ICSA), the trade

association representing the low power television {LPTV) industry.

The Community Broadcasters Association was formed in January of

this year as a result of the merger of three predecessor low power

television groups. RepresenteZ on the Board of Directors of CBA are

the leading figures in the new LPTV industry. including principal

station operators, permillieee, programmers and equipment suppliers.

I am also speaking to you as a low power TV broadcaster. I earn

my living as the president and principal owner of Local Power

Television. Inc.. a company which owns and operates three LPTV

stations and owns construction permits for an additional dozen

stations. In this new industry, our company is perhaps the largest

commercial operator of LPTV stations in the united States today.
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As LPTV broadcasters, we appreciate very much the opportunity to

present testimony before this Committee today. In my remarks, I will

cover two areas. First, I will provide an update on the status of the

industry overall. What exactly is this new communications technology,

low power television, and what has transpired since the Federal

Communications Commission (FCC) authorised the LPTV service on

march 7, 1982?

Second, I will describe a key difficulty facing the LPTV

industry, having to do with the uncertain status of low Power

television under the Copyright Act of 1976. I will sock to oatahlish

that passage of H.R. 319A. which wuuld clarify the ronyr4ght status

of LPTV stations by defining their local service ore-a, would

contribute enormously to the LPTV industry's prospects for fulfilling

!s potential as A valuable new communications service available to

television consumers.

Finally. Ar. Chnirmits, let me say cfilr industry applsuds your

Inili,ttivs. and that of Congressman Boucher, in identifying ihiM

problem and act my to solve it. We are vsJLy grateful for your

leadership.
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1. Statue of Low Pever_Televiaion.

A. Sa&EEcPuncl' In 1960. the FCC took note of the fact that two
significant advances in technology -- satellite distribution of
programming, and a r0"olution in video technology made it possible
to originate local television programming far lams expensively than
had ever been the case before.

The Commission further observed that while most large population
centers have ample local television service -- three network
affiliates, one or more independent stations and a public TV station
-- markets with fewer than a quarter of a million persons often are
underserved by free. local broadcast television. And even in the very
largest cites, there exist ethnic or interest minority groups unable
to afford to acquire one of the multi-million dollar television
properties which cater primarily to the tastes of the majority of
television viewers in the marKet.

The Commission therefore began accepting applications for a new
class of "pint-sized" TV stations to "fill in the gape" -- literally
and figuratively -- around existing television stations and provide
service to underserved markets and groups.

S. Whip. is_LPTV2 LPTV stations are functionally identical to
regular TV stations. Like regular TV. low power signals are broadcast
tnrough the air. No wires, cables or decoders are required to pick up
the signal. which may be viewed on any regular TV channel between 2
and 69.
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However, LPTV stations are restricted by regulation to a maximum

of 1,000 watts transmitter output. Because of this restriction, "low

power" signals typically reach out with a radius of only 20 to 35

miles, while a "regular" TV signal with a much higher transmitter

out may be received 50 to 70 miles or morn.

The advantage of LPTV stations, in a nutshell, is that because

they are smaller, they are cheaper. The transmitter equipment alone

for a conventional TV station may cost $500.000 or more, with total

costa for construction, operation and programming exceeding $3

million dollars. By contrast, for the price of a full power

transmitter alone ($500,000-$800,000). a LPTV station may be built

and operated to the point of projected profitahility. A LPTV station

may serve one-third of the the COverage area of a regular TV at

for well under one-sixth of the cost.

C. processing DelaYe Beeolved plowli. The announcement in 1980 of

a new television service created an avalanche of nearly 40,000

applications for low power licenses through 1984. An a result of this

processing overload. few for stations were issued until

Congress rescued the situation by authorining the Commission to use

lotteries rather than comparative hearings to award permits sought by

competing, mutually exclusive applicants, and by funding the computer

system needed to sort out defective applications.
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The first law power TV lottery was held on September Z9. 1983.

Since that time. about 947 construction permits for stations have

been awarded and 329 low power stations actually built and licensed.

in 37 states. The Commission now holds monthly lotteries, end issues

approximately 50 new permits per month. 16.000 applications are still

pending before the Commission. Once these applications are processed,

the FCC plans to begin accepting new LPTV applications (in 1986).

D. Policy_eoals LPTV_May Achieve. ascaues of the substantially

lower construction and operating costs for LPTV stations. the service

may achieve several important public policy goals.

First. LPTV creates the opportunity to dramatically broaden and

diversify the ownership of broadcast properties in the United States.

Ultimately. 4,000 or more LPTV stations may be authorized and added

to the television spectrum without causing interference to existing.

full power TV stations. At a time when owners of conventional TV

stations may increase their holdings from 7 to 12 stations, this new

avenue for diversified ownership is particularly important..

Second. LPTV makes it possible to have free. local broadcast

television in markets which, heretofore, have had none. or have had

to rely on big city media outlets 40 to 50 miles away. Residents in

smaller communities are just as interested to television coverage of

local news and events as are resident. of major metropolitan areas.

9 4
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The fostering and preservation of local broadcast television is an

important norm in a daY when so-Called "euperatations" and other

national programming networks are dominating cable and capturing an

ever-larger market share.

Finally. LPTV makes it possible to of0Dr specialized television

programming to viewers with particular interests and needs -- both in

big cities and in

groups and others

smaller communities. Ethnic minorities. church

unlikely to be able to afford access to

conventional TV stations may USe LPTV stations to air programming

dedicated to their particular needs; and interests.

E. Status to Date. It is important to observe that because of

years of processing delays. the LPTV service has just now gotten

underway. A majority of the existing permits are lose than one year

old. However. the FCC ie finally issuing a steady stream of permits.

with authorizations now in band. the uses of LPTV thus far have been

extraordinarily diverse.

Polly half of the new permits have gone to Alaska. as part of a

state-wide educational television network. In the lower 48 states.

LPTV Ferranti are about egualiy distributed among those being used to

extend the range of conventional TV stations as translators.

religious nonprofit stations and Commercial. broadcasters. Among the

commercial LPTV broadcasters. some are offering specialized
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programming formats in larger markets, while most are offering local

programming in smaller. primarily rural markets which, before LPTV.

bad no free local television service at all.

As with any new communications technology. low Power TV pioneers

have bad to face many challenges. After years of waiting for the FCC

to issue permits for stations, LPTV operators are now confronted not

only with financing the new stations, but with developing programming

formats which local businesses will support with advertising. and

with figuring out how to deal with program suppliers accustomed to

the much larger budgets typical for full power stations. For example,

my three LPTV stations operate with a monthly programming budget of

$3000 each. Sy contrast. a single episode of a top-rated syndicated

series in a major market may sell for $50,000 or more.

Nonetheless, LPTV broadcasters are learning how to deal with

these constraints. My stations broadcast. 16-24 hours per day, with a

schedule which includes 1-3 hours .of local programming, plus movies.

syndicated aeries and music videos. We sell commercials to local

businesses for $5 to $25 per 30-second spot. Some.of our programming

is received via satellite from suppliers willing to let us be their

local distributor. given that no full power station is available. She

centerpiece of our programming. however, is the local news. sports.

game shows and special event programming which we originate daily.
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P. Critical Problem Pacing LPTUt Access to Cable. The single

biggest difficulty confronting the LPTV industry thus far gas been

our effort to obtain access to cable systems serving our local

coverage areas. Historically. cable got. its start in markets where

local broadcast television was spotty or nonexistent. A cable

penetration at or above the national average of 45S cf local TV

households is typical for most markets served by LPTV stations. It is

hard to imagine any television station -- low power or full power

staying in existence if it is denied access indefinitely to cable

systems serving half or more of the TV households in the market.

No television station is guaranteed access to local cable

systems. LPTV stations have never had so-called "must Carry" access

and now. as a result of a recent Federal Appeals Court decision,

cable systems are under no obligation to carry local full power TV

stations. either. This situation is difficult. but "the law of the

marketplace" suggests that if a LPTV station is offering programming

of interest to local TV viewers. in most instances the local cable

Operator will have the geed business judgement to add it to the local

cable system.

The fact that the government has given the low power TV operator

a license to broadcast television in a market is not a guarantee of

financial success -- nor ghouls it, be.
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We in LPTV have had an additional problem, however, which has

"skewed the marketplace." and made it extremely difficUlt for our

stations to obtain access to local cable systems even_when Local

cable operators wishad.to carry ourlocal.progritmming. This barrier

to cable accesa has threatened the very survival of the new low power

TV industry.

2. Copyright Status of LPTV Stations

A. Copyright Act of 1976. LPTV access to cable has been severely

hampered by a technicality which was neither desired nor anticipated

at the time the Copyright Act of 1076 was passed -- six years before

the LPTV service even existed.

Section 111(f) of the Copyright Act defines the "local service

urea of a primary transmitter" as that area in which a television

station may insist that its signal be retransmitted by a cable

company. Because all conventional TV stations were subject to

mandatory carriage rules in 1976. Congress distinguished between

"local" and "distant" signals in terms of the must carry ara

specified in the FCC's rules. This distinction serves as the basis

for computing copyright liability. Retransmission of signals within a

"local service area" is royalty free. while retransmission of

"distant" signals renders cable companies liable for copyright

royalties of up to 3.75tt of gross revenues.

64-769 0 B7 4
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B. LPTV Stations as "Distant" Signals_. When the FCC authorised

the LPTV service in 1982, it did so without (+ranting LPTV stations

mandatory carriage on cable systems. Because the Section 111(f)

equates "local Service area" with "must-carry" privileges. many cable

companies feared that the signals of any LPTV stations they carried

would be considered "distant" for purpose's of computing copyright

royalties. This fear wee aggravated by an opinion letter from the

Copyright Office stating that a "distant signal" definition was

Warranted by the language of the Act.

Faced with the possibility that they would have to pay 3.753 of

gross revenues, few cable systems were willing to add local LPTV

ntations to their systems. By. the end of 1984, est many new LPTV

stations began to go on the air, many cable ayetems Which would have

othetwise carried their signals refused to do so.

Not. Only did this problem deny thousands of oethle Subscribers

access to the community oriented progremmirg of local LPTV stations'

but without access to local cable subscribers. the very economic

viability of the LPTV service itself was threatened. What local

s4vertiser wants to buy a commercial on a station which cannot reach

Half or more of the local TV households7

Clearly, to consider a LPTV station a "distant signal" runs

ecunter both to Logic and to fairness. It is highly illogical in that

LPTV stations, with their signs: ranges typical) y limited to 20-35

9 9
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miles. aro by nature the most "local" of all TV stations. it is

inequitable in that LPTV stations already pay the lieenning rights

for programming they use in their local markets. Finally, to regard
LPTV station signals ae "distant" is to undermine the intent of the
Congress to distinguish between truly local and distant signals.

C. Interim Action By the Copyright Office. On neptember 25. leS4.
various representatives of the low power television industry

petitioned the Cohyright. Office to reconsider its position on the
status of low power television stations under Section 111(f). On
October 1, laWls Chairman Kastenmeler, joined by Senntor Charles 11cC.
Mathias. Jr., wrote a letter to the then Register of Copyrights,

David Ladd, asking that administrative action be taken to resolve the
cable copyright problem, pending action by Congress.

The Kastenmeier-Mathias letter was or pivotal importance in
Determining the Copyright Office's Policy Decision of November 19.
)9E4. Its rulinqs in part, stated that:

"... having noted the Kestenmeier-Mathias letter, the Copyright
office has concluded that the statue of low power television stations
under the cable compulsory license of the Copyright hot is ambiguous.
Consequently, the Copyright Office will lake a neutral position on
this specific issue, awaiting the legislative_elarification mentioned
In the letter from Senator Mathias and Representative KaaLenmeier.

(emphasis added) In examining Statements of accoUnt. therefore. the
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Copyright Office will not question the determination by a cable

system that a low power Station's Signal is "local" within an area

approximating the normal coverage zone of such elation."

This ruling Provided urgently needed relief to the LPTV industry,

and as a consequence. some cable systems added LPTV stations they

previously were reluctant to carry. However. the Copyright. Office

ruling was explicitly made on at interim basis. Pending a final

legislative resolution. Until legislation is enacted which defines

precisely the "local service area" of a low power station, soma cable

companies still refuse to carry LPTV signals for fear of copyright

liability. Thus action by Congress to resolve this issue once an..

for all is of crucial importance t o the LPTV industry and the

communities it serves.

D. H.R. 3L08. Following up on the October 1, 1964 letter to the

Copyright Office, a Bill has been introduced which wottid finally

resolve this difficult situation facing the LPTV industry dna to the

Uncertainty of its status under the Copyright Act. H.R. 3106.

aponsored by the Hon. Robert, W. Kasienmeier and the Hon. Frederick

Boucher, simply amends Section 111(f) of Title 17. United States

Code. to add a precise definition of the local service area for LPTV

stations. The HOn. Charles Mt.C, Mathias. Jr. has introducod a similar

hill. 8. 1526.
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The local service area for a LPTV station is defined as

comprising an area 35 miles from its transmitter site. or in the case

of LPTV stations located within the SO Metropolitan statietical Areas

with the largivet population based on the 1980 U.S. Census. the area

is to be 20 miles from transmitter site.

The actual range of a LPTV station's signal depends upon a

variety of topographical and engineering factors- In addition to the

wattage of the transmitter (limited to one kilowatt for LPTV

stations), the height and gain of the antenna are most important.

The large majority of LPTV stations are located in rural areas.

near markets with relatively small populations. In these areas, a

typical LPTV station with a well-engineered signal may reach 35 miles

over open terrain. For the Smaller number of LPTV Stations serving

very large Population centers. a coverage area with a radius of 20

miles may be typical. given possible restrictions on tower sites.

high buildings and other aspects of metropolitan terraiu.

E. conclusion. A resolution of the copyright issue for LPTV

stations is critical if the LPTV industry is to achieve those goals

for which the service was created: to diversify the ownership of

breedcrist Properties in the U.S.. and to provide unique. locally

originated Programming to those aides and for 'those groups

underserved by conventional televisiou.
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If H.R. 310B is enacted intro law. cable systems will know

precisely the geographical area where they may carry LPTV elationa

without fear of copyright liability. Cable companies will be able to

decide whether or not to carry LPTV alationa based on their

assessment of what is best for their subscribers. LPTV stations in

turn will have access to thousands of households within signal range

which otherwise would have been denied access to their locally

originated programming.

The LPTV industry is exceedingly grateful for the leadership

shown on this issue by Chairman Xastenmeier and Congressman Boucher.

Those of us who are operating stations know just how critical a

resolution of thin problem is to our indue'ry. With a solution in

hand, we may devote our full attention lo providing local television

service in our communities of licenfte, and to developing the LPTV

industry to its fullest potential.

In conclusion. M. Chairman and Members, of the Subcommittee, I

thank you again for the opportunity to bring to your nttention the

viewmAnt of the 1.12T industry.

Mr. HAellINIKETER. Thank you, Mr. Hutcheson.
You say there is no opposition?
Mr. Htrrmizsox. To the best of my knowledge, sir, there is none.
Mr. Kitsmormzunt. As matters now stand, and as the bill would

tend to incorporate this specifically and would clarify the situation,
local cable stations are, or would be, free to carry low-power sta-
tions within a certain limitation, 20 or 35 miles, as the case may
be, but they are not required to.

It is entirely optional with the cable system; is that correct?
Mr. Iltrrciessox. That is correct, sir.
Mr. KASTENMEIER. As far as you know, no low-power television

station would resist or oppose being carried by the local cable
system, is that correct?

Mr. HirrcHEsorr. That is also correct; it is an advantage to a
Limy station to have as many people in its coverage area view the
station as is possible.

Mr. ItAsrEponamas. Have you ever run into a situation where a
low-power station would, in fact, be a distant signal, and a cable
system would want to carry it for any reason?

Mr. HUTCHESON. I suppose it is theoretically possible that a cable
system might want to carry a low-power station 40 or 50 miles
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away, but I think it is highly unlikely. The limited range of a low-
power station means that the locally originated programming tends
to be rather parochial, and of interest mostly to people who reside
within the actual coverage area. So I think that would be an un-
likely situation.

Mr. KAsTErriarairat. Though we might understand new low-power
systems a little bit better, what programming do you contemplate?
Do you contemplate carrying network programming or program-
ming similar to so-called independent television? Or do you contem-
plate carrying syndicated programming, which is not first run, ob-
viously?

How do you differ from a small independent television station?
How do you distinguish the programming which a low-power sta-
tion might carry?

Mr. Htrrcuirsolg. In some instances, the programming can be ex-
actly the same. The uses of low-power stations have been extraordi-
narily diverse. About 850 permits have been granted, and to date,
about 330 low-power stations have been built and licensed.

Of this number, about half are in Alaska as part as a State edu-
cational public TV system. Of the remaining half, they are about
equally divided between low-power stations functioning as transla-
tors of full-power stations, nonprofit religious stations, and local in-
dependent commercial stations operating much as any other com-
mercial independent station would function.

My own stations, as an example, produce I to 8 hours of local
news, sports and other programming per day, several movies a day,
as well as some syndicated series. We are also able to clear the li-
censing rights to some programming off satellite.

And most low-power stations operating in a commercial mode
offer somewhat of a potpourri of local programming, as well as
other programming.

Mr. NMEIER. To the extent that you use programming of of
satellites, do you in fact, compete with a local cable system?

Mr. Hurciimsobi. That is correct. We do not compete, primarily
because most low-power stations are free to viewers and advertiser
supported, so we are offering free movies, whereas the cable system
is selling pay movies, such as HBO, to its subscribers.

So we are a complementary rather than a competitive service.
This is why a number of cable systems have sought to add us. We
may be the only local station, and we may be providing the only
local news in that market.

Mr. KAsPrEzaiszrzn. Are the capital costs, the startup costs, of a
low-power station considerably less, than, let's say, a small inde-
pendent television station?

Mr. HurcEnwort. Yes, air. The price of a typical full-power trans-
mitter is $1/2 million. For that $500,000, you can not only buy all of
the equipment for a low-power station, but you can build and oper-
ate that station over several years to the point of projected break-
even.

So it is less than one-sixth of the cost in a typical instance.
Mr. KASTENBiZIER. Do you have any data on how many low-

power television stations presently are being retransmitted by
cable television systems?
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Mr. HUTCHESON. To the best of our knowledge, approximately
one-third of the operating stations are now being carried by local
cable systems.

Mr. KASTENMETER. Now, obviously, this is a copyright issue which
perhaps the Congress can resolve. Are there any other copyright
Issues that are of particular interest to low-power television sta-
tions?

Mr. Hirrcimsox. Not to my knowledge, air. This is the one issue
which has really been of crucial importance to us, and beyond this,
I think we would be treated much the same as any other television
station.

Mr. KAsTabrumma. I would like to yield to the gentleman from
Kentucky.

Mr. MAZZOLI. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I won't take the full 5
minutes, so we can make our vote.

But Mr. Hutcheson will recall our conversation in Las Vegas of acouple of years ago
Mr. HUTCHESON. Yes, air.
Mr. MAzzois [continuing]. During which the point the gentleman

was making then in that forum was really very different than you
are making in your statement today, which is why I am a little
nervous about this bill.

Because the point the gentleman was making, if my memory is
at all accurate, was strictly on must-carry. You didn't talk about
the copyright feature, the 8:75 or anything. You said your position
was, very strongly articulated, that local power television had a
right to be in the must-carry mode, the same as any broadcast
signal.

And therefore, that is why I asked the question of the earlier
panel, is there a hidden agenda here? Does the adoption of this bill
give you, even in this now deregulated climate, any rights more
than just simply to allow you to dicker with the local cable system?

Mr. Hurcnnsorr. Absolutely not, and that is why the cable indus-
try supports enactment of this bill. We have never had must-carry
status, and I just don't think that is a realistic possibility.

No television station now has must-carry status.
Mr. MAZZOLI. But you felt that that was your entitlement, at

least a couple of years ago.
Mr. HurcitzsoN. Well, perhaps I didn't express myself well at

that time. We have always wanted to be carried by local cable sys-
tems. I think realistically, we have never had a prospect of being
included under any must-carry

Mr. IVIazzom. How does the NAB stand on this?
Mr. Hurcinisobr. They also favor this bill.
Mr. MAZZOLI. Even though it may crowd one of them out?
Mr. HirrcEnraox. Well
Mr. MAzzou. In this deregulated mode, no one is entitled to any-

thing
Mr. HirrestzsoN. That is correct.
Mr. MAZZOLI [continuing]. If you are on there, and there is a cer-tain crack record
Mr. HirrciixsoN. I don't think that there is a sense of competi-

tion there, because primarily, we are serving markets that are not
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being served by full-power stations; we may be the only local televi-
sion station in our market.

Mr. Mazzou. Let me ask you, if I am clear on this bill, to be des-
ignated a local signal rather than a distant signal means that those
who carry you don't have to pay the 8.75 percent or whatever.

Now, does that mean that actually, copyrighted material is not
being paid for exceptor how does the copyright owner get paid inthis

Mr. HUTCHESON. Not at all. What it means is that we don't have
to pay twice for copyrighted material. My stations and other LPTV
stations have already purchased and are paying the licensing
rights to copyright owners for movies and any other copyrighted
material we use.

And by designating us as a local signal, the cable operator is
freed from being asked to pay for it a second time.

Mr. MAZSOLL Does that mean, to ask you the question a second
time around, but a little more specifically, that the copyright agen-
cies or groups: those who represent copyright owners and the cre-
ative community, are also in support of this bill?

Mr. Hu'rcxssoN. That is also true to the best of my knowledge.
Mr. Mazzou. In other words, are you telling me that you have

the perfect bill; is thisI mean, I have never seen anything like it.
You mean to tell me there is no opposition? I can't believe it.

Mr. Hurcimsori. I think most of the other parties in the commu-nications universe regard this as a rather technical matter affect-ing what is to them a relatively minor industry, and I think
that

Mr. MAZZOLI. It is kind of like finding the golden fleece or some-
thing, I didn't really believe there was such a thing, I mean, you
have found the perfect bill.

Mr. HUTCHESON. Well, I think it is simpty an issue which is of
principal concern mostly to us and to the cable industry and not to
others.

Mr. MAZZOLL We will see what happens.
Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. KAurEmszniit. In response to the gentleman's comment, it

should be noted that the Copyright Office had a public hearing on
the same issue, invited a whole plethora of people and associations
to testify, and there was no opposition.

The gentleman from Virginia.
Mr. Boucinui. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I just have a couple of brief questions. We have a call to the

House, which we will have to depart ibr momentarily.
You had indicated that the current condition of the law does

create an inhibition to some cable companies carrying low-power
television. Can you give me some idea of the dimension of that in-
hibition?

How many cable companies are in that mode today?
Mr. Hurcitzsobi. Welt, it is hard to estimate, but two-thirds of

the low-power stations out there still are not carried by local cable
systems. I know from personal experience in attempting to get
access to cable systems for my own stations, that some of these
cable systems are citing this specific issue as the principal reason
for their decision thus far not to add the low-power stations.
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Mr. BOUCHER. Can you provide the subcommittee with a list of
low-power television stations that have been, to date, denied access
to local cable companies with the current condition of the law
being cited as the reason for that denial?

I think it would be interesting in particular if you could demon-
strate that there are stations there that are ready to go, that are
being denied that opportunity in terms of carriage on the local
cable, because of the ambiguity in the law today.

Mr. HUTCIJESON. We will be glad to put a list like that together. I
know that many, many letters have already been sent to various
members, both in the House and the Senate on this specific prob-
lem. I will be glad to provide it.

Mr. liAcriontuuza. Would that be a difficult request? There are
many low-power stations in operation. You would have to survey
your entire membership to determine--

Mr. HU'rCHESON. We will do that. The only thing I can't guaran-
tee is the compliance on their end. But I would be glad, to the
degree that we are able to do so, to put that information together.

Mr. ItAsTIONACTIER. Well, we would appreciate that.
Mr. HUTCHESON. Yee, sir.
[The information follows :]

LPTV STATIONS WHICH HAVE BEEN DENIED CABLE ACCESS BECAUSE
OF "DISTANT SIGNAL- COPYRIGHT INTERPRETATION

Lilaspassil2tatapapia
K43AJ - Mountain Hose. AR. Cecil Fuller
K18AM - Ponca City. OK.
WOINF LaSalle. IL, Local Power Television, Inc.
Z42AM - Ottumwa. IA. Looal Power Television, Inc.
W42AE Toughkeepsie, NY. Dutchess Community College
KO7P0 - Douglas, WY. Sky Window TV. Inc.
W22AE - Bucyrus, OH, Allonas Communications
WSZAC - Muncie, IN. Don Badgely
K415AJ - Lake Havasu City. AZ. London Bridges Broadcasting
KiSAJ - Kalispell, MT, KOUS-TV Channel 4
K19AC - Glasgow, MT.
K17AD - Lewiston, MT.
K43AG - RidgecrestfInyokern, CA. Edward Tipler, P.E.
W55AS - Milwaukee, WI. Ken Shapiro
KZEAC - SealdJi. MN. John Baler
W43AG - Hopkinsville. KY. D.J.Everett

ELCBILLEWL

WISES - Chicago, IL, Woods Communications
WOSBY - Milwaukee, WI.
WO2BE - Lake City, FL,
WO78P - Ocala. FL.
WO4BN - Orlando. FL.
W33AE Gainesville, FL,
MOAB - Ft. Myers/Naples. FL. '
MOSHE Ogihkoeh, WI. KomPasnailla
KO2MU - Lufkin, TK. Attaway Investments
K I7AK Gallup, NM. Buenaventura, /no.
W6SAS - Louisville. KY. J -Paz Broadcasters
K 57DG - Enid, 0E. Cecil Fuller
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Mr. KAwrxmounza. Thank you very much for your testimony this
morning, Mr. Hutcheson. I think it has been very useful. I will
have to state that we will be in recess for about 10 minutes, after
which we will hear from Mr. Brown, our last witness for the day.

The committee stands in recess.
[Recess]
Mr. ICAsTZNIAXIIIR. The committee will come to order.
Our last witness for the day, I am very pleased to introduce, is

Rick Brown, General Counsel of SPACE, founded in 1980. SPACE
is an acronym, which stood for Society for Private and Commercial
Earth stations.

The organizational name later was changed to Satellite Televi-
sion Industry Association. However, the acronym is a trade associa-
tion that represents manufacturers, distributors, dealers, and
owners of home satellite Earth station equipment.

As far as I know, this is the first appearance of the Earth station
industry before the House Judiciary Committee. Mr. Brown is a
senior partner in the Washington, DC, law firm of Brown and
Finn.

He has been in the law practice in the communications field for
the past 10 years. It is a pleasure to have you and your organiza-
tion before us this morning. I am told that you will start with a
technological explanation of your industry, followed by a discussion
that highlights legal and policy concerns.

You may proceed as you wish, Mr. Brown.
TESTIMONY OF RICHARD L. BROWN, GENERAL COUNSEL,

SATELLITE TELEVISION INDUSTRY ASSOCIATION, INC./SPACE
Mr. BnowN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman, members of the subcom-

mittee, counsel. I appreciate the opportunity to provide testimony
here today. In distinct contrast to radio, television, telephone, and
even cable television, the benefits of home Earth stations were first
realized in the most rural parts of our country.

For the first time in the history of our country, rural residents
ars.. :.4"ibrvied the same access to formation, ideas and the works of
the creative comrauniv, as are urban and suburban citizens.

An Earth station that cost $100,000 10 years ago, today, for a
fixed Earth station that can tune one satellite, now costs $1,000.
Through American ingenuity technology and entrepreneurship you
can buy an Earth station that tunes all satellites that we are going
to see today for price ranging from $1,800 to $5,000.

In fact on the balcony, outside of the House, we have an Earth
stationsimilar to the model you have before you, Mr. Chairman
bringing television programs to you. This is what one would typi-
cally have in their home.

You also have in the packet of materials furnished, a card which
lists the various transponders on the various satellites that we
have here in the United States.

We would like, at your convenience, to take you through three of
the satellites, just so you can get an idea of the plethora of signals
that are available to the American public in their home today.

Mr. KASTENMSTER. To interrupt, is this called Satellite Orbit
bookmark?
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Mr. BROwN. Yes; this is a bookmark that came out of the Satel-
lite Orbit m e. We have provided you various books that are
published wee klybiweekly and monthly, Orbit, Satellite TV Week
and ONSAT, in which you can see the kinds of programming that
are available.

This card demonstrates the various channels. You are loo=r
now at C-SPAN on satellite F-3. If you look at F-3 on your
you will see all the programs that are on F-8. This is C-SPAN not
through the normal Twd that you receive, but direct from the satel-
lite to the Earth station on the balcony of the Rayburn Bo tildini.

This is Mr. Hal Haley of Davis Antenna, which is a retailer in
the tristate area here. Mr. Haley will help demonstrate the various
channels that are available on F-3.

We are now looking at C-SPAN, which is channel 19. I will now
flip uip. This is Black Entertainment Television; the next channel,
the Weather Channel; the next channel is Modern Satellite Net-
work; the next channel is Home Satellite- -

Mr. KA.erattuktraza. I am unable to follow you. The next channel
on the same satellite?

Mr. Bnowri. Yes. We are right now lookinig, incidentally, at chan-
nel 28, if you can see that, Cinemax. That is scrambled. This is in
the Home Box Office family of channels, and this is what the
scrambled signals looks like.

The next channel is Arts & Entertainment; next, we will go up
to channel 1, Mr. Chairman, Nickelodeon; PTL is the next channel;
Trinity Broadcasting; Financial News Network; Satellite Program-
ming Network.

What is the next channel? 6? Flipping to 8, Christian Broadcast-
ing; 10, Showtime, which expects to scramble its signal next
summer.

We will now switch to another satellite. By the way, these sig-
nals are not the very best one can obtain. 'We have a tremendous
amount of interference in this area caused by telephone transmis-
sions, plus we could not situate the Earth station in an ideal place
for this transmission.

In most settings, one could find a place in their backyard or front
yard where you can eliminate any sources of interference.

We are now swi toif you look in the right column, you
see something called 1, that is the third one down. That is the
ANIC Satellite, better picture here, less interference. This is the
ANIC Satellite from Canada.

And as we flip through these channels, we are looking now at
channel 11, called CBC North, and I am not familiar with all of the
various abbreviations, but if we just look through the channels, you
will see that some of them are scrambled and some are not.

Mr. RiarrENstErsx. Would this satellite be a Canadian-owned sat-
ellite?

Mr. BROWN. Yes, it in.
Mr. HAsTEN MEIER. And licensed? So it would not be in any sense

regulated by any of our FCC regulations or any other laws?
Mr. BROWN. That is correct.
[Video presentation.]
Mr. BROWN. We are, of course, receiving Yogi Bear in French.
Thank you.
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And now, this is the equivalent of C-SPAN. This is the Parlia-
ment of Canada, which has not started its broadcasting today.

Hal, if we can now switch to another satellite, we are going to go
to F-4, which is the last satellite listed on the same page.

While he is doing that, as you will notice, you can turn this over
and you can see the vast number of channels that are available on
other satellites, as well to the home viewer.

What this allows a home viewer to do is access everything that is
on television. It provides rural citizens, people that can't watch
broadcast TV, people that never had access to cable, and even
people that do have access to cableit permits their own choice
the freedom to choose what they want to watch, irrespective of
what the cable operator wants to deliver.

If it is a noncabled area, of course, it makes a first-class citizen,
communications-wise, out of all citizens that have Earth stations.

Mr. KasTErtIKEIER. Mr. Brown, does this mean literally that with
one Earth station, you have access to all these satellites?

Mr. BROWN. Yes, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. ICAffrErmizmER. The reason I ask is that I have noted in some

years past that some of the cable stations had a series of dishes.
Apparently they were fixed, and they were not rotating, but each
was fixed to a given satellite.

I don't know why they wouldn't have a single satellite rotating
to the given satellite.

Mr. BROWN. The reason for that is because the cable has to re-
ceive all of the signals from one satellite at one time, because dif-
ferent viewers down the line are watching different programs.

In the case of a home Earth station, you are basically one pro-
gram on one satellite at a time. You can then turn the dish to an-
other satellite.

So, therefore, we have the opportunity to watch everything with
one dish.

Mr. KASTENMEIER. Let me ask you, is it possible, then, for a
homeowner with a single dish, with two or three receivers, to
watch two or three different programs from the same satellite.

Mr. BaowN. That is correct. Mr. Chairman. That is called block
down conversion, where all the signals are blocked down in a block.
There has to be a receiver in each room of the house, and they can
then watch different channels at the same time, off the same satel-
lite.

We are now looking at the last part of the demonstration, which
is F-4. This is channel 19. This is WPIX, one of the so-called super-
stations out of New York; and as we flip through, this is Home
Team Sports, which is a local, regional channel out of the Washing-
ton, DC area, there is the local basketball, hockey and other sports;
I believe this is MTV, it needs no Anther introduction.

What channel is that? That is channel 4 and this is Nickelodeon,
which is children's programming.

Mr. KASTENNLEDOR. You are moving then from one satellite to the
other?

Mr. BROWN. At this point, we are on F-4, and we are just going
from channel to channel on F-4. That is the last satellite on your
right, at the bottom of the page.
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Mr. KAsiremsziza. But you don't have Home Team Sports on F-
4, it is on G-1.

Mr. BROWN. I could see ou would have no trouble owning one of
these, Mr. Chairman, you figured out exactly how it works.

Are there an other channels that anybody would care to see
before u conclude the demonstration?

Mr. ntEMIR. No ,1 think it was amply demonstrated.
How about American Ecstasy?
Mr. BROWN. Fortunately, or unfortunately, that is on later.
Thank

the
Hal.

Since the birth of this exciting technology only 6 years ago, there
have been many who have opposed its existence, and worked over-
time to stymie its development. For the first 5 years, competing
technology has called us pirates.

Many of us sent ents to subscription services, ouly to have
the checks retu with letters warning us that viewing a pay tel-
evision channel was against the law. A major cable system sued a
retailer of Earth stations, claiming violation of Federal law, both
copyright and communications.

A Federal District Court said otherwise, in the Starlink case.
From 1979 to 1983, there were four unsuccessful efforts in the

U.S. Congress, which, if successful, would have put this technology
out of existence.

Finally, in 1984, the legality of home Earth stations was clarified
by the Starlink case and by the U.S. Congress. Through the satel-
lite viewing rights provisions now contained in section 705 of the
Communications Act, it became clear that the manufacture, sale
and use of home satellite Earth stations and the viewing of un-
scrambled signals was perfectly legal.

Marketplace compensation mechanisms for programmers was as-
sured through either one, encryption, or two, the development of
so-called marketing plans for unscrambled services resulting from
fair and open marketplace negotiations,

Turning to the issue of compensation, the home satellite Earth
station industry has always agreed that copyright holders &serve
to be fairly compensated. That is why, in 1981, again in 1982, and
in 1983, SPACE's testimony before the Congress, included the
notion of a point-of-sale license feethe notion that we would nego-
tiate a payment mechanism for viewing.

There were no takers on our offers. Thus, our industry's philo-
sophical commitment to compensate copyright holders is well docu-
mented.

Another, more practical reality, makes compensation of copy-
right owners a priority. And that 18 the introduction of scrambling,
which you saw a few minutes ago.

With the imminent distribution of some signals in a scrambled
mode, it is clear that programming can be easily withheld unless
the demanded payment is made. That is why a fair and equitable
resolution to the issue of compensation for programming via home
Earth stations is essential.

Our offers to negotiate fair payment mechanisms were not made
because home Earth station viewing violated copyright law, that
was made clear before, but because we always recognized that as a
responsible member of the communications industry, the home sat-
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snits Earth station industry should pay its fair share to compen-
sate the creative talents that provide programming.

For without them; our industry, as we know it today, would not
Currently, there is a not-so-invisible third party at the table that

is attempting to control distribution by satellite programmers.
That party in the cable industry.

Cable is no longer the mom-and-pop business it was 10 years ago
when you first considered the compulsory license. Over one-third of
all basic cable subscribers are served by the to five MSO's.

Two-thirds of cable systems with less than 2,500 subscribers are
owned by the MSO's. Today, the cable industry is a multibillion
dollar, vertically and horizontally integrated, group of conglomer-
ate companies which have, in some cases, grown arrogant, anticom-
petitive, and unresponsive to the needs of the public.

One only need look in our own backyard in the District of Co-
lumbia and Montgomery County to witness the multitude of prob-
lems we are experiencing nationwide with cable television.

Cable companies are able to behave in this manner because there
is in actuality little competition to them in the delivery of multiple
channels of programmbig.

Great pressures have been brought upon the programming indus-
try, by the Nation's largest and smallest cable companies, not to do
business with the industries which are competitive to the fran-
chised cable television business.

Currently, franchised cable operators are attempting to coerce all
satellite services into scrambling, some of which have little or no
incentive to do so. At trade shows of both the NCTA and CATA,
the word went out that all program services must scramble, and
the word went out that programmers must be cable-friendly.

The word went out that cable wanted exclusive distribution
rights inside and outside of their franchised areas to maintain
what they call the integrity of their product.

Cable wanted no competition, no alternative distribution. The
NCTA even commissioned a study that proved that every Earth
station consumer represents a $1,000 potential loss on the balance
sheet of the cable operator.

After sufficiently rousing the troops, the NCTA proposed a con-
sortium of all cable operators to provide the programming pipeline
to home Earth station owners, a pipeline to people who could not
find the cable operator in the first place, when they wanted service
in rural areas. A pipeline to those who did not care for the quanti-
ty or quality of service being provided by the cable operator.

Cable was saying, "You have to buy from the person who doesn't
serve you well." The cable operators have threatened to deprive
millions of now existing cable consumers of services they now re-
ceive if the programmers did not scramble.

The threats became so onerous that programmers formed their
own consortium to resist cable, they had consortium A and consor-
tium B. But now it appears that the cable consortium has broken
the backbone of the programmer consortium, which appears not to
exist anymore.
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HBO, sister company to ATC, the second largest U.S. cable oper-
ator, seeks to charge home dish owners some 800 percent more
than it charges cable companies for the very same product.

CNN and ESPN are seeking to impose rates, upon home satellite
Earth station consumers, fir unscrambled signals. These rates are
up to 1,000 percent higher than that which is charge cable opera-
tors.

The question must be asked whether this is simple greed or an
untoward monopolistic fever. The purpose of these efforts, it is sub-
mitted, is not to ensure fair compensation to copyright holders, it is
to ensure that cable operators will continue to monopolize the sat-
ellite distribution of programmin4.

If the cable operators are permitted to control the viewing of sat-
ellite services, copyright holders will be harmed. They will be
denied a new and otherwise vigorous market tier of their product.

We are thankful that the Department of Justice has announced
that it has initiated a formal investigation into the policies of pro-
gram services and cable operators with respect to the home Earth
station market.

Now, I would like to look at the compulsory license for a
moment. Cable has benefited. Cable operators pay only a fraction
of their revenues for the privilege of carrying broadcast signals.
The public has benefited, too, by the expansion of cable services.

Copyright holders have derived substantial benefits, rising to
some $100 million in 1985, from cable distribution of Programming.
Let us remember, the purpose of the compulsory license is to over-
come the problem of negotiating with hundreds or thousands of
copyright holders.

But more important, it was adopted to ensure the widest possible
distribution of the benefits of copyrighted programming.

Satellite technology is the third generation. First, we had broad-
casting, where you had to be within the transmitting zone. Then
there was cable which serves mostly densely populated areas. Now,
satellite Earth stations serve consumers everywhere.

In more suburban and urban areas, it is providing virtually the
only form of competition to cable. The Congress deregulated cable
from local regulation just 1 year ago.

Cable's actions since have been an attempt to formulate a mo-
nopolistic, nationwide em with scrambled signals being sold an
inflated prices, unde the competitive thrust from this new
technology you see he today.

Quite frankly, I hope you have come to believe the home Earth
station manufacturers in this country may have built a better
mousetrap, one which is capable of serving all Americans on per-
haps a more economical basis than cable. And the public has a
right to explore this alternative technology.

Cable's scramble to protect its industry is not surprisiniF, but its
modus operandi is to protect its investment through anticompeti-
tive actions and ultimately, the consumer must bear the burden of
those actions through increased prices.

Because the main purpose of cable's compulsory license is to
enrich the public domain by expanding the delivery of television
services, it follows that if the beneficiaries of that license act anti-
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competitively to restrict the delivery of that programming, the ra-
tionale of their compulsory license should be called into question.

When cable operators act anticompetitively to restrict the
market, the delivery of satellite services, they no longer deserve
the benefit of their compulsory license.

We are suggesting that there be preconditions to the compulsory
license. They should be investigated in order to obtain a truly pro-
gressive system of distribution of copyrighted materials. Satellite
Earth stations represent a potentially large market in their own
right.

They certainly now provide competition which does engender
program initiatives. The copyright laws, it is submitted, were de-
signed to promote, not to restrict. We think we can do this through
satellite Earth station technology, and we would be more than
happy to provide the subcommittee with suggested legislation in
the areas we have discussed today.

I thank you for this opportunity and welcome your questions.
Thank you.

[The statement of Mr. Brown follows:)
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TESTIMONY OF
RICHARD 1.. BROWN, GENERAL COUNSEL

SATELLITE TELEVISION
INDUSTRY ASSOCIATION, INC./SPACE

SUMMARY

Some satellite earth station technology has ushered in a new age in the reception
of direct-to-home video communications. For the first time in history, a technology has
developed which offers each and every American, regardless of whether he or She resides
in rural, urban or suburban areas, identical opportunities to view a multitude of
information, education and entertainment programming.

This is en opportunity which has been previously unavailable to millions of
Americans nationwide, simply because Prior state-of-the-art technology could not
distribute video programming effectively or economically to rural Americans. But the
home satellite revolution ends the era of discrimination against rural Americans. And as
with any technological revolution that makes copyrighted material more widely
available, a mechanism must be developed to ensure that copyright holders are treated
fairly and equitably.

Per a variety of other reasons, including the potential competition home earth
stations pose to cable television systems, cable operators and their affiliated program
companies have engaged in anticompetitive and monopolistic behavior vis-a-vis the home
satellite earth station industry. This anticompetitive behavior is not in the best interest
of copyright holders and will result ultimately in increased and inflated prices to the
consumer for subscription programming. Such a result cannot possibly serve the public
interest- Because cable is the beneficiary of a compulsory copyright license to carry
broadcast programming, it is suggested that continuance of the compulsory license be
predicated upon fair treatment by both cable companies and their affiliated subscription
programming companies of home satellite earth station users.
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Mr. Chairman and members of the Subcommittee, thank you for the opportunity for
the satellite television industry to provide testimony today. I am General Counsel of
SPACE, The Satellite Television Industry Association, Inc. SPACE represents
manufacturers, distributors, retailers and consumers of satellite earth stations. Our
membership includes individual owners of sateUite earth stations, as well as small mom
and pop retail operations and large companies that produce, distribute or seU home earth
station equipment. Our membership comes from all the SO states add several foreign
countries.

SPACE welcomes the opportunity to participate in these hearings on the impact of
new technologies on the Copyright Law and to comment upon the growth and future of
the home satellite earth station industry and the consumer benefits it provides.

The evolution and geographical service characteristics of satellite technology are
unique in American history. As a technology, it was initially developed almost
exclusively by the taxpayer's investment in propulsion tenhnology and the space race,
during the 19405 through 19705. In distinct contrast to radio, television, the telephone or
even cable television, the benefits of home earth stations were first realized in the most
rural parts of our country. Through satellite technology, for the first time in the history
of our country, or any other country, rural residents are afforded the same access to
information, ideas and the works of the creative community as are their urban and
suburban counterparts. As satellite technology is enriching the lives of rural and other
Americans, the purpose of the Copyright Law is also served. As stated recently by David
Lange, Professor of Law, of Duke University before the Subcommittee, "The ultimate
purpose of Copyright is not to protect authors, but rather to enrich the public domain."
However, it should be emphasized that providing author's compensation for their works is
a concept we have continuously embraced and I will return to this concept later.

Ten years ago, a satellite earth station installation cost $100,000. The Federal
Communications Commission had a rule requiring, in effect, ten meter diameter dishes.
Eight years ago, the FCC changed Its rule and five meter diameter earth stations became
available and more widely used by the industry, particularly cable television, as prices
tumbled to $25,000 far a typical earth station installation. Rapid price declines ensued
in the 1980s as the home earth station market started and diihes below 5 meters in
diameter were manufactured. Today it is possible to buy a six-foot, fixed -position
satellite receiving system which will produce quality pictures for under one thousand
dollars. Consumer prices for 8 to 10 -toot satellite antennas that tune-in all domestic
satellites, range from about $1,300 to $5,000. Mid-priced units today, produce better
quality pictures than the best available ten years ego-
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11101112.4ifedalge Growth in spite of adversity.

Since the birth of the home earth station industry only six years ago, there have
been many who opposed its existence and worked hard to stymie its development. For
the first five years, competing technologies called us "pirates." They tried vigorously to
stop the growth of this industry. Although earth stations were used to view many
satellite services which welcomed viewing by dish owners, letters threatening legal
action were sent to dish manufacturers, retailers and owners by other program services,
principally pay movie services. Many earth station owners sent payment to those
services only to have the checks returned with letters warning that viewing the pay
television channel was against the law. A major cable television company went so far as
to sue a retailer of home earth stations alleging that the sale and use of this equipment
violated state and federal law (Consumer and Copyright). However, a federal district
court judge found for the home satellite antenna retailer on all counts in Air Capital
Cablevision. Inc. v. Star link Communications Orme. 801 P. Supp. 1588 (D. Kan. 1985).

Additionally, from 1979 to 1983, there were four legislative efforts in the United
States Congress which, if successful, would have put the satellite earth station industry
out of business. On each occasion rural Americans, along with others concerned with
encouraging the expansion of technology and service in a competitive marketplace,
(including many members of Congress) rallied to help insure the survival of the
opportunities made possible by home earth stations.

Finally, in 19B4, the legality of home earth stations was clarified by the Starlit*
case and by the United States Congress. Through the satellite viewing rights provisions
contained in the Cable Communications Policy Act, {Section 705 of the Communications
Aet), it was made clear that the manufacture, sale and use of home satellite earth
stations and the viewing of unscrambled satellite programming was legal. Marketplace
compensation mechanism-s for programmers was assured through either encryption or the
development of a "marketing plan" for unscrambled services which resulted from fair and
open marketplace negotiations. At the same time, substantial additional penalties were
provided for the theft of cable television service, as well as commercial violations of
Section 705 of the Communications Act.

The Issue of Compensation

While receipt of programming by a home earth station user does not violate the
1976 Copyright law, the home satellite earth station industry has always agreed that
copyright holders deserve to be fairly compensated. That's why in 1981. and again in
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1982 and 1983, SPACE testified before the Communications Subcommittees in the House
and the Senate offering to negotiate a payment mechanism for viewing the malor
satellite subscription (theatrical motion picture) services which were the moat vocal
opponents of our technology. We even offered to negotiate a point-of-sale license by
which a negotiated fee would be Placed on the sale of home satellite antennas and the
proceeds derived from that fao would be used to compensate copyright holders_ This
offer was made to all the major subscription programming services and the motion
picture interests. A copy of an offer to negotiate a point-of-sale license is attached as
Exhibit 1 to these remarks. There were no takers to our offers. You will notice* of
course, the similarity of the concept to one later endorsed by the Motion Picture
Association of America with respect to video cassette recorders and videotapes.

Thus, the home earth station industry's philosophical commitment to compensate
copyright holder's is well-documented. But irrespective of our good Intentions, another
more practical reality makes compensation of copyright owners a priority and that is the
introduction of scrambling technology. With the current distribution of signals in a
scrambled mode, it is clear that programming can be easily withheld unless the demanded
payment is made. That's why a fair and equitable resolution to the issue of compensation
for receipt of programming via home earth stations is essential.

This industry's offers to negotiate a fair payment -mechanism were made not
because private viewing of satellite programming violated the Copyright Law, but
because we recognized that as a responsible member of the communications industry, the
home satellite earth station Industry should pay its fair share to compensate the creative
talents that provide programming to the satellite distribution system. From the very
beginning, we felt that it was in the long-term best interest of the home satellite earth
station industry to work out a fair means of compensating satellite subscription services,
far without them, our industry as we know it today, would not exist.

Role of Cable

Currently, there is a not so invisible third party at the table that appears to be
attempting to control distribution by satellite programmers. That party is the cable
television industry. Cable television is no longer the mom and pop business it was a
decade ego. Since 1978, ownership of cable systems has consolidated to the point where
today, 25 Multiple System Operators (511305) account for over 70 percent of the 32
Million basic cable subscribers. According to NT1A, over one-third Of all basic cable
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subscribers are served by the top five MSOs. Two-thirds of cable systems with less than
2,500 subscribers are owned by MS09.

Today the cable television industry is a multi-billion dollar vertically and
horizontally integrated group of conglomerate companies which have, in some cases,
grown arrogant, anti-competitive and unresponsive to the needs of the public. One need
only look in our own backyard in the District of Columbia and Montgomery County
to witness the multitude of problems with cable television. These problems are a
nationwide phenomenon. Cable companies, in many jurisdictions, are able to behave in
this manner because there is, in actuality, little competition to them in the delivery of
the multiplicity of television channels available today.

We have seen great pressures being brought upon the satellite programming
industry, by the nation's largest and smallest cable television companies, not to do
business with those industries which are competitive to the franchised cable television
business, that is, to the home earth station market and the satellite master antenna
television (SMATV) market. Several years ego, the Arizona State Attorney General
brought an antitrust suit because of the refusals of some programmers to sell to SMATV
operator. The case was ultimately settled with the satellite services required to do
business with the SMATV operators in that state.

Now, franchised cable operators are attempting to coerce all satellite services into
scrambling, some of which have little or no Incentive to do so. At trade shows of both
the NCTA and CATA, the word went out that All program services must scramble. And
the words went out that programmers must be "cable friendly." That means to
distribute programming in a manner favorable to cable and unfavorable to the home
earth station owners, I.e., at uncompetitive prices in order to maintain local
monopolies. The word went out that cable wanted exclusive distribution rights inside end
outside of their franchised areas "to maintain the integrity of their product." Cable
wanted no competition, no alternative distribution. The NCTA commissioned a study to
prove that every earth station consumer represents a $1,000 potential loss on the balance
sheet of a cable operator. After sufficiently scaring the troops, the NCTA proposed a
consortium of all cable operators to provide the programming pipeline to home earth -
station owners; a pipeline to people who could not find the cable operator when they
desired programming in the first place; a pipeline to those that could find the cable
operator but did not care for the quality or quantity of service being provided.
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The cable operators have threatened to deprive millions of consumers of service by
dropping services that did not scramble. The threats became so onerous that
programmers formed their own consortium to resist cable. But now it appears that the
cable consortium has broken the backbone of the programmer consortium.

HBO, sister company to American Television dc Communications Corp., the second
largest U.B. cable television operator, seeks to charge home dish operators some 300%
more than it charges cable companies for the very same product.

CNN and ESPN are seeking to impose rates upon home satellite earth station
owners for unscrambled signals up to 1,000% higher than they charge to cable
systems.

The question must be asked whether this is simple greed or untoward pressure to be
"cable friendly." The purpose of these efforts is not to insure fair compensation to
copyright holders. It is to insure that cable operators will continue to monopolize
satellite distribution of programs. The cable operators have little financial incentive to
market egressively home satellite earth station service within or adjacent to their
service areas. If they are permitted to control the viewing of satellite services by home
earth station owners, copyright holders will be harmed. They will be denied a new and
otherwise vigorous market for their product. We are thankful that the United States
Department of Justice has announced that it has initiated a formal investigation into the
policies of the satellite services and cable operators with respect to the home earth
station market.

The Compalsor_E_Licenee and DeresnilatIon

At this point, let us look back at the compulsory license and cable deregulation. To
a large extent, the growth and consolidation of power of the cable industry that took
place is a direct result of the benefit conferred by the compulsory Copyright license
afforded cable by Congress. During at least the first 30 years of its existence, the
backbone of the cable television industrY was the delivery of more, and better quality,
broadcast signals. The retransmission of these broadcast signals enabled cable to survive
and prosper during this period, and develop the base of service and revenues which led, in
the mid 1970s, to the development of satellite-delivered non-broadcast programming as
an add-on feature. Cable has benefitted substantially from the compulsory license.
Cable operators pay only a fraction of their revenues for this privilege as compared to
broadcast stations. The public too, has benefitted, in our view, by the expansion of
television services to unnerved areas, and the opening up of new markets for non-
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broadcast programming. The growth of cable television has provided a new tier in the
distribution of theatrical motion pictures benefitting the creative community. Copyright
holders have also derived substantial benefits from the compulsory license. It is now
estimated that during IOU those fees will rise to $100 million from $13 million in 1978.

The purpose of a compulsory license granted to cable television operators was two-
fold. It was adopted In recognition of the substantial difficulty posed to cable operators
in negotiating with hundreds or thousands of individual copyright holders for the
retransmission of their programming. Another, and perhaps more important purpose, was
to insure the widest possible distribution of the benefits of copyrighted programming.

Satellite earth station technology is really the third generation in the development
of a nationwide direct-to-home video communications system. First, there was
broadcast television which served only those Americans Ilving within the range of the
broadcasting facility. Next, there was cable, which could extend the range of a
broadcast station to include those residents in relatively high density areas which were
connected by cable to a central headend which received broadcast signals and also
provided non-broadcast programming. Now, the third generation, home satellite
technology, provides each and every American, irrespective of population density, with
the identical opportunity to receive direct-to-home video communication. It is truly the
first nationwide direct-to-home video communications system our country has ever had.
Just as yesterday, cable television brought the benefits of American television to areas
Which broadcast stations couldn't reach, today satellite earth station antennas are
bringing satellite programming to hundreds of thousands of people in areas too remote
for cable television. In more suburban and urban areas it is providing virtually the only
form of competition to cable television for the delivery of multiple over-the-air non-
broadcast programming directly to the home. The Congress deregulated cable from local
regulation one year ago. Cable's actions since then have been an attempt to formulate a
monopolistic, nationwide empire with scrambled signals being sold at inflated prices,
undermining the competitive thrust from a newer technology.

Not only do home satellite earth stations compete with cable, but quite frankly,
home earth station manufacturers may have "built a better mousetrap" so to speak one
which is capable of serving not just some. but all Americans on perhaps a more
economical basis than cable and the public has a right to explore this alternative
technology. Cable's scramble to protect its industry is not surprising but its modus
operand' is to protect its investment through anticompetitive actions and ultimately it is
the consumer that must bear the burden of cables actions, through increased and inflated
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prices for subscription programming. Such a result cannot possibly serve the public
interest.

Because a main purpose of cable's compulsory copyright license IS to enrich the
public domain by expanding the delivery of television services, it follows that if the
beneficiaries of that license act anti-competitively to restrict the delivery of that
programming, the rationale for their compulsory license Is called into question. When
cable operators act anti-competitively to restrict the market for the delivery of satellite
services, they no longer merit the compulsory license (irrespective of whether the
compulsory license may be unwarranted for other reasons).

We urge this Subcommittee to consider specific legislation conditioning the
compulsory license granted to cable television operators upon a continued demonstration
that such operators are not acting anti-oompetively. Where a cable operator obtains an
exclusive right to distribute satellite programming to home earth station owners, that
cable operator should not be entitled to a compulsory license for the retransmission of
broadcast signals. Where a cable operator is related to a program service which does not
sell to non-cable distributors, the cable operator should not be entitled to a compulsory
license. Where the cable company, or a related entity, engages in refusals to deal or
other anticompetitive acts which have the affect of restricting competition In the
distribution of programming by satellite in the community, the operator should not be
entitled to a compulsory license for the distribution of broadcast signals. These and
Other precondition) to the compulsory license should be investigated in order to obtain a
truly progressive system of distribution of copyrighted materials- Satellite earth stations
represent a potentially large marketplace in their own right. They currently provide
competition which engenders programming initiatives. The copyright laws were designed
to promote, not to restrict.

We would be happy to provide the Subcommittee with suggested legislation in the
areas we have discussed today. Thank you very much for the opportunity to introduce
our industry to you today.

Respectfully submitted,

THE SATELLITE TELEVISION RiDUSTRY
ASSOCIATION, INC./SPACE

------
By:

Counsel: Richard L. Brown, Esq.
Brown & Plan, Chartered
1920 N Street, N.W.
Suite 510
Washington, D.C. 20036
(202) 887-0600

..Z /...--).-.---....
Richard L. Brown, General Counsel
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November 5,1981

EXHIBIT 2.

Jack Valenti, President
Motion Picture Association of America
1600 Eye attest. 24.W.
Washington, D.C. 20000

Dear Jenks

We ere General Counsel to the trade associadon SPACE (the Society for Private
And Cernmercial Earth Stations) and are contacting you regarding H. R. 4727, introduced
by Congressmen Waxman last month. SPACE represent= the cianufacturera, distributors
and owners of satellite receive-only earth stations. lee membership consists of New York
Steak Exchange and smaller companies, as well as individual owners of satellite receive-
tray earth stations,.

SPACE is sensitive to your desire to eliminate piracy of programming and we wish
to be able to support the Weannen mu- However, SPACE cannot support tilts 9111 in its
amain form because it amounts to much more than an "and - piracy" 301. Passage would
have a devastating affect on the public who use satellite earth stations for education,
Instruction, information and ernertainment purposes. Passage would also severely Inhibit
the advancement of technotoia by the earth station industry. The hIchntry has
successfully engineered a ten-fold reduction in the price of equipment over the last three
years. Any cloud over the business will drive the responsible manufacturers out of the
business, thus reducing the chances of further tachnolcgical improvements for
consumers.

Backyard satellite earth stations are used largely to fulfull vast *hums in
television viewing opportunities for American farmers and ranchers those Americans
who live In mountainous terrain, desert areas and other places where cable television is
not evadable or feasible. Backyard earth stations ere now providing for the ['.rat time
in thirty years - equal television viewing opportiontia to rural Americans. Backyard
earth stations else fulfill the desires of those who have for years patiently awaited tie
advent of cable service in urban and suburban areas, but where cable service is not yet
forthcoming. An additional benefit of backyard installations is that they serve as a
competitive spur to cable . . their tudstence will encourage cable to enhance the
number of services provided to subscribers. Al you know, a significant number of cable
systems still carry no pay television programming, and a large numoer carry only one pay
service. Both of these circumalances are to the detdrnent of your member eninnanieS.
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November 11, 1911
jad% Valenti. President
Mat lon Picture Association of America.
Page Two

In considering the Weamait Bill, two important distinodons must be drawn between
/11DS and STV, on the one hand. and earth atatioas on the other. First, MDAISTV are
single channel systems. The only purpose of as Nasauthorizecr 1405 antenna/down-
muerte, or subscription television decoder is to pick up a subeerlpdon signaL An earth
station, however, is "employed to pick up a wide variety of other dumb as wen, eigula
which many program suppliers wish the *Merit= public to view. 5ecoad, and is great
contradistinedon to the pirating activities that thwart the enterprises of your member
companies, SPACE believes that there should be a reasonable payment tar subscription
programming. LC program suppliers however do not want to socept payment, than the
non-oonunerotal use of backyard earth statism shouts' be freely permitted.

Itierefore, we forward to you, on behalf of SPACE, a wools' to pay for the
programming at your member corapardes Whet our members do - view prtstreatiaing -
does not violets the Copyright Laws. Tour member companies will, therefore, derive
profits where there are now none. Is 1910, the backyard earth atattan Indultry was a. one
hundred million dollar business. With the coat at aquipmant rapidly declining, the
industry expects that millions of kistaliatione will be made in the nest taw years. If we
can mach accord, your member compsoles will derive millions of biller/ in revenue.
What we are proposing is a Congressionallymumettoned marketplace salad.= a point of
wlie collection of a toe tar subswiplIan viewing. We suggest this method because it helps
to trance torsi compliance by the purchasing public; it la enforceable, It is
administratively convenient; and it is a worthy precedent tar yam lumbar companies.

We would Look leeward to meeting with you to discuss this further.

Tours truly,

SPAC

ALEssab

Enclosure: MEMORANDUM

gy: Alohard i» Brown
Its Attorney

cm Frith Attaway
Motion Nature Amu:alien of America
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MEMORANDUM

1920 II Sizwet NotrIlawelA
Sell. 510
liffsahisurlon DC 20036
(202) 8117.0005

TO: Program Supply Industry

PltOM: SPACE (the Society for Private And Commercial Earth Stations)

DAT& November 1,148!

SUBJECT: Waxman BM. R. R. MT » Proposal Par Compensation to Subscription
Program Suppliers and Packagers

SPACE proposes the following pion of compensation to subscripdon program
suppliers and packagers*

1. Earth nation purchasers pay a use *her's, at the point of sae. for the useful
life of the earth station.

2.. The charge Is consoled by the selling company and forwarded to a. designated
private or governmental. orgazdaa don Car collection and distribution.

3. SPACE and the program supply industry support provisions for penalties in the
Waxman Bill for failure to collect or turn over such we charges, and
provisions; sanotioning this plan.

4. The collection argent:maim could be either the Copyright Office or a non-
government& organization selected by the intended recipients of runes. The
methodology Car distribudon of funds would be solely the decision of the
recipients of the fields.

S. The nee charge would be a one-dm e charge Car each earth station facility
sold. The use charge would be subject to annual adjustment (based on agreed
criteria) for earth nations sold in each sueczeding year.

6. The use charge would be the average bulk monthly price of a subsipton
service (adjusted sunup-11y), multiplied by the average nurnber of subscipdon
services taken by cable televiSion suescribers nationwide (adjusted annually).
supplied by the useful life of an earth station (in tcont..5), the total then
discounted to ;resent value.

CBS Chan, average bull: mentbly price x average
nationwide num oar of et:ascription one's services x
useful tire (in mantra) (discounted to present valise).

T. Each year a survey, or industry statistics, ould be used to determine the
average number or pay services taken by cake subamibe= nationwide.

1. Sebecriptien goregTemtnere would be tree to encode signals. Such programmers
would not be able to participate in distribution of funds Cram the pool, as they
would be paid directly. Likewise, rates charged by such companies would not
be included in determining the average bulk Pries of pay services in the above
formula. Companies encoding programs made available to cable television
subscribers would be required to authorize decoder use by backyard users; the
backyard users would be authorised to swabs= these deeedera and pay
program suppliers directly.
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Mr. KAERIENBilffieR. Thank you very much, Mr. Brown.
You taper* of specific legislation relating to the compulsory li-

cense granted to cable TV; and other ideas you have in mind, legis-
latively. Of course, we would be interested in seeing what you have
more specifically.

I noted before, in H.R. 1840, there is a provision in title VU, the
Tauzin bill, relating to what appears to be the equivalent of a com-
pulsory license outside of copyright, section 702.

You are familiar with that. I take it you support it. Did you play
a role and were you consulted in the preparation of that sort of
lanlrer.r. BROWN'. Yes, we were, Mr. Chairman, and this industry sup-
ports the Tauzin legislation, also the moratorium legislation, the
Gregg bill, and there is a similar bill to Congressman Tauzin's bill
in the Senate, which was introduced by Senator Gore.

Mr. KAerziaammt. In it, I am not clear on what you have in
mind. Apparently, you have in mind prices terms and conditions
established in the marketplace or by the FCC itself. I'm just curi-
ous how you expected that to operate.

Mr. BROWN. We do not want to see these prices determined in
any way but by the marketplace. But I am not sure that is going to
happen. These bills are an attempt to make sure that if, as a last
resort, marketplace forces don't work, that there is a speedy
remedy and that remedy is with the FCC.

The real operative provisions of this legislation, as I see it, is to
require that there be reasonable charges, that there isn't a restric-
tion on programming through the so-called "cable- friendly" atti-
tude that the cable operators are requiring of the programmers.
Let me explain. that.

Cable operators want to control the mechanism, the pipeline of
getting the programm_ ing to the home Earth station owner, wheth-
er or not the home Earth station owner lives within the franchise.It is very simple to understand the concept that if it goes
through the cable operator, it is not going to be at a competitive
price. It is going to be a monopolistic price, because there is no
competitor to the cable operator.

If, for example, Home Box Office sold its programming to some-
body that was not in the cable business, whether it be a manufac-
turer or a new distributor company that was not a cable operator,
you would then have somebody g around to Earth station
owners in cable areas trying to sell the HBO product in a competi-
tive way to TCI or ATC or whatever the cable company might be.

There wouldn't have an artificially high price. If we look at what
HBO has done as far as its structure, it has said, "Look, we have
an 800 number you can call and you can pay $12.95 for HBO, or
you can buy it from your cable operator."

Now, we don't know what the cable operator is going to chm.
It could charge $12.94 and steal all the business away from
But we really question whether thn homeowner price needs to be
$12.95. Is that a fair price? Maybe, maybe not. We would like to see
the marketplace determine that price.

If there were other distributors, we wouldn't need the Tauzin leg-
islation. We wouldn't need the Gore legislation. But there aren't.
There is tremendous pressure being placed by the cable operators
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on the programmers, saying don't be cable-friendly, sell through us.
And that is the problem.

Whether this is a compulsory license or not depends on how you
look at it. If you are a utility lawyer, I think you would say it is a
utility regulation; if you were a common carrier, you would say it
is a common carrier. There are as of compulsory license here.

We would rather not see the in the picture; in fact, the pro-
visions that deal with the FCC are there for one reason only. They
are not essential to the other purposes of the bill. They are only
there to give consumers a quick remedy in case scrambling does
occur.

We beard testimony earlier today from the Office of the Register
of Copyrights that there will be 100,000 decoders available some-
time next year. We have got 1.76 million consumers out there.

I think there will be chaos. And I think that is unfortunate, al-
though I think that scrambling is a fair way to achieve payment, it
is not the only way. You asked that question before, but it is a fair
way.

Mr. ICAerzwismica. Let me go back to square one. I guess my
questioning didn't probably follow any sequence.

Let me go back and ask you a copyright question: section 110,
subsection 5, of Title 17, United States Code, says "There will be no
copyright liability for communication, transmission and reception
of the transmission on a single receiving apparatus of the kind
commonly used in private homes."

Do you think that an Earth station is a receiving apparatus of a
type commonly

ity?
used in the home, thereby removing it from any

copyright liabil
Mr. BROWN. Yes, I do believe that, if I am not mistaken, I believe

that section may have to do with commercial establishments and
the placement of apparatus such as common radios or television re-
ceiving sets, and now home Earth stations, in commercial establish-
ments, and exempting them from copyright in that area.

However, to answer your question in another way, I think in the
very definition of copyright and as attested to by the Register this
morning, this home Earth station owner does not engage in a
public performance, and therefore, is exempt under that section,
rather than the commercial establishment exemption.

Mr. ICAsTENIVIEIER. Therefore, you feel that under copyright law
that an Earth station owner may be exempt from paying a royalty.
Is that correct?

Mr. BROWN. Yes, I think it is pretty clear
Mr. ICAsTszcsizims. That is up to the enactment of last year's

cable deregulation.
Mr. BROWN. No, I think under the 1976 copyright law, there is a

clear exemption here for home Earth station owners. That does not
prevent other technology from impeding the viewing of signals, and
we saw it today, the scrambling of satellite signals.

Scrambling is the mechanism by which the programmer can ex-
tract the payment, and just as we have testified that we can't stop
the Earth station technology, we probably can't stop scrambling.

think we would like to slow it down a little bit so it is not a
chaotic transition.
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There is the question of access, which I think is a public policy
issue, whether we ought to have continued access to this program-
ming, and is access denied by unfair pricing. One, of course, can
say, you can watch it, and charge $100 a month for each signal,
and then we have access denied. That is basically what H.R. 1840 is
about.

Mr. ICAsTENIfElmt. Given this tremendous laundry list of avail-
able signals on the satellites currently, what is your judgment
about the number of these signals and importance of these signals,
with reference to encryption in the next several years?

Mr. Suomi. The signals that clearly will be encrypted first are
the movie channels, Home Box Office, premium movies, Showtime,
Movie Channel, Cinemas, those will go first. Those commonly, as
you know, charge on a subscription basis by the cable operator.

The next order of encryption perhaps might be Cable News Net-
work, which says it intends to encrypt in June, and we just learned
through an announcement yesterday in the trade press, that
WOWS carrier (WOR being a superstation) Eastern Microwave, is
going to scramble early next year, I believe it is in January.
chance to analyze, as to what the effect of WOE's scrambling is on

This raises questions in my mind which we have not yet had the
the compulsory license and the exemption that the carrier tradi-
tionally has.

if it is the carrier that is scrambling, they are altering
the signal, and under my view, there may be some significant prob-
lems under co AL: t law with them d that. Without a change
in that law, I t 1 they probably would be prohibited from doing
that, so I do question whether it is fair and legal under the law for
them to do that.

There is a question that perhaps this subcommittee may look at
in the future.

ESPN is another one that has announced that it was intending
to scramble its signal in the near future. Our position is that each
programmer ought to make its o% 3. decision. Many of these are ad-
vertiser-supported programs, i.e. religious, coverage of the Con-
gress, and many of these have no desire to scramble, no motivation
to scramble.

We believe those that choose to scramble because they are sub-
scription in nature ought to have that right, but yet, we ought to
have a right of access at reasonable prices to those signals.

Mr. ItAorsnatinza. How about others? How about networks? Is
there any indication that they might scramble?

Mr. BROWN. Yes, there is, Mr. Chairman. CBS announced very
recently that it was goring to scramble. In fact, the scrambling date
that they had announced has passed, and they are currently scram-
bliZ. KAI:maximum The networks really produce free signals, and
are compensated by advertising. What would be the p rpose in net-
work scrambling? To rotect their feeds, is that the idea

Mr. Baownr. Mr. , you put me in an extremely awk-
ward position. I am moving around in my seat trying to defend
why the networks may want to scramble. In my view, these pro-
grammersthe networks, which are licensed (0440 stations) by the
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Conunissionhave a public interest obligation to serve the widest
possible audiences.

I find it hard to believe that CBS would now, after years of
trying to maximize their audience, try to shrink it. I do have some
idea on some of the reasons.

One of the reasons, which we can understand, is that some of the
feeds going into the network, let's say their news-gatheriactivi-
ties, which are not yet refined, are available on satellite. We can
fmd those if we look for them.

We can't argue against the encryption of that kind of material.
But we do protest vigorously the scrambling of what goes out of the
network to the local broadcasters for retransmission. We have got
12 out of our 1.7 million, probably, that can't receive the networks
from a local affiliate.

So we think that networks ought to be required to provide that
finished signal to home Earth station users. Any possible, slight,
diminution in revenues to local affiliates caused by home Earth
station viewing has to be so minuscule as to be not noticeable.

In fact, most people that watch satellite Earth stations have the
feunous AB switch, and switch off the satellite to watch their local
programming, their local networks. They don't watch it on satel-
lite.

Mr. IC.AsTiorziEnni. With respect to the interface with cable, do
you think some distinction might be made between those Earth sta-
tion owners who are within the present operational limita of a
cable operator and those that are not?

Is there any distinction that can be made in that connection?
Mr. Buovviv. I think there should be no distinction. I think that

Earth stations serve two very useful purposes. The first useful pur-
pose is it brings television to those that never had it. That is in the
rural areas. It has done a fabulous job. I mean, we have had the
promises of UHF, we have had the promises of MDS, we have had
the promises of cable, we have had the promises of low power.

This technology has delivered.
Now, let's teak mbout inside the cable area. Last year, this Con-

CZderegulated
cable's rates. And what have they done? They

tried, through forming a consortium, through imploring the
programmers to scramble and be cable-friendly, to have a monopo-
ly in the distribution of programming.

I would like to see every American get this 3prograraming at the
lowest possible cost. I think that is what the Congress ought to be
looking at. And the way to do that is through competition to cable.

Congress has deregulated cable on the premise that there was
competition, and I think we ought to ensure that competition. So I
don t see the validity of any distinction between outside and inside
of a cable franchise.

Mr. ItAsirEpussiza. At this_pobit, I would like to yield to the gen-
tleman from Virginia, Mr. Boucher. I have some other questions
later.

Mr. Bouctuni. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Brown, I understand from your testimony that today, there

are slightly less than 2 million Earth stations in use in the United
States, I believe you said 1.75 million. And of course, we did hear
the testimony earlier from the Copyright Office that sometime
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early next year, there should be approximately 100,000 decoding
devices available, to be acquired by that 1.75 million Earth station
owners.

Obviously, there will not be enough decoding devices available
for all of those who may choose to purchase them in the foreseea-
ble future. And I suppose that that fact underlies your organiza-
tion's support for the moratorium legislation; am I correct in that
assumption?

Mr. BROWN. Yes, it does, Congressman. The moratorium is,
indeed, that. Some have painted us as being totally against scram-
bling, totally against payment, that we are pirates. None of that is
true.

A moratorium is a resting period to make sure that all these
people that are going to have to cope with an untried scrambling
system that is going to radically effect them, have an adequate
transition.

Your colleague, Congressman Mazzoli, asked before whether the
problem of the decoder will be solved because we will have one de-
coder? I am not so sure it is in the interests of the American public
and of our industry to have just one encoding technology.

We have a decoder that is being promised at around $400 to add
on to a consumer's Earth station. But I have been told by other
manufacturers, such as Oak Industries, that they would be able to
provide the microelectronics, the chip sets, to the satellite receiving
Industry, and that other decoder manufacturers could provide
these chip sets, so that we could have two or three or even four
decoders built into that very receiver that you see over there at a
price less than the $400 that the M/A-COM add-on set is going to
be available for.

This would provide competition in the field of decoders and make
sure that the price of decoders remained low.

Mr. BOUCHER. Provide us with a little basic knowledge, if you
will, on how the decoders are being manufactured today? Who is
doing that manufacturing? What is the anticipated method of dis-
tribution of the decoders that will be manufactured? And how
would you have the process changed, both with respect to manufac-
turing and with respect to distribution?

Mr. Bitowx. There are several companies that have developed
encoding mechanisms, including M/A-COM, Scientific Atlanta,
Oak Industries, General Instruments, and others. I believe some 15
companies responded to the NCTA request for proposals on scram-
bling signals.

The company that would appear to have the lead in decoding
right now is M/A-COM. It has received orders from The Movie
Channel, Showtime, Home Box Office, Cinemax, and Cable News
Network, and now WOR for decoding.

It is my understanding that M/A-COM will furnish a facility, a
centralized facility, a computer to be used by all the programming
services that would scramble the signal through this computer and
they would then have accessthe consumer would have access
either through the cable operator or through their programming
service, or if there were independent distribution.

My understanding is that M/A-COM intends to distribute its de-
coders through its normal distribution channels, which in our in-
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dustry includes distributors of Earth station equipment who then
redistribute to retailers, such as Mr. Haley, who then sell it to the
public.

All kinds of questions, however, are raised in our minds. What
happens when you take that M/A-COM, or any other decoder,
attach it to that receiver and the equipment? Does it void the war-
ranty? Who is responsible for it?

How much is it going to cost? Is it going to be made available
within the receiving manufacturing _industry? In other words, can
we buy the chip sets from M /A-OOM so we can build it in for
maybe $50, or maybe $75, and not have to pay $400 for it?

These kinds of questions are the ones that make us believe that
the moratorium is essential, so that they can be resolved before we
have this grand experiment with 2 million, soon to be 2.5 million or
3 million people b_y_ the end of next year.

Mr. BoucHaa. There is a free market today, however, for both
the manufacture and distribution of decoding devices, and I do not
hear you suggesting that there should be something less than a
free market for those processes, do I?

Mr. BROWN. I suggest not. I suggest that there should be a free
market. Some of the activities that have taken place to date, such
as the NCTA "picking" the technology for the industry, do not
smack to me of a free market.

It is my understanding that that NCTA consortium may not be
with us very long, but we don't know that.

Mr. BOUCHER. Let me ask a couple of questions on a somewhat
unrelated topic. I have observed, and I know a number of others
have, the statements that are being made by some of the broadcast-
ers utilizing satellite technology, Cable News Network, ESPN, and
perhaps some others, that under the present state of the law, those
who own Earth station receivers must pay a fee in order to receive
legally the signal that is being broadcast by the satellite users-

I also observed in one of the local newspapers in my congression-
al district an advertisement that was run by one of the firms that
sells the satellite receivers, and that statement was to the effect
that there had been some misleading information in the statement,
I believe CNN was referenced in particular.

Does your organization have a position with respect to whether
the statements that are being made concerning the need to pay
fees is correct or whether that is an incorrect interpretation of the
law?

Mr. Bnowx. Yes, as you can imagine, we have a very strong ipoal-
tion on that. We think that the announcements by ESPN and CNN
are blatantly illegal, and many of the authors of the billSenator
Goldwater, Senator Gore, Congressman Tauzin, Congressman
Rosehave all made public statements on the floor and elsewhere
to that effect.

The provisions in last year's bill said that encryption was a way
to deal with the problem of payment or, number two, there could
be a marketing plan for unscrambled signals. But it was made very
clear in the legislative history and in the remarks of the authors of
the bill as welt including the House report, that that Itt.ad to be ne-
gotiated in the marketplace.
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These fees being imposed by ESPN and CNN, which are 1,000
percent greater than they charge cable, have not been negotiated,
they were announced one day on the cable television screen, and
we think that they are illegal.

We have advised the Earth station industry and consumers that
we don't think that they have to pay. Nobody has been sued by the
programmers, because I believe they well know that it is not appro-
priate for them to do it.

In fact, we issued a public challenge to cable operators and
others to, so to speak, put their money where their mouth is, and
challenge somebody on it. But they have refused to do that.

So it is a case of harassment of the satellite Earth station indus-
try. I think that many of the retailers all over the United States
are kind of incensed by ESPN and CNN doing that because it does
deter sales of Earth stations.

We think that the reason it is being done, and I think if you had
testimony from ESPN and CNN, you would find out that they are
indeed attempting to be cable-friendly, and they have been pres-
sured to do just that kind of thing.

Mr. BoucHea. Well, you say that the producers and broadcasters
of the programs have not taken court action against receivers who
fail to pay the fee. How about the other side of the coin?

Have the firms that sell these devices or individuals who receive
the signals instituted any kind of action by way of a declaratory
judgment or perhaps seeking an injunction to prevent the broad-
cast of the statement?

Mr. BROWN. No, we have not done that. We have been focusing,
thus far, on the primary issue of scrambling. As you know, the Jus-
tice Department is investigating this issue. We have been dealing
with trying to receive a congressional resolution of the issue.

And that issue, of the advertising, is a sideshow compared to
these more important and delicate matters. We could bring such an
action, but we have been hesitant to do so. We have hoped that we
could reason with CNN and ESPN to stop these advertisements.

I have recently requested of them to do so in a letter that just
went out, and failing their compliance there, we may be forced into
bringing legal action.

One of the reasons that we didn't, we thought that our advertis-
ing campaign and the word of mouth that you didn't have to pay
would be sufficient. We didn't think it was that critical of an issue.
I was certainly wrong on that score.

The Earth station industry is very upset. It didn't go away, and
consumers in cable areas who were thinking about buying Earth
stations aren't doing it, because of that kind of advertising.

So we may have to take the more strenuous route.
Mr. BOUCHER. I would appreciate your submitting, if you could, a

written statement that contains your legal arguments as to why
the statements being broadcast are misinterpreting that state of
the law.

I would find that interesting, and if you could do that, it would
be appreciated.

Mr. BROWN. I would be more than happy to do that.
[The information follows:]
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April 4, 1986

The Honorable Robert W. Kastenmeler
Chairman, Subnommittee on Courts, Civil

Liberties, and the Administration of Justice
Corn mittsn on the Judiciary United States

House of Representatives
Washington, D.C. 205 15
Attn: Mike Remington, Chief Counsel

Dear Representative Rastenmeler:

During my recent testimony before your committee, Representative Boucher asked
us to provide further information to support our' position that Section 705(b) of the
Communications Act specifically authorizes the owners of home satellite earth stations
to continue viewing the unencrypted signals of satellite cable programmers without
complying with terms and conditions unilaterally imposed, without any attempt at
negotiation, by satellite programmers.

By way of general background, Section 705(b) of the Act creates a "safe harbor"
immunizing individuals tram potential liability under Section 705(a) if their activity is
limited to the interception or reception and private viewing of "satellite cable
programming." By its own terms, the safe harbor is not available to individuals unless:
(1) the programming is not encrypted (1705(b)(1)); and (2) a "marketing system" for
authorizing private viewing by individuals has not been established (5705(b)(2)). If the
programming is encrypted, or if a "marketing system" is 'established, the safe harbor of
Section 705(b) does not apply and interceptions and divulgences, or receipts and uses, of
such programming are subject to the uncertain application of Section 705(a).

Although Section 705(e) defines the terms "satellite cable programming," and
"encrypt," the term "marketing system" is not defined anywhere in the Act or anywhere
in the Communications Act in general. Nor does the term have a commonly accepted
meaning in the communications industry.

As you know, the primary rule of construction of statutes is to ascertain the
intention of the legislature and carry that intention into effect to the fullest degree
possible. United States v. Cooper Corp., 312 U.S. 600 (1940); United States v. American
Trucking Associations, 310 U.S. 534 (1940).
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The starting point for interpreting a statute is the language of the statute itself. if
the language or meaning of a statute is "clear and unambiguous," that language must
ordinarily be regarded as conclusive, and courts are bound to give effect to the statute's
literal meaning. Consumer Product Safety Commission v. GTE Sylvania 447 U.S. 102,
108 (1980); United States v. Turkette, 452 U.S. 576 (198 1); A itiernaz v. United States, 450
U.S. 333 (1981).

If the terms of a statute ere unclear, however, courts can, and do, resort to
extrinsic aids to ascertain the legislature's intent in enacting it. Thetford v. United
States, 404 P.2d 301 (10th Cir. 1968). A primary extrinsic aid is the legislative history of
the statute itself. Tahoe Regional Planning Agency v. McKay, 769 P.2d 534 (9th Cir.
1985). See gen., 2A Singer, Sutherland on Statutory Construction, 548.01, et see. (4th ed.
1984).

It is generally accepted that statements made by any members during debate may
be considered where they show a common agreement in the legislature about the meaning
of an ambiguous provision. Rogers v. Frito-Lay. Inc.,, 611 7.2d 1074 (5th Cir. 1980). See
2A Singer, Sutherland on Statutory Construction, mom at 548.13.

Statements made by members of a legislative committee responsible for prepara-
tion and/or introduction of legislation have been given more weight than legislative
statements generally. D lex Printing Press Co. v. Deering, 254 U.S. 443 (192 i); Wright
v. Vinton Mountain Trust Bank, 300 U.S. 440 (1937). The Supreme Court has stated, as a
basic rule of statutory interpretation, that statements of a sponsor of legislation are
"pregnant with significance." National Woodwork Manufacturers Association v. NLRB,
388 U.S. 512, 640 (i968), quoting NLRB v. Fruit ec Vegetable peckers 327 U.S. 58, 86
(1964). See 2A Singer, Sutherland onStatutory Construction, supsa at 54e.15.

The Committee Report accompanying H.R. 4103, the House version of the
legislation, specifies that a "marketing system" must be the product of marketplace
negotiation:

Specifically, subsection (b) states that the provisions of
subsection (a) shall not apply to the interception or receipt of
programming if .. . a program exists under which an agent .
has been appointed for the purpose of authorizing private viewing
. . . and such authorization is made available pursuant to a
marketplace negotiation.

130 Cong. Rec. H. 10439 (Oct. 1, 1984) (emphasis added).

Statements by principal House sponsors of the legislation reveal their agreement
with this concept:
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The Intention of the legislation is not to force programmers
to establish a marketing program for home Earth stations but to
make it clear that nothing in the legislation is meant to foreclose
the establishment of a marketplace for the selling of such pro-
gramming to home Earth station users in negotiations between
the parties.

130 Cong. Rec. H. 10443 (Oct. 1, 1964) (Statement of Rep. Albert Gore, Jr. (D-Tenn.))
(emphasis added).

1 believe that programmers can n otiate fair arrange-
ments should they wish to market unscram ed signals. . . .
I'll he law would sanction payments if such a plan were negoti-
ated. Programmers and the viewing public and manufacturers
now have broad room to reach marketolaae accommodations.

130 Cong. Rec. H. 10446 (Oct 1, 1964) (Statement of Rep. W..7. (Billy) Tauzin (D Le.))
(emphasis added).

I agree that the parties involved should be allowed to
negotiate in, the marketolace to establish a "marketing system"
far unencrypted programs delivered by satellite. . . . My
understanding is that any marketing plan must be negotiated in
ood faith and realistically designed to facilitate authorized

v e wing.

130 Cong. Rec. H. 10446 (Oct. 1, 1984) (Statement of Rep. Charles Rose) (D-N.C.))
(emphasis added).

The chief sponsor and principal drifter of Section 705(b), Senator Barry Goldwater
(R. Ariz.), also discussed the concept of the "marketing system," stating:

It should be emphasized that the intention of section 705 is
that if there is a marketing plan for unenorypted signals, it will
be the result of good faith marketplace negotiation, for the
programming. The_plan cannot be unilaterally imposed.

130 Cong. Rec. S. 14284 (Oct. 11, 1984) (emphasis added).

No extrinsic evidence can be found, in the record or elsewhere, to conflict with the
consensus of the legislation's sponsors, and of the members of the committee that
reported out the legislation, that, whatever a "marketing 'system" is, it must be
"negotiated" in good faith. Black's Law Dictionary (4th ed. 1951) defines "negotiation" as
"iti he deliberation, discussion, or conference upon the terms of a proposed agreement"
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Thus, it seems evident that, if asked to discern the meaning of the term "marketing
system," a court would conclude that such a system would have to be the product of good
faith negotiations by or on behalf of the parties that would be subject to It. A unilateral
attempt by a satellite programmer to impose terms and conditions upon the receipt of its
signal would, quite simply, not constitute a "marketing system" under the Act, and the
right of home earth station owners to view the signal under the protection of Section
705(b) would continue unabaited.

We hope this is responsive to your inquiry. If you have further questions or need
further information, please do not hesitate to oontaot us.

Sincerely,

Richard L. Brown
RLB:cmm

Mr. BoucHER. Let me ask you one additional question.
H.R. 1840, which I understand your industry supports, indeed,

probably had substantial hand in drafting, would confer upon the
FCC some new and broad jurisdiction to create what amounts to a
compulsory license for the receipt of signals by Earth station
owners, and to establish prices and the terms and conditions of
that receipt.

Has the FCC, in hearings, or in some other way, expressed any
opinion as to whether it believes it is the appropriate forum to ex-
ercise that kind of authority?

Mr. BROWN. To my knowledge, the FCC has not testified or re-
leased any written statements on this issue yet.

Mr. BOUCHER. Have you discussed with anyone at the FCC?
Mr. BROWN. I have informed the chairman of the FCC about the

bill, and talked to him about it. I have not asked him his views on
it. It was more a matter of courtesy to let him know what was in
the bill, and we have not yet had the discussion on whether the
FCC would or would not support this legislation.

Mr. BOUCHER. He has expressed no opinion to you?
Mr. BROWN. No, he has not.
Mr. BOUCHER. Thank you very much.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. ICAsTingmBIER. On the latter point, I recall the Register of

Copyrights indicated as a matter of opinion the Commission would
probably not want the authority.

Mr. BROWN. My experience is that the Commission, over the last
several years, has sought to decline whatever authority has been
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offered it, but has sometimes had to reluctantly accept authority,
for example, in pole attachments, and other areas.

I don't, incidentally, look at this necessarily as a compulsory li-
cense, and certainly not one granted by the FCC. It is a right of
access granted by the Congress. If you want to look at it as commu-
nications policy or copyright policy, the question is the dissemina-
tion of educational information and entertainment materials to the
American public.

The FCC's role here is merely a rate regulation procedure, which
they do in pole attachments, which they do in common carrier ac-
tions, all the time. If it were inappropriate, if we got that far, in
the sense of that we had to have this kind of regulation, which we
may well need, it may not be that the FCC is the appropriate
forum.

Our industry would welcome the forum to be the Copyright Roy-
alty Tribunal, the FCC, the District Courts of the United States,
hopefully none of those.

But I think we are, unfortunately, headed in that direction
unless we get some guidance to these industries from the Co
and I think that is what these other ppieces of legislation are bout.

Mr. HAsunasuCIER. In terms of a the position of your or-
ganization with respect to intrinsic, basic copyright liability, I
gather that you accept the fact that proprietors of works that are
transmitted via satellite have the capacity to limit the availability
of their work through encryption and other purposes. Recognizing
that, notwithstanding the fact that a person's owning Earth sta-
tions may not otherwise be liable directly for such fees, some ac-
commodation should be made with such proprietors, on some sort
of marketing basis. Is that correct?

Mr. Baowx. That is correct. We have, since 1981, and attached to
my testimony is a copy of a letter that we wrote to the motion pic-
ture industry, offering compensation, even when there was an un-
scrambled mode and no threat of imminent scrambling.

Not all services desire to be compensated via the consumer. Some
are advertising supported, others are public service, others are reli-
gious, but those that are clearly to be supported by payment does
not have to be done through an encryption mechanism. I think you
asked that question to the Register earlier.

It could be a tax on the sale of equipment, as is done in some
Euro countries; it could be the creation of a pool of funds
base on not only a tax on the manufacturer, but taxes on the con-
sumer when he buys a satellite Earth station.

You cannot operate a satellite Earth station without one of these
guides; it is just impossible. You can even put a tax on the sale of
the guides to make funds available for the payment for unscram-
bled signals.

You even have in place right now a compulsory license for cable
transmissions. That compulsory license could be extended for the
superetatione to the satellite Earth station consumer, as well.

So there are many ways to achieve compensation.
Mr. ICAsimmousa. Is it your view that cable operators shall play

no role in terms of the interface that you have with proprietors of
copyrighted works?
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Mr. BROWN. That is not our position. There is a role for the cable
operator. In fact, there is a role for anybody, broadcaster, common
carrier, cable operator, you and me.

All we want is the proverbial level playing field. Cable can be in
this business. Cable can sell Earth stations. Cable can sell the pro-
gramming to Earth station owners, inside and outside their territo-
ries, that 113 fine, as long as somebody else can do it as well.

We want competition out there. That would solve the problem. If
Home Box Office, CNN and ESPN say, "Look, we are going to sell
to other distributors, other than cable," the problem is ended.

Mr. l'EASTENDARIER. In your statement, you charge that certain en-
tities, among them CNN and ESPN, are seeking to impose rates
upon home satellite Earth station owners for unscrambled signals
up to 1,000 percent higher than they charge the cable system.

Do you have any proof of that?
Mr. BROWN. Oh, yes. The announcements on your television

screen, if we were to turn ESPN and CNN on now, you might
likely see an announcement that it will cost you $25 to subscribe to
this unscrambled signal that you can watch without subscribing, of
course.

There have been rate cards for all the cable systems, and they
are 10 or 12 cents per month, or $1.20 a year for watching the pro-
gramming. So there is a 1,000-percent markup, with no attendant
costa.

Mr. ICAerxtsnumEa. I gather, as of today, you are not convinced, or
you are not optimistic about arriving at, say, mutually agreeable
resolutions of differences that you may have in terms of payment
and collection and so forth, for these various services.

And your position today is that you need legislation rather than,
say, sort of a free market environment to resolve these problems,
in terms of the owners of Earth stations?

Mr. BROWN. The free marketplace isn't working, Mr. Chairman.
Those that are dealing, that have said at least we will give you a
right of access, are dealing only through cable operators, or them-
selves, and they are often the cable operators.

HBO is a sister company to ATC, the second largest cable opera-
tor. Time, Inc. owns them both. Sort of self-dealing. So they are
really not dealing through anybody else but themselves.

And nobody is saying we will service this Earth station market
apart from the cable industry. But what do you do in that situa-
tion? Well, the justice Department is looking at that issue. The
Justice Department in this Administration has moved rather
slowly on these kinds of issues. We are quite heartened that they
have decided to at least look at this industry and our problems, but
we dou't know how long that is going to take.

We think the Congress really needs to look at this, because we
have nearly 2 million Earth station consumers out there. If we are
not out of business, because of these kinds of advertisements, by
Christmas, we hope to have 2 million by then.

But we really need some help, some way or another. Maybe the
legislative eyebrow, the raised eyebrow would be sufficient. But so
far it hasn't been. We have got two bills, the moratorium bill and
access bill, and there is significant cosponsorship on both of those,
but yet the wheel hasn't turned sufficiently to get these program-
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mere to deal, and to get the cable operators to let up on the pres-
sure.

I think we need more I think that we may need the legislation.
That legislation last year was absolutely flintastic. Sales of satellite
Earth stations boomed. The gray cloud of uncertainty as to the le-
gality of Earth stations was removed.

We went from 400,000 Earth stations to over 1 million Earth sta-
tions in 1 year. They were becoming as popular as VCR's. They are
indeed a great technology to have for educational purposes, for
children and others.

But the gray cloud is there. In fact, it is a black cloud now, and
sales aren't what they ought to be, and people are being deprived
out of fear of this exciting technology.

Mr. ICABTENMEIER. You mean this all happened in the last year,
this success has gone to an aura of fear in your industry?

Mr. BROWN. Yes. And we celebrated the anniversary of the cable
bill, which had these viewing rights in it, just a couple of weeks
ago, when we had Satellite Earth Station Day here. But there is
great fear.I guess there are over 70 Congressmen and women who have
signed on as cosponsors of these two bills. That came about, I
think, largely by consumers and retailers talking to their Congress-
men about how afraid they were that this was all going to vanish,
that indeed the skies are going to go black.

In fact, the carrier for WOR, which is going to be scrambled, has
announced no intention whatsoever of dealing with the home
Earth station market,. no descramblers for home users.

So the sky is, to some extent, starting to go dark, and I don't
think that our industry wants to see this, and we know that the
public doesn't want to see this, and we hope the Congress can per-
haps come up with creative ways to help us solve the problems. We
have tried to be creative, but any other remedies that can come out
of this committee or any other committee, we would welcome.

Mr. KAgriwielliTER. One lest question. The last question I have
has to do with anticipating technology, and that has to do with the
advent of the Ku-Band. To what extent will the Ku-Band change
the relationship of the parties, in terms of receiving signals?

Mr. BROWN. I think the precedents we set here today are the
same ones that will be applicable on Ku-Band. As far as our indus-
try is concerned, Ku-Band-is just another size antenna, and we wel-
come it.

Mr. ICASTENDLRIER. Will they be part of your association or not?
Mr. BROWN. Well, many of the antennas being manufactured

today are already capable and do receive Ku-Band transmissions.
This one we have here today may or may not. But our industry is
prepared to receive Ku-Band transmissions, and we need to set the
same precedents.

All it is, (like VHF television and UHF television) is another set
of frequencies, a different size antenna. It will make the program-
ming more readily available, because as the antenna shrinks in
size, you can get into more urban areas.

But I think that we need to be looking at the technology now,
and that Congress ought to be aware that it is the same thing as
the C-Band technology that we are operating in now. Another fre-
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quency, but not a new technology, and not a different course of pro-
gramming availability. The same precedents really ought to apply.

Mr. KASTENDAZIER- Well, do you consider the Ku-Band antennas
part of your trade associationdo you consider them an Earth sta-
tion, or do you consider them an antenna outside of your Earth sta-
tion trade association?

Mr. BROWN. We consider them within what our trade associa-
tion, which is manufacturers, distributors, and dealers of satellite
Earth stations, and those are exactly what the Ku-Band antennas
are. We find no functional or other difference. -

Mr. KABTENIKEIER Thank you.
Well I appreciate your testimony today. It raises very provoca-

tive thoughts in terms of the number of issues presented. What you
have said is important to this committee and to the copyright law.
It may also obviously relate to communications policy.

There are many others who are not testifying today who have an
interest in this matter, but I think you have raised a series of
issues which ought to be responded to, and this committee is in-
debted to you.

Thank you very much.
Mr. Bnowx. Thank you, Mr. Chairman, and members of the com-

mittee.
Mr. KASTENMEIER This concludes today's hearing. We thank our

witnesses. Doubtless we will have a subsequent hearing on the sub-
ject at some point in the future.

The committee stands adjourned.
[Whereupon, at 12:40 p.m., the subcommittee was adjourned.]
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COPYRIGHT AND NEW TECHNOLOGIES

THURSDAY, AUGUST 7, 1986

HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES,
SUBCOMMITTEE ON COURTS, CIVIL LIBERTIES,

AND THE ADMINISTRATION OF JUSTICE,
COMMITTEE ON THE JUDICIARY,

Washington, DC.
The subcommittee met, pursuant to call, at 10 a.m., in room

2226, Rayburn House Office Building, Hon. Robert W. Kastenmeier
(chairman of the subcommittee) presiding.

Present: Representatives Kastenmeier, Mazzoli, Synar, Berman,
Boucher, Moorhead, DeWine, Coble.

Staff present: Michael Remington, chief counsel; Deborah Leavy,
counsel; Thomas E. Mooney, associate counsel; and Audrey Marcus,
clerk.

Mr. KAsTErmiznca. The committee will come to order.
The gentleman from California.
Mr. MOORHEAD. I ask unanimous consent that the subcommittee

permit the meeting today to be covered in whole or in part by tele-
vision, broadcast, radio broadcast, and/or still photography, pursu-
ant to rule 5 of the Committee Rules.

Mr. KAsirzmummit. Without objection that, and even satellite
transmission will be covered, if possible.

Today, the spbconunittee is holding a second day of hearings on
the subject of copyright and new communications technologies. The
initial day was last November when we received testimony from
the Register of Copyrights, Mr. Ralph Oman; the Earth station in-
dustry, represented by Mr. Rick Brown, and the low-power televi-
sion industry, Mr. Richard Hutcheson.

In perceptive and concise testimony, both Mr. Oman and Mr.
Brown identified a significant problem affecting satellite retrans-
missions of copyrighted signals to Earth station owners. The licens-
ing of descranibling devices and the subsequent sale of descrambled
signals to Earth station owners by common carriers falls outside
the purview of the copyright exemption granted by statute by pas-
sive carriers for secondary transmissions of copyrighted works, par-
ticularly when the carrier itself scrambles the signal.

The problem, put in simple terms, is that scrambled superstation
signals cannot under current copyright law be sold to Earth station
owners without the consent of the copyright owner of the underly-
ing programming.

(137)
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This morning we will analyze a proposed solution to that prob-
lem, H.R. 5126, the Satellite Home Viewer Act of 1986. [The text of
H.R. 5126 is reprinted in appendix I.] The task of preparing the
bill, which bears my name along with those of Congressman Synar,
Congressman Moorhead, Congressman Boucher, and Congressman
Wirth, was time consuming and difficult.

The subcommittee staff worked long and hard with reRresenta-
fives of the motion picture industry, the common carriers, the
cable television industry, the Copyright Office, and the supersta-
tions, in arriving at a solution. That solution, as I said in my floor
statement when the bill was introduced, may not be perfect. Today,
I am sure that we will hear testimony about proposed refinements.

A recent OTA report entitled "Intellectual Property Rights in an
Age of Elections and Information," flashes a caution light to those
who would rush headlong toward legislation affecting copyright
and ,new technologies. It is possible to proceed through the caution
Hai* and, in my opinion, the bill does that.

With these thoughts in mind, I would recognize our firs witness.
Our first witness has just arrived, as a matter of fact. I would

like to introduce him. Do you have an opening statement?
Mr. SYNAR. Yes.
Mr. ICAorziquEnts. Before I recognize the gentleman from Okla-

homa, does the gentleman from California have a statement?
Mr. MOORHEAD. Yes.
Mr. KASTENMEIER. The gentleman from California, Mr. Moor-

head, is recognized for an opening statement.
Mr. MOORHEAD. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I would like to com-

mend you, and the gentleman from Oklahoma, Mr. Synar, for your
effort m drafting this legislation and scheduling this hearing.

The problem which we seek to correct by this legislation is a
technical one. Common carriers are considered passive, not by a de-
cision of this committee in the 1976 act, but rather by a court deci-
sion interpreting the 1978 act.

This committee did not address that issue in 1978, because satel-
lite communications was just coming into its own at that time and
it was not an issue in that year. By court interpretation of that act,
common carriers are precluded from ch g and selling a broad-
cast signal. And since we are in the age not scrambling, serious
problems have arisen where au rstations or common carriers have
decided to scramble their s.

I am looking forward to the testimony this morning. There are
questions that arise from the creation of a new compulsory license
which H.R. 5126 creates.

I realize that this bill is not without opposition. Hopefully, this
morning the testimony will clarify some of the problems that may
face this legislation.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. KABTEMBEEIER. I thank my colleague from California.
The gentleman from Oklahoma?
Mr. Si a. Thank you, Bob.
I can assure that your attention on this issue is greatly appreci-

ated in Oklahoma, where the issue of signaling scrambling has
become more important than oil prices and Oklahoma football-com-
bined.
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I believe that H.R. 5126 will go a long way toward resolving the
problems in the development of the Earth station industry. It
should lead to the packaging of scrambled signals for sale to home
dish owners and competition among distributors of scrambled pro -
graniming. Both of these should result in lower prices to home dish
owners.

Dish owners are concerned, rightfully, that as signals are scram-
bled they will no longer have access to quality television program-
ming. Those that are sold may be too expensive, particularly after
the urchase of a $400 decoder.

These concerns have been fueled by various industry practices.
For example, CBS is beginning to scramble its network feet, yet
has not ensured that programming is available in many rural
areas. HBO is selling its signal at a rate that many consider unrea-
sonable, and will not allow its signal to be packaged and sold
through a distributor.

Backyard dishes have brought modern society into millions of
rural homes, yet these families now fear that they may be fore-
closed by forces beyond their control.

The legislation we are considering today gives us a chance to do
something positive for the home dish industry. It is necessary to
ensure access to our superstition signals, and it should provide the
framework for widespread network of distributors.

I look forward to hearing the views of our witnesses today.
Mr. KASTENMEIER. I wish to compliment the gentleman from

Oklahoma for his very early interest in this matter. He and I have
worked together on this from its earliest moment. He plays a very
special role in this.

Our first public witness this morning is an old friend and famil-
iar face, Mr. Jack Valenti, president, and chief executive officer of
the Motion Picture Association of America. He is also chairman of
the Alliance of Motion Picture and Television Producers, Inc.

Jack Valenti has appeared oefore us on numerous occasions; he
is always eloquent. He does a superb job of representing the views
of the motion picture industry.

Incidentally, I should say that at least two representatives of
motion pictures companies have been of enormous assistance to the
subcommittee in this particular process, Tim Boggs, director of leg-
islative affairs for Warner Communications and Mike Berman, who
represents Columbia, deserve special mention for their vision and
help.

And, of course, Jack, the Motion Picture Association has been of
assistance; and I thank you for that.

We greet you; and you may proceed as you wish.
STATEMENT OF JACK VALENTI, PRESIDENT, MOTION PICTURE

ASSOCIATION OF AMERICA
Mr. VALENTE Thank you, Mr. Chairman. On behalf of MPAA I

am really glad to be able to join with you, and Congressman S3rnar,
and the rest of this committee, and embracing the concept of this
bill.

I want to tell you that we came to this conclusion, though, for
two basic reasons. First is that we want to be cooperative with this
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committee, to demonstrate, I think: visibly and markedly, that we
can all work together in the pursuit of fair shaped and reasonable
goals; I think that is important.

Our basic belief is that all programs ought to be available to all
customers, and all markets, everywhere in this country. I see this
bill as a beckoning toward dealing and solving these issues in a
marketplace environment, rather than dealing in illusions that
often times are disguised as solutions; so that is one reason.

The second reason is that we hold steadfastly to the belief that
the cable industry, an unregulated monopoly, has been granted a
privileged position in the marketplace. Therefore, any new com-
petitive force that can compete robustly with the cable industry, I
think, adds vitality to a landscape that is dominated by dominate
MSO; therefore, the TVRO industry, and TVRO owners, in our
judgment, are a competitive force. I think they need to be nour-
ished and they need to be hospitably received in this country.

I want to offer respectfu lly one modest caution. I hope that this
committee will resist intervening in the bill to solve other problems
that may be quite real but not relevant to what this bill wants to
do. A consensus, I think, has been formed, to deal narrowly with
the objectives of this bill. I applaud that, and I support it. I can
warrant you that MPAA has got a lot of other problems, but I
don't think this is the arena in which to deal with them.

One thing I would like to say is that the marketplace, in our
judgment, has a resiliency which allows it to confront any need
that TVRO owners and would-be owners have, save in one respect,
and that is the availability of scrambled superstation signals. A.
cable system can receive these signals. TYRO owners cannot.

That is an unfair advantage, and it springs from the unfair com-
pulsory license. So what your bill, Mr. Chairman, and Congressman
Synar's, does, it unbuckles the binding of that was caused by Iliac-
tion 111 of the Copyright Act, and it would instantly allow TVRO
owners to recall five superstitions if they choose.

I can't find an suitable reason, for cable sterns' ability to re-
ceive what TVBO owners cannot. That is the sic reason why we
support this bill.

Now, one thing it does, it provides copyr*ht owners with a pro-
tective garment, which I think we rightfully deserve, including a
flat fee of 12 cents per signal, per subscriber, as well as the sunset
of the compulsory license in this particular case, which I think is
going to give birth to incentives to move as swiftly as possible for a
negotiated fee for superstation signals for TVRO owners. This pro-
tective cloak ought not be removed.

There are some elements that have been left unaddressed, and I
think, Mr. Chairman, thanks to you and your very able staff, they
rec that there are some things that need to be handled; -I
think that we should be moving with dispatch to find some reason-
able way to deal with them.

First, there ought to be a reasonable limit, that reasonable
people can agree on, on the number of superstitions which are eli-
gible for this license. I have to tell you that I think that unlimited
superstation carriage could really ravage the health of television
programs delivered to TV stations and the local communi .

Second, the bill has to be limited only to private owners.
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Third, we think the bill ought to be restricted to the current C-
band technology. Whatever soars beyond that band is a new mar-
ketplace, that has either never been explored, or tended or
mapped.

I think that is why we ought to deal with C-band and leave the
KU-band, or any other new band that may come to the fore, leave
that as unmapped terrain that we would get to at a later time.

Fourth, I think the rules given the Copyright Office to fulfill and
administer, perhaps, ought to be restudied. There is little question,
I believe, but what these responsibilities could be carried forth with
the same dispatch and at much less cost than they are now in the
bill, and could be done with lees cost with other means.

So I want to offer our counsel and whatever help we can give
thI3 committee, and the minor revisions, which are now, I think,
requisite to a really, Mr. Chairman, a durable piece of legislation
that I think will enlarge the potential for TVRO owners, and I
think of benefit to all segments of the marketplace, and to the
country.

I thank you.
The statement of Jack Valenti follows:]
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SUMMARY

STATEMENT OF JACK VALENTi, PRESIDENT OP MPAA, ON H.R. 5126,
BEFORE THE COURTS, CIVIL LIBERTIES, AND
ADMINISTRATION OF JUSTICE SUBCOMMITTEE

August 7, 1986

The Motion Picture Association supports the general
concepts embodied in H.R. 5126. MPAA shares with Congress a
commitment to the growth and development of a healthy, compe-
titive TVRO marketplace. We welcome new competitors and new
markets.

The marketplace is capable of responding immediately to
the needs of TVRO owners and would-be owners in all respects save
one - the availability of scrambled superstation signals.
Today, cable systems can receive scrambled "superstations ", but
TVROs cannot. This unfair advantage held by cable stems from
cable's compulsory license. H.R. 5126 would eliminate this
discrimnatory effect of Section 111 of the Copyright Act and
ensure that "superstation" signals are available to TYRO owners.

MPAA has always been, and will always remain, opposed to
the cable compulsory license. It represents an unwarranted
intrusion in the free marketplace for television programming.
Even so, it is not fair for Congress to mandate that a mature
cable industry can have access to satellite-delivered
"superstation" signals while access is denied a fledgling TVRO
industry seeking to compete with cable. We believe that
satellite-delivered "superstations" should be enjoyed by TVRO
owners under the same statutory dispensation granted to cable
viewers.

This legislation provides a useful framework for
Congressional action to address this important issue in a fair
and effective manner. It incorporates important protections for
copyright owners, including a statutory flat fee of 12 cents per
signal per subscriber; a sunset of the compulsory license; and an
incentive to move as rapidly as possible to a negotiated fee for
the use of signals by TVRO'owners. These protections must not be
compromised,

We urge several important modifications of this useful
legIslative'proposels (1) there must be a reasonable cap on the
number of superstations eligible for the temporary compulsory
license, (2) the bill must be limited only to private TVRO
owners, (3) it must be limited to the current C-band satellite
technology, and (4) the myriad roles given the Copyright Office
in administering the temporary compulsory license must be
reevaluated.

With these modifications, we believe that the timely
passage of H.R. 5126 would serve the public interest.
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TESTIMONY OF

JACK VALENTI

PRESIDENT

MOTION PICTURE ASSOCIATION OP AMERICA. INC.

ON H.R. 5126

BEFORE THE HOUSE SUBCOMMITTEE ON COURTS, CIVIL
LIBERTIES, AND THE ADMINISTRATION OF JUSTICE

August 7, 1980
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Mr. Chairman, and Members of the Subcommittee:

My name is Jack Valenti.

I am President and Chief Executive Officer of the Motion
Picture Association of America, Inc. (MPAA). MPAA's members are
among the leading producers and distributors of motion pictures
and television programs in the United States.

The member companies of MPAA are:

Columbia Pictures Industries, Inc.

The Walt Disney Company

De Laurentiis Entertainment Group, Inc.

MGM Entertainment Co.

Orion Pictures Corporation

Paramount Pictures Corporation

Twentieth Century Fox Pila Corporation

United Artists Corporation

Universal City Studios, Inc.

Warner Bros. Inc.

tion.
MPAA supports the general concepts built into this legisla-

We congratulate the Chairman, Mr. Kastenmeier, Mr. Synar,
Mr. Boucher, Mr. Moorhead and the chairman of the Nouse Telecom-
munications Subcommittee for the innovative construction of this
bill. Your work is a fresh look at a knotty problem, and by any
gauge can be described as an excellent starting point for resolv-
ing cloudy issues.

You have, Mr. Chairman, clearly recognized in your introduc-
tory statement to H.R. 5126 the essential critical points to be
examined before the legislation would be ripe for subcommittee
consideration.

MPAA is anxious about a few elements in the bill, and if
,thihe'concerns can be challenged, weighed and handled with dis-
patch, MPAA will, without hesitation, commit its support to the
passage of this measure.
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MPAA shares with the Congress a commitment to the growth and
development of a healthy, competitive TYRO marketplace. The ore
competitive media there are to deliver copyrighted works o nr-
sumers. the broader the market opportunities For producers of
tives works,

The "scrambling" of satellite-delivered program services is
requisite to the development of a genuine TYRO marketplace.
scrambling protect:, the integrity of the signal. A marketing
scheme that permits TYRO owners to "unscramble" signals in
exchange for a market-based payment provides the nexus between
the interest of the consumer in receiving programming and the
right of the producer to compensation.

The TYRO marketplace is at a comparatively infant stae in
its development. Yet we see this marketplace brimming with
potential.

It is characterized by (13 continuing innovations and price
reductions by consumer equipment manufacturers, and (2) growing
competition between and among program service providers.

At this time, and without the need for Congressional action,
the TYRO marketplace appears more than capable of responding
swiftly to the needs of current and would-be TYRO owners in all
respects save one -- the availability of scrambled "supersta-
tion" signals. H.R. 5126 provides a means to address this
problem.

1 In everyday terns, "superststion" applies to the five
[elevision broadcast stations NTBS (Atlanta), NOR
New York), WPIX (New York), WGN (Chicago), and KTYT
Dallas), distributed nationwide via satellite by "com-

mon carriers" for retkansmission by cable television
systems. Under Section 111 of the Copyrig

for
Act cable

television systems may retransmit these signals or a
modest compulsory license royalty fee. There is no
provision in the Act that would permit distribution of
these signals to TYRO owners under the same compulsory
license structure. It is this disparity between what
is available to cable subscribers under a compulsory
license and what is available to TYRO owners that H.R.
5126 is designed to remedy.
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H.R. E126 Provides a Useful Framework for Congressional Action

Consider the unique circumstances that require consideration
of H.R. 5126.

Cable television today anjoys an unfair advantage in the
marketplace, The Federal government has granted cable television
system operators a "compulsory license" that permits than to
intercept Ammover-the-air television broadcast signal and
retransmit it to their subscribers. Most importantly, it permits
cable systems to retransmit so-called "distant signals" -- often
so far distant that they are channeled to the cable system's
headend by microwave or satellite links -- and to do so in
exchange for a Federally-mandated royalty payment.

A large and lucrative business has grown up around the
demand among cable system operators for these distant signals,
particularly the so-called

operators
signals. This demand

is based on the below market rates cable systems pay for distant
signal programming under the compulsory license. Satellite car-
riers such as United Video, Tempo (Southern Satellite Systems)
and Eastern Microwave have selected which "euperstation" signals
they will carry, and have 111771717ely marketed these signals to
cable systems for retransmission to their subscribers.

These satellite carriers charge "carriage fees," generally
based upon subscriber counts, to those cable operators electing
to retransmit the "superstations". The cable operator, availing
itself of the "compulsory license" in Section 111 of the Copy-
right Act, then remits to the Copyright Office royalty fees
established by the Congress or the Copyright Royalty Tribunal
(CRT) for those retransmission rights. The satellite carriers
pay nothing to program owners under a fictional legal concept
that they are "passive carriers."

MPAA has siva s been, and will always remain opposed to the
cable compulsory license. it represents an unwarranted intrusion
in the free marketplace for television programming. It consti-
tutes a taking from copyright owners for the benefit of a mature
and lucrative industry -- cable television -- that has proven
itself perfectly capable of obtaining large quantities of diverse
programming in the free market. Any historical justification
that mar have existed for the cable compulsory license -- i.e.,
the need to nurture a fledgling cable industry -- has long since
expired.
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However, if we oust continue to live under that regimen for
the near future, it would not be fair for the law to mandate that
a mature cable industry can have access to satellite - delivered
"suporstation" signals while access is denied to a fledgling TVRO
industry seeking to compete with cable.

Current interpretations of the terms of the Copyright Act
indicate, however, that the cable compulsory license in Section
111 cannot be extended to permit the scrambling and marketing of
"superstation" signals to TVRO owners by the satellite carriersor their elected subdistributors.

Inasmuch as the disparity between the rights of cable
operators and TVRO owners is, in this instance, the result of
government action, it is appropriate for government to act toeliminate the disparity.

Therefore, the goal of H.R. 5126 should be specifically,
explicitly limited to insuring that the pecial st t o dis'e
atigQn granted cable operators to carry an ca le su scr ors to

ivrowl satellite-delivered "superstationso will also be enjoyed W
owners.

H.R. 5126 does mandate s temporary, short-term statutory
"taking" of the property rights of copyright owners. That is not
desirable, but under the circumstances before us it may be un-
avoidable.

While mandating this "taking," H.R. 5126 also provides
several important protections for the interests of copyright
owners. These protections must not be c =Promised, in order that
some balance of the equities may be maintained.

These protections include:

1.' The reel i e at that satellite cirri rs of " unersta-tio s" remitasau rY let ee to a Federa fund or distri-
but oq to opYr mht owners. e decision to fix in statute a
flat fee of twelve cents per superstation signal per subscriber
per month for retransmission rights serves the interest of all
parties in administrative economy and simplicity.

This fee is equal to the average fee paid by cable systems
per subscriber, per distant signal. Ammerosion of this fee
would provide TVRO owners an unfair advantage and would place an
unconscionable burden on program owners.
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There is no provision for an escalator or other means to
modify the statutory fee prior to the later negotiation or
arbitration of a marketplace rate for carriage required by the
bill. Therefore, fairness to the interests of copyright owners
necessitates that Congress hold fast to the negotiation/
arbitration schedule in the bill.

2. The mandatory lunset of the temporary' compulSorY license
_system in 19w4. H.R. bLZO recogn zes that tne compulsory license
is needed arcilly, t' bridge the gap for a short period of time until
the TVRO in ustry becomes a full-fledged player in the market-
place. By placing a limit on the term of the license, Congress
makes a strong statement of its faith in the ability of the
marketplace to deliver to TYRO owners a profusion of copyrighted
works at reasonable cost. The sunset period should therefore be
no longer than that currently incorporated in the bill.

3. She incentive to move as rapidly as possible tea nego-
tiated license fee. While the temporary compulsory license must
itself be created by the Congress, this bill recognizes that the
Federal government should not be Interposed in the rate- setting
business any longer than absolutely necessary. H.R. S126
requires that copyright owners and satellite carriers of super-
stations begin negotiations over carriage rates by a date cer-
tain, or submit to arbitration over rates.

This legislative incentive to move closer to a marketplace
model for "superstation" delivery to TVRO owners shouldjumbe
weakened. indeed, the bili should clearly encourage voluntary
agreements between copyright owners and satellite carriers to be
concluded and take effect at the earliest possible date.

There Must Be Strict Limitations on the Temporary Compulsory
License

With the basic framework of H.R. 5126 in place, it becomes
appropriate to consider certain modifications.

Several of the original sponsors suggested in their state-
ments upon introduction of the bill that key issues remained to
be explored.
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We offer our thoughts on several of these issues which are
critical to a fair resolution of the problem.

1. A "cep" on " superstations" eligible for the temoorary
compulsory license. H.R. 5126 should be curative legislation,
intended onl to remedy a present day imbalance -- an inadvertent
result o prior government action -- between the rights of TVRO
owners and cable operators.

There are a limited number of "superstationi" in existence
today, presumably because those now in existence satisfy current
demand from cable operators.

However, in the absence of a clear limit on the number of
superstations eligible for the temporary compulsory license for
TVRO distribution, the potential for abuse is horrifying.

A large universe of TVRO owners could stimulate the creation
of additional "superstations" which would be distributed under
the compulsory license in lieu of non-broadcast program services
which involve marketplace negotiations. Thus, absent a "cap" on
the number of "superstations" covered, H.R. 5126 could seriously
exacerbate the unfairness of the compulsory licensing system
rather than provide TYRO owners "parity" with cable subscribers
during a reasonable transition period.

The interests of many would be harmed by such a develop-
ment. Copyright owners would suffer a further dilution in the
value of their works. Independent television stations would face
unfair competition. Potential new program services that may be
created exclusively or primarily for the TVRO marketplace would
be pre-empted.

The purpose of H.R. 5126 should be to ensure that cable
subscribers and TYRO owners are treated equitably, with neither
unduly benefitted as against the other. This means thatfehi
availability of "superstition" signals to TVRO owners should
parallel their availability to cable subscribers.

Logically, TVRO owners ought to be limited to the same
number of "superstations" that cable operators may distribute
under the low, statutory compulsory license rates. We recognize,
however, that this requirement would be impossible to administer.
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This would ensure that TVRO owners would have access to all
the "superstations" available to cable subscribers today. In
fact, few if any cable subscribers today have access to all of
these signals because cable operators typically choose to carry
only one or two "superstations".

At the same time, it will help maintain the equity between
cable and TVROs during the temporary compulsory license, should
cable systems choose to expand their "superstation" carriage at
the rates established by the Congress and revised by the CRT.

Z. Limiting the aval ability of the temporar c meulsory
license to the provision of Ruperste ons" to in vi dual TVRO
weer . The state purpose ofoff HH.R. s ZZR is to facilitate receipt

o )superstations" "for private viewing by earth station
owners" (emphasis added). Yet the language of the bill seems to
perm t operators of satellite master antenna television CSMATV)
systems -- and possibly others -- to take advantage of the
temporary compulsory license.

SMATV systems are operated by the owners or managers of
apartment and condominium complexes on a commercial basis as a
service to their tenants. SMATV operatorT7EWFMTE1), avail them-
selves of the compulsory license offered to cable television
operators under Section 111 of the Copyright Act, and are subject
to all relevant terms and conditions. Therefore, it is unneces-
sary to extend the temporary compulsory license in H.R. 5126 to
SMATV.

There is a related problem. The definition of "private
viewing" in H.R. S1Z6 is so broad as to conceivably encompass
every delivery medium known to man. It should be clarified that
the intended beneficiaries of the temporary compulsory license
are individual households that own or lease their own TVRO dishes
and rece v ng equipment. The orimmaimr7nr the temporary compul-
sory license for the purposes of serving multiple dwelling units
should be prohibited -- the Section 111 compulsory license is
available for that purpose.
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It should also be clarified that cable system operators may
avail themselves of the temporary Compulsory license in this bill
solely for the purpose of marketing "superstations" to individual
TVRO households as described above. To the extent that cable op-
erators provide "superstation" signals to cable subscribers,
operators should be limited to their current compulsory license
under Section ill.

3. itine the tempora v compulsory license to current C-
band ate to ch ol . There should be no presumptive
compu SOT cense or jam new medium. The need or the
temporary compulsory license granted by H.R. 3126 is the result
of a unique set of circumstances. C-band satellite technology
was originally intended to be a "wholesale" distribution
mechanism. Dy dint of dereulation and marketplace phenomeqa, C-
band has now become a "retail" medium. Hundreds of thousands of
consumers have invested in CAvand equipment, and a new niche in
the video marketplace has been created.

It is conceivable that Ku-band or other new distribution
technologies could emerge in the foreseeable future. Any copy-
right issues that may be faced by these new technologies should
always be subject to marketplace solution first, and should
require government interventiononly,as a last resort. In the
event the government chooses to get involved, it should review
each case on its own merits.

Therefore, tikliklezislation sh uld be explicitly limited to
today's immature s. -oared market. The C-oand situation is sui
Seneris, and should be treated as such.

4. Clarifyingg the role and authority of the Copyright Off-
ice i administer nx th temporary compulsory license. R.R. 5116
would repose in the office of the Register of Copyrights a wide
range of responsibilities. The Register would:

--'designate negotiators for the parties to voluntary
licensing ;Agreements if they are unable to find them on their
own;

- - designate the arbitrators to set an arbitered rate if
negotiations fail;

- - decide whether the arbitrators have reached a reasonable
outcome;
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-; exercise his discretion to set aside the arbitrators'
outcome, if not adequately substantiated, and impose another
rate;

-- determine how the satellite carriers are to account for
TVRO households served, and whether they have done so properly;

-- determine whether a controversy exists in the distribu-
tion of royalties; and

-- decide who is entitled to share in these royalties.

It seems that the Register acts as judge, jury, executioner,
and a few other things under H.R. 5126. While I have every
confidence that the current Register would perform with Solomon-
like wisdom, this may raise serious questions about the Constitu-
tionality of the measure from a separation of powers perspective.

There is another important practical consideration. The
Register has no direct experience in the distribution of comul-
sory license royalties or the tools in placq to accomplish

p
dis-

tributions, The Copyright Royalty Tribunal (CRT) has both the
experience and the tools.

Requiring the Register to duplicate the CRT's distribution
capabilities could be very costly and cumbersome. Because costs
of management and distribution of the royalties must be borne by
copyright ownerst is probable that the additional costs

Rincurred by the Register would quickly deplete the very modest
royalty pool this bill will generate.

!tor these reasons, we submit that the role of the Register
in H.R. 5126 should be reconsidered.

* *
Mr. Chairman, the four issues I have just outlined warrant

close scrutiny by this Subcommittee. I also ask the opportunity
to submit for the record a number of other, more technical sus
gestions for the Subcommittee's review.
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Opposition by Some in the Cable InduStr Should De Dismissed

Wa understand that some elements of the cable television
industry have raised various objections to H.R. 5126. We find no
merit in those objections we have heard to this point, and we
encourage Congress to dismiss them.

Those parties whose interests are most directly affected in
the temporary compulsory license here created are attempting to
achieve consensus on statutory terms and conditions. The Cable
industry has no standing to challenge such an agreement. Cablets
apparent distaste for a compulsory license system that more .
nearly approximates the free marketplace than their own privi-
leged status should not impede the efforts of those who wish to
construct such an accommodation.

Cable operators should not be able to preclude others from
distributing "superstation" signals to consumers. Cable should
be just another competitive medium, alongside TVROs, MMDS, and
all the rest. Cable has no unique claim of right to
"superstation" signals.

Cable and TVROs should be full-fledged, head-to-head compet-
itors in the delivery of a programming services. And both
cable operators and oth i-thlrd-party distributors should compete
head-to-head in the del very of.all program services, including
"superstations", to TVRO owners.

Fundamentally, we believe it is important not to increase
the governmentally-conferred advantage cable already eiT3WsEF
denying the same advantage to its fledgling competitor. We think
it better to improve competition to cable (through the temporary
compulsory license) on the road to total abolition of all formsp
of the compulsory license, than to allow CSOlo to continue to use
its compulsory license as an additional barrier to competition.

The cable television industry won deregulation from Congress
on the premise that it is subject to real marketplace competi-
tion. Therefore, let cable go forth and compete fully, fairly
and freely with the TVRO industry. I believe there is ample room
for both competitors, and for many more.
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Thiel Passage of M.A. 5126. With Modifications. Would Serve the
c a ete_st

The circumstances Congress wishes to address through H.R.
5126 are unique.

The response reflected in H.R. 5126 is creative and holds
great promise.

This bill reasserts Congressional faith in the marketplace
to serve the needs of viewers. It eliminates an unforeseen
government-created impediment to the marketing of a specific
class of government-Sanctioned service -- the satellite-delivered
superstition -- by permitting a conditional, temporary compulsory
license for a brief transitional period fixed in statute.

The bill narrowly addresses a special set of circum-
stances. It provides no precedent for any other form of govern-
ment intervention in the TYRO marketplace, nor should it. It
provides no basis for the extension of the compulsory license
concept to other program services or other media, nor should it.

While the bill as introduced provides a solid framework, it
is critical that several key copyright protections be addressed
prior to Subcommittee action. These modifications. which I have
outlined above, are fully consistent with the manifest intent of
the original sponsors of H.R. 5126.

As program suppliers. MPAA's member companies can well
appreciate the concerns of other copyright holders in television
programs carried by "superstations ", such as the professional
sports clubs. We encourage the Subcommittee to find ways to
ameliorate these additional concerns.

I am delighted by the spirit of cooperation and caution that
has characterized this Subcommittee's approach to the problems
addressed by H.R. 5126. MPAA is willing and anxious to work with
you, Mr. Chairman and members of the subcommittee toward a bill
that serves well the interests of all consumers and all copyright
owners.
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Mr. ICAsremmazza. Thank you, Mr. Valenti, for that rather brief
and to the point presentation.

In terms of arguing for a cap on the number of superstations eli-
F:ijte for the temporary compulsory license, would this apply. to the

4 years during which there is a set fee or the second 4 years
which --

Mr. VALENTI. It applies to it all.
Mr. ICAsTeNmencs. Eight years?
Mr. VALENTI. Mr. Chairman, you have five superstations out

there now. TBS has about 80-percent penetration of cable subscrib-
ers; WGN has about 37; WOR has about 30; WPIX has about 12.7;
and KTVT has about 1.B.

I think five stations are out there now. Obviously, there might be
more if there was a demand for it, but it looks like that is the way
the marketplace is determining it. And then I recommend, we have
the idea that if there are morethan any superstation that would
have, say, 20 rcent of penetration in cable would be eligible to be
carried to TYRO owners. If they have 6, 7 8, 9, 10, I really think
you do unspecified damage to local television stations. I don t know
where you draw this line.

But there has got to be some reasonable way to approach, where
you balance the needs of the TVRO owners with the realities of the
marketplace; that seems to be reasonable, and that is what we
have suggested.

Mr. KAsT ,m.rismi. The number of superstations has, for the past
5 or 6 years, remained relatively constant. And now, of course,
there may be one or two new ones that are attempting to enter the
market, a few may have already successfully entered the market.
There were a couple of other stations that fell off about, I don't
know precisely when, perhaps, 4, 5, 6 years ago.

Do you regard the legislation itself as an incentive for additional
superstations, notwithstanding some other limitation?

Mr. VALENTI. Mr. Chairman, I have long ago discarded my halo
of pre science. I don't know what the future bolds, I really don't.
And that is why I am suggesting that, because as Mr. Sam Gold-
wyn said, forecasting is very tough, especially about the future.

I would like to suggest that because none of us perceive what is
behind that veil, why don't we take this thing cautiously and care-
fully. We know thet five superstations more than satisfy the
demand right now. With 20 percent carriage in the cable industry,
another one could be added. That to me, is cautionary. It allows us
to go into a future about which we know so little and the on-rush
of technology that is beyond any of our imaginings. I really think
this seems quite reasonable to do; That is all I am suggesting.

Mr. KAECYZNIKRIER. Well, I congretulate you and your industry
for, generally, at least, supporting the approach incorporated in
this legislation. I know that often the motion picture industry has
had to either pose or have very great reservations about the impact
of new technology, particularly on motion _pictures. It hasn't always
been, I suspect, friendly in the sense of the traditional proprietor-
ship that the motion picture industry has enjoyed.

I would like to yield to the gentleman from Oklahoma.
Mr. SyiAR. Thank you, Bob.
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Jack, thank you again. Let me echo Bob's statement, we appreci-
ate your cooperation on this. And having disagreed with you on a
variety of issues in the past, it is nice to find one that we do agree
on. So, it is even more pleasurable to have you this time

Just one question. Given the recent decision in the D.C. district
court on tiering, which will probably ultimately affect the 12 cent
rate calculation, would you support a return to the statutorily de-
fined mathematical formula, and if not, what kind of rate would
you like to see us come up with or what formula would you like let
us use?

Mr. VALE:brim I have a two-level answer, Congressman Synar.
One, I have learned to my sorrow, dismay, and total frustration,
that the district court decision is not the Fat Lady singing. There is
a lot more to come. We have celebrated triumphs in the district

Gcourt that have turned to bitter wormwood and Gall in the appeals
courts and the Supreme Court. So the Fat Lady ain't sung yet.

No. 1 no, I would not support the statutory rate. Congressman
Synar, what we are dealing with is one of the most peculiar perver-
sions of all time. Mr. Ed Taylor, for example, when he comes up to
testify will be able to tell you that he will be charged 12 cents, -but
he can charge anything that he wants to the TVRO owner.

The cable s_n3tem can charge anything they want to their sub-
scribers. The dish manufacturers can charge anything they
want. Congress is not intervening in the price level in that market-
place.

What is so frustrating to us is the only element in the market-
place, total, that Congress intervenes and sets a price is the one in-
gredient without which Ed Taylor wouldn't have a business, there
wouldn't be any cable systems and there wouldn't be any TVRO
owners, and that is programs.

If you want to see a grown man cry we can continue this. But
that is the singular eccentricity of this marketplace that I am just
unable to understand.

There is a lot of intervening in the marketplace to set the price
of what we can charge, when everybody else in that marketplace
has carte blanche to charge anything. And indeed, this Congress, in
H.R. 4103 emancipated cable and, says, boys the marketplace is
yours, start to plunder.

But we are the ones who are cabinned, cribbed, and confined by
congressional fiat. I am sorry to get passionate about it, but darn
it, that is the way I feel about it. I- want to make that, as one of the
former leaders of the free world would say, crystal clear as to how
I feel.

Mr. SYNAR. I appreciate that. You can stand up when you make
that presentation.

Mr. VALErrn. That is only so you can see me, Congressman
Synar.

Mr. SYNAR. Now, why don't we try to answer the question.
Since the district court has ruled, would you offer us a formula

that you utilize or some direction on where you would like to see
US goY

Mr. VALENTI- Yes, I think that 12 cents per signal, per subscriber
isthat is what the cable industry has been paying up to now. But
I don't think that the district court decision is divinely inspired.
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I thInk that maybe Congress ought to redress this in the interest
of equity and fairness. I mean, how low do you want to gonot
you, Congressman Synarbut how low should this go?

It is an indispensable element in this marketplace, without the
program there is nothing. And yet it is the program that is eroded,
battered, shrunk, and diminished, while everybody else is grabbing
the outer edge of an ascending curve, with their revenue. It doesn t
make any sense.

So my answer is we would like to stay with the 12 cents per sub-
scriber, per signal, because I think it is the least common denomi-
nator of fairness.

Mr. SYNAR. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Jack, as always, it is good to have you.
Mr. KASTENMEIER. The gentleman from Ohio, Mr. DeWine?
Mr. DEWINE. No questions.
Mr. KASTENMEIER. The gentleman from Virginia, Mr. Boucher,

and cosponsor of the bill.
Mr. Bouonza. Mr. Chairman, Mr. Valenti, I join the others in

welcoming you here. 3 just have one question.
Do you have any thoughts on whether the copyright royalty tri-

bunal or the copyright office would be a better instrumentality to
handle the distribution functions that this bill contemplates?

Mr. VatingTi. I think the copyright royalty tribunal would prob-
ably the most effective because they are now doing it. You don't
have to re-invent the wheel; you don't have to go through all of the
enormous kind of start up costs that could eat away at the paltry
amount of royalties. The 12 cents, Congressman Boucher, per
signal, per subscriber, if everybody in America, who had a TVRO
subscribed, it is about a $0.25 million that you are talking about.
So, you are not talking about a lot of money.

If you start up an operation with a new agency that hasn't dealt
with this rather complex distribution mechanism, you might find
that it would cost a lot more than the revenues provided by the su-
perstation to actually handle the mechanism. The CRT has had a
lot of experience, 5, 6, 7 years, and they could do, I think, with
more dispatch and less cost.

Mr. BOUCHER. Thank you very much, I appreciate your testimo-
ny.

Mr. KASTENMEIER. Well, thank you Jack, for your appearance
again this morning. It is always a delight to have you.

Mr. VALENTI. Thank you.
Mr. KASTENMEIER. Now, I would like to call forward Mr. Edward

L. Taylor, chairman, president, and chief executive officer of
Tempo Enterprises, Inc., which is a parent company of a number of
operating communications companies, including Southern Satellite
Systems, Inc. At the subcommittee's request, Mr. Taylor is appear-
ing in behalf of the three of the largest, I guess, of the common
carriers, Southern Satellite, United Video, Inc., and Eastern Micro-
wave, Inc.

Mr. Taylor is well known to the subcommittee and is one of this
Nation's leading experts on communications technologies and copy-
right.

Mr. Taylor, we have your written statement. You may proceed,
sir, any way you wish.

64-769 0 - 97 - 6
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STATEMENT OF EDWARD L. TAYLOR, PRESIDENT AND CHIEF EX-
ECUTIVE OFFICER, TEMPO ENTERPRISES, INC.; ON BEHALF OF
SOUTHERN SATELLITE SYSTEMS INC., UNITED VIDEO, INC.,
AND EASTERN MICROWAVE, INC.
Mr. TAYLOR. Thank you, Mr. Chairman, and Congressmen, for

having me here today. I think you have done a great job on H.R.
5126, and I am here today to support you and congratulate you on
what you have done.

Unlike the other witnesses who represent an association, the
three common carriers that I am trying to represent here today are
fairly hefty competitors in the marketplace and as competitors, it
is hard for us to agree.

The other two did agree with the written testimony that is in
front of you all. They don't have the opportunity to second-guess
my summary of what we think. And they won't have the opportu-
nity to answer your questions.

So at some time or another I may try to tell you some of us feel
one way and some of us feel a little differently; because, when you
get to the details, and some of the added items, there are differ-
ences among the common carriers as to how we see what should
happen and how we interpret the present law.

But we are all strongly in favor of giving the homeowner equal
rights to a cable subscriber, probably no more, and probably no
less. We will all be scrambled early in 1987.

As you are probably aware, astern Microwave, with WOR, has
already scrambled, and has taken a position that they are not al-
lowed to deseramble a homeowner under the copyright law. That is
probably a good thing to do.

But for my own company and United Video, we have chosen to
wait and give Congress time to change the copyright law and be
absolutely sure. There is common carriers law that we are subject
to, which says that we can't discriminate and we must serve all
users.There is also an argument that Eastern Microwave, having
scrambled, cannot refuse to take orders. It is damned if they do,
and damned if they don't. That is my reason foi delaying scram-
bling.

For my own company we will delay until early in 1987, because
we understand Congress' problems in getting legislation through
and know that you hope to get it through by late this year, and we
would hope to scramble a few days or weeks or months later. We
have purchased all the scrambling gear and it is in place.

Many of our cable affiliates have purchased their :scrambling
equipment, and will just leave it sitting on the shelf until Congress
acts.

We do worry and want to be sure that everybody understands
that the difference between a superstation and an HBO, or CNN
and ESPN, is that we do have co ht problems that need to be
dealt with. We believe that Mr. Valenti ar d his people represent-
ing the programmers deserve to be paid, at least an equal amount
to what they areor by the cable industry.

As a matter of fact, if you used the bus analogy, that might be
what common carriers really are, that we all understand. The bus
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uses city right-of-ways, has a city franchise, and drives up and
down the street. But the tous system wouldn't work if you didn't
charge everybody at least something to get on and off the buses,
and make it partially subscriber sustained, and it would be better
off if it eventually got to the point where the riders paid the entire
expenses of the bus s tem, and it was at least breaking even.

Presently, the TVRO owner gets a tremendous advantage, he nei-
ther pays the program owner, nor does he pay his share of the gas-
oline to deliver the programming down the street. We think he
should pay exactly proportional on the same amounts, in that kind
of instance.

We do, after congratulating you, think that you have made the
problem bigger than it need be, and we would urge some simplifica-
tion. Probably the primary example is that you have chosen to in-
volve the SMATV 's in your bill. The SMATV industry and the
cable industry, and the programmers, have all resolved the prob-
lem that ourselves several years back in the marketplace, by treat-
ing SMATV as a cable system for compulsory license purposes
when talking about the CRT. They are not a cable system when we
talk about to the FCC, under FCC regulations.

That is working in the marketplace. I see no reason that you
should cloud your bill and confuse it by adding SMATV wading
words at this point.

It has been going on for years. Nobody is mad; nobody is filing
lawsuits. It isn't even like the district court argument between the
programmers and cable industry on CRT fees. Nobody is fussing
about it; and why not leave it alone.

Second, it must be understood that this is a copyright bill, it is
not a scrambling bill. It is quite clear under the law that we are
able to scramble our signals and that we are able to then charge
and allow descrambling to happen.

We also understand the hue and cry that the TYRO owners are
putting up, and that the other would-be distributors want to get in
the act. Common carriers, unlike HBO and Showtirce, have to,
under FCC regulations, and with an intelligent body looking over
us, treat our customers on a nondiscriminatory basis. So we will
have to work with these other distributors.

Again, in your bill, you try to put some copyright type of penal-
ties on us as common carriers if we discriminate between one dis-
tributor or another. With only 10 cent type of charges we have to
deal with every distributor.

With wanting every homeowner in America to get my signal and
pay me 10 cents, I am going to work with every darn distributor
that comes along, if he is reputable. I am not going to get involved
with some flake in the middle that causes me all kinds of problems.
But if he is reputable we are going to have a nondiscriminatory
price.

But we don't think that part of your bill is necessary at this
point, and in the interest of getting something through that lets
the homeowner legally have the signal and pay his fair share of
the fee, we think that portion of the bill could be simplified by just
not addressing that particular issue.

Lastwell, I guess, two other places that we think you have
made fairly complex. The 12 cent fee, and the method of calcula-
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tion of it; we sort of agree that is the right number, looking back
last year at the cable fee.

We would propose that you just take that same formula and
specify to the CRT that they ma.ke that calculation each year. And
rather than 4 years out get into some long and messy arbitration
type of thing, let it track just 1 year behind what the cable indus-
try has paid, as your formula works.

Therefore, if the cable industry, a big powerful industry, fighting
with the programming industry, both adequately represented by
strong associations, drives that number down to 8 cents, the home-
owner will pay 8 cents. If Jack Valenti drives that number up to 16
or 20 cents, the homeowner will pay 16 or 20 cents.

There is an imbalance, because how are all of these little home-
owners going to fight with the power of the association spokesmen.
You gave me a heck of a disadvantage in following Jack Valenti on
this, it is a ridiculous place for an Ed Taylor who is not a public
spokesman and doesn't feel comfortable talking a large group of
people, to follow Jack Valenti.

But imagine the little homeowners trying to argue with the
power of the movie companies. Even pitting my company, which I
am very proud of, but which at most is a $100 million company,
against Jack Valenti's clients who make $100 million individual
movies, hopefully, monthly, because we all want that product be
very, very good, and very successful.

So even having the common carriers, if you will, in arbitration
and trying to take on the muscle, I would submit that you need to
allow an equal fight. And an equal fight may well be what Jim
Mooney, and NCTA and Jack Valenti dance around.

So we could avoid the problem, not only for you in Congress, but
for us as common carriers by just setting a system that tracks the
cable subscriber fee.

Last, the sunset provision. Maybe that is the biggest argument of
all. When does that sunset need to come?

Again, possibly Mr. Mooney and Mr. Valenti have to argue that
through and settle it as two large associations. To put my small
company and the individual TYRO homeowner out in front, and
say we have to battle the sunset, we have to settle the rates, when
it will be settled gradually between these two industries is not pro-
ductive. You have complicated this little bill intended to just fix
things up for the homeowner, by putting some provisions in it that
it might die before the associations settle all their arguments. I
don't think that is necessarily a good part of the bill.

In total, if we had to vote today, between having this bill, exactly
as it is written, or no bill at all for 6 months or 9 months, we would
take this bill, and we would worry about the extra expense at the
copyright tribunal, we would worry about the sunset provision. I
think all of us came to that conclusion that this is better than
nothing at all.

Thank you for letting me be here; I will answer any of your ques-
tions.

[The statement of Mr. Taylor follows:]
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TESTIMONY OF EDWARD L. TAYLOR, CHAIRMAN, PRESIDENT AND CEO OF

TEMPO ENTERPRISES, INC., ON BEHALF OF SOUTHERN SATELLITE

SYSTEMS, INC., UNITED VIDEO, INC., AND EASTERN MICROWAVE, INC.,

CONCERNING THE SATELLITE ROME VIEWER ACT OF I986, H.R. 5126,

BEFORE THE SUBCOMMITTEE ON COURTS, CIVIL LIBERTIES AND THE

ADMINISTRATION OF JUSTICE OF THE HOUSE COMMITTEE ON THE

JUDICIARY, ON AUGUST 7, 1986.
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TESTIMONY OP EDWARD L. TAYLOR

Mr. Chairman and distinguished Members 0E the Sahcou.

mittee,: I thank you for the opportunity to appear before you

today to present the views of the satellite carriers of the

three "Superstations" concerning the Satellite Home Viewer Act

of 1986, H.R. 5126.

I am Chairman, President and Chief Executive Officer

of Tempo Enterprises, Inc., ("Tempo") which ie the successor

corporation of Satellite Syndicated Systems Inc., and is the

parent company of a number of operating communications companies

including Southern Satellite Systems Inc. ("Southern Satellite").

began my career with AT&T, spending 16 years with that company

the last several of which were as a Satellite Project Engineer.

From 1970 to 1972 I was President of Creative Consultants, a

satellite communications consulting firm. Thereafter I served

as President of United Video Inc., a microwave common carrier.

After that company was sold to Southern PaciElc Communications

Company I became Regional Vice President with Southern Pacific.

Later I was Vice President of Sales and Market Development for

Western Union prior to organizing and operating Southern Satel-

lite. I am appearing today on behalf of Southern Satellite,

United Video, Inc., ("United Video") and Eastern Microwave,

("Eastern Microwave").

Southern Satellite, United Video and Eastern Microwave

are the Federal Communications Commission authorized satellite

,resale carriers which deliver Superstations WTBS Channel 17

Atlanta, Georgia, WGN-TV Channel 9, Chicago, Illinois and WOR-
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TV Channel 9, New York City-New Jersey respectively to cable

television systems throughout the United States. In 1976 all

distant independent television stations were delivered to cable

systems by terrestrial microwave carrier. However, this mode of

delivery was limited by technological and economic factors to

regional distribution generally limited to three or four states.

Southern Satellite began delivery of WTBS to cable systems through-

out the country by satellite in 1976, United Video began satellite

delivery of WGN-TV in 1977* and Eastern Microwave began its satel-

lite delivery of WOR-TV in 1979. Through these carriers' na-

tional distribution, WTBS, WGN -TV and WOR-TV became the "Super-

stations" of the cable industry. The Superstations proved to be

an extremely popular cable service, soon being distributed to

minions of homes on a nationwide basis, 24 hours every day.

The Superstations are now delivered to more than 35 million

cable homes, representing over 90% of all cable homes served by

over 10 thousand cable systems.

From their inception until the present Southern Satel-

lite and United Video have limited their services almost exclu-

sively to the cable television industry delivering an unscrambled

signal throughout the country. Eastern Microwave also has lim-

ited its services to the cable television industry, and in March

of this year Eastern Microwave commenced delivering WOR-TV as a

scrambled signal. Additionally both Southern Satellite and

United Video are now committed to protecting their signals through

scrambling. United Video has announced that it will commence

*KTVTI. Dallas and WPIX, New York are also distributed by satellite
by affiliates of United Video.
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scrambling in the fall of this year and Southern Satellite plane

to begin scrambling early in 1987. Scrambling has become neces-

sary because of the satellite program piracy problem. Program-

ming intended and paid for by legitimate paying customers is

being Improperly intercepted and used by individuals and busi -

nesses who are not paying for the service. The carriers are

presently Losing hundreds of thousand of dollara to hotels,

motels, bars and similar establishments as well as SMATV and

CATV systems that intercept and use their signal for commercial

purposes but who do not pay them for that service. The most

obvious answer to this piracy is encoding or scrambling the

signal transmission.

The three carriers have all received requests to de-

liver the Superstations to private TVRO dish users for many

years. This is a market which all three wished to serve but did

not serve because of the existence of Copyright issues which

could not be resolved with certainty. Because the Superstations

are FCC licensed television stations, specific copyright

considerations apply to them that are not applicable to the other

cable satellite services such as Home Sox Office, Cable News

Network or ESPN. While the three carriers differ on their view

of the legal issues all three agree that the unquestionably

preferred solution is embodied in the subject Satellite Home

Viewer Act of 1986.

All three carriers agree upon the need to scramble to

protect their service and income while not wanting to shut out
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the TYRO dish owners Eton% this service. Although H.R. 5126 has

consistently been mistakenly teferred to in the trade press as

as a scrambling bill it is not scrambling legislation. It is

copyright legislation which is needed because of scrambling.

All three carriers agree that an extension of the compulsory

license to include Home Viewers is the favored copyright solution.

It is for this reason that the carriers support the general

purpose of the Satellite Home Viewers Act of 1986 which I would

now Like to discuss in more detail.

Although, the carriers support H.R. 5126 there are a

few specific provisions of the bill that the carriers believe

are in need of modification. I would like to address these

specific sections.

$119(a)(4): This section makes it an art of infringe-

ment if the carrier discriminates against any distributor. We

have both basic conceptual problems as well as specific problems

with this section. First, there is a very basic Jurisdictional

problem with this section. This section deals exclusively with

the issue of a carrier discriminating against its customers or

its potential customers. The section has nothing at all to do

with copyright rights or violations, in fact it specifically

makes a violation of the Communications Act of 1934 or the FCC

rules a der se violation of the Copyright Act. This is completely

unnecessary. The FCC has total Jurisdiction over the carriers

and is the expert agency best equipped to handle carrier discrim-
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tnation complaints. Because of this there is obviously no

need for Section 119(a)(4) in Copyright. legislation and in fact

it does not belong there. Its existence is simply an invitation

to a plethora of unwarranted Copyright litigation..

Nonetheless if despite all of the foregoing infirmi-

ties, the Congress includes this section in the legislation,

there are modifications which are abaolutely necessary because

of some very specific problems with this section. As written

the section make the carrier's action a criminal offense.

Furthermore the remedies include impounding and disposition

of infringing articles and seizure of all copies, phono records,

plates, molds, matrices, and the like, none of which is applic-

able to the subject matter of section 119(a)(4). Because dis-

crimination against any distributor is an act of infringement,

standing to invoke the appropriate remedies should be limited to

distributors to avoid harassment suits by parties who do not

have an interest in the distribution of the carrier's signal.

Additionally since the improper discrimination is that which

violates the Communications Act of 1934 as amended, or rules

issued by the Federal Communications Commission, it is urged

that the section specifically indicate that the prohibited ac-

tivity is limited to unjust or unreasonable discrimination.

Discrimination per se does not violate the Communications Act.

And, because a distributor will not be a copyright owner, the

bill should only provide for relief which is necessary to remedy

a violation of a provision of the bill. For example, an injunc-
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tion prohibiting future discrimination against a distributor

would be an appropriate remedy. As proposed, the bill would

provide broad provisions for damages under sections $504 and

S506 which ate applicable to the infringement of works where a

copyright holder or its licensee holds an interest. These damage

provisions are not relevant where the distributor has no claim

or title in the works being transmitted. It is noted that under

1510 of the Copyright Act, a TV station that brings an action

for infringement for commercial substitution and that does not

hold a copyright or license in a work which is altered is

limited to injunctive relief, costs, and actual damages suffered

as a result of the infringement.

The carriers also believe that while a court has the power

to make a determination as to whether there has been unjust

discrimination under this section, it would be appropriate to

require that a distributor or potential customer first bring an

action to the FCC, and that only after an FCC finding of an

unjust or unreasonable discrimination should a party have standing

to bring a suit under the provisions of section 119.

1119(c): Section 119(b)(1)(S) establishes a home

viewer royalty fee of 12 cents per month until no later than

December 31, 1990. It should be noted that a United States

District Court ruling of last week (NCTA v. Columbia Pictures

[D.C.]) may well require a reduction in the home viewer royalty

fee. Thereafter the fee until December 31, 1994 must be determined

either by voluntary negotiation or by compulsory arbitration.
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The carriers believe that the procedures established under

either method are so cumbersome, complex and potentially time

consuming that the costs involved would be so high as to result

in a significant unwarranted additional expense to the home

Viewer since obviously the charge to the home viewer reflects,

in part at least, the operational and administrative costs of

the carrier. Furthermore the carriers believe that the provisions

are unworkable. For instance Section 119(c) (2)(1) & (C) allow

the Register of Copyrights to choose a common agent for the

carriers while imposing the costs of the negotiations upon the

carriers and binding the carriers to any agreement negotiated by

the agent chosen by the Register. Furthermore the compulsory

arbitration under i119(c)(3) is binding on all parties except

the Register of Copyrights and the Register can reject the recom-

mendation of the Arbitration Panel and set the royalty fee himself.

The procedures established by Sections 119(c) are such that

litigation is virtually inevitable. The District of Columbia

Court of Appeals has noted "the boundless litigiousness" of

copyright claimants before the Tribunal. Thus the compulsory

arbitration provisions of the bill under 5119(c) will undoubtedly

lead to aimilar litigation. These two provisions change a bill

that otherwise reflects the virtue of straight forward unencum..

bered legislation designed to permit delivery of superstations

to backyard users with a minimum of cost and a maximum efft.

ciency into a mind boggling complexity of procedures that will
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clearly consume months and months of the time of many parties

with the likely possibility that the end result will be merely

to reestablish the rate set forth in this bill. The fee should

remain at the legislatively established rate subject to periodic

cost of living index adjustments.

5119(d)(7): Under the definition of subscriber the

Act includes subscribers to SMATV systems as private home viewers.

At present SMATV Systems which deliver distant television station

signals to their subscribers register with the Copyright Office

and pay royalty fees as functional equivalent cable systems.

Thus these viewers have all of the satellit services available

to them and the copyright owner is compensated through the SMATV

operator.

The definition of a cable system in the present act encom-

passes SMATV systems which are functionally equivalent to cable

systems. Under the proposed bill, an SMATV system and a CATV

system which are functionally equivalent and which deliver super-

stations to the same apartment building would pay royalties

under two different formulas and rates. Thus 5119(0(7) would

create unnecessary confusion and paper work in an area that is

presently working to the satisfaction of all, and in fact could

lead to a contraction of satellite services because under the

bill. the compulsory license would extend only to the delivery

of Superstations, and SMATV systems currently provide both Super-

stations and other distant signals to their subscribers. It

should also be noted that the Copyright Office has been accepting
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filings and payments under section 111 from SMATV operators

since 1978, and is soon to begin a rulemaking into the status of

SMATV systems under the Act; This is a situation where the the

axium "if it ain't broke don't fix it" is clearly applicable.

14. The termination of the Act on December 31, 1994

is the sunset provision. The carriers feel that this provision

should be deleted as no compelling need has been shown for a sun-

set. On the other hand it is extremely unfair to the satellite

home viewer to deny the Superatations to them seven years after

the Act gives them the right to receive those services. Signif-

icantly the entire impetus for this type of legislation came from

the clamor that has arisen throughout the country concerning the

basic unfairness of having the skys go dark for these viewers who

rely so heavily on satellite services, a concern which Congress

apparently shares. Yet a sunset provision would in an almost

cruel way open up the Superstation reception window for these

viewers and then seven short years later slam it shut again.

Ironically it would be Congress making the skies go dark. Also

the cost to the carriers to gear-up for home viewer service

makes such a provision extremely unfair to them. Tempo estimates

that its costs to serve the home viewer will run into the hundreds

of thousands of dollars per year although this is extremely hard

to predict because no one knows how much of a home viewer market

will develop. Estimates have ranged between a few hundred thou-

sand to the millions of home viewers.

The following technical changes are also suggested.
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1. f119(a)(1) at page 3, lines 15 and 16 change the

word "from" in each line to the word "to".

2. f119(d)(2) at page 16, lines 24 and 25 delete the

word "satellite" before the word "secondary" on line 24 and add

the word "satellite" before the word "carrier" an line 25 [thus

conforming to definition (5) on pegs 17].

3. 1119(d)(4) at page 17, line 13 delete Che word

"broadcast" before the word "station".

4. f119(d)(8) at page 18, line 11 delete the word

"broadcast" before the word "station".

5. f4 at page 20, delete Sec. 4 in its entirety

[see discussion In text concerning 5119(c)]

I hope that I have effectively conveyed to this Subcom-

mittee the enthusiastic support of the satellite superstation

carriers for the purposes designed to be achieved by this Bill.

1 hope also that our criticisms and suggested modifications

will help to make H.R. 5126 an even better Sill. I will be

most pleased to answer any questions.

Edward L. Taylor

for

VHF:12-1

Southern Satellite Systems, Inc.
United Video, Inc.
Eastern Microwave, Inc.
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Mr. KASDENZAZIER. Thank you you for that rather unenthusiastic
embrace of this bill. But nonetheless, I understand your point of
view.

Another point that Mr. Valenti made, that is the freezing of the
number of superstations to be accommodated in this legislation;
how do you and _your colleague companies react to that?

Mr. TAYLOR. Well, I think we would just as soon let it stay open,
because I believe that each of us might launch additional distant
signals, if you don't close the door. But not immediately; you could
not support an additional distant signal into just 1.5 million homes
without charging a very, very high rate, and it would die a slow
death, because I- have just finished telling you that my company
will charge about the same rate as it charges cable operators. Addi-
tionally there are obviously our administrative costs so that addi-
tional distant signals are probably not practical today. But if you
envision 1990 and 10 million homes, each paying 10 cents a month,
that is a dollar per home a month. You would have $10 million in
revenue even with ku-band and new satellite technology. The ex-
pense of operating such a network would be $6 million or $7 mil-
lion. So it is a doable business to have superstations, or whatever
you want to call them, TVRO stations will evolve and work as addi-
tional bus routes in the city, and might serve the city better.

I think it concerns that type of thinking on the basic issue of,
whether you want to close the door. By the CRT going to 8.75 per-
cent they economically closed the door on cable. There is nothing
in your bill that economically closes that door on the homeowner.

If it is not closed by these economics, you will have a problem a
couple of years from now when there are enough homeowners out
there to justify uplinking another distant signal. That might not be
all bad. That might be the first instance where the TVRO industry
has its own unique programming, or at least substantial program-
ming placed on the satellite for them.

Because if you will remember the history in cable and satellites,
it was HBO, and ray signal distributing Ted Turner's WTBS. It was
new movies and old movies from Ted Turner. I was distributing his
signal and he was promoting the movies. And Pat Robertson was
willing to put the word of God up there on the satellite. And it was
only the three of us up there for over a year and a half. If there
hadn't been a lot of push there would not have been all the rest of
these 50, or so, what we call, Johnney-come-latelies in our business.

Maybe you don't want to close the door, ma be you wrait to leave
them an opportunity. It is tough for the industry to have
their own programming, unless maybe they launch new supersta-
tions.

Mr. KABTENMEIER. You mention at the outset that you and the
other two major common carriers were strong competitors. Do you
disagree on issues relating to this, or any of the subissues relating
to this?

Mr. TAYLOR. Probably, it involves disagreements on how you set
the 12 cents in the future. Whether or not we should try to go the
arbitration route 4 years out. Some people feel that arbitration
should absolutely be out. Where others say, well, we could live with
it easily.
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Probably, the biggest disagreement would be if there were no
bill; what would we do?

I think one other carrier would scramble and go ahead and de-
scramble, and argue that no copyright fee gets collected until Con-
gress acts, but that he can legally go ahead and do everything. It is
just that he would collect his fees and pay nobody. Jack Valenti
would miss out on his money, and that is all that happens.

Eastern Microwave, obviously, has not taken that position, and
feels very strongly it wouldn't. And luckily I don't to have to vote
for myself for a little while; and I am not sure which side I would
get on. That is probably the biggest area of disagreement.

Mr. KAsTErminixa. But if it comes to whether a course of action
of scrambling, descrambling, and sale to individuals would be a vio-
lation, at least as suggested by Ralph Alman, of a common carri-er--

Mr. TA.YLOR. Most of us believe that there is no problem with
scrambling. The key is whether or not you have a problem when
you descramble to an individual and collect your own fees, and
nothing gets paid to the copyright owners. We would probably hide
behind the communications law, if we took the positive argument.
That is the argument that says you can scramble, you can collect
your own fees, and the homeowner just gets away with not paying
any copyright fees. And you probably would say, well, all right, we
have done that under communications law, and some day the
homeowner will have to pay some money when Congress gets
around to settling a copyright fee.

if you remember, the cable industry didn't pay anything at all
for the many years of its start-up existence, and the rates came
later. So, you could follow that precedent.

Mr. KASTENMEIER. Under existing law could an independent tele-
vision station buy space directly on a satellite transponder and in a
sense become a superstation without dealing directly or indirectly
with a common carrier?

Mr. TAYLOR. He would be violating most of hid contracts with his
programmers. His contract to buy the program says he has bought
it for that market and he will not of his own volition take it out of
that market, so he doesn't have the rights.

Mr. KASTENhigLER. So the sole limitation, as you see it, would be
his contracts with those who sell him programming?

Mr. TAYLOR. That is right.
Let me yield to my colleagues here.
The gentleman from Ohio, Mr. DeWine?
Mr. DEWnqz. I have no questions, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. KAsTENMEIER. The gentleman from Virginia, Mr. Boucher?
Mr. Bouctim. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I think it might be somewhat useful, Mr. Taylor, if we got on the

record, just a description from you as to how the common carrier
operates?

How do you fl.t into the link between the television station, the
satellite, the distributor, and the ultimate consumer of the signal
and what are your contractual relationships, the nature of compen-
sation among those various entities?

Mr. TAYLOR. OK; I would prefer to start at the cable subscriber.
The cable subscriber of a system pays the cable system a fee for
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bringing our signal in. He pays the copyright fee and he pays an
additional 10 cents per subscriber to the carrier. In some instances,
there are some pretty huge discounts to the various carriers as
they get bigger in volumes.

Our whole contractual relationship is with that cable system, to
deliver to him the signal; in our case WTBS, and in the other cases
WOR, WGN. That is the only real contract relationship.

We all have either ownership or rental agreements with the
RCA or Hughes Galaxy Satellite System to rent or buy a transpon-
der. We all have installed multimillion dollar up-link facilities, be-
cause we all protect them very well and make them very sophisti-
cated with backup power, and high-technology units.

In most cases we take the signal off the air as broadcast in the
local market, and deliver it to the satellite. The cable operator is
asked to buy his own Earth receiving station. And when we move
to scrambling they will all buy their own &scramblers.

Some of the small ones are not too happy about doing. that. But
we have said that you have to do that. That about ends our con-
tract relationships with everybody.

Most of us have annual prepayment, discounts and 8-year type of
contracts with our cable operators to simplify billing and to be sure
that we will still be in business for a few years.

Mr. BOUCHER. Thank you, I think that is helpful.very
Let me ask you the same question that I asked Mr. Valenti. You

perhaps have not had the extent of dealing with the Copyright
Royalty Tribunal, and the Copyright Office that Mr. Valenti has,
but do you ha 'e any thoughts on which of those entities would be
more appropriate to handle the copyright fee distribution that this
bill fbresees?

Mr. TAYLOR. I would much rather that you just specify a simple
formula and don't let them exercise too much wisdom, because so
far the people that have been there haven't exercised very good
wisdom, in my judgment.

You have a problem there but there is a bigger problem with ev-
Mrin_g else that is subject to copyright.h.

Well, assuming that some Federal agency will ex-
ercise a role in administering this system, do you have a preference
between the Copyright Tribunal and the Copyright Office?

Mr. TAYLOR. Probably the office is better.
Mr. BOUCHER. Thank you very much.
Mr. KASTEN/4E1M. The gentleman from Oklahoma, Mr. Synar?
Mr. SYNAR. Thank you, Bob.
Let me ask you a couple of things, Ed. First of all, as you know,

Bob and I have expressed in the bill an interest to sunset this legis-
lation. You have expressed in your testimony some concerns about
the arbitration requirements, that you think that they will encour-
age litigation; should we eliminate the arbitration period, in your
estimation, and just let the entire act expire in 8 years?

Mr. TAYLOR. No, I am trying to convey the idea that the sunset
issue should just be ducked for now. Someday the cable industry
and MPAA will make some other arrangements. It doesn't seem
like Congress, which is responding at this point to a tremendous
outcry from TVRO station people, should take any action that
would some day take away the equality with the cable operator
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which is exactly what H.R. 5126 gives them. I think what the
TVRO industry is asking of all of us, is for equality.

I just don't see why we should give this to Mr. Valenti although I
understand his argument that this all should come to an end some
day and that you should have a collection mechanism.

Mr. SYNAR. So, you are saying there shouldn't be sunset legisla-
tion?

Mr. TAYLOR. That is right.
Mr. SYNAR. All right, let's assume for a second that we don't

have that disagreement, there is going to be sunset in this legisla-
tion, how should the arbitration period play in; would you prefer to
have it?

Mr- Taxi.ox. I think we would prefer to have the formula contin-
ue to work, and let the amount of the copyright fee track that of
the cable systems for the whole 8 years.

Mr. SYNAR. Let me go on another track. And this is more for
back home. As I travel through northeast Oklahoma, where you
are from, the thing that I ggeet is generally what every one says and
greed to, is that the 7SVR0 people

i
do want to pay a fee, they think

that fee should be reasonable. The question s how do define rea-
sonable?

One of the things that I would like to hear your comments on;
should we take into account the investment in equipment that a
TVRO person has in determining the fee and, therefore, having a
fee which may be less than what a cable subscriber should get;
should that be taken into account that some of the people have in-
vested upward to $2,000, $8,000, $4,000, and a decoder $400, et
cetera"

Mr. TAYLOR. No; I don't think it should be taken into account be-
cause a lot of those people bought their dishes very early in the
technology. That would be equivalent to me being able to go to the
tape store right now and rent a tape for less than 99 cents because
I paid $1,000 for a Beta machine 6 years ago and now you can buy
one for $800.

Mr. SYNAR. So, you are soling that we shouldn't take that into
account because they made the decision to put that kind of money
forward, as the technology evolves, the is going to
become cheap enough to where it will be ins Meant on the total
cost, therefore, that the fee paid by TVRO an cable should be the
same?

Mr. TAYLOR. That is right.
Mr. SYNAR. Do you think that is the generally held opinion of

Oklahomans who have TYRO?
Mr. TAYLOR. No, not at all.
Mr. SYNAR. Is that the generally held opinion of most cable oper-

ators in Oklahom:"
Mr. TAYLOR. Yes; cable operators believe that the retail value of

their products should be upheld and that the TVRO owner should
pay about the same retail price. They are even worried about what
might happen as we have other distributors emerge. Normally a re-
tailer will more than double, if he can, what he pays to the whole-
saler. That is pretty common in any business you want.

Mr. SYNAR. Thank you.
Mr. KAErrEzquania. Mr. Coble, do you have any questions?
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Mr. COBLE. Mr. Chairman, 1 apologize for my delay, I had an-
other meeting.

I have no questions, thank you.
Mr. KASTENMEIER. Mr. Mazzo li.
Mr. MAzzou. No questions.
Mr. KASTENMEIER. If not, Mr. Taylor, we thank you for your ap-

pearance here this morning.
I might ask, you do not purport to speak for WPIX or WKTV,

whoever they are who are the common carriers in connection with
those two enterprises; is that correct?

Mr. TAYWR. No, that is our error in the way we wrote the docu-
ment, sir. They are actually part of United Video, as well United
Video puts up three.

So, yes, we are speaking for them. 'Mittel Video is the one com-
pany that does three superstations. We just wrote the document to
add them in.

Mr. KAterrErnhumca. You speak expressly for three of them; and by
delegation for two others?

NUT,. TAYWR. That is right.
Mr. KASTENSIIMER. Thank you very much, Mr. Taylor, for your

appearance here this morning.
Next I would like to greet Mr. James P. Mooney, president of the

National Cable Broadcast Television Association. NCTA member-
ship includes more 2,000 cable televisions systems, operating
throughout the United States. Jim Mooney has been an ardent and
very able spokesman for the cable television industry every since
he became president of NCTA in April 1984.

He has also been of great assistance to the subcommittee. I per-
sonally consider him to be a friend and a highly competent advo-
cate for his organization.

Mr. Mooney, you may proceed as you wish.
STATEMENT OF JAMES P. MOONEY, PRESIDENT, NATIONAL

CABLE TELEVISION ASSOCIATION
Mr. MOONEY. Thank yuu, Mr. Chairman, for the kind words. If it

is agreeable to you, I will submit my prepared statement.
Mr. KAsTiondEtzit. Without objection.
Mr. Moolimr. For the record, and simply summarize it.
Mr. KASTENMEIER. Your statement will be received and those of

other witnesses, for the record.
You may proceed in summarized form.
Mr. MOONEY. Mr. Chairman, H.R. 5126, would allow scrambled

superstations signals to be delivered to the owners of backyard
Earth stations. And in doing so, it would pursue the same public
policy objectives as are pursued by its counterpart already in the
copyright act, cable compulsory license, which, of course, is simply
to broaden the diversity of television viewing opportunities that are
available to people all around the United States. That is something
that we certainly support. We certainly support the objectives of
this bill.

I think that the chairman of the subcommittee may even recall
my coming to him earlier in the year and suggesting that this is
something which really should be done. The bill also, of course,
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would have other results. It would provide for royalty fee compen-
sation to be made to the copyright owners of the program involved,
and would allow, also, the satellite carriers, who, of course, are re-
sponsible for putting these signals up on satellites in the first
place, and who have undergone considerable expense in doing so, to
recover a fee for the service that they provide in dispersing these
signals to television viewers; and we think that is appropriate, also.
And we certainly believe that the entire objective of the bill is well
within the authority of Congrew under the copyright clause of the
Constitution.

As with any legislation of this kind, I suppose there inevitably
will be some disagreement as to precisely what is the best way to
accomplish the end that everyone agrees is appropriate. You have
already heard Mr. Val( -ai, and Mr. Taylor have some comments in
that regard.

We are in general agreement with the comments made by Mr.
Taylor, having to do with carrier discrimination, the role of the
register of copyright, and although he did not say so when he eat at
the table in his prepared statement, on inclusion in this bill of
SMATV systems. I am, frankly, in that respect a little puzzled, I
am not sure what SMATV's are doing in this bill, as we under-
stand them already to be covered under the provisions of the cable
compulsory license.

I would add also that we would suggest that the committee con-
sider carefully whether it is the carriers themselves to whom the
committee really wants to grant the compulsory license in this in-
stance. Carriers are subject to all sorts of arcane rules under the
Communications Act.

I think that you might consider simply granting the compulsory
license to anybody who is financially responsible and in a position
to perform the function of actually retailing and delivering these
signals, whether it be cable operators, or dish dealers, or anyone
else.

Third, it will not surprise the committee to learn that we find
the sunset provisions of the bill somewhat troublesome, principally,
because we think that they might further complicate what already
is a rather complicated situation with regard to the development of
retail systems for the provision of satellite programming to back-
yard dishes, generally.

Second, because we, frankly, are very leery of this bill and this
issue being used as leverage to exacerbate the controversy which
we have seen perennially to surround the cable compulsory license,
itself. We think that if the committee is to include a sunset in this
bill, we urgently would ask that you make quite clear that in this
legislation you don't understand the Congress to be settin a prece-
dent with respect to anything else, and that other questions will
have to be fought out and argued out on their own merits.

Finally, we believe that in view of the decision last week by
Judge Greene of the District Court for the District of Columbia, the
12-cents figure, which we understand to be derived from what cable
subscribers currently are paying, may be a bit high, but Mr. Synar
has already drawn that issue out sufficiently and I won't elaborate
on it
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I would simply conclude, Mr. Chairman, by saying that given the
obvious support that this legislation has in the subcommittee, and
given the atmosphere of sweet reason and accommodation which
seems to be surrounding these discussions this morning, so far as
the various industries are concerned we see no reason why legisla-
tion to accomplish the purpose of this bill should not be enacted in
this Congress, and we very much hope you will do so.

I will stop there and be happy to answer any questions.
[The statement of Mr. Mooney follows:]
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OF REPRESENTATIVES, Aummr, V, 1986

Mr. Chairman, members of the subcommittee, my name is James P.

Mooney. I an President of the National Cable Television Association.

SCYA is the PrintiPel trade aasociation of the cable television

industry and represents over 2,400 cable systems serving more than T5I1

of the 40 million cable bailee in the United States. We also represent

56 cable programming service* who create, package, and Provide quality

TV Programming for cable subscribers.

The purpose of R.R. 5126, the Satellite Home Viewer Act of 19/3

is to bring the copyright law up to speed with the latest technology.

As the subcommittee is well aware, cable television eystems have

for over thirty Years retransmitted the signals of distant broadcast

signals to their snbscribers, a practice which since I9T6 has been

governed by the cable compulsory lioenae Provisions of the Copyright

Act. Over thirty seven million cable households today receive one or

more dlatant signals, and the se -called ssuperstationff is new a well

established restore of the television landscape.

In return for retransmitting these signals, cable wyatems last

Year paid nearly one hundred and fiftY million dollars, approximately

two-thirds of which Went in the form of royalty fees to the oopyright

holders of the progremming *contained on these *laicals. The remainder
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meet to the satellite carriers which deliver the aignale to cable

operators' headends.

H.R. 5126 would emend the Copyright Act to permit these 016nals

to ba sold as well to owners of backyard dishes. Sines the FCC

eliminated its licensing requirements far satellite signal receiving

stations in 1979, nearly one and a half million households moat of

them, but not all, in rural areas -- have Purchased satellite signal

receiving equipment so as to be able to receive cable satellite

Pro/tramming direct in their tweet,.

Mr. Chairmen, the proliferation of backyard dishes in not a

phenomenon which scut has opposed. We did not OPPOse the action Of

the FCC in 1979 allowing Unlicensed private ownership of backyard

dishes. We did not oppose the action of the FCC just s few menthe ago

preempting the authority of state and local governmenta to impose

zoning restrictions on backerd dishes. We did not Oppose the

4001elon of Congress in 1986 adding an amendment to the Cable Aot to

establish that it is not unlawful .hacia to view unsorembled cable

satellite programming.

What we do seek is to protect the economic integrity of our

product as pay television, and that is the reason the cable

programming services are scrambling their simnel.. The proliferation

of backyard dished has resulted in pay television product being

effectively given away, and while our programming services fully
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intend to sell their signals to baokfard dish owners, scrambling the

signal is the only way to insure that payment actually is mode.

blatant signals, of course, ars different from most satellite

services in that they are not gmade-for-oable* in the aanse that

programming services -ke WIN, CNN, USA Network, BET, Arts &

Entertainment, and others are. The cable industry has no proprietary

rights, direct or indirect, in the Programming oontainad on distant

signals, and we do not share in the one hundred, plus, million dollars

a year the copyright owners -- principally Hollywood -- have been

collecting for the use of distant :dangle by cable subscribers. The

economic benefits of scrambling theme signals and allowing their

subsequent sale to baokard dish owners -- would accrue entirely to

the copyright owners in the form of royalty fees, and the satellite

carriers in the for of transmission fees, TO the degree that cable

operators would be involved at. all, it would be as retail sales

moats. a role which in the context of this bill would be determined

by the carriers.

Mr. Chairman, Just as the cable industry has not 0PPOsed

Previous steps taken by the Congress and the FCC to legitimize the

backyard dish laduatrY, we do oou °Moos legislation to allow distant

signals to be sold to backyard dish owners. In fact, as I said at the

.,tbetset, this legislation seems to us to be Quite properly intended to

bring the copyright lee up to speed with the latest technology.
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we would otter for the suboommitteels consideration, however, a

number of observations on the specifics or the bill which we hops will

be excepted je the oonstruotive spirit they are centred.

Ow

First, we are in general agreement with the comments

made by me. Taylor~ having to 40 with carrier

discrimination, the role of the Register of Copyrights

and the treatment of SMATV systems. 2 note in

particular that we are pussled by the presence in this

bill or SMATV systems, since our understanding or the

existing Act is that SHAW systems are oonsidered

equivalent to cable systems wader current law.

Second, we would urge tUe subcommittee to consider

carefully whether it wishes to grant to the carriers

themselves the compulsory license for retail

distribution or these signals. This :teems to us to

enter a legal thicket involving the status or carriers

under the Communications Act which might well frustrate

the overall purpose of the legislation.

Third, we believe that the sunset Provisions of the bill

are unnecessary, will over the long run hamper

developMent or marketing mechanism* to make Chime

signals available to dish owners, endues! important,

will be seised upon ay our friends in Hollywood to

further exacerbate the political controversy which has
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for so long surrounded the cable compulsory license

itself. Put bluntly, we think Hollywood regards this

sunset provision as a wedge to be used to gain repeal of

the cable compulsory license in its entirety. It is our

view that if that question is going to be raised, it

out to be raised squarely and directly, with everyone

given a chance to have their say, and that the dish

owners shouldn't be used as a pawn in a Larger some.

rourtb,we understand that the twelve cent royalty fee

contained in the bill was derived by computing the

average -current price per distant signal, per

subeariber, paid by cable systems. We do not argue the

accuracy of this figure up to last week, but must bring

to the subcommittee's attention that the twelve cent

figure has been thrown into severe question by the

action of the 0.8. District Court here in WanhIngton,

which last ThUraday threw out the CoPWright Office's fee

computation schedule as unreasonable and contrary to the

intent of Congress. Thus the twelve cent figure

probably Ls high, by quite a bit.

MP. Chairman, a word on that court decision seems appropriate.

I recall saying to the subcommittee last year that in our opinion the

principal flaw in the entire cable compulsory License system is that

it seems designed to insure ()continuing controversy. The doiVrinnt

bureaucracy, and I-am referring to both the CRT and the Copyright
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Office, seem inevitably to exercise their discretion in s way 'molly

loaded in favor of the oapyright owners

for the.intereete of the nuhlio.

and with little or no regard

recall, as well, saying Unit we don't think this ie a

situation attributable to Roy malevolence on the pert of the people

Who staff the copyright agencies, but magma to be a result of the foot

that the alienates have in the pant aeon their constituency as the

copyright owners rather than ae the public at large. To the degree

there is public interest oriented OXPerttne Oa copyright in the

goverment, it seems to exist only in Congress and the judioiary.

re the most recent instance of the wen= going awry, the

Dletrict Court has now bad to throw out as unreasonable and oontrary

to the intent of Congress the Fillet or the Copyright Office which

requires compulsory license royalties to be based not moray on

revenues derived from broadcast signals, but from the sale of all

cable basic services, inoluding the MEP& and CNN' s and UsA's, etc.

The subcommittee is not a stranger to this problem, of °aurae, as it

has been argued out many times in this forum, and a bill addressing

the various imequttles of CRT and Copyright Office decisions was

reported by you in the last Congress.

Now our Hollywood friends will it elaborate shrieks of pain at

this development, and may it merely demonstrates the futility of the

compulsory license itself. Z say again .. that in demonstrates tam

fact that there are nod many structural frlotiona built into the
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current aoheme for determining royalties -- frictions which create

endless controversies in the courts as well as in this subcommittee

end its counterpart in the other body and that we'd ell be far, far

better off with a flat fee raintem which pretty oluah ran itself and

didn't require the periodic; exercise or discretion by the copyright

bureaucracies.

thought last winter that table and NollYwood were very ciese

to making a Joint recommendation to the subOommittee on a then

revenue-neutral means to achieve that result, but in the end self

interest of tba unenlightened variety seemed to prevail. Thus the

court had to set 'things right, and the corraright owners lost an

opportunity to permanently bait -in revenue. somewhat greater than

those they legitimately were entitled to. Perhaps justice tends to

prevail, after all.

Mr. Chairman, that concludes my prepared atatement. We think

you're on the right track as to the overall purpose of H.B. 5126 and

we'd be happy to help in any way that we can. I'd be hapPY to answer

any Questions the subcommittee sight have.
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Mr. Kitorzbilizziat. Thank you very much, Mr. Mooney.
Actually le it a fair statement to say that while cable operators

and the cable industry, obviously, have an interest in this sort of
legislation, it is not certainly a direct beneficiary of it; cable is
merely supporting this as a corollary, as a system with which cable
has worked in a technological sense. Is that correct?

Mr. MOONEY. Well, we would not necessarily be the beneficiary
of this bill in any respect. The copyright fee would go to the copy-
right owners.

I do differ with my friend, Jack Valenti, a little bit of his compu-
tation of what that would amount to. I think Jack said that if ev-
erybody took a signalif everybody who owned a dish took a signal
at 12 cents, that would result in a quarter of a million dollars going
into a pool.

By my arithmetic it is more like $2.1 million. If everybody took
three signals it would be about $6.3 million. In addition to the roy-
alty fees, of course, the carriers would benefit in that they would
be able to collect fees for the transmission service they provide.

No, we wouldn't necessarily derive any benefit from this whatso-
ever. I suppose, in fact, you could say it would have the result of
makin competition for us. But we are not against that either.

Mr. Pitman. You, of course, as you have indicated, do not
like the principle of a sunset provision applying to this bill because
you believe that, at least inferentially, it could affect some time in
the future the relationships between copyright proprietors and the
cable industry, in terms of the cable compulsory license.

I personally do not share that apvrehension. If the cable compul-
sory license were in any respect altered by the Congress or other-
wise, it would surely not be because of this particular bill.

One also ought to note, Mr. Mooney, that the sunset in the bill is
not just rates; it to liability as well. When the discussion goes to
cable a total sunset is not contemplated, it is contemplated as sun-
setting the compulsory license, but that the copyright liability
would remain. Somehow you would have to negotiate a new free
open market liability.

Mr. MOONEY. I thank the chairman fbi that observation. That is
an intention which we have noticed, but which I think has not
been widely noticed with respect to this bill.

Mr. KASTENMEIEB. Maybe I should permit Mr. Boucher to ask
this question. I believe he would.

But if he permits me to, I would ask you the same questions he
asked the other parties. That is do you think the Copyright Office
or the CRT, even though you are not a distributee in this, from
your experience, would be better in handling the distribution func-
tion contemplated in this bill?

Mr. MOONEY. Well, Mr. Chairman, last year, last September, I
took my life in my hands in an oversight hearing you had, and said
that, in my opinion, we have something of a structural difficulty in
the operation of this part of the Copyright Act in that the copy-
right bureaucracies, in which I include both the CRT and the Copy-
right Office, have a habit whenever given the opportunity to exer-
cute discretion, of simply making more controversy. I said at that
time I think that the entire system would work better if you could
make it as mechanical as possible and leave less opportunity for
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the copyright bureaucracies to exercise discretion. I didn't mean to
suggest that they are malevolent, or anything like that that is just
the waittermes out.

Mr. ENMEIER. I think you would agree then with Mr. Taylor,
if the choice were between the two, you would say neither.

Mr. MOONEY. I would say, make this thing as mechanical as you
can and leave as little opportunity for the exercise of discretion as
you can, because that just leads to more controversy, and more
fights, and more hearings, and litigation and unpleasantness.

Mr. K.AsirsimsziEs. If your industry and the motion picture indus-
try were to resume negotiations about fees and the like as you had
seriously undertaken last year, I would hope that this bill ll would aid
in that endeavor. I would hope that both industries might re-
commence your negotiations. I am not sure that I agree or disagree
with that.

Mr. MOONEY. Mr. Chairman, last winter we were within an inch
of working out on a long-term basis a lot of the controversies which
have bedeviled the whole subject of cable copyright and the com-
pulsory license; and I would go back to the table tomorrow morn-
ing, if there were a table to go to.

Mr. ICASTENMEIER. I thank you for that statement.
I now yield to my colleagues.
The gentleman from Ohio, Mr. DeWine?
Mr. DEWINE. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Mooney, the amendments that have been suggested by Jack

Valenti and the motion .picture industry, if they would be adopted,
what would be your position on the bill; would you still support it
it?

Mr. MooNEY. Jack said that he was unhappy about the involve-
ment of the registrar, and that sounded as if he were sharing a
concern not unlike that which we have had about the copyright
bureaucracies.

I do not have immediately in front of me a laundry list of all of
the otherconcerns that he had. As I recall, he wanted to leave the
12 cents alone, so in that senselet me briefly read this to you.

"Reasonable cap on the number of superstations eligible for tem-
porary compulsory license." That looks to me like what he is sug-
gesting is to not include regional stations in this.

The only thing I can say about that is that we have found in the
cable business that in gome parts of the country, regional stations
are quits popular. I n't know that the dish owners ought to be
shortchanged in that respect. I certainly wouldn't fall on 1,ny sword
about it.

The bill must be limited only to private TVRO owners; yes, I
would agree with that, that is the SMA.TV question.

Three, it must be limited to the current C-band satellite technol-
ogy; that would be fine with us. The roles given the copyright office
in administering the temporary compulsory license must be re-
evaluated; well, I am for that. Of course, we have to flesh that one
out a little bit to find out exactly what it meant.

Mr. DzWiwz. Do you see any parallel between where the dish in-
dustry is today and where your industry was 15 :fears ago, in the
sense of you using signals and not paying for them; some people
have made that parallel?
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Mr. MOONEY. I wasn't around back in 1976 when, of course, the
Congress said we had to start paying for them. In fact, we do pay
for them today, perhaps, depending on what happens as a conse-
quence of Judge Greene's decision, we would be paying just in roy-
alty fees, not counting the carriage fees, about $120 million this
year, just for this small part of the programming that is carried on
cable television systems. The rest of it we, of course, pay for direct-
ly.

I think the dish industry is moving along much faster, to tell you
the truth, than the cable industry at a comparable stage of its de-
velopment. You know, cable has been around since the late 1940's,
and was the subject of repressive regulation by the FCC for 25-27
years. The backyard dish has only been around since 1979 when
the FCC removed its licensing requirements for TVRO's.

Mr. DEW1NE. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. KASTENMEIER. The gentleman from Kentucky, Mr. Mazzo li?
Mr. MAZZOLI. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Welcome, Mr. Mooney. I was probably going to ask you, one, to

comment on what apparently is a reality. I was talking to one of
my colleagues in the House the other day who told me that in his
district the only issue similar to this one, the right of the backyard
dish owner to grab a signal aloft and beam it into their front room,
the only issue that was more passionately held to and argued for in
his experience was the Panama Canal Treaty, which, as we know,
was a fundamental issue that really brought agony to a lot of
people. Can you tell me why it would be this way; what has been
your experience; why do people feel that they have some kind of a
right to take a signal down, and they feel it so passionately that
they are willing to go to the mat with anyone who wants to limit
that right?

Mr. MOONEY. I am vividly aware of this, I can assure you.
Mr. MAZZOLL Yes.
Mr. MOONEY- I hope it doesn't take as long to work this out as it

took to dig the canal.
There are a lot of people, I would venture to say most people,

who bought dishes and spent $2,000, $3,000, or $4,000 for the dish,
and did so in the expectation that the programming would remain
free, and they are deeply put out and annoyed to find that is not
the case.

Mr. SYNAR. In many cases it was advertised.
Wasn't it, Jim?
Mr. MOONEY. Yes, sir, it was. In many cases, as recently as 2 or 3

months ago, they were advertised that way. I can tell you that
from my own personal experience.

About 2 months ago they had the Washington Home Improve-
ment or Home Appliance Show, or something like that; it is one of
these things they run down at the convention center. I went over
there looking for some lawn sprinkling equipment. And there was
a fellow selling dishes.

I say, a ha, I am going to get the sales pitch. And I was assured
that scrambling wasn't going to happen. That Congress was in the
process of putting a stop to it, and I could buy the dish and expect
not to have to make any further payments:

64-769 0 - 87 - 7 193-
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I didn't argue with the man, I just said, oh, that is interesting,
and went off.

Mr. MAZZOLI. It points out the problem we have in dealing with
it.

Mr. MOONEY. Yes; I would add to that, that I am very much
aware of the fact that you have got a genuinely populist grassroots
issue, and that is what makes it so tough.

Mr. MAZZOLL That is the second part of it. I think in addition to
the fact that there may have been billings and advertisements and
pledges and promises, I think it goes a little bit deeper.

I think that one of our problems is that this is almost anticipated
as a right, a fundamental right of an American citizen to have this
kind of opportunity, and for us to do anything to it is abridging his
or her rights under the Constitution, almost. It is not that way, ob-
viously. But it becomes such a deeply held, deeply felt aspect that
whatever we try to do, of course, is received very differently.

Let me ask you this; in your statement you sort of ponder the
question of whether we should allow the compulsory copyright to
go to the carrierthe second point, "we would urge the subcommit-
tee to consider carefully whether it wishes to grant to the carrier
themselves a compulsory license for retail distribution," and you
say this enters a legal thicket. Could you expand on that and whyyou.- -

Mr. MOONEY. I am not an expert on the Communications Act as
it applies to carriers. But my understanding of carriers, both pri-
vate and common carriers, is that in the general sense, they are
supposed to be passive, but here you are making them into the
point-of-sate retailer. I think it is hard to be passive and at the
same time be the point-of-retailer, and this could backfire on you in
that the regulatory authorities who act under the Communications
Act, as distinguished from the Copyright Act, could at some point
do something, perhaps, premised on other facts and other issues,
which would inhibit the ability of the carriers actually, effectively,
and efficiently to function as point-of-sale retailers for this particu-
lar programming.

Mr. MAZZOLl. Let me ask you, and this is my last question, and it
may have been asked and it reflects the fact that I haven't had a
chance to study this bill as carefully as I will; does it contemplate
that this 12 cents per channel, per viewer, be paid to the carrier
and then the carrier transmits a payment to the copyright owner;
is that-- -

Mr. MOONEY. My understanding of the bill is that 12 cents is a
royalty, and a copyright royalty, but the carrier would be responsi-
ble for collecting that and putting into the pool, but that the carri-
er, of course, otherwise could charge an additional fee for his own
services.

Mr. MAZZOLL Out of curiosity, I am not around it that much,
does the carrier have a knowledge of the people on the ground; are
they equipped to actually do the billing and handling, all of the
mechanical details here?

Mr. MOONEY. Yes; this would plug into the same system which
has been established by MACOM, which is the company with pro-
prietary rights to the scrambling and descrambling technology. The
same system that MACOM has established at La Jolla, CA, for the
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descrambling of these signals. And I don't want to tell you more
than you need to know about this, but it is an addressable technol-
ogy. It is complicated. And all I can say is that it works fine.

Mr. MAZZOLI. Thank you
Mr. KASTENME1ER. The gentleman from Oklahoma?
Mr. SYNAR. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Jim, let me make a comment first and then I want to ask you a

question. First of all, you and I have talked about this legislation
before, in particular the sunset provision. I am not trying to put
words in the Chairman's mouth, but let's put for rest, at least for
two of the authors of this legislation, we don't consider this sunset
provision as slippery slope for everything else that is being done
throughout the industry and all the negotiations going on. We
think it is appropriate. We think this type of legislation requires it.
We think that it doesn't set a precedent that will affect one way or
the other.

I tell you that in the same way I tell Jack Valenti, because he is
putting a lot of hope in it. You are putting a lot of mistrust in it.

We had reasons for it, which we have gotten into, and we will get
into as we move through. But we don't see it as the same slippery
slope that you all perceive it to be.

With respect to that I want to ask you just one question; do you
share Ed Taylor's views about the arbitration requirements in the
bill?

Mr. MOONEY. Yes, I do. I have noted in particular that the result
of the arbitration proceeding does not seem to be binding on the
register of copyright and that takes us right back into the whole
question of the opportunity to exercise discretion by the copyright
bureaucracies and therefore to make that much more controversy.

Mr. SYNAR. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. KAsTErimErEs. The gentleman from Virginia, Mr. Boucher?
Mr. BOUCHER. No questions.
Mr. KASTEI1ME1ER. The gentleman from North Carolina, Mr.

Coble?
Mr. COBLE. Mr. Mooney, IBS in Atlanta, does that station pay

more for its programming than an ordinary independent broadcast
station?

Mr. MOONEY. I understandI am told that they do. But I do not
have direct knowledge of it because those contracts are proprietary
and not shared with me or made available for public inspection.

Mr. COBLE. Well, for the sake of this question, let me assume
that they do. Why, then should local cable operators have to pay
an additional 12 cents per subscriber?

Mr. MOONEY. Well, that is a question which has preoccupied the
cable television industry for a great number of years. Originally, of
course, cable television operators did not have to pay a royalty fee,
and the Supreme Court said twice they didn't have to. And there
ensued a great political and legislative controversy which ultimate-
ly culminated in 1976 in enactment by Congress of the cable por-
tion of the copyright act, and was the product of an agreement be-
tween my industry and the motion picture association and a joint
recommendation made by those two organizations to this subcom-
mittee.
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Essentially what was agreed to by the MPAA was there would be
a cable compulsory license for cable systems. Arid what was agreed
to by my side in return was that we would pay them a royalty.

So this thing hasthere is a historical development to this. It is
largely, I think it is fair to say, to some degree is the result of polit-
ical compromise that has been made by the respective industries.

Mr. Comm. I guess, would that constitute double payment?
Mr. MOONEY. A lot of cable operators believe that it does. I don't

think that it is in my brief to argue the case for the other side.
But I suppose the movie people would say that the reuse of the

product ought to generate some additional revenue to them as it
confers a benefit on the reuser. Whether you agree with that or not
is a question so difficult it is almost Talmudic.

Mr. COBLE. Thank you, Mr. Mooney.
No further questions, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Kik.STENNIEIER. The gentleman from California, Mr. Berman?
Mr. BERMAN. No questions.
Mr. DEWINE. May I ask one more?
Mr. KASTENMEIER. The gentleman from Ohio?
Mr. DEWINE- Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Mooney, I have one additional question. Ths thing that infu-

riates nly constituents who are dish owners, more than anything
that I can tell you, anything that I can imagine, is the fact that if
they elect to purchase from HBO directly, that in some cases, in
some areas, at least, your local cable companies get, what they
refer to, as a kick-back. Is that practice still continuing, and what
is your industries intent in regard to that?

It is very hard, frankly, for me to justify to my constituents that
practice. They point out very correctly that they have invested any-
where now between $1,500 and if they bought a few years ago,
$5,000, $6,000, they have the investment.

Your cable folks wouldn't even run your lines out to them; re-
fused in many cases, said, we will never get out to you, you live in
a rural area, we simply cannot afford to do it. They went out and
purchased the dish, invested the money, and now your folks get a
kickback because of some sort of territorial sovereignty; can you
comment on that

Mr. MOONEY. This is what some people call the kickback, and
what HBO calls the brand utilization discount, or BUD.

Mr. DEWINE. Well, terminology is always important; we find that
out in Congress, how we label bills.

Mr. MOONEY- The question is, it seems to me that the relevant
question here is not whether the cable operator was doing anything
for the dish owner with respect to the $5, but whether the cable
operator is doing anything for HBO with respect to the $5; that is
the question.

The so-called brand utilization discounts are not peculiar to this
industry or to this situation. They are used in a number of other
industries. And the idea is for the middle man to compensate his
principal distributor, in this instance, the cable operator, for the
accumulated services that distributor has provided to the brand
product, in terms of promotion and essentially taking that product
over a period of years and making it into something. It is done all
the time in the soft drink industry.

196
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I think that it is something which properly is within the discre-
tion of HBO to decide whether it wants to it or whether it doesn't
want to do. And my position also is that it is essentially none of
the trade association's business.

When trade associations begin to get involved in issue like that
they get into a lot of trouble with the antitrust division. I would
say, in addition to that, as I had occasion to last week in front of a
committee of the other body, that we are quite aware, I am quite
aware, that up here are a lot of people who look at that arrange-
ment querulously and I am not necessarily taking the position that
politically it is the smart thing to do; I am just saying I believe it
to be properly and lawfully within in the discretion of HBO.

Mr. DEWINTE. Mr. Mooney, I just hope your people are making a
lot of money on it, because you are getting a lot of heat for it. It is
hurting you very deeply; and it is hurting you with this Congress.

Mr. Mammy. We are making very little.
Mr. DEWINE. Then you ought to stop it. You ought to get out of

it.
Mr. COBLE. Mr. Chairman, I don't want to prolong this, but may I

have one more question.
Mr. KASTENMETER. The gentleman from North Carolina.
Mr. COBLE. Thank you, sir, I will be brief.
This question may be more appropriately directed to the next

witness, Mr. Mooney, but I would be happy to hear what you have
to say about it.

Are local TV broadcasters, whose signals are being taken or
intercepted without their permission, WOR in New York, WGN in
Chicago, for example, are they supporting this legislation; or do
you know?

Mr. MOONEY. I don't know.
Mr. KASTENMETER Thank you, Mr. Mooney.
The final witness is Mr. Preston Padden, president, Association

of Independent 'television Stations, Inc. The association represents
more than 200 independent television stations that serve communi-
ties across this country. Although Mr. Padden is new, relatively
new at any rate in his job, he certainly has rapidly gained the re-
spect of this subcommittee.

We have your nine page statement, Mr. Padden. If you care to
summarize it you may otherwise proceed as you wish.
STATEMENT OF PRESTON PADDEN, PRESIDENT, ASSOCIATION OF

INDEPENDENT TELEVISION STATIONS, INC.
Mr. PADDEN. Thank you, sir. I would like to submit the written

statement for the record.
I would also like to submit for the record a copy of this typical

television station program license agreement. I have got multiple
cories I would be happy to share with the subcommittee.

Mr. KASTENMETER. Without objection, they both will be received.
Mr. PADDEN. Thank you.
Mr. Chairman, the first three pages of my written testimony es-

tablished three main points. First, that independent stations must
negotiate in the free market for license agreements for all of the
programs which we broadcast.
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Second, that we contract for exclusive rights to our programs.
Third, that we pay an absolute fortune for those program rights.

I won't go through all of the details in that portion of the testimo-
n y.

In our view, absent some compelling public interest to the con-
trary, the copyright laws should respect and honor contracts licens-
ing use of creative works. At the present our copyright laws do not
honor and respect the very expensive program license agreements
entered into by local television stations because of the cable televi-
sion compulsory license and the absence of FCC exclusivity rules.

Unfortunately, from our perspective H.R. 5126 would only make
things worse. It would vest another party, the satellite carrier,
with yet another compulsory license to exhibit in our markets the
very same programs for which we had paid more than $1 million
per episode, for exclusive licenses.

Stated another way H.R. 5126 would deny our program license
contract the respect and enforcement rights normally available
under the copyright laws. It would authorize someone else to exhib-
it the programs we have purchased exclusively.

Confronted with this, we must ask ourselves why? What is the
compelling public interest which requires the Congress to wade
into the marketplace and withhold from our contracts the protec-
tions normally available under the copyright laws? Our under-
standing of the perceived need for this legislation is as follows:

First, published reports indicated that the cable industry has
strongly urged cable program services including superstation carri-
ers to scramble their satellite transmissions so that dish owners
could not freely intercept those program services.

Second, congressional sentiment appears to favor the availability
of a reasonable marketing plan to license scrambled program serv-
ices to dish owners.

Third, under the Copyright Act of 1976 and/or marketing the su-
perstations signals could cause the carriers to lose the exemption
they presently enjoy under Section 1111(aX3).

In our view, the superstation carriers are not now and never
have been passive carriers. They are program distributors, who
select the programming they distribute and who should pay fully
for copyright just like our local stations.

All it takes is a glance at their many ads in the cable trade press
to see that the superstation carriers are selling programming. It
may sound a little nld fashioned, but we think that people who
want to beam programs up to a satellite for sale to others should
first acquire some rights in those programs, then they would be
free to scramble and market their service as they wish.

We recognize that full copyright liability for superstation carri-
ers probably will not be achieved over night. For that reason, we
want to offer this subcommittee a constructive, and we hope, help-
ful suggestion for immediate implementation in the interim.

In our judgment the short-term answer to this dilemma, is
simpkr not to scramble the superstations. In our view, the present
wording of section 1111(aX3) of the Copyright Act, is sufficient to
preclude scrambling by exempt passive carriers. To the extent that
further clarifying language is deemed to be required, Congress
should amend the act.

1 8
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The bottom-line effect of scrambling a superstation is to turn a
free service into a pay service, and in our judgment that is hardly
a public service benefit. There is no need or justification for scram-
bling the superstations signals. Unlike HBO and Showtime, the su-
perstation are not original cable program services, which have pur-
chased national program rights.

Unlike the feeds from the commercial networks or syndicators to
local stations, these are not private communications. On the con-
trary, the superstations signal begins its life as a free broadcast to
the general public. That broadcast is then picked up without the
consent of the local station.

Historically, the satellite carriers have defended their pickup of
the superstations signal on the theory that the broadcaster has
hurled his signal into the air for reception by anyone with an ade-
quate receiver. But it is interesting to note that under the terms of
their program licentic agreements, the local stations are forbidden
from authorizing any satellite retransmission of their signal, and
that provision appears in this typical contract we have asked to
enter into the record.

Thus, the satellite carrier is making a me of the station's signal
which the station itself would be forbidden to undertake. We find
that strange, that the owner is forbidden what is allowed to a non-
owner. We find that a most curious approach to property rights.

It cannot be seriously argued that scrambling is necessary to pre-
vent theft from a carrier that has never owned a signal in the first
place. The mind boggles at the suggestion that the carrier, having
plucked the signal out of air is now free to convert that signal to
its ownership, to scramble what the carrier doesn't even own, to
prevent others from stealing it from him.

To paraphrase Robert Penn Warren, our first national poet lau-
reate, you cannot be robbed of what you have never owned.

In closing, I would like to note that our friends at the networks
have discussed a possible amendment to H.R. 5126, which would
limit the definition of superstations to independent as opposed to
network stations. Clearly, they do not .want their exclusive pro-
gramming to be grabbed by some third-Party interloper and hurled
around the country by satellite.

But in our view, it is equally wrong for any program, network,
syndicated, or locally originated to be distributed and sold by a
party operating outside of our copyright system.

It would be unfair and discriminatory to enact a bill which would
trample uport the program rights of local independent stations,
while preserving the program rights of local network affiliates.

The long-term solution to this issue is to require the superstation
carriers to acquire in the free market the program rights necessary
for their activities. The short-term answer simply is to withhold
the exemption in section 111(AXS) from any carrier who chooses to
scramble.

Thank you very much.
[The statement of Mr. Padden and the program license agree-

ment follow:]
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Thank you, Mr. Chairman. Me name is Preston Padden and I am

President of the Association of Independent Television stations,

In:_., Commonly known as INTV. I appreciate this opportunity to

Present our views on H.R. 5126.

INTV rePresents more than 150 Independent Television sta-

tionS across the nation. Our member stations range an sige from

very small start-up local Independent UHF Stations to large

majer-market VHF Independents. including Passive superstations.

I would like to begin by introducing into the record of this

hearins. this contract. which is a tSPical television station

Program license agreement, entered into between Viacom. Enter-

prises and TulSa 23. This agreement provides for the exclusive

licensing of the program, 'Perry Mason" to station KOKI-TV in the

Tulsa, Oklahoma market. This contract is S rather ordinary ex-

clusive licensing agreements virtually standard in ewers sector

of the entertainment business. l'y signing this agreement, the

copyright owner grants an egclusive license to station SOKI-TV to

exhibit and otherwise commercially egPloit this Program in the

Tulsa market area. Contracts exactly like this one are the back-

bone of the Independent television station business. Crier

stations must negotiate rights agreements in the free marketPlace
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for everY single episode of every single series, which theta

broadcast throughout the day.

IndePendent stations Pau a fortune for their Program rights.

In fact, Program costs are the single biggest expense in the

operation of a station today. The Independent must either Pro-

duce its own Program or purchase programs for

it is on the air.

overo minute that

According to a survey conducted by Butterfield Communica-

tions for VIEW magazine, the cost of off-network half hour series

on Independent stations went

then rose

up 517. between 1981 and I084 and

another 42% in 1985. The cost of feature films, which

are often a staple of IndePendent station Programming, went UP

25% between 1981 and 1984 and then spurted a dramatic 45% in

1985, alone.

Over all, local TV stations paid program syndicators an

estimated 62.65 billion for Program rights in 1985. A few

specific examples drawn from trade reports will illustrate Just

how dearly local stations must pay for their exclUsive Program

license agreements. Local stations have Paid or are expected to

Paw more than I million dollars Per episode for exclusive

licenses for "The Fat/ Guy", for 'Magnum P.I.", for 'Webster",

for "Cheers", for "Night Court" and for "Growing Pains" among

t2
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others. Estimates of syndication revenues for "The Bill Cosby

Show" ran4e as high as 3 million dollars per episode.

We used to think that Prices would go down as the Programs

Sot older. However, this may not be true any longer. Local

stations are pawing record priceS for even older series. For

example, after "MsA*S*H" completed it first full cycle t? re-

runs, the nUndicator re -sold renewal rights to U.S. stations for

another $900,000 per episode -- almost trifle the PriCe of the

original syndication run.

FrOm another angle, the Point of view of the individual

station, View magazine reported that re-runs of "Hill Street

Blues" can be had in Miami for $17,000 Per episode, compared with

S37,000 for "Magnum P.1." in the same city. Of course, if uou

want to buy "Magnum P.1." for the nation's number two market, Los

Angeles, You'll have to paw more. VieW magazine puts the Lon

Angeles price for Just one episode of "Magnum" at 5120,000. The

name Publication notes that a single episode of the half-hour

situation tomedW, "The Facts of Life" brought 560,000 in Los

Angeles and $57,000 in New York-

\emu may ask what Our high Program Prices have to do with

H.R. 5126. The answer is plenty. H.R. 5126 would grant other

Parties a tomPulsoru license to sell and eshibit in our markets

- 3 -
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the VerY same programs which we have purchased on an exclusive

basis. We don't think that's fair. And. we don't think it's

aPProPriate Copyright policy.

Our Program license agreements represent our national coPW-

right system at work. The fundamental purPose of our copyright

laws is to stimulate the creatinn of intellectual ProPert9 by

assuring that ownership rights, and contracts governing the

licensing of those rights, are respected. Absent some compelling

Public interest to the cc,ntrarY. our copyright laws should re

sPect and honor contracts licensing the use of creative works.

At the Present time, our copyright laws do not honor and

resPeCt the very expensive program license agreements entered

into by local television stations -- a situation which cries out

for redress. Unfortunately, from our Perspective. H.R. 5126

would only make thins Worse.

In 1976, Congress conferred union the fledgling cable tele-

vision industrw, a compulsory license to re-transmit Programs

broadcast by television stations. At the time. the FCC main-

tained rules, which required cable re-transmissions to respect

and honor exclusive license agreements negotiated and Paid for told

local stations. Obviously. it is one thins to g..ai* an industry

a comPulsorW license and quite another thing to pr vide that such

20-4
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a compulsory license should override and sUPercede licenses nego-

tiated and Paid for in the free market by parties that have not

been blessed with compulsory licenses.

Today, the FCC exclusivity rules are gone, and local station

exclusive Program licenses are now violated daily by cable embi-

bitions of the same programs and the comPulsorW license.

Simply stated, cable's compulsory license now overrides our

exclusive negotiated license.

Because of an agreement we have reached with the cable in-

dustrw (and onlw because of tha;: agreement) we are not before

you today asking that the cable compulsory license be repealed_

However, we do hope to restore the Principle that a geVernMen-

tally conferred compulsory license should Yield in the face of a

cr,nflicting exclusive license negotiated and paid for in the free

market.

H.R. 5124 would move us in the Wrong direction, It would

vest another Partul the satellite carrier, with Wet another com-

Pulsoru license to exhibit in our markets the very same Programs

for which we paw more than 2 million dollars an ePisode for ON-

elusive Licenses. H.R. 5126 would dense our program license

contracts the respect and enforcement rights normally available

- s -
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under the copwrieht laws. It would authorize someone else to

exhibit the Programs we have purchased exclusively.

We must ask whW7 What is the compelling public ihterest

which rs,-tuir.cs, the Congress to wade into the marketplace and

withhold from our

laws?

contracts the protections of the coewright

Our understanding of the Perceived need for this legislation

is as follows:

1) Published rePorts indicate that the cable industry

strongly urged cable Program services, including superstation

carriers, to scramble their satellite transmissions so that dish

owners could not freely intercept these Program services_

tAeparentlw, cable's thinking is that if Potential dish owners

not only had to buy the dish, but a de-scrambler and paw fel-

satellite programming as well, fob' would opt to do so if they

lived in an area served bw cable.)

2) Congressional sentiment aPPears to favor the availabil-

ity of a reasonable marketing Plan to license scrambled program

services to dish ownerr; and

206
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3) under the Copyright Act of 1976, scrambling and/or mar-

keting the suPerstation signals could cause the carriers to lose

the exemption they Presently enjoy under Sec. II1(a)(3).

In our view, the suPerstation carriers are not. and never

have been, passive carriers. They are Program distributer* who

select the programming they distribute and should Paw 'tulle for

copwright, dust like local stations. All it takes is a glance at

one of their many ads in the cable trade Press to see that the

suPerstation carriers are selling Programming. It may sound a

little old-fashioned, but we think that PeoPle who want to beam

Programs up to a satellite for sale to others should first ac-

quire the rights to those Programs. Then they would be free to

scramble and market their service as they wish.

We recognize that full copyright liability for suPerstation

Carriers Probably cannot be achieved overnight. For that reason.

we also want to offer the Subcommittee a constructive and helpful

suggestion tor immediate implementation in the interim_ In our

Judgement, the short term answer to this dilemma is simply not to

scramble the suPerstations. In our view, the Present wording of

Sec. Ill(a)(3) of the COPYri9ht ACt is sufficient to Preclude

scrambling by exemPt Passive carriers. To the extent that fur-

ther clarifying language is deemed to be required. Congress

should amend the ACt.

- 7 -
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The bottom line effect of scrtm.,lin a s.Aperbtation io to

turn a free service into a pay serfice - Nnrellw a public int.-,,-

est benefit. There is so need. or .:est.,f, _attar. for ,-...rambling

the suPerstatiOn Signals. ualike Hpe avo Shu.,JT.me, the super-

stations are not Original cable Prt.srqm services which have pur-

chased national Program rights. And unlike the feeds from the

commercial networks or syndicators to local stations, these are

not private point-to-multi-point communications.

To the contrarld, the superstition signal begins its life as

a free broadcast to the general Public. That broadcast is then

picked up without the consent of the local station. Histori-

cally. the satellite carriers have defended their PiCk-up of the

superstation signal on the theory that the broadcaster has hurled

his signal into the air for recePtion by anyone with an adequate

receiver. But. it is interesting to note that under the terms of

their Program license agreements, local stations are forbidden

from authorizing any satellite re-transmission of their signal.

Thus. the satellite carrier is making a use of the station's

signal which the station itself would be forbidden to undertake.

It cannot be seriously argued that scrambling is necessary

to Prevent theft frOm a carrier that has never owned the signal

in the first Place. The mind boggles at the suggestion that the

- 8 -
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carrier/ having Plucked a signal cut of the air, is now tree to

convert that signal to Lts ownership -- to scramble what the

carrier doesn't even own to prevent others from stealing it from

him. To ParaPhrase Robert Penn Warren/ you cannot be :sobbed of

what you have never owned.

In closing I would like to point out an irony in the current

structure of the copyright status of various communications

media. The over-the-air broadcasters/ who provide a free service

to the American People/ are required to negotiate/ contract for

and purchase Program rights. On the other side of the coin,

cable TV systems and satellite carriers/ which Charge the

American PeoPle for their services are favored under the copy-

right law with a comPulsorw license a free ride for the

Programs which they exhibit. A convincing public interest argu-

ment can be made that this situation might well be reversed.

Logically the structure of the copyright laws should favor those

that provide the public with a free service and disfavor those

that exact a Price from the public to see Programs.

Mr. Chairman/ I would add only that we were reluctant to

aPPear here in opposition to H.R. 5126 and the sole reason for

this reluctance stems not.from any doubt about our position but

from the great personal and Professional respect we hold for you.

We thank You for the Opportunity to present our views.

- 9 -
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VIACOM ENTERPRISES Chu: lud:CLIL
A DIVISION OF VIACOM INTERNATIONAL INC. vIcaSW /0-10--"..

No. 05-4523PROGRAM LICENSE AGREEIVVINT

AGREEMENT made this 3rd day of September , 1905 by and between
VIACOM ENTERPRISES, 1211 Ave. of the Americas, New York, N.Y. 10038 (herein called "Viacom ")

TULSA 23
and 7422 E. 46th Place (herein cailcd "Licensee").

Tulsa, OK 74145
Viacom hereby grants to Licensee and Licensee hereby accepts, a license to make the following

local television broad asta during the term hereof in accordance with the provisions set forth herein
and in the Terms and Conditions o.. pages 2 through 4 attached hereto and hereby made a part hereof:

I. PROGRAM SERIES: PERRY MASON

II. NUMBER OF PROGRAMS: 197

III. NUMBER OF BROADCASTS OF EACH PROGRAM: I

IV. FREQUENCY OF BROADCASTS: not more than broadcasts per week.

V. STATION: KOKI. TV VI. CITY: TULSA, OKLAHOMA

VU. METHOD OF BROADCAST: Black & White Film

VW. OTHER I.INIITATIONS:

IX. STARTING DATE: SEPTEMER 25, 19E15

X. TERM: TWO YEARS

XL NET LICENSE FEE: - , Payable in 12
consecutive monthly installments of 1 21 .. end 11 L 4: ' - m
commencing on the first day of October-, 1985.

each,

Please make check payable to Viacom Enterprises, indicating program title and date of the install-
ment covered by the remittance on the check stub or attachment thereto. This information is
necessary in order for Viacom Enterprises to proper!), discharge its obligation with the Producer
of the program.

PRINTS TO BE DELIVERED TO: KOKITV
7422 E. 46th Place
Tulsa, 01( 74145

IN WITNESS WHEREOF. the Parties hereto have executed this Agreement as of the day
and year first above written.

TULSA 23

Byv ........
CLime.)

SAML1 II. LAMILIMI. Cirii. UGII.
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TERMS AND CONDITIONS
1. RiGHTS. (al V1ACOM hereby anta IQLornwa.n4 Llosn..itueby u000pt*a UraiIcdulosn,,oithurMlounthut.kvielun

blo,.dealta ci the peittnüat ptuns spsethod on Piie I. Each p,oani thai b b,deaiu only 1ni.piyln aiadI.ess. only oect
he I.eilItiI* *f lbs ISII,itio. beondcsit ul*don ipseiJle6 Ut psneph V hinnot slid only by wtireiidon Itoti the orimtb's .iid

e*iilln uaiin*li aid antenna .1 scM iniorisian brcI station. Lin.e will not Imni101i or bln.dwL or mithork. the Irma-
uloil or broidont oIlily 01 tli ptoatoI by iiigia or eat4. televiplon ,).stame. microweva syasense. booswaa. steiselatot, at s.tnl.

Ui*i or .ihor aJilbar daviose. .ini will not ehase or tullert any uninwy. seevian. of saleable eonsldet.Uon (torn any patti who trans-
mit, or brOtdCUIS any ci ibs proirama by means or cable television syitam.. mUIrow.vv ,)'utSnlL bvouiara. iranibeicci ox useUlisu
Or Other ,unllat devlca,

(b In the ascot a telecaut ci any ptsz.m llcen.ed beisuuniet Ii- 'sith of without Luc,ms authonantuoui. amplilkd
eetranrmttted os relayed an ihe same or any other (sequeney by an' surilite. translator or bc tatiail. mmunttyanueilnaor
any other device or embed not aulhuflstd herein for uvvcsiiion ovtsida be ",pCelIhdSo,tc amununuly towbich the stutloil
Is HeenaM (as eaid te'm!I tt deflect us Rule 76,3(0 l th* FCC). VZACOM thai ftaiw rite nht .st. i'isolsas d4.cmsxlujt. Ut Ccisnutsf,
this A lc*eninflt tn )idl aft lit, tennit Ion ptaslaLon ma set icath iii pilafruph .. .and seed event ihail cenhutni tO I
ienninstion e.e t" lit escoidanre *1 lb the provemons or lbs a(orlaaid plreVaph

2. USE OF PRINTS AND PROGRAMS. Ucenssu ihaU not unska. authoetan ox pemth say ula 01 the "prints' tan hczimafter
deIlncdl or p!oam. othe, than as specified on pan. 1 beieol, sndudtn$. wuthoqal In say way b.tn lLntit.d to. cOpyin& diapilcathil,
CC aabilcosisaik the use of, any pramsn. pthsi.. or p0r*iO* Ibertof. OT authotisM& or pemntutdng the exhibition, whether by way ol
uxlessaton bvoadcslitnl of othe,wla.. ol any psogam. pilaL or portion thereof. Lit any thester. aisdulororm ox Othat pluto towalcit an
athilteliohi (so Is therw4. ot dome any thing which may Impala ih. copyright Ut any ptopmsn or portion theaccI. ci VIACOM's tItle10
the p0111 uhereel.

7. PAYMENT. Ucenase will puy VIAM (In U.S. doUan as New Ycik City) thoNetLisanes Fe..pariflcdsrspwaph VIII
hereof. In siistailetcnu U provided therein, N. failure ol Llcen, for any reason, to make any bnndcant husessider well asdacs the
Not Ucenlo Fee. except as may o .mtpcesily provided herein,

4. DELIVERY AND RETURN OF PRINTS. (a) V1ACOM wtIl delIver to Licensee. as the addisea ipediled on page 1 hereo(.
coUoct. cii. (1) pOuttive 1$ pl and (ho sound leach fonuitig pal, hereof (herein tolsuher octIrcilsely called the "pitnu" and
IndIvld*uJly CaLled a 'PitIII of Ch 01 iSis pCoFsiI in aids loqilonce as VUACOM unly detcsmusc. Each print shell be Iii eSlot ox
bladr-ae.i'*lIIII. as datenosmiod by Vt.COM, but no brcedceat hereunder shall be Iii valet anise. uxprsesly so provided on page I
heroot; the pr0eml shall be bxd4a3i In Iho Iavfl wlsch the psna thereOf are deUvetad to Licensee by VIA OM (of. if max.
(hats on. print is delivered In a .ingte p.ags. U .p.dil.d by VIACOM). iverv 01 the ponta tiy VIACOM to LsCeileeS. Lsoenioe's
agent or a common earner shalt a deemed to be delivered by VIACOM to Uceesee hereunder. II Idilversea ice uncle to a common
exeter. they shell be made in (hit, noemally euufident fur pitmitato reach mhe.rdorttnIil,nsl leant two (2)buactteaidaYuPI*ot to the
date 01 the scheduled brOadcaettheseol. In theevent that any print has usotreachod tbdtatsn.tionalieaatlwol2)bassuiea*dayspnor
to the t.ia oI the Scheduled broadcast thereof, Uceuace utah immediately notify V!ACOM by teispam. 11 Ucensos so notthns
VIACflM end VIACOM shall not deliver to Licensee, prepaid. a replacement print 01 the seine prcevasn, Os another ptomm in the
PTopmm Scrici. ot . prepeim ecceptabla to Licensee in another prcglni scrica. iii tUitC lot the polvedulmi buoudeasi- each broedcaat
shall bedetunad en eliminated litosicest.

(b) Lksraee wiLl casminc cads print immediately upon receipt thcfcof said -'eli immediately notify VIACOM by ieleiaifl ii
emit print u defective lox broadorstUta by naitnuiwy Iciduslufy standards. or is otherwise not In accordance withSilo provisions ci this
Apseemeni. 11 Urania. so notifies VIACOM sOd VIACOM thoU not delIver to Urania.. psepaud. a replacement print ci the seine
proSiani. ox another proerani in the Peopem Series. or a propam .ecrptable to Licensee tn another psogim pad.,, sii tani* (Or the
scheduled broadcast, audi brondcaat shah be deemed eli elmmsiiatcd btuadcest. FulurO of Licarwe to 'ive V1ACOM mdi notcee with
respect to any prim within lout (5) wecti s(tcx Licenser's teceipt UiereeI shall be dasined LIcento's irrevocable acknovelad.ment
that such print ti atufactory in all respects.

LIcensee will tenant cads print. prepeM by an air Itatghx inil substantially iii the sante condition as received by Licensee.
normal wear and test eacopted, to Vsaeom Ebsarpns.s. 575 West 46th Street. New York, New York 10036. or to sudS address at
Viscous may rpceify to Ucencee cecludicig Sunday. end holiday, tet the broadcast thereof ot immediately upon terminsulomi at
uaspensron 01 this Aissamt. Delivery 01 the prints by Liceniec to Viaconi, Viacouts's alelil or specified addttlhse. of $ cmm*n
carnet shall be deemed lobe deliveund by Ucennee to Vbeeom beftuuide?.

5. TERMINATION. (a) 11 Llceit*0e (ails or refusec to perform any Of Uecns.e's obU*taonl haxewidet. cx if at any time $
volisniasy petition Ut bsnkzuptcy shell be filod by Limncec. or if et any lime ts urvolisniaxy petition in betikiapley shall be rUed
agaitiut Ucrmuoe slid shill not be dlsmoped within thirty 00) days thereafter, ox ii Ueen.o, thull like advantage or my insolvency
(an'. or tie t'cetvei or ti'issisu of any 01 Licensee's properly Shall be i pointed at any time and meb appointnlerit latch not be vacated
within thirty 4)01 days thereafter (which racists are beaten individually called a "termination evens" and ooUeudveiy called
"tamititatcon events'), then, so sddition to any other rights of whaxsoever nature VIACOM mey have at luwOrmussq*sw.it the Option
of V1ACOM ezercaaeble upon notice given to Lleanh. all installments 01 the Net License Fee theit due, et to become date, to
V1ACOM heueisnder shall become sminerilalely disc end payable. Duming the continuance of any teienhli.tion suani, VIACOM rosy, ax
ha option. suspend the delivery alprints bcrcundea.egsd.witether cc nec VIACOM thai have cxerouaod mdi mapSisdon radii. lesiiiuriatc
this A&cemflcnt elfecrrvx at any time by giving utouMe to Licensee on ox beCome the affectiv, data 01 suds termination: provided. bow.
ever, thax in the event hit Licenses plyt all such Iiietallmensa 01 the Net Licence Fee Immediately alter exercise of aids carpeonon
might. VIACOM may noi thcecaflct ternietato thin AOciflttiS putnant to thu subP.rspmph (a) (unless mdi tennucatson event
involved city i.11tiie of refuSal to perform other than nan-payuiteiix of biscallii,entaor die Nex License Fcc), and. if V(OM shall
have wepetided this Agreement as provided is this albpalagrsOlI (a), each easpenuon shall all tom ideally terminate effective on the
date epon wiuch VIACUM rvcc$ves web pymc$S, RCe,ixdicsa ol the cccsrnencc of any lennunsuon event. ax (asSure by Ucansee to
make payment 50 V(a%M hun4v, VIA(QM mud?. if it so elect., condnatc So deliver sixinta to Liotmisce without wsavuia anyof
ihc rights itanlcd to V1ACOM In this nibpazagrmpb (al. No uermmaiion or suspeiiason of thu Agreement as presided in this nabpece-

'sph Is) shill sheet VLCWt right to thus psysnetitolall instahlnicnssof the Nat License Fee is provided in this inbpems,gftpb (a).
(b) if the rIita secured by VIACOM lot the Pueieram Sour, axe cancellod cx voided (or any reason othex than the ham

VL4COM, thu Aernioni Shall atstomaetiealiy cimeisetO effective autiultansously thevwtth.
6. WITHDRAWAL, In the event that VUACOM Shull deem it necaiy or athimble 'a .eitiplhzw any piogiasn (rain louse use

to any question eoncerniita any mx therein cr any claim with mp.ca thereto, VIACOM allah notify Licensee theheOland Licensee's
licence ihall be deemed revoked thereby with respect ta aids plogean,; 'issuch event, if I pont has been Uuipped to Uceni... Licensee
will promcply meitirn it to VIACOM, coUecl. ox, if. ptias baa pci bent thippcd to License., VIACOM xstpll not be obligeted to deliver
a pont of such pxogmnl, ax any subutrossa therelca. to Licenscu. and the semamiung ember .1 breedcuta .1 muds program specafued
oil page 1 hettOi shill be deemed eliminated brosdcaaii, unless a substuiiatc program iii tic Prorun Serlet, or a susbsritule program
acceptable to Luecisloc sat anuthex pacgrasn series, 5 furitsahod to Licensee hereundex. Any such ,wiIhdrlwd shall nor ennutitlate a
breech of this kgraement.

LOSS OR DAMAGE. Licenses thai) isumadlaicly report to VIACOM any loss, theft. dcstuticxhonotdantaic to any pintox
pan thereof eccernuig between the mile ul receipt theaeol by Licensee and the delivery uhcrcof by Licensee as piuvidid in subpizm'
graph (c) of Ferailph 4 bereol, and Licensee shall pay VA(.OM a sum equal to the cOst of making a new print thereof. Licensee abel)
nol acquire *ny tights n'uth suspect to any print by vitiate te' any payment made pusasaseit to (hit piraglaph 7.
ViA *1.2
REV. 121??) 2
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S. EDITING. Liarn Ohl then nos cue. modify, alter or eche any print estern 10 male newsiaay repeats. The rettfielion shall nor
apply to the itiollIttoll of domettatei Material; Prerndcd. bowl mi. null it enonnertset innerial tt mien est in any print. Licensee than.
pries to Muni, tenors such print to the csndilvon in which was delivored. Licensee dish nol delete the oupyrighi nonce keen

isLkoness mu, nui deals the talent. tretung, prodUmng or eltrerimp credits from any print, but any laden to broadest' rtedits
due to unexpected lack of time. [allure of technical or mechanical fsedieett or usher cattle of a sunnier ashes beyond Lite nice%
0101:01, shall not 0011i11tule breach of this ^amnion'.

9- INDEMNITY- (ali VIACOM will Indansnifg and hold Licenees harmless from and against any and ail claims. damages,
&Whoa, costa and efinteeet. 11112adifig reasomblo counsel Nth mishit from the broadcasting of any materiel contained In tba

Provided. Imenwor. shat LIcenme than promptly Beta, VIACOM of any claim or litlgotion to which the indemnity sat
larch Is t;tb mbpars sph is) stylise and that VIACOM's obligolions with respect to any iatt)omont shall be (imbed to the amount
aPlInrred by VIACOM. anti that of VIACOM & option, VIACOM tney assume the defines of arty such claim or litigation, In which
evens VIACOM', obliptiona wills respect Moroi* lima be limited to the
VIACOM. ht Minneetion therewith.

Of any intlintant. Or saltleinern 'proved by

lk 1 Lleemee will Indented), and hold VIACOM harmless item and against any and ell claims, damages. tialsilitice. costs and
amonses. including romonabh counsel fees, WWII. Irani Ills bettedeastIng of snit material. tithes than the unterai contorted its the
progrerns. which Lleesoct May broadest us authorise to be bcoadatin in connection with the progreno. pruseicd. hescem. this
VIACOM dull promptly notify Licensee of any debit os killotion to which du indemnity set lords in his subparagraph 101 applies

10. LOCAL LAWS. Whda VIACOM I of lb, opinion thus miocmmeneal ttttt ors an without purnelistion to require a Ideal won
brOetnoleber to ileum a license to incident any teothan pintas by telmoson. is is understood that VIACOM does not make any
rammentationa or undertake oily otitigatiOns with mitten to the preeureinent 01 any such ilcaMist

11. TAXES. Licensee will pay all sales eases or lathes tales or ehargn *Mooted upon Licensee or VIACOM by any law, oral Of
rialcuemenr of any goyaremental body In connection onth the licensing. delivery. broadrasiing. possession or use. as herein melded.
of any of the prints or programa. or any porstun thereof.

12. WONPERFORMANCE. If VIACOM fake to dollwr a pons foe any broadcast in accordance Mtn VIACOM'S Obligation
hereunder because of 'Votes rtalatue- is.e.. act of God: untenable accident: lockout, strike or labor dispute: not et civil
oommotion: act of piddle enemy; enachttene. Cute. order lag act of government or governmental authority Itotether federal, state at
loCall ) transportation Miura or deist, or other muse of a similar or different nature beyond WAGON'S control. or because of
nooproduction foe any of the abase relearn Of any program as yet unprotivead. or If Licsniec es unable to broadcast any murrain on
his day and bout spardled herein berniuseof Mice onsseuse. failure of leehnical %Wines. or For other cause of o similar Aaiun beyond

LIconsaas control. of because Of the weeeptuie of the btoldeast erne paned for the purpose of brodemeng on a sustaining basis an
event of public importance. the seem of Ma Agreement shall sutornolically emended for one (I1 week .nth respect to each week of
broadcasting so prevented Of enured, pecnoded, however. ghat she term or thst Agreement shell not in any cocci be extended for more
than am eggregste period of four (al weeks pursuant to 'hie paragraph $2.

13, ASSIGNMENT, Licensee shall not assign this Agreement in whole or in part to any third party without the prior written
cement or VIACOM. VIACOM may atom re aglow hereunder in whole or in pan ea any pencil. firm or corporation: proinded,
bows-wt. that no such acenpurani shall relieve VIACOM of any Of its ObligallOris hereunder.

ie. SALE OR TRAWSFER OF ASSETS. Licensee shall notify VIACOM Of art sale at transfer of all or substantially ail of us
assets to soy third party. In the event of any such gala et transfer, sit entailment' of the Nee License Fee then due. oe to become due.
ro VIACOM reviernder Man become intmrdlately due and payable. The foregoing shall root however apply tai the event or an
assignment pursuant to the proetsions of paragraph 13.

13. MUSIC. With magnet to each musical evaingerallton tontoned eh* plOtteinti. V1ArOM warrants and represents that the
oetkilrininottghts in and to such mussel CW11,0011;0, ale

awuMble les Jessie intough Ansencen Society of Composes. Authors and Publishers ASCAP/.
Broadeam Music. Inc. IBMIk or sEsAc. Inc., cos

(ti) in the publIcdOmain, or
(n) controlled by VIACOM to the extent neCcellife to permit the broadcasts hemondei.

Immo* shod. at the ton test and cponse of Licensee. secure all parrot roma Faint licenses nevestary fit the broadcasting of each
musical coMposensit %angel:bed in each program. t he gerfoontnv nghts ro eitneO fall within subdivision fit o[ this paranaph-15 rsolush
rights shall cot be deemed to be included in VIACOM'S indemndication undertaking pursuant so subparagraph rat of parearaph 9
hereon, VIACOM mid, at the reinsert of Licensee. furnish UCOMell with she following infoeinstion with respect ea each musical
composition contained in each program: name as Whet idenestiostson: composer tit knownl: publisher oaf any p.

In. owwERS HIP. it ignite and eine in and oi the programs and program series. Including but nee limstrel to, prints 'horrid and
she tine o; Sides, names. slums, plots. Insistent*. Ideas- formulas. formats. vestal content of the programa and any other literary.
musses'. loam or ensiles meter:al included shaesso (other than maicnal in the public domain) shall. as between VIACOM and
Lseensee. smash vested in VIACOM.

17. CZEWERAt- gaup The titles of the paransphs of this Agnernent en for convenience only and shall not in any way affect the
ontatPlelanieh of any paragraph of tins Agreement or of the Agreement itself.

tbli A waives by either party of any of the terms or etiodittons of this Agreement in sow trulahce shalt not be demised Or
construed to be a +some of such scrim or condition for the future, or of any tubsequent Meech 'homer. All comedies. tights.
undemslunnl. oblteations and agreements contained In this Agfeeeletti Shall be cumulate and none of them .hall be to limitation of
any other remedy. night. undertaking. obligation or egreenunt of either party.

VIA 41.2
ineV. sorrrs
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tcl All maims required to bo Own hamundar shall be gime la soMog either bY Inakinal datives% bY moll or try telstisaMI
lcurspe sa howler otherwise am motidd) at the leepocelts addresses of the peak% futon) haawkaakraw set forth. go mark gamadieu.. as may be daymasto to %mans by sithlf putty. Wilco given by nail or by telgreIt.shall bo demon& sivm OS dale ei
Nutting qhreal or of dativety of such voisprent to ~alh offset. thanes prepaid or to be slued.

Id) nam Agreement and as adders at issues collateral Motet° dug be governed by +h. loam of this SW. of New York
applicable to contracts performed ettabsty thereto.

(el Thla Asseenams constitute' the "roam ossiement between Meats* and VIACOM with respect to the sob** maim hamin
contained. indult. Awesome' cannot be changed or tenninalsd

(I) If any Otortsbon of this Admineal. au applied to *Wier party or to any Uri:wombats. dull ha odigmd by a court to Wrote
or onto erasable. the sung that In no way affect any other provikno of MU Agrosinsol, or the 11 oxfaimbility of Ulla
Agreement,

It Visoota and Loma= mutually agree than
(*I All rafamooss to **prints" *all be doomed to include video up. morarlinp ("VTR":

(is)Notwithstandlog amyairlttg to the contra:), to paragraph 4 no cuts whataomm dull be mad. b any -VTR" and all commorclal
billboards or annOunonnessu and aalltt momationsl, adwaliatag, and any other non-program nramtlal mail be Tolisd4nr

(C) Lkonae shall not eras or damns any 'VTR":
(4) Lkonsso shall not era cord any promo= or towasot thotoof:
(a) All n/TIVe" to be dalivored w Llortsso horeundas dull be hishllow band;

(T) Fettrithstandlas anyttlaso to the contrary In porkw.ph 4. Llosasee shall aorapt dailmry of seek "VTR" by air oallact. and
Liosoma dull mitt* will 101111." air col o= as hutrucald by VIcom.

19. WITHDRAWAL, OF PROGRAMS. VIACOM dull harm the right to withdraw any program' in the event 13% or kw of the toot
samba: of broadcasts linemen (clue number of prisons licrund hereunder) have not born btoadesst. The Inerldona of Itsmitalsh 6
abcros snail apply to say ouch withdrawn programs.

20. REPORTING. Licenses ammo to fantimb VIACOM on or before the troth day of each calendar quarter of the Women tins
oith a mow' of the paydalas of each program exhibited. A copy of neon such report dull be sent to die SCREEN ACTORS GUILD.
(NC. csAcni. 7730 Sunset Dlvd.. Hollywood. 96046-

VIA 444
Matt. 12-771 4
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wen_ (aw.1,440.-65---

PERRY MASON September 3, 1985

PROGRAM DATE

EXCLUSIVITY

Viewane will not license any program licensed for broadcast hereunder to

be broadcast during the term of this Agreement which

commences 9/25/65 and terminates 9/24/87 by any

television station (other than the Station) licensed to a community

within 35 miles of Station's community or to another designated community

in a hyphenated market as specified in § 75.51 of the Rules and

Regulations of the FCC for those 100 markets listed, or for those markets

not listed in §76.51, the ARS Television Market Analysis for the most

recent years: not to any cable television system operating in a community

located in whole or in part within the major television market within

which the designated community of the Station is located.

24

VIACOM ENTERPRISES

0 r
By: -

;

KOKI- TV

STATION

BY: 4=..).
JAMES U. LaveNsraim. GEN. 1dGR.,
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Mr. KASTENBIFIER. You argue that the present wording of
111(AX3) of the Copyright Act, is sufficient to preclude scrambling
by exempt passive carriers. You heard Ed Taylor testify that EMI
is currently scrambling; United Video and Southern Satellite will
scramble soon.

It would appear to me that recent judicial decisions are against
you on this point. Can you cite any legal authozity for your posi-
tion?

Mr. PADDEN. No, I readily acknowledge that the cases directly on
point have gone the other way. Our argument simply stems from
the fact that as we understand the exemption, it was intended for
passive carriers who provide only transmission capacity and do not
play any selection role in the intelligence that is transmitted
through their carriers.

In (act, I believe, it was originally to cover the AT&T companies,
and it was originally suggested by Professor Darinburg.

In our judgment, if you look at the cable magazine ads, and you
see the advertisements that these satellite superstation carriers
take out, what they are selling is the program assets of the station
whose signal they have intercepted. In our view that is equivalent
to the telephone company taking out an ad to tell you what won-
derful calls they have coming your way.

We just don't think they fit the definition of a passive carrier.
And certainly to the extent that they then scramble the signal and
retail it to people as I believe Mr. Mooney indicated, I think their
ability to continue to come within that exemption becomes even
more tenuous.

Mr. KAsTENzausx. You represent a number of members, broad-
casters; you also represent, of course, WOR, WGN, PIX, andWKTV--

Mr. PADDEN. KNT, in Dallas; yes.
Mr. ICASTENME/ER. Do they agree with your testimony on this

issue?
Mr. PADDEN. I shared draft copies of my testimony with them in

advance. I can tell you that it is my impression that nom: of those
stations is overly anxious to see their signals scrambled.

In fact, they are already receiving hate mail from people who
don't understand this rather bazaar system that has evolved and
lots of dish people believe that it is the originating station that is
behind the impending scrambling. I do not speak for them specifi-
cally on this bill and I would have to direct you to their representa-
tive.

Mr. liAsTzNmEisx. Not if that view, certainly. If their view is
that outside of their market area, if they object to their signal
being scrambled, then they are anticipating something other, in
terms of reaching people other than their normal market area as a
television station.

Mr. PADDEN. The point I meant to make was that they are not
the initiating force in this scrambling of this signal. They are cer-
tainly not here before you saying "Please, amend the copyright
laws so that we can scramble, so that somebody else can scramble
our signal."

Mr. KAsTENMEIER. You argue about the marketplace and the
very high cost to your stations of obtaining programming. Couldn't
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you argue that if this becomes law, and even, in a sense, if it isn't
enacted, and that programming is available via a superstation in
the same area as your other independents are operating, that they
should contract to pay less, rather than $1 million an episode,
something less than since there is already some penetration by
that or similar programming in that area through other means,
that is to say satellite?

Mr. PADDEN. I think whenever our people are sitting down with
program distributors they always argue that they should contract

. to pay less of the programming they have to buy. I am not very
optimistic that that would be the result; that they would obtain the
marketplace,

Our bottom line is that we really operate within the copyright
laws; and we are facing competition from a lot of new media. And
we are perfectly prepared to stand toe-to-toe with those new media,
if they purchase their programs and we purchase some programs,
and then we will compete with each other.

What we find most distressing is that every new technology that
comes along lines up with compulsory license so that it will be
spared the rigors of negotiating in the program marketplace that
our members have to go through. We don't understand why our
contracts are not entitled to the respect and the protections nor-
mally available under the copyright law.

Mr. KASTENMEIER. That is an old issue that the FCC decided
against you since some years back in terms of

Mr. PADDEN. Well, I can report to you that this morning the FCC
announced, among other things, that they intend to initiate a
notice of inquiry proceeding into the subject of syndicated exclusiv-
ity rules. And certainly it is our view that it was a mistake to
repeal those rules.

Mr. KASTENMEIER. Thank you, Mr. Padden.
I yield to the gentleman from Ohio.
Mr. DEWINE. To follow up on our chairman's questioning, Mr.

Padden, when your folks sit down to negotiate the purchase price
of these programs, is the penetration of one of the superstations, is
that figure available? In other words, do you know what the pene-
tration is in your particular market of that superstation?

In other words, the chairman's argument was that you should be
able to figure out how much that "I Love Lucy" is, or whatever you
are buying is, because that same program is coming in through the
superstation?

I guess my question is do you know how much penetration there
is from the superstation, can that be obtained?

Mr. PADDEN. I am sure that intmation can be obtained. Part of
the ,roblern is, I believe, the price principally reflects local com-
petitive pressures among media operating in that market, number
one.

Number two, it often is not know-A when you are sitting down to
license a piece of program product whether that same program is
going to be licensed to a station which has been picked up by one of
these carriers and turned into a superstation. And, indeed, even if
the program you license is not currently under license to a super-
station, it may be under license to a station that is going to become
a superstation tomorrow.
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1 believe that you heard testimony here today that the carriers
look to the future to create more superstations. So it is not a factor
that can easily be taken into account in the local negotiations; be-
cause, precisely because all of this superstation carrier activity is
happening_ wholly outside of the copyright system.

Mr. DEWINE. I appreciate your testimony this morning. I think
that you have certainly hit upon one point that is correct. And if
you had to devise a system that makes any logical sense you cer-
tainly wouldn't come up with the system that we have today.

Thaiik you very much.
Mr. KASTENMEIER. The gentleman from Kentucky.
Mr. MAZZOLI. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I agree with my friend,

Mr. De Wine, I thought your testimony was very interesting and it
is a kind of breath of fresh air. It may be contrary to existing law
and it may run counter to everything that has been decided so far,
but it makes a hell of lot of sense, and it is kind of important.

Mr. PADDEN. Thank you very much.
Mr. MAZZOLL I think maybe we get ourselves so wrapped up and

so tied up in knots that W3 tend to perpetuate the knots instead of
trying to think of how we can untangle them and untie them. So, I
think you have been a very big help.

Let me ask you this, Mr. Padden, and I will have to freely con-
fess my ignorance on a lot of the subtleties of this whole subject.
Each time I approach a hearing of our friend from Wisconsin, I
have to go back to square one and kind of learn again.

Tell me in words that I can understand, how you see this bill to
be a severe problem to the stations you represent, independent tel-
evision?

Let me put it this way; because it seems to me if the supersta-
tions are scrambled, if the carrier is still given an exemption and
permitted to scramble it might make that programming, which you
find competliive with yours, lees available because the backyard
owner is going to have to pay for it; so then why, in some respects,
would this be detrimental to you?

Mr. PADDEN. We certainly considered that argument in trying to
decide upon a position that made sense and we hoped would be
helpful. You certainly can make the argument that going from the
current position of no liability, to some liability under compulsory
license has the appearance on the surface of being progress toward
a full liability situation.

However, in our judgment, it simply is a mistake for us to sit by
and for the U.S. Congress to wade into the marketplace and confer
upon other media a compulsory copyright licensing mechanism
that is not available to us. And while the absence of scramble is
our short-term solution, may, in fact, result in more widespread
distribution of this product, at least we will not be establishing
that another medium has a right from Congress to license the
same programs that we went out and paid our hard-earned money
to purchase on an exclusive basis in the marketplace.

Let Tr.c rce, we are not asking Congress to pass a law that says
we have the right to purchase exclusive programs. If we have a
free marketplace, and the seller does not want to sell the local sta-
aon an exclusive license, at a price the local station is willing to
pay, and the seller wants to set it up so that he is going to sell to
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several different competitors, that is obviously a situation we
would have to accept.

What we have great difficulty accepting is that when we pay
what it takes in the marketplace to clear an exclusive license and
then the Congress gives somebody else a compulsory license to ex-
hibit the exact same program against us.

Mr. MAZZOLL It is interesting; so actually while possibly this bill
could assist you in a sense_ of curtailing some of the easy availabil-
ity of competitive programming or the similar programming, in the
long run it would establish as a legal principle that there is an-
other group of people, in this case carriers, who would then have,
like cable systems have the opportunity of having a compulsory li-
cense, and that is really the underlying part of your fear.

Well, let me say that I am one who shares the concerns about
compulsory license. I have said so in many fora over the years.

I do think that there is a lot to be said for allowing the market-
place, and this wouldn't mean some solo cable system, because
there is consortiums of builders to build a large construction
project when the one can't handle it. There are consortiums of bid-
ders on different things, and there could be some kind of a consor-
tium or grouping organizations to then compete with Hollywood.
Because it could be that the individual company would have a heck
of a time dickering with the large studios, but in unison with other
ones they could.

Let me again thank you for the testimony. I think it was helpful
in kind of looking at this thing from a slightly different perspec-
tive. There may be some questions I would have later, in which
case I would send them, or call them into you.

Thank you, Mr. Mazzoli.
Mr. KASTENMEIER. The gentleman from Virginia, Mr. Boucher?
Mr. BOUCHER. No questions.
Mr. KASTENMEIER. The gentleman from North Carolina?
Mr. COBLE. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Padden, I will put to the same question I put to your prede-

cessor in the witness' chair. I think you touched on it but I am not
sure I know it.

I am like my friend from Kentucky, tell me in language that I
will understand. Our local TV broadcaster, WOR in New York,
WGN in Chicago, whose signals are taken without their permis-
sion; what is their position on this proposed legislation, if you
know?

Mr. PADDEN. I cannot speak for them specifically on this issue. I
would urge you to direct these questions to their representatives. I
will certainly pass along that you are interested in their position.

As I indicated I shared advanced copies of our testimony with
them. They are in a very difficult position. To give you an under-
standing of the difficulty of their position, I can relate to you a sit-
uation that I went through personally, in a prior life, when I was
with Metromedia, and we had a station in Los Angeles that carried
the Dodger games.

All of a sudden an outfit called ASN came along and took out big
trade ads in cable trade press saying, "Add the Dodgers station to
your cable system. The Dodgers are a hot baseball team and every-
body loves them, and your subscribers will love them."
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And the Dodgers called our station and said, in effect, "What in
the hell do you think you are doing? We gave you a local license
for the Dodger games in Los Angeles, and now you are putting it
out all over the county

We said to them, "We didn't have anything to do with that. We
didn't even know about it." And they said to us, "Come on, we
weren't born yesterday, we know this couldn't happen without
your participation."

So the use is being made of their signal that they are not in a
position to control.

Mr. COBLE. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. KASTENMEIER. In taking up the gentleman's suggestion the

committee will contact some of these passive stations.
It is my own observation that there have been times, I think in

the past, where the relationship was almost hostile, but I don't
think that is basically true anymore. I think the stations have
come to live and perhaps to even profit from this nonetheless pas-
sive arrangement.

Mr. COBLE. Thank you, Mr. Chairman, I would like to know that
if we can get it.

Mr. KASTENMEIER. The gentleman from California, Mr. Berman?
Mr. BERMAN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I am still confused by your "short-term solutions." I guess you

folks don't like the idea that cable systems can import distant sig-
nals from your member superstations into an area where one of
your local stations has got exclusive programming rights, which
that imported signal may include the exact program; is that cor-
rect?

Mr. PADDEN. That is correct, but I would have to add that as part
of the compromise agreement we entered into with the cable folks
on the issue of "must carry" one of the undertakings that our asso-
ciation agreed to, was that we would not come before the Congress
and seek a total repeal of cable compulsory copyright license. It is
certainly nothing we are very fond of.

Mr. BERMAN. How do you make a philosophical distinction, I
mean, "must carry" is also a form of Government intervention into
that marketplace as well, isn't it?

Mr. PADDEN. Well, I think we could spend all morning havingthat--
Mr. BERMAN. OK.
But how do you make a philosophical distinction between a com-

pulsory license, that is being suggested in this proposal that is
before us, and then your position, whether it is coerced or not, why
should they be treated so differently?

Mr. PADDEN. Well, we are not fans of compulsory licensing. We
would look forward to the day when all media competitors could
purchase their program weapons and compete on the battlefield of
consumer preference on an equal basis. We looked at this bill and
thought, "Dear God, here we go again creating another compulsory
license."

So we tried to look at the introductory statements to see what
was the perceived need to do this, and what we saw is this concern
about impending scrambling of the superstations. We concluded
that the best answer was to remove what was the cause, the need
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for this legislation by just not scrambling the superstations, and
then there would be no need for Congress to go through the enact-
ment of yet another compulsory license. And that is the best expla-
nation I can give you

Mr. BERMAN. And the differentiation between not scrambling su-
perstations and not scrambling HBO programming is---

Mr. PADDEN. Is that the owners of HBO purchased the programs,
purchased rights in the programs which they sent out and there-
fore it makes certain sense to us

Mr. BERMAN. And the superstations--
Mr. PADDEN. And the superstation carrier grabbed the programs

out of the air, bought a transponder and a page in cable vision to
advertise the availability of the programs and he has acquired no
rights whatsoever in those programs, therefore, it doesn't seem to
us that anybody needs to worry about somebody stealing the signal
from him since he took it in the first place.

Mr. BERMAN. I didn't understand your story of your earlier life
with the Dodger games.

Mr. PADDEN. I was counsel to Channel 11 in Los Angeles.
Mr. BERMAN. Channel 11, they would broadcast away Dodger

games?
Mr. PADDEN. Right; they had
Mr. BERMAN. It is not a superstation?
Mr. PADDEN. That is right; they had a copyright license to make

local broadcast of the Dodger games. A company that we had never
heard of, and who had never contacted channel 11, got a transpon-
der, and took out ads in the Cable Trade Press, that says:

Here comes another superstation; and you really ought to add this one because it
has got the Dodger games; the Dodger games are great; and your subscribers are
going to want to pay you a lot of money to see the Dodgers.

The Dodgers called the station. In other words, ASN was trying
to makeit was the business of this carrier, ASN, to make channel
11 a superstation.

Mr. BERMAN. I see.
Thank you.
Mr. KASTENMEIER. Would the gentleman yield on that point?
You are asking what the difference is in the passive common car-

rier, where a common carrier doesn't own the signals here; doesn't
the common carrier who doesn't own the signals charge cable oper-
ators for marketing those signals to the cable operator?

So we are not really conceiving of something novel here, that
these common carriers don't, in fact, charge for delivery of signals
off the satellite.

Mr. PADDEN. I think the best way to put it is we see this bill as
an extension of something that has been a matter of great concern
to us and to the extent that we are constrained at the moment
from seeking to end all compulsory licensing, we are not con-
strained from seeking to limit the spread of the disease, if you
would.

Mr. BERMAN. I think that is more accuratewell, in this case.
Those superstations when they are negotiating with the copyright
owners of the programming they are using, and their advertising,
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are their fees enhanced by virtue of that "theft up in the sky" that
is going on?

Mr. PADDEN. You would have to direct that question to them; I
am not party to their negotiations. But again, I would point out
that any of these carriers could go outlet's say you had a station
in your home district.

You are out there buying programs for your home district. One
of these carriers could come along tomorrow and put you on the
satellite and turn you into a superstation without prior consent,
knowledge, or any involvement on your part at all.

Again, I go back, the problem, the reasonif I understand the
drift of your questionit is that the further distribution of these
signals ought to be reflected in the price that is paid and that
somehow it will all work itself out in the wash, as it goes back
through the system.

But the problem with that is that this superstation carrier activi-
ty is being conducted wholly outside of the copyright system so you
can't get a handle on it by entering into a license agreement, be-
cause under this bill the laws wouldn't respect this license agree-
ment.

Mr. BERMAN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. KASTENMEIER. Thank you very much for your testimony, Mr.

Padden, on behalf of your organization; we appreciate it.
You, in fact, were the last witness this morning.
We will accept for the record, without objection, a written state-

ment of Richard L. Brown, who is not here, but who asked that his
written statement be made a part of the record, on behalf of the
Satellite Television Viewing Rights Coalition, Inc. Mr. Brown testi-
fied on the first day of hearings.

[The statement of Mr. Brown follows:]
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Testimony of Richard L. Brown

Mr. Chairman and members of the Subcommittee, thank you for the opportunity to

to present testimony before the Subcommittee on the Issue of the delivery of the
television signals of superstitions to home satellite earth station owners. The Satellite

Television Viewing Rights Coalition, Inc., ("Coalition") is a broad based group vitally

interested in this matter. It includes various state retailer associations, maior
manufacturers of satellite earth stations, a national satellite consumer organization

(ASTRO) and the national earth station Industry organization, the Satellite Television

Industry Association, Inc./SPACE.

Legislation on this matter is indeed welcomed and Is supported whole-heartedly by

the Coalition. The question of access to satellite television signals has been one that has

been an issue since the very beginning of home earth station technology in the late 1970s

and early 1980s. As members of the Subcommittee well know, there were several

attempts in the early 1980s to pass legislation that would have had the effect of
eliminating the satellite earth station industry. In 1984, the Congress passed an

amendment to the Communications Act, 1705(b), which provided for a right of access to

unscrambled satellite television signals. That legislation did not consider, however, the

issue of access to and fair distribution of scrambled signals. Those questions are before

the House and the Senate in a variety of legislative initiatives dealing with both the right

of access and the distribution of programming as a communications matter.

The open item, so to speak, within all of those legislative initiatives is the question

of copyright payments for the scrambled signals of superstations. Receipt of
superstatIon signals by dish owners obviously falls into a different category than the

receipt of other signals, primarily because these superstations are passive originators of

the programming outside of their service areas, the receipt of which is controlled by

carriers and cable systems.

- 1
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It is clear to every earth station consumer In the country that the scrambling of

WOR-TV by Eastern Microwave, Inc., is effectively denying the programming of 1VOR-TV

to home earth station consumers. While we believe that the right of the carrier to
scramble under present law poses significant legal issues, it is also clear that once a

signal is scrambled it is not certain whether these signals can be marketed to home earth

station users without violation of the Copyright Law.

We believe that H.R. 5126 takes into account many items of interest to all
concerned psi .ite3 in order to achieve an open inarketplaee involving competition in the

delivery of programming to the home. In order for this to be fully accomplished, a few

additional objectives should be met through further clarification, in some cases, or by

revisions to the Bill, in other cases.

Access and Distribution

First, common carriers should be affirmatively required to provide to dish owners

the signal of any superstation it carries. Section 119(e)(1) provides a compulsory license

for transmission of signals for dish owners through the "private viewing" clause.
However, nothing specifically requires, for example, that Eastern Microwave, Inc.

actually make the signal. available to dish owners once it scrambles WOR-TV's signal. It
might be implied that Section 119(0(4) creates such a mandate. But Section 119(a)(4)

merely prohibits discrimination "against any distributor in a manner which violates the

Communications Act of 1934. - - ." The Communications Act provisions on

discrimination are found in Section 202 of the Communications Act while the Provisions

of the Communications Act concerning a "duty to deal" are found in Section 201. of the

Communications Act. Section 201 is not referred to or alluded to in Section 119(aX4) of

H.R. 5126. It is respectfully suggested that al. affirmative duty to deal to sell
programming to dish users be included in the Copyright Act in order that there will be

no confusion on this issue- It would be an untoward result for a carrier to later argue

that it had no duty to deal under Section 201 of the Communications Act because a

22.4
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request for service was not "reasonable" under Section 201 for the very re' on that

Congress omitted such a duty under the Copyright Aet when it considered this issue.

Second, carriers should be specifically required to provide service to cable
comparies as well as to persons or entities that are not affiliated with cable systems for

the further distribution of these signaLs to home earth station users. Section 119(a)(4)

prohibits a carrier from discriminating against any distributor in a manner which violates

the Communications Act of 1934. The relevant Communications Act provision

mandating a duty to deal is, again, Section 201. The provisions of Section 202, dealing

with discrimination, would not appear to require dealing with non-cable distributors.

Because the legislation specifically contemplates the existence of non-cable distributors,

including an affirmative duty to deal with them would eliminate further disputes about

this issue. A. requirement of the duty should be set forth within Section 119t requiring

the carrier to sell to all distribution entities requesting the service.

Clarification With Respect to Liability of Distributors

Section 111 is amended by the Bill by adding clause (4) that states that the
provisions of Section 119 "extend only to the activities of a satellite carrier with respect

to Secondary transmissions and do not exempt from liability the activities of others with

respect to their own primary or secondary transmissions."

Because cable and non-cable distributors May be engaged in the process of the

distribution of programming pursuant to the terms of Section 119, It should be made

clear that such distributors are not making unlawful secondary transmissions by virtue of

their activities in serving satellite dish owners.

Fair Prices to Consumers

Presumably under H.R. 5126, a carrier can sell directly to consumers. Because the

12- Cents -per -month charge for copyright payment reflects an estimated parity with the

charge the cable operator pays for copyright, on a per-subseriber-basis, then this

copyright Charge should be passed through (without mark-up) by the carrier to cable and

64-769 0 87 8
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to non-cable distributors. It is assumed that the provisions of Section II9(a)(4)

concerning discrimination apply to distribution fees and not to copyright payments.

Discrimination in distribution fees might be extremely difficult to determine if the

copyright fee were not directly passed through and accounted for in carrier billing to

distributors. In that regard, a separate breakout for copyright fees should be required of

all carriers to all customers. To permit the combining of copyright and distribution fees

would, in essence, allow carriers, not the Congress, to establish Copyright fees.

Co011riaist_ftrYigW_Determinatione

The provisions of Section 119(cX3Xd) establish standards to be considered by the

Arbitration Panel. Clause (1111) calls for a determination of the relative roles of the

copyright owner and the copyright user "in the product made available to the r ublic with

respect to relative creative contribution, technological contribution, capital investment,

cost, risk and contribution to the opening of the new markets for creative expression and

media for their communication." It should be made clear that the copyright user in this

case would be deemed to include the satellite television industry, including

manufacturers, distributors and retailers, all of which make significant contributions to

the process of making copyrighted materials available to the Public.

Clause (ii) refers to "a fair income" to the copyright user. It would appear that the

copyright user would be the common carrier or the distributor to the public. Carriers

will be compensated from the distribution charge that is made to their customers, not

from the copyright fee, which is to award the creator of the copyrighted material.
Therefore, in calculating the cable copyright fee, consideration of the user's (carrier or

distributor) income does not seem equitable or necessary. The user - carrier or
distributor - will derive fair income based upon the economic forces in the marketplace.

This has nothing to do with the copyright fee.

We would be pleased to supply the Subcentariatee's. stskte spperisprrisec
.

amendments to accomplish the objectives set bath. lane e_ Wie are silwaetit mad this

legislation has been introduced and commend the lindlons. was: suet stsSS an. tree emote:Adams

action taken on this important issue for earth Stage* tosewsrareas..
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In conclusion the chair will state that we would hope to go to
markup on this bill at some point, not obviously before before the
Labor Day recess. The chair takes note of the fact that the parties,
that is to say even Mr. Brown, who is not here, Mr. Valenti, Mr.
Taylor, all have reservations about the text of the bill even though
they are in general support of it.

In some cases, it may be possible to respond to suggested changes
and to the objections raised. In other cases it may not even though
those objections are seen plausibly held.

I say that because there are, I suppose, certain sine qua nons be-
tween the parties, which if we are to get a bill which has general
support, we must respect.

I have to conceive that broadcasters have no positive interest in
this bill.

Cable operators again are passive with respect to this bill, are
supportive, but really are not beneficiaries of the bill.

Conceding those two points, it may not possible to accommodate
all the wishes of the other parties but we will attempt to certainly
respond to all of their issues raised here this morning.

I want to thank our witnesses. All of them, I think, very briefly,
and succinctly, but very directly, communicated their own view
about this legislation, it was very helpful to the committee.

Thank you.
This concludes the hearing today.
[Whereupon, at 12:05 p.m., the hearing adjourned.]
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APPENDIXES
APPENDIX I

TEXT OF BILLS

H. R. 3108

I

To amend title 17, United States Code, to clarify the definition of the local
service area of a primary transmitter in the case of a low power television station.

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
JULY 30, 1985

Mr. ICASTENMEIEB (for himself and Mr. Botion En) introduced the following bill;
which was referred to the Committee on the Judiciary

A BILE
To amend title 17, United States Code, to clarify the definition

of the local service area of a primary transmitter in the case
of a low power television station.

1 Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representa-

2 tines of the United States of America in Congress assembled,

3 That the fourth paragraph of section 111(f) of title 17, United

4 States Code, relating to the definition of local service area of

5 a primary transmitter, is amended by adding after the first
6 sentence the following new sentence: "In the case of a low
7 power television station, as defined by the rules and regula-

8 lions of the Federal. Communications Commission, the local

9 service area of a primary transmitter comprises the area
10 within 315 miles of the transmitter site, except that in the case
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2

I of such a station located in a standard metropolitan statistical

2 area which has one of the 50 largest populations of all stand-

8 and metropolitan statistical areas (based on the 1980 deccnni-

4 at census of population taken by the Secretary of Commerce),

5 the number of miles shall be 20 miles.".

0
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1B

Union Calendar No. 360
997D Cs=S. H. R. 3108

[Report No. 996151

To amend title 17. United States Code, to clarify the definition of the local
service area of a primary. transmitter in the ease of a low power television station.

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
JULY 30. 1985

Mr. KauTENstiasit (for himself and Mr. BOUCHER) introduced the following bill;
whieh was referred to the Committee on the Judiciary

JUNE S. 1986
Additional sponsors; Mr. MARLENEE, Mr. HUBBARD, Mr. LEACH of Iowa, Mr.

MACKAY, Mr. ()ROMERO, Mr. MAZZOL!, Mr. MORRISON of Connecticut.
Mr. MOORHEAD, Mr. BERMAN, Mr. HYDE. Mr. DEWIER, and Mr. COBLE

JUNE 3, 1386
Committed to the Committee of the Whole House on the State of the Union and

ordered to be printed

A BILL
To amend title 17, United States Code, to clarify the definition

of the local service area of a primary transmitter in the case
of a low power television station.

1 Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representa-

2 dyes of the United States of America in Congress assembled,

3 That the fourth paragraph of section 111 {f) of title 17, United
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1 States Code, relating to the definition of local service area of

2 a primary transmitter, is amended by adding after the first
3 sentence the following new sentence: "In the case of a low
4 power television station, as defined by the rules and regula-

5 tions of the Federal Communications Commission, the 'local

6 service area of a primary transmitter' comprises the area
7 within 35 miles of the transmitter site, except that in the case

8 of such a station located in a standard metropolitan statistical

9 area which has one of the 50 largest populations of all stand-

10 .and metropolitan statistical areas (based on the 1950 decenni-

11 at census of population taken by the Secretary of Commerce),

12 the number of miles shall be 20 miles.".
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To amend title 17, United States Code, relating to copyrights, to provide for the
temporary compulsory licensing of the secondary transmission by satellite
carriers of euperstations for private viewing by earth station owners.

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
JUNE 26, 1986

Mr. KASTENHEIEB (for himself, Mr. SYNAR, Mr. WIRTH, Mr. Rouen En. and Mr.
MOORHEAD) introduced the knowing bill; which was referred to the Com-
mittee on the Judiciary

A BILL
To amend title 17, United States Code, relating to copyrights,

to provide for the temporary compulsory licensing of the
secondary transmission by satellite carriers of euperstations
for private viewing by earth station owners.

1 Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representa-

2 lives of the United States of America in Congress assembled,

3 SECTION I. SHORT TITLE.

4 This Act may be cited as the "Satellite Home Viewer

5 Act of 1986 ".

B SEC. 2. AMENDMENTS TO TITLE 17, UNITED STATES CODE.

7 Title 17, United States Code, is amended as follows:
8 (1) Section 111 is amended-

228
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1 (A) in subsection (a)-
2 (i) in clause (3) by striking "or" at the

.
3 end;

4 (ii) by redesignating clause (4) as clause

5 (5); and

R (iii) by inserting the following after

7 clause (3):

8 "(4) the secondary transmission is made for pri-
9 vats viewing pursuant to a compulsory license under

10 section 119; except that the provisions of this clause
11 extend only to the activities of a satellite carrier with

12 respect to se 3ondary transmissions and do not exempt

13 from liability the activities of others with respect to
14 their own primary or secondary transmissions; or"; and

15 (B) in subsection (d)(2)(A) by inserting before

16 "Such statement" the following:

17 "In determining the total number of subscribers
18 and the gross amounts paid to the cable system
19 for the basic service of providing secondary trans-

20 missions of primary broadcast transmitters, the
21 system shall not include subscribers and amounts

22 collected from subscribers receiving secondary

23 transmissions for private viewing pursuant to

24 section 119."
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1 (2) Chapter 1 of title 17, United States Code, is
2 amended by adding at the and the following new
3 section:

4 "11119. Limitations on exclusive rights: Secondary trans-
5 missions of superstations for private viewing

6 "(a) SECONDARY TRANSMISSIONS BY SATELLITE

7 CAI:MEI:M.
8 "(1) Subject to the provisions of clauses (2), (3),

9 and (4) of this subsection, secondary transmissions of a

10 primary transmission made by a superstation and em-

11 bodying a performance or display of a work shall be

12 subject to compulsory licensing if the secondary trans-

13 mission is made by a satellite carrier to the public for
14 private viewing, and the carrier makes a direct charge

15 for such retransmission service from each subscriber re-

16 ceiving the secondary transmission or from a distribu-

17 for that has contracted with the carrier for direct or
18 indirect delivery of the secondary transmission to the
19 public for private viewing.

20 "(2) Notwithstanding the provisions of clause (1)

21 of this subsection, the willful or repeated secondary
22 transmission to the public by a satellite carrier of a pri-

23 merry transmission made by a superstation and embody-

24 ing a performance or display of a work is actionable as

25 an act of infringement under section 501, and is fully

WM Us R
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1 subject to the remedies provided by sections 502
2 through 506 and 509, where the satellite carrier has
3 not recorded the notice specified by and deposited the

4 statement of account and royalty rev required by
5 subsection (b).

6 "(3) Notwithstanding the provisions of clause (1)
7 of this subsection, the secondary transmission to the
8 public by a satellite carrier of a primary transmission
9 made by a superstation and embodying a performance

or display of a work is actionable as an act of infringe-

ment under section 501, and is fully subject to the
remedies provided by sections 502 through 506 and
sections 509 and 510, if the content of the particular
program in which the performance or display is em-
bodied, or any commercial advertising or station an-
nouncement transmitted by the primary transmitter
during, or immediately before or after, the transmission

of such program, is in any way willfully altered by the

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19 satellite carrier through changes, deletions, or

20 additions.

21 "(4) Notwithstanding the provisions of clause (1)
22 of this subsection, the willful or repeated secondary
23 transmission to the public by a satellite carrier of a pri-

24 mary transmission made by a superstation and embody-

25 ing a performance or display of a work is actionable as

en 5126 111.
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1 an act of infringement under section 501, and is fully
2 subject to the remedies provided by sections 502
3 through 506 and 509, if the satellite carrier discrimi-
4 nates against any distributor in a manner which vio-
5 lates the Communications Act of 1934 or rules issued

6 by the Federal Communications Commission with

7 respect to discrimination.

8 "(b) COMPULSORY LICENSE FOR SECONDARY TRANS-

9 MISSIONS FOR PRIVATE VIEWING.

10 "(1) A satellite carrier whose secondary transmis-

11 sions are subject to compulsory licensing under subsea-

12 tion (a) shall, on a semiannual basis, deposit with the

13 Register of Copyrights, in accordance with require-
.

14 ments that the Register shall prescribe by regulation-

15 "(A) a statement of account, covering the
16 preceding 6-month period, specifying the names
17 and locations of all superstations whose signals
18 were transmitted to subscribers for private view-
19 ing as described in subsection (a)(1), the total
20 number of subscribers that received such transmis-

21 sions, and such other data as the Register of
22 Copyrights may from time to time prescribe by
23 rP gulation; and

24 "(3) a royalty fee for that 6-month period,
25 computed by 'multiplying the number of subscrib-

11111N 6126 IN
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1 ers receiving the secondary transmission each cal-
2 endar month by 12 cents.

3 "(2) The Register of Copyrights shall receive all
4 fees deposited under this section and, after deducting
5 the reasonable costs incurred by the Copyright Office
6 under this section (other than the costs deducted under

7 clause (4)), shall deposit the balance in the Treasury of

8 the United States, in such manner as the Secretary of

9 the Treasury directs. All funds held by the Secretary
of the Treasury shall be invested in interest-bearing
United States securities for later distribution with in-

terest by the Register of Copyrights as provided by
this title.

"(3) The royalty fees deposited under clause (2)
shall, in accordance with the procedures provided by

clause (4), be distributed to those copyright owners
whose work was included in a secondary transmission

for private viewing made by a satellite carrier during
the applicable 6-month accounting period and who file

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20 a claim with the Register of Copyrights under

21 clause (4).
22 "(4) The royalty fees deposited under clause (2)
23 shall be distributed in accordance with the following
24 procedures:

oil 5126 II
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1 "(A) During the month of July in each year,
2 each person claiming to be entitled to compulsory

3 license fees for secondary transmissions for private

4 viewing shall file a claim with the Register of
5 Copyrights, in accordance with requirements that

6 the Register shall prescribe by regulation. Not-
7 withstanding any provision of the antitrust laws,

8 for purposes of this clause any claimants may
9 agree among themselves as to the proportionate

10 division of compulsory licensing fees among them,

11 may lump their claims together and file them
12 jointly or as a single claim, or may designate a
13 common agent to receive payment on their behalf.

14 "(B) After the first day of August of each
15 year, the Register of Copyrights shall determine
16 whether there exists a controversy concerning the

17 distribution of royalty fees. If the Register deter-

18 mines that no such controversy exists, the Regis-

19 ter shall, after deducting reasonable administrative

20 costs under this clause, distribute such fees to the

21 copyright owners entitled to receive them, or to
22 their designated agents. If the Register finds the

23 existence of a controversy, the Register shall,
24 pursuant to chapter 7 of this title, conduct a pro-

25 ceeding to determine the distribution of royalty

:4111 5324 al
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1 fees. In determining the distribution of royalty
2 fees, the Register shall take into account the roy-

3 alty distribution determinations of the Copyright

4 Royalty Tribunal pursuant to section 111.

5 "(C) During the pendency of any proceeding

6 under this subsection, the Register of Copyrights

7 shall withhold from distribution an amount suffi-

8 cient to satisfy all claims with respect to which a

9 controversy exists, but shall have discretion to
10 proceed to distribute any amounts that are not in
11 controversy.

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23 "(2) FEE SET BY VOLUNTARY NEGOTLA.TION.

24 "(A) On or before July 1, 1989, the Register
25 shall cause notice to be published in the Federal

"(C) DETERMINATION OF ROYALTY FEES.

"(1) METHODS FOR DETERMINING ROYALTY

FEES.The rate of the royalty fee payable under sub-
section (b)(1)(3) shall be effective until December 31,

1990, absent a royalty fee established under clause (2)

or (3) of this subsection. After that date, the fee shall
be determined either in accordance with the voluntary

negotiation procedure specified in clause (2) of this sub-

section or in accordance with the compulsory arbitra-
tion procedure specified-in clauses (3) and (4) of this

subsection.

OR 5126 a
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1 Register of the initiation of voluntary negotiation

2 proceedings for the purpose of determining the

3 royalty fee to be paid by satellite carriers under
4 subsection (b)(1)(B) of this section.

5 "(B) Satellite carriers, distributors, and copy-

6 right owners entitled to royalty fees under this
7 section shad negotiate in good faith in an effort to

8 reach a voluntary agreement or voluntary agree-

9 ments for the payment of royalty fees. Notwith-

10 standing any provision of the antitrust laws, any

11 such satellite carriers, distributors, and copyright

12 owners may at any time negotiate and agree to
13 the royalty fee, and may designate common
14 agents to negotiate, agree to, or pay such fees. If
15 the parties fail to identify common agents, the
16 Register of Copyrights shall do so, after request-

17 ing recommendations from the parties to the ne-

18 gotiation proceeding. The parties to each negotia-

19 tion proceeding shall bear the entire cost thereof.

20 "(C) Voluntary agreements negotiated at any

21 time in accordance with this clause shall be bind-

22 ing upon all satellite carriers, distributors, and

23 copyright owners that are parties thereto. Copies
24 of such agreements shall be ffl'd in the Copyright

25 Office within thirty days after execution in accord-

HR 5126 111--2_
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1 ante with regulations that the Register shall

2 prescribe.

3 "(D) The obligation to pay the royalty fees
4 established under a voluntary agreement which
5 has been filed with the Copyright Office in ac-
6 eordance with this clause shall become effective
7 on the date specified in the agreement, and shall
8 remain in effect until December 31, 1994.

9 "(3) FEE SET BY COMPULSORY ARBITRATION.--

10 "(A) On or before December 31, 1989, the
11 Register shall cause notice to be published in the
12 Federal Register of the initiation of arbitration
13 proceedings for the ptIrpose of determining a rea-

14 sonable royalty fee to be paid under subsection
15 (b)(1)(B) of this section by satellite carriers who
16 ar° not parties to a voluntary agreement filed
1 7 with the Copyright Office in accordance with
18 clause (2) of this subsection. Such notice shall in. -

19 elude the names and qualifications of potential ar-

20 bitrators chosen by the Register from a list of
21 available arbitrators obtained from the American
22 Arbitration Association or such similar organiza-
23 tion as the Register shall select.

24 "(B) Not later than ten days after publication

25 of the notice initiating an arbitration proceeding,

en SUS II
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1 and in accordance with procedures to be specified
2 by the Register, one arbitrator shall be selected
3 from the published list by copyright owners who

4 claim to be entitled to royalty fees under subsec-
5 tion (b)(4) of this section and who are not party to

6 a voluntary agreement filed with the Copyright
7 Office in accordance with clause (2) of this subsec-

8 tion, and one arbitrator shall be selected from the

published list by satellite carriers and distributors

who are not parties to such a voluntary agree-
ment. The two arbitrators so selected shall, within

ten days after their selection, choose a third arbi-

trator from the same list, who shall serve as
chairperson of the arbitrators. If either group fails

to agree upon the selection of an arbitrator, or if
the arbitrators selected by such groups fails to
agree upon the selection of a chairperson, the
Register shall promptly select the arbitrator or
chairperson, respectively. The arbitrators selected

under this paragraph shall constitute an Arbitra-

9

10

11

12

13

14

15.

16

17

18

19

20

21 tion Panel.

22 "(C) The Arbitration Panel shall conduct an

23 arbitration proceeding in accordance with such
24 procedures as it may adopt. The Panel shall act
25 on the basis of a fully documented written record.

ton 5t2s X
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1 Any copyright owner who claims to be entitled to

2 royalty fees under subsection (b)(4) of this section,

3 any satellite. carrier, and any distributor, who is
4 not party to a voluntary agreement filed with the
5 Copyright Office in accordance with clause (2) of

6 this subsection, may submit relevant information

7 and proposals to the Panel. The parties to the
8 proceeding shall bear the entire cost thereof in
9 such manner and proportion as the Panel shall

10 direct.

11 "(D) In determining royalty 'fees under this
12 clause, the Arbitration Panel shall consider the
13 approximate average cost to a cable system for
14 the right to secondarily transmit to the public a
15 primary transmission made by a broadcast station,

16 the fee established under any voluntary agreement

17 filed with the Copyright Office in accordance with

18 clause (3) of this subsection, and the last fee pro-
19 posed by the parties, before proceedings under
20 this clause, for the secondary transmission of su-
21 perstations for private viewing. The fee shall also

22 be calculated to achieve the following objectives:

23 "(i) To maximize the availability of cre-

24 ative works to the public.
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4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13
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"(ii) To afford the copyright owner a
fair return for his or her creative work and
the copyright user a fair income under exist-

ing economic conditions.

"(iii) To reflect the relative roles of the

copyright owner and the copyright user in
the product made available to the public with

respect to relative creative contribution,

technological contribution, capital invest.

ment, cost, risk, and contribution to the

opening of new markets for creative expres-

sion and media for their communication.

"(iv) To minimize any disruptive impact

14 on the structure of the industries involved
15 and on generally prevailing industry

16 practices.

17 "(E) Not later than sixty days aftcr publica-
18 tion of the notice initiating an arbitration proceed-

19 ing, the Arbitration Panel shall report to the Reg-

20 ister its determination concerning the royalty fee.

21 Such report shall be accompanied by the written

22 record, and shall set forth the facts that the Board

23 found relevant to its determination and the rea-
24 sons why its determination is consistent with the

25 criteria set forth in paragraph (D) of this clause.

me6.sucii
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I "(F) Within 60 days after receiving the
2 report of the Arbitration Panel under paragraph
3 (E) of this clause, the Register shall adopt or
4 reject the determination of the Panel. The Regis-

5 ter shall adopt the determination of the Panel
6 unless the Red I r'r finds that the determination is

7 clearly inconsistent with the criteria set forth in
8 paragraph (D) of this clause. If the Register re-
9 jests the determination of the Panel, the Register

10 shall, before the end of that 60-day period, issue

11 an order, consistent with the criteria set forth in
12 paragraph (D) of this clause, setting the royalty
13 fee under this clituse. The Register shall cause to

14 be published in the Federal Register the determi-

15 nation of the Panel, and the Register's decision
16 with respect to the determination (including any
17 order issued under the preceding sentence). The
18 Register shall also publicize such determination
19 and decision in such other manner as the Register

20 considers appropriate. The Register shall also

21 make the report of the Arbitration Panel and the
22 accompanying record available for public inspec-

23 tion and copying.

24 "(G) The obligation to pay the royalty fee
25 established under a determination of the Arbitra-

SIM 506 Of
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1 tion Panel which is confirmed by the Register in

2 accordance with this clause, or established by any

3 order issued under paragraph (F) of this clause,
4 shall become effective on the date when the Reg-

5 Liter's decision is published in the Federal Regis-

6 ter under paragraph (F) of this clause, and shall
7 remain in effect until modified in accordance with

8 clause (4) of this subsection, or until December

9 31, 1994.

10 "al) The royalty fee adopted or ordered
11 under paragraph (F) of this clause shall be binding

12 on all satellite carriers, distributors, and copyright

13 owners, who are not party to a voluntary agree-
14 ment filed with the Copyright Office under clause

15 (2) of this subsection.

16 "(4) JUDICIAL Ravrew.Any decision of the
17 Register under clause (3) of this subsection with re-
18 spect to a determination of an arbitration panel may he

19 appealed, by any aggrieved party who would he bound

20 by the determination, to the United States Court of
21 Appeals for the District of Columbia Circuit, within
22 thirty days after the publication of the decision in the

23 Federal Register. The pendency of an appeal under
24 this clause shall not relieve satellite carrier's of the ob-

25 ligation under subsection (b)(1) of this section to record

:,. 1.14
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1 the notice, and deposit the statement of account and
2 royalty fees, specified in that subsection. The court
3 shall have jurisdiction to modify or vacate a decision of

4 the Register only if it finds, on the basis of the record
6 before the Register and the statutory criteria set forth
6 in clause (3)(D) of this subsection, that the Arbitration

7 Panel or the Register acted in an arbitrary manner. If

8 the court modifies the Register's decision, the court
9 shall have jurisdiction to enter its own determination

with respect to royalty fees, to order the repayment of

any excess fees deposited under subsection (b)(1)(B) of

this section, and to order the payment of any underpaid

fees, and the interest pertaining respectively thereto, in

accordance with its final judgment. The court may fur-

ther vacate the Register's decision and remand the
case for arbitration proceedings in accordance with
clause (3) of this subsection.

"(d) DEFINITIONS.As used in this section-

10

11

12

13

14

16

16

17

18

19 (1) ANTITRUST LAWS.The term `antitrust

20 laws' has the meaning given that term in subsection (a)

21 of the first section of the Clayton Act (16 U.S.0
22 12(a)).

23 "(2) DISTRIBUTOR.The term 'distributor'

24 means '.n entity which contracts for satellite secondary

25 transmissions from a carrier and, either as a single
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1 channel or in a package with other programming, pro-
2 vides the satellite secondary transmission either direct-

3 ly to the individual subscribers for private viewing or
4 indirectly through other program distribution entities.

5 1*(3) PRIMARY TRANSMISSION.The term 'pri-

6 mary transmission' has the meaning given that term in

7 section 111(f) of this title.

8 "(4) PRIVATE VI EWI NO. The term 'private

9 viewing' means the viewing, for private use in an indi-

vidual's dwelling unit by means of equipment which is

operated iti_y or for such individual, of a secondary
transmission delivered by satellite of a primary trans-

mission of a television broadcast station licensed by the

Federal Communications Commission.

"(5) SATELLITE CARRIER. The term 'satellite

carrier' means a common carrier that owns or leases a

transponder on a satellite in order to provide the point-

to-multipoint relay of television station signals to nu-

merous receive-only earth stations.

"(6) SECONDARY TRANSMISSION. The term

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21 'secondary transmission' has the meaning given that
22 term in section 111(f) of this title.

23 "(I) SUE SCRIBE R. The term 'subscriber' means

24 an individual who receives a secondary transmission
25 service for. private viewing by means of a satellite

en5lt6ffi
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1 transmission 'in accordance with this section and pays a

2 fee for the service, directly or indirectly, to the satellite

3 carrier or to a distributor. In the case of a building
4 with more than one dwelling unit, each dwelling unit
5 which receives secondary transmission service for pri-

6 yaw viewing by means of a satellite transmission shall

7 be considered to be a subscriber, whether or not a sep-

8 crate fee for such service is required for each unit by a

9 satellite carrier or distributor.

10 '(8) SUPERSTATION.The term 'superstition'

11 means a television broadcast station licensed by the
12 Federal Communications Commission that is secondari-

13 ly transmitted by a satellite carrier for nationwide
14 distribution.".

15 (3) Chapter 7 of title 17, United States Code, is
16 amended by adding at the end the following new
17 section:

18 "0 711. Institution and conclusion of royalty distribution
19 proceedings

20 "(a) With respect to proceedings under section 119(b)(4)

21 concerning the distribution of royalty fees, the Register of
22 Copyrights shall, upon determination that a controversy
23 exists concerning such distribution, cause to be published in

24 the Federal Register notice of commencement of proceedings

25 under this chapter. Following publication of such notice, the

Oa 5126 111
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1 Register shall initiate proceedings without delay to determine

2 the distribution of any amount of royalty fees in controversy.

3 The Register shall render a final decision in any such pro-
4 ceeding within one year from the date of publication of such

5 notice.
6 "(b) The Register of Copyrights shall adopt regulations

7 governing the procedure to be followed in such proceedings.

8 Except as otherwise provided in this chapter, such regula-
9 tions shall be subject to the provisions of subchapter II of

10 chapter 5 and chapter 7 of title 5.

11 "(c) Every final determination of the Register of Copy-

12 rights under this section shall be published in the Federal
13 Register. It shall state in detail the criteria that the Register
14 determined to be applicable to the particular proceeding, the

15 facts found to be relevant to the determination in that pro-

16 ceeding, and the specific reasons for the determination.".

17 (4) The table of sections for chapter 1 of title 17, United

18 States Code, is amended by adding at the end the following
19 new item:

"119. Limitations on exclusi rights: Secondary transmissions of superstations tor
private vie .ing.".

20 (5) The table of sections for chapter 7 of title 17, United

21 States Code, is amended by adding at the end the following

22 new item:
"711. Institution and conclusion of royalty distribution proceedings. ".

ORR 5126 ER
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I SEC. 3. EFFECTIVE DATE.

2 This Act and the amendments made by this Act take

3 effect on January 1, 1987, excipt that the authority of the
4 Register of Copyright,. to net rates pursuant to the amend-

5 merits made by this Act takes effect upon the date of the
6 enactment of this Act.

7 SEC. 4. TERMINATION.

8 This Act and the amendments made by this Act cease to

9 be effective on December 31, 1994.

0
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H.
To amend title 17. United States Code. relating to copyrights, to provide for the

temporary compulsory licensing of the secondary transmission by satellite
carriers of superstations for private viewing by earth station owners.

IN TEE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
SEPTEMBER 22, 1986

Mr. HARTRNMEIBB (for himself, Mr. SYNAB, Mr. Wurni, Mr. B017011E8. and Mr.
MOO/MEAD) introduced the following bill; which was referred to the Com-
mittee on the Judiciary

A BILL
To amend title 17, United States Code, relating to copyrights,

to provide for the temporary compulsory licensing of the
secondary transmission by satellite carriers of superstations
for private viewing by earth station owners.

1 Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representa-
2 Lives of the United States of America in Congress assembled,

3 SECTION 1. SHORT TITLE.

4 This Act may be cited as the "Satellite Home Viewer
5 Act of 1986".
6 SEC. 2. AMENDMENTS TO TITLE 17, UNITED STATES CODE.

7 Title 17, United fitates Code, is amended as follows:
8 (1) Section 111 is amended
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1 (A) in subsection (a)
2 (i) in clause (8) by striking "or" at the
3 end;

4 (U) by redesignating clause (4) as clause

5 (5); and

6 (iii) by inserting the following after

7 clause (3):

8 "(4) the secondary transmission is made by a sat-

9 spite carrier for private viewing pursuant to a compul-

10 sory license under section 119; or"; and

11 (B) in subsection (d)(2)(A) by inserting before

12 "Such statement" the following:

13 "In determining the total number of subscribers

14 and the gross amounts paid to the cable system
15 for the basic service of providing secondary trans-

16 missions of primary broadcast transmitters, the
17 system shall not include subscribers and amounts

18 collected from subscribers receiving secondary

19 transmissions for private viewing pursuant to

20 section 119."

21 (2) Chapter 1 of title 17, United States Code, is
22 amended by adding at the end the following new
23 section:

on 5572 II
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1 "1)119. Limitations on exclusive rights: Secondary trans-

2 missions of superetations for private viewing

3 "(a) SECONDARY TRANSMISSIONS BY SATELLITE

4 Oautramze.
5 "(1) Subject to the provisions of clauses (2), (3),

6 and (4) of this subsection, secondary transmissions of a

7 primary transmission made by a superstation and em-

8 bodying a performance or display of a work shall be

9 subject to compulsory licensing if the secondary trans-

10 mission is made by a satellite carrier to the public for

11 private viewing, and the carrier makes a direct charge

12 for such retransmission service to each subscriber re-

13 ceiving the secondary transmission or to a distributor

14 that has contracted with the carrier for direct or indi-

15 rect delivery of the secondary transmission to the
16 public for private viewing.

17 "(2) Notwithstanding the provisions of clause (1)

18 of this subsection, the willful or repeated secondary

19 transmission to the public by a carrier of a pri-

20 mary transmission made by a superstation and embody-

21 ing a performance or display of a work is actionable as

22 an act of infringement under section 501, and is fully

23 subject to the remedies provided by sections 502
24 through 506 and 509, where the satellite carrier has
25 not deposited the statement of account and royalty fee

26 required by subsection (b).
611 S572 II
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1 "(3) Notwithstanding the provisions of clause (I)
2 of this subsection, the secondary transmission to the
3 public by a satellite carrier of a primary transmission
4 made by a superstation and embodying a performance

5 or display of a work is actionable as an act of infringe-

6 meat under section 501, and is fully subject to the
7 remedies provided by sections 502 through 506 and
8 sections 509 and 510, if the content of the particular
9 program in which the performance or display is em-

10 bodied, or any commercial advertising or station an-
I1 nouncement transmitted by the primary transmitter
12 during, or immediately before or after, the transmission

13 of such program, is in any way willfully altered by the
14 satellite carrier through changes, deletions, or addi-
15 tions, or is combined with programming from any other

16 broadcast signal.

17 "(4) Notwithstanding the provisions of clause (I)
IS of this subsection, the willful or repeated secondary
19 transmission to the public by a satellite carrier of a pri-

20 many transmission made by a superstation and embody-

21 ing a performance or display of a work is actionable as

22 an act of infringement under section 501, and is fully
23 subject to the remedies provided by sections 502
24 througli 506 and 509, if the satellite carrier discrimi-
25 nates against a distributor in a manner which violates
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1 the Communications Act of 1934 or rules issued by the

2 Federal Communications Commission with respect to
3 discrimination.

4 "(b) COMPULSORY LICENSE POE SECONDARY TRANS-

5 MIBBIONB FOR PRIVATE VIEW-MO.

6 "(1) A satellite carrier whose secondary transmis-

7 sions are subject to compulsory licensing under subsec-

8 tion (a) shall, on a semiannual basis, deposit with the
9 Register of Copyrights, in accordance with require-

10 merits that the Register shall, after consultation

11 with the Copyright Royalty Tribunal, prescribe by
12 regulation-
13 "(A) a statement of account, covering the
14 preceding 6-month period, specifying the names

15 and locations of all superstitions whose signals
16 were transmitted, at any time during that period,
17 to subscribers for private viewing as described in
18 subsection (OW, the total number of subscribers
19 that received such transmissions, and such other
20 data as the Register of Copyrights may, after con-

21 saltation with the Copyright Royalty Tribunal,
22 from time to time prescribe by regulation; and

23 "(B) a royalty fee for that 6-month period,
24 computed by multiplying the number of subscrib-
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1 ers receiving each secondary transmission during
2 each calendar month by 12 cents.

3 "(2) The Register of Copyrights shall receive all
4 fees deposited under this section and, after deducting

5 the reasonable costs incurred by the Copyright Office

6 under this section (other than the costs deducted under

7 clause (4)), shall deposit the balance in the Treasury of

8 the United States, in such manner as the Secretary of

9 the Treasury directs. All funds held by the Secretary

10 of the Treasury shall be invested in interest-bearing
11 United States securities for later distribution with in-
12 terest by the Copyright Royalty Tribunal as provided
13 by this title.

14 "(3) The royalty fees deposited under clause (2)
15 shall, in accordance with the procedures provided by

16 clause (4), be distributed to those copyright owners
17 whose works were included in a secondary transrnis-
18 sion for private viewing made by a satellite carrier
19 during the applicable 6-month accounting period and
20 who file a claim with the Copyright Royalty Tribunal
21 under clause (4).

22 "(4) The royalty fees deposited under clause (2)
23 shall be distributed in accordance with the following

24 procedures:

GAB 5572
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1 "(A) During the month of July in each year,
2 each person claiming to be entitled to compulsory

8 license fees for secondary transmissions for private

4 viewing shall file a claim with the Copyright Roy-

5 airy Tribunal, in accordance with requirements
6 that the Tribunal shall prescribe by regulation.
7 Notwithstanding any provision of the antitrust
8 laws, for purposes of this clause any claimants
9 may agree among themselves as to the propor-

10 tionate division of compulsory licensing fees

11 among them, may lump their claims together and

12 file them jointly or as a single claim, vr may des-

13 ignate a common agent to receive payu.cub on
14 their behalf.

15 "(B) After the first day of August of each
16 year, the Copyright Royalty Tribunal shall deter-
17 mine whether there exists a controversy concern-

18 ing the distribution of royalty fees. If the Tribunal

19 determines that no such controversy exists, the
20 Tribunal shall, after deducting reasonable adminis-

21 trative costs under this clause, distribute such fees

22 to the copyright owners entitled to receive them,
23 or to their designated agents. If the Tribunal finds

24 the existence of a controversy, the Tribunal shall,

25 pursuant to chapter 8 of this title, conduct a pro-

ant on CI
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1 ceeding to determine the distribution of royalty
2 fees.

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21 "(2) FEE SET BY VOLUNTARY NEGOTIATION.

22 "(A) On or before July 1, 1989, the Copy-
23 right Royalty Tribunal shall cause notice t') be
24 published in the Federal Register of the initiation
25 of voluntary negotiation proceedings for the pur-

"(C) During the pendency of any proceeding

under this subsection, the Copyright Royalty Tri-

bunal shall withhola from distribution an amount

sufficient to satisfy an claims with respect to
which a controversy exists, but shall have discre-

tion to proceed to distribute any amounts tbat are
not in controversy.

"(C) DETERMINATION OF ROYALTY FEES.

"(1) METHODS FOB DETERMINING ROYALTY

FEE 8.The rate of the royalty fee payable under sub-
section (b)(1)(B) shall be effective until December 31,

1990, unless a royalty fee is established under clause
(2) or (3) of this subsection. After that date, the fee
shall be determined either in accordance with the vol-

untary negotiation procedure specified in clause (2) of

this subsection or in accordance with the compulsory
arbitration procedure specified in clauses (3) and (4) of

this subsection.
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1 pose of determining the royalty fee to be paid by
2 satellite carriers under subsection (b)(1)(B) of this

3 section.

4 "(B) Satellite carriers, distributors, and copy-

5 right owners entitled to royalty fees under this
6 section shall negotiate in good faith in an effort to

7 reach a voluntary agreement or voluntary agree-

8 ments for the payment of royalty fees. Notwith-

9 standing any provision of the antitrust laws, any

10 such satellite carriers, distributors, and copyright

11 owners may at any time negotiate and agree to
12 the royalty fee, and may designate common
13 agents to negotiate, agree to, or pay such fees. If
14 the parties fail to identify common agents, the
15 Copyright Royalty Tribunal shall do so, after re-

16 questing recommendations from the parties to the

17 negotiation proceeding. Tho parties to each

18 negotiation proceeding shall bear the entire cost
19 thereof.

20 "(C) Voluntary agreements negotiated at any

21 time in accordance with this clause shall be bind-

22 ing upon all satellite carriers, distributors, and
23 copyright owners that are parties thereto. Copies
24 of such agreements shall be filed with the Copy-
25 right Office within thirty days after execution in

KR. 5572 Ili--2
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1 accordance with regulations that the Register of
2 Copyrights shall prescribe.

3 "(D) The obligation to pay the royalty fees
4 established under a voluntary agreement which
5 has been filed with the Ccpyright Office in ac-
6 cordance with this clause shall become effective

7 on the dnte specified in the agreement, and shall

8 remain in effect until December 31, 1994.

9 "(3) FEE SET BY COMPULSORY ARBITRATION.

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

2,:,

23

24

25

on 5572 Iii

"(A) On or before December 31, 1989, the
Copyright Royalty Tribunal shall cause notice to

be published in the Federal Register of Cie initi-

ation of arbitration proceedings for the purpose of

determining a reasonable royalty fee to be paid

under subsection (b)(1)03) of this section by satel-

lite carriers who are not parties to a voluntary
agreement filed with the Copyright Office in ac-
cordance with clause (2) of this subsection. Such

notice shall include the names and qualifications

of potential arbitrators chosen by the Tribunal
from a list of available arbitrators obtained from
the American Arbitration Association or such
similar organization as the Tribunal shall select.

"(B) Not later than ten days after publication

of the notice initiating an arbitration proceeding,
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1 and in accordance with procedui as to be specified

2 by the Copyright Royalty Tribtal, one arbitrator
3 shall be selected from the published list by copy-

4 right owners who claim to be entitled to royalty
5 fees under subsection (b)(4) of this section and
6 who arc not party to a voluntary agreement filed
7 with the Copyright Office in accordance with

8 clause (2) of this subsection, and one arbitrator
9 shall be selected from the published list by satel-

10 lite carriers and distributors who are not parties
11 to such a voluntary agreement. The two arbitra-
12 tors so selected shall, within ten days after their
13 selection, choose a third arbitrator from the same

14 list, who shall serve as chairperson of the arbitra-

15 tors. If either group fails to agree upon the selec-

16 tion of an arbitrator, or if the arbitrators selected
17 by such groups fails to agree upon the selection of

18 a chairperson, the Copyright Royalty Tribunal
19 shall promptly select the arbitrator or chairperson,

20 respectively. The arbitrators selected under this
21 paragraph shall constitute an Arbitration Panel_

22 "(C) The Arbitration Panel shall conduct an
23 arbitration proceeding in accordance with such
24 procedures as it may adopt. The Panel shall act
25 on the basis of a fully documented written record.

en 557Z in
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1 Any copyright owner who claims to be entitled to
2 royalty fees under subsection (b)(4) of this section,

3 any satellite carrier, and any distributor, who is
4 not party to a voluntary agreement filed with the
5 Copyright Office iu accordance with clause (2) of

6 this subsection, may submit relevant information
7 and proposals to the Panel. The parties to the
8 proceeding shall bear the entire cost thereof in
9 such manner and proportion as the Panel shall

10 direct.

11 "(D) In determining royalty fees under this
12 clause, the Arbitration Panel shall consider the
13 approximate average cost to a cable system for
14 the right to secondarily transmit to the public a
15 primary transmission made by a broadcast station,
16 the fee established under any voluntary agreement
17 filed with the Copyright Office in accordance with

18 clause (2) of this subsection, and the last fee pro-
19 posed by the parties, before proceedings under
20 this clause, for the secondary transmission of su-
21 perstations for private viewing. The fee shall also
22 be calculated to achieve the following objectives:
2:3 "(1) To maximize the availability of cre-

24 ative works to the public.

Iii 5572 la
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4

5

6

7
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"(ii) To afford the copyright owner a
fair return for his or her creative work and
the copyright user a fair income under exist-

ing economic conditions.

"(iii) To reflect the relative roles of the

copyright owner and the copyright user in
the product made available to the public with

respect to relative creative contribution,

9 technological contribution, capital invest-

10 went, cost, risk, and contribution to the

11 opening of new markets for creative expres-

12 sion and media for their communication.

13 "(iv) To minimize any disruptive impact

14 on the structure of the industries involved
15 and on generally prevailing industry

16 practices.

7 "(E) Not later than sixty days after publica-

18 tion of the notice initiating an arbitration proceed-

19 ing, the Arbitration Panel shall report to the
20 Copyright Royalty Tribunal its determination con-

21 cerning the royalty fee. Such report shall be ac-

22 companied by the written record, and snail set
23 forth the facts that the Board found relevant to its

24 determination and the reasons why its determina-

on S572 IR
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1 tion is consistent with the criteria set forth in
2 paragraph (D) of this clause.

3 "(P) Within 60 days after receiving the
4 report of the Arbitration Panel under paragraph
5 (E) of this clause, the Copyright Royalty Tribunal

6 shall adopt or reject the determination of the
7 Panel. The Tribunal shall adopt the determination

8 of the Panel unless the Tribunal finds that the de-

9 termination is clearly inconsistent with the criteria

10 set forth in paragraph (D) of this clause. If the
11 Tribunal rejects the determination of the Panel,
12 the Tribunal shall, before the end of that 60-day
13 period, and after full examination of the record
14 created in the arbitration proceeding, issue an
15 order, consistent with tht. criteria set forth in
16 paragraph (D) of this clause, setting the royalty
17 fee under this clause. The Tribunal shall cause to
18 be published in the Federal Register the determi-
19 nation of the Panel, and the decision of the Tribu-
20 nal with respect to the determination (including
21 any order issued under the preceding sentence).
22 The Tribunal shall also publicize such determina-
23 tion and decision in such other manner as the Tri-

24 banal considers appropriate. The Tribunal shall
25 also make the report of the Arhitration Panel and

11 R 5572 12
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1 the accompanying record available for public

2 inspection and copying.

3 "(0) The obligation to pay the royalty fee
4 established under a determination of the Arbitra-

5 Lion Panel which is confirmed by the Copyright

6 Royalty Tribunal ir. accordance with this clause,

7 or established by any order issued under para-
8 graph (F) of this clause, shall become effective on

9 the date when the decision of the Tribunal is pub-

10 fished in the Federal Register under paragraph
11 (F) of this clause, and shall remain in effect until

12 modified in accordance with clause (4) of this sub-

13 section, or until December 31, 1994.

14 "(H) The royalty fee adopted or ordered
15 under paragraph (F) of this clause shall be binding

16 on all satellite carriers, distributors, and copyright

17 owners, who are not party to a voluntary agree-
18 ment filed with the Copyright Office under clause

19 (2) of this subsection.

20 "(4) JUDICIAL BEVIEW.Any decision of the
21 Copyright Royalty Tribunal under clause (3) of this
22 subsection with respect to a determination of the Arbi-

28 tration Panel may be appealed, by any aggrieved party

24 who would be bound by the determination, to the
25 United States Court of Appeals for the District of Co-
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1 lumbia Circuit, within thirty days after the publication

2 of the decision in the Federal Register. The pendency
3 of an appeal under this clause shall not relieve satellite

4 carriers of the obligation under subsection (b)(1) of this

5 section to deposit the statement of account and royalty

6 fees specified in that subsection. The court shall have

7 jurisdiction to modify or vacate a decision of the Tribu-

8 nal only if it finds, on the basis of the record before the

Tribunal and the statutory criteria set forth in clause
(3)(D) of this subsection, that the Arbitration Panel or

the Tribunal acted in an arbitrary manner. If the court

modifies the decision of the Tribunal, the court shall
have jurisdiction to enter its own determination with
respect to royalty fees, to order the repayment of any
excess fees deposited under subsection (b)(1)(B) of this

section, and to order the payment of any underpaid
fees, and the interest pertaining respectively thereto, in

accordance with its final judgment. The court may fur-

ther vacate the decision of the Tribunal and remand
the case for arbitration proceedings in accordance with

clause (3) of this subsection.

"(d) DEFINITIONS ----As used in this section-

44(1) ANTITRUST LAWS. -- --The term 'antitrust

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24 laws' has the meaning given that term in subsection (a)

On 5572 II
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1 of the first section of the Clayton Act (15 U.S.C.
2 12(0)-

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

"(2) DISTRIBUTOR.The term Idle tributor'

means an entity which contracts to distribute second-

ary transmissions from a satellite carrier and, either as

a single channel or in a package with other program-

ming, provides the secondary transmission either di-

rectly to individual subscribers for private viewing or
indirectly through other program distribution entities.

10 "(3) INDEPENDENT STATION.The term 'inde-

11 pendent station' has the meaning given that term in
12 section 111(f) of this title.

13 "(4) PEnIARY TRANSMISSION.The term 'pr A-

14 mary transmission' has the meaning given that term in

15 .-ection 111(f) of this title.

16 "(5) PRIVATE VIEWING.The term 'private

17 viewing' means the viewing, for private use in an indi-

18 vidual's dwelling unit by means of equipment which is

19 operated by such individual, of a secondary traaasmis-

20 sion delivered by a satellite carrier of a primary trans-

21 mission of a television station licensed by the Federal
22 Communications Commission.

23 "(6) SATELLITE CARRIER.The term 'satellite
24 carrier' means a common carrier that is licensed by the

25 Federal Communications Commission to establish and

101 5572 In
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1 operate a channel of communications for point-to-multi-

2 point distribution of television station signals, and that
3 owns or leases a transponder on a satellite in order to
4 provide such point-to-multipoint distribution.

5 "(7) SECONDARY TRANSMISSION.The term

6 'secondary transmission' has the meaning given that
7 term in section 111(1) of this title.

8 "(8) SUBSCRIBER.The term 'subscriber' means
9 an individual who receives a secondary transmission

10 service for private viewing by means of a secondary
11 transmission from a satellite carrier and pays a fee for
12 the service, directly or indirectly, to the satellite carri-
13 er or to a distributor.

14 "(9) SUPERSTATION.The term `superstation'

15 means an independent station licensed by the Federal
16 Communications Commission that-
17 "(A) was secondarily transmitted by a satel-

18 lite carrier for nationwide distribution on June 1,
19 1986, or

20 "(B) is secondarily transmitted by a satellite
21 carrier and is then secondarily transmitted by
22 cable systems serving, in the aggregate, not less
23 than 10 percent of all cable television subscribers,

24 as reflected in the most current statements of ac-
25 count deposited by cable systems with the Regis-

SU 5572 111
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1 ter of Copyrights in accordance with section
2 111(d)(2)(A) of this title.".

3 (3) Section 801(b)(3) of title 17, United States
4 Code, is amended by striking "and 116" and inserting

5 ", 116, and 119(b)".

6 (4) Section 804(d) of title 17, United States Code,

7 is amended by striking "sections 111 or 116" and in-

8 serting "section 111, 116, or 119".

9 (5) The table of sections for chapter 1 of title 17,

10 United States Code, is amended by adding at the end

11 the following new item:
"119. Limitations on exclusive rights: Secondary transmissions of superstatians for

private viewing.".

12 SEC. 3. EFFECTIVE DATE.

13 This Act and the amendments made by this Act take
14 effect on January 1, 1987, except that the authority of the
15 Copyright Royalty Tribunal to set rates pursuant to the
16 amendments made by this Act takes effect upon the date of

17 the enactment of this Act.

18 SEC. 4. TERMINATION.

19 This Act and the amendments made by this Act cease to

20 be effective on December 31, 1994.
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APPENDIX II

MATERIALS RELATING TO LOW POWER TELEVISION/COPYRIGHT

992d
{ REPORT

2d Sesaion HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
_ 99-615

AMENDING TITLE 17, UNITED STATES CODE, TO CLARIFY THE DEFINITION
OF THE LOCAL SERVICE AREA OF A PRIMARY TRANSMITTER IN THE
CASE OF A LOW POWER TELEVISION STATION

JUNE 3, 1986.Committed to the Committee on the Whole House on the State of
the Union and ordered to be printed

Mr. KASTENMEIER, from the Committee on the Judiciary,
submitted the following

REPORT
[To accompany H.R. 3108]

[Including cost estimate of the Congressional Budget Office]

The Committee on the Judiciary, to whom was referred the bill
(H.R. 3108) to amend title 17, United States Code, to clarify the def-
inition of the local service area of a primary transmitter in the
case of a low power television station, having considered the same,
report favorably thereon without amendment and recommend that
the bill do pass.

PURPOSE OP THE LEGISLATION
The purpose of the legislation is to clarify any ambiguity that

might exist in current copyright law regarding the classification of
cable systems' retransmission of low power television (marry) sig-
nals for purposes of calculating copyright royalty payments and ob-
ligations under Section 111(c) of the Copyright Act. This clarifica-
tion makes clear that a cable system's retransmission of such a
signal within the defined local service area of the low power televi-
sion station constitutes retransmission of a "local signal", for
which no royalty payment is required. In so doing, the proposed
legislation conforms with the current policy of the Copyright Office
of the United States.

BACKGROUND

The Copyright Act of 1976in 17 U.S.C. 111(c)--- establishes a
compulsory licensing mechanism under which cable systems may
make secondary transmissions of copyrighted works. niis compul-
sory license is subject to various conditions, including the require-
ments that cable systems file Stateisnents of Account semi-annually

60-239 0 4 71
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and pay copyright statutory royalty fees in accordance with section
111(dX2) and as adjusted by the Copyright Royalty Tribunal pursu-
ant to section 801(b)(2).

Six years after the enactment of section 111, the Federal Com-
munications Commission (FCC) authorized the establishment of low
power television stations entitled to originate programming.' In de-
scribing this new service, the Commission noted the rapid develop-
ment "of new and competitive technologies designed to deliver en-
tertainment and information services to the public" and recognized
that low power television would "permit fuller utilization of the
broadcast spectrum in service to those ends." 2 Since 1982, several
hundred low power television stations have gone on the air and a
greater number of construction permits have been granted. Lotter-
ies for new construction permits are held every month. The FCC is
expected to grant up to 4,000 of these permits.3

The basic function of low power television is to provide local tele-
vision service in markets (typically in rural communities) that are
presently underserved by conventional full-power television. 'Inti-
mately such low power television could serve communities much as
local radio stations serve such communities today." 4

As has all too often been the case, rapid and unforeseen techno-
logical developments occurring subsequent to passage of the 1976
Copyright Act have rendered its literal terms ambiguous. As aptly
observed in a recent report issued by the Office of Technology As-
sessment at the request of this Committee: "Once a relatively slow
and ponderous process, technological change is now outpacing the
legal structure that governs the system, and is creating pressures
on Congress to adjust the law to accommodate these changes." 5

Specifically, the status of low power television stationsnot in
existence at the time of the 1976 Copyright Actunder the Act's
definition of the "local service area of a primary transmitter" has
been questioned. This definition establishes the demarcation be-
tween so-called "local" and "distant" signals under the cable com-
pulsory license. This demarcation is critically important since large
cable systems, whose semiannual gross receipts exceed $214,000,
compute their copyright royalties beyond the minimum fee on the
basis of distant signal carriage (i.e., the "distant signal equivalent"
formula is applied):

By contrast, cable systems pay no fee for local retransmission of
"local signals." The basis for this significantly different treatment
is found in this Committee's report accompanying the 1976 Act:

I See 47 Fed. Reg. 2146841982) on recoil- 48 Fed. Reg. 21478 (1983). See also Hearings on Copy-
right Issues Arising from New Communications Technologies before the House Judiciary Sub.
comm. on Courts, Civa Liberties and the Administration of Justice. 99th Cong., Lot Sess. (1985)
[hereinafter referred to as House Hearings] (statement of Ralph Oman, Register of Copyrights).
Prior to this time, some low power television statio:g.3 had acted as so-called "translater" sta-
tions; however, they did not originate programming.

2 47 Fed - Reg.. at 21468.
3 House Hearings, supra note 1 (statement of Ralph Oman).
4 131 Cong. Rec. E3626 (daily ed. July 31, 1985) (remarks of Robert W. Kastenmeier). The FCC

has aptly observed that "low power service can provide additions to both 'basic' service and di-
versity of service, in furtherance of local service objectives . . ." "Report and Recommendations
in the Low Power Inquiry," BC Docket No. 78-53 at 89. September 9. 1980.

'See generidly. Intellectual Property Rights in an Age of Electronics and Information at 3
(Office of Technology Assessment 1986)-

272
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In setting an initial fee schedule, the Senate bill based
the royalty fee on a sliding scale related to the gross re-
ceipts of a cable system for providing the basic retransmis-
sion service, and rejected a statutory scheme that would
distinguish between "local" and "distant" signals. The
Committee determined, however, that there was no evi-
dence that the retransmission of "local" braodcast signals
by a cable operator threatens the existing market for copy-
right program owners.°

The Committee's view prevailed in conference and W ELS enacted in
17 U.S.C. 111(c).

The failure to treat a cable operator's local retransmission of a
"local" low power television station's signal in the same manner as
retransmission of a full power station's signal is both illogical and
contrary to Congress' intent as manifested in section 111(c) of the
1976 Copyright Act.

The meaning of "local service area of a primary transmission" is
found in the definitions section of 17 U.S.C. 111(0. That section pro-
vides that in the case of a television broadcast station, the "local
service area of a primary transmitter" comprises the area in which
such station is entitled to insist upon retransmission of its signal
by a cable system pursuant to the rules, regulations and reauthor-
izations of the FCC in effect on April 15, 1976, or in the case of a
television broadcast station licensed by an appropriate governmen-
tal authority of Canada or Mexico, the area in which it would be
entitled to insist upon its signal being retransmitted if it were a
television broadcast station subject to such rules, regulations, and
authorizations. The existing statutory definition of local service
area therefore covers those broadcast services in existence in 1976,
full-power domestic TV stations, Canadian and Mexican stations,
and radio stations. Because all full-power domestic stations were
subject to the 1976 mandatory carriage rules, Congressas merely
a convenient way to establish a clear dividing line between "local"
and "distant" signalsdefined the area of local service for copy-
right purposes in terms of the must-carry area specified in the
FCC's rules, in effect on April 15, 1976. As noted above, however,
low power originating television stations were not in existence on
that date and thus could hardly be subject to the FCC's rules.

Importantly, the proposed legislation (H.R. 3108) is neither af-
fected by nor affects the decision of the United States Court of Ap-
peals for the District of Columbia that present must-carry rules are
unconstitutional as violative of the First Amendment.? In authoriz-
ing the establishment of low power television originating stations
in 1982, the FCC declined to accord such stations must-carry
status.° Should the decision of the Court of Appeals be reversed,
low power television stations would still not be entitled to manda-

6 H.R. Rep. No. 94 -1476, 94th Cong., 2d Sess. 90 (1976).
7 See Quincy Cable TV, Inc., v. Federal Communications Commission, 768 F. 2d 1434 (D.C. Cir.

1985). Indeed, the Quincy court expressly noted that the must-carry rules may continue to serve
as "a convenient reference point for determining where local signal ends and a distant signal
begins" for copyright purposes. Id. at 1454 n. 42.

a 47 Fed. Reg. at 21492.
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tory carriage, nor would enactment of H.R. 3108 legislatively ac-
complish such a result.

In order to insure that low power stations are treated in the
same manner as full-power domestic and Canadian and Mexican
signals with respect to when carriage of those signals will be
"local" and royalty-free and when they will be "distant", it is ac-
cordingly necessary to clarify the current law. Present day confu-
sioneven after the clarification of policy by the Copyright
Officehas created a reluctance on the part of some cable systems
to carry the programming of LPTV stations without paying pro-
hibitively high royalty payments and to thereby risk copyright li-
ability, however slight that risk might be. Without cable carriage,
advertisers and copyright owners are reluctant to provide material
for broadcast on low power television, resulting in negative effects
on the pool of programming available to such stations. The net
result is that audiences, especially in rural areas, are deprived of
local programming offered by these stations. Ultimately, the eco-
nomic viability of this fledgling broadcast service is threatened.°

H.R. 3108 therefore modifies section 111(0 of title 1 ?, United
States Code, to define specifically the "local service area" of a low
power television station in a manner such that cable systems will
know with precision when their carriage of such a station is "local"
and when it is "distant". For low power stations located outside the
50 metropo! tan statistical areas with the largest populations based
on the 1OF snails, that area would comprise a radius of 35 miles
from the ;ow power station's transmitter site. The 35-mile standard
is used because it was formerly part of the FCC's definition of sp x-
ified zone of a 1....levision broadcast station.lo Although low power
stay dna were previously unprotected by this standard because it
we applied only tc full service broadcast stations, the 35-mile limit
nonetheless is a convenient measure for the proposed legislative
change contained in H.R. 3108. As a consequence, a cable system
located within that area may carry that station's signal as a
"local" signal without payment of royalties other than the relevant
minimum fee. In heavily populated areas represented by the top 50
metropolitan statistical areas, however, the area of local service
would be reduced to 20 miles. This lesser geographic distance in an
approximation of the range of a LPTV station within such major
markets, characterized by the multiplicity of television signals.

This statutory clarification will remove any remaining copyright
ambiguities facing cable systems and enable decisions as to wheth-
er or not to carry low power stations on a local basis to be based on
what is best for subscribers and the community served.

The result of this statutory change will be increased program-
ming possibilities in underserved small communities, promotion of
localism, the freer flow of information and ideas, more satisfied
viewers, and a clearer and more consistent copyright law.

The legislation has engendered no known opposition.

See House Hearings supra note 1 (statement of Richard Hutoluspon).
1° See 47 C.F.R. 76.5 (t)
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LEGISLATIVE HISTORY

It was in the waning days of the 98th Congress that the Commit-
tee first learned of lack of clarity in existing copyright law as re-
gards low power television. At that time, several Members of both
the House and Senate felt that a clarifying amendment could be
added to an unrelated piece of legislation, and perhaps enacted into
law before the end of the Congress. This approach, however, would
not have allowed the Committeethrough the Subcommittee on
Courts, Civil Liberties and the Administration of Justiceto exam-
ine a particular bill, hold hearings, conduct an open mark-up or
otherwise ftlow the normal procedures of either the House or the
Senate.

Expressing reluctance to bypass tl-' -les of the House of Repre-
sentatives, in September, 1984, the Cm*airman of the Subcommittee
(Robert W. Kastenmeier) contracted his counterpart chairman in
the Senate, Senator Charles McC. Mathias, Jr. Together, on Octo-
ber 1, 1985, they wrote to the then-Register of Copyrights, David
Ladd, asking that administrative action be taken to resolve the
problem since Congress was scheduled to adjourn within days. In
the Kastenmeier-Mathias letter, it was observed that under one po-
tential interpretation of the law, "cable systems would be very re-
luctant to include low power stations within their complement of
local services on a 'may-carry' basis, which in turn would seriously
damage the development or viability of low power television." 11
Practically speaking, a low power television signal is not powerful
enough to be designated a "distant signal" since its maximum
range is only 10 to 20 miles. The Kastenmeier-Mathias letter con-
cluded that in the 99th Congress, any ambiguity in existing law
would be clarified by a techilical amendment.12

On October 12, 1984, the Copy-Light Office expeditiously respond-
ed by holding a public hearing on the matter. After receiving
public comment through October 22, 1984, the Office determiLied
that it would henceforth not question the determination of a cable
system that a low power television signal carried by that cable
system is a local signal and therefore exempt from the royalty fee.
By way of a letter dated November 29, 1984, to Chairman Kasten-
meier from General Counsel Dorothy Schrader, the Office expressly
stated:

that the status of low power television siguals under
the cable compulsory license is ambiguous. Accordingly, in
examining cable Statements of Account, the Copyright
Office will not question the determination by a cable
system that a low power station's signal is "local" within
an area approximating the normal coverage zone of such
station.13

alA copy of the Kastenineier-Mathias letter is attached es Appendix I. The interpretation re-
ferred to was based on the following argument: "Since the definition of "local service area of a
primary transmitter" was specifically tied to the transmitter's ability to insist on mandatory
carriage under the video of the FCC in effect on April lb. 1976, and low power television stations
did not have the right to insist upon such carriage under those rules, low-power television sta-
tions did not have a "local service area" and must. therefore, be "diatant signals". While not
without some theoretical attractiveness, this argument defied reality.a s id.

1. is copy of the Schrader letter is attached as Appendix D.
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The Copyright Office further expressed its support for legislative
clarification of the statutory ambiguity by a technical amendment
to the Copyright Act."

The legislation embodied in H.R. 3108 accomplishes this objec-
tive. H.R. 3108 was introduced on Jti ly 30, 1984, after drafting dis-
cussions were held with the low power television industry and the
Copyright Office as well as representatives of the cable television
industry, broadcasters and the motion picture industry." Compan-
ion legislation has been introduced in the Senate by Senator Ma-
thias in the form of S. 1526 -

On November 20, 1985, a hearing was held by the Subcommittee
on Courts, Civil Liberties and the Administration of Justice on
Copyright Issues arising from New Communications Technologies.
H.R. 3108 was on the table. Testimony was received from Ralph
Oman (Register of Copyrights); Richard Hutcheson (Community
Broadcasters Association); and Rick Brown (Society for Private and
Commercial Earth Stations (SPACE)).

On January 22, 1986, H.R. 3108 was reported favorably by voice
vote to the full Committee by the Subcommittee.

On May 6, 1986, H.R. 3108 was considered by the Ccmmittee and,
a quorum of members being present, ordered favorably reported by
voice vote to the full House.

SECMONAL ANALYSIS

H.R. 3108 is a one section bill. It adds a new sentence to the
fourth paragraph of section 111(f) of title 17, United States Code,
relating to the definition of local service area.

In principal part, section 111(f) currently provides that:
The "local service area of primary transmitter," in the

case of a television broadcast station, comprises the area in
which such station is entitled to insist upon its signal
being retransmitted by a cable system pursuant to the
rules, regulations and authorizations of the Federal Com-
munications Commission in effect on April 25, 1976 *.

H.R. 3108 adds language clarifying that in the case of a low
power television station, as defined by the rules and regulations of
the Federal Communications Commission, the "local service area of
a primary transmitter" includes the geographic area within 35
miles of the transmitter site, except that in the case of such a sta-
tion being located in a metropolitan statistical area which has one
of the 50 largest populations of all standard metropolitan statistical
areasbased on the 1980 decennial census taken by the Secretary
of Commercethe number of miles she' be 20 miles.

OVERSIGHT FINDINGS
'',e Committee makes the oversight findings found in this report

I respect to this legislation.
14 Id.
1611.R. 3108 is co-sponsored by Representatives Boucher, Marlenea, Hubbard. Leach, MacKay,

Grotberg, Mazzo% Morrison (of Conn.), Moorhead, Berman, Hyde. DeWine. and Coble.
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In regard to clause 2(aX3XD) of rule XI of the Rules of the House
of Representatives, no oversight findings have been submitted to
the Committee by the Committee on Government Operations.

NEW BUDGET AUTHORITY

In regard to clause 2(IX3)(B) of rule XI of the Rules of the House
of Representatives, the bill creates no new budget authority on in-
creased tax expenditures for the Federal government.

INFLATIONARY IMPACT STATEMENT

Pursuant to clause 2(1X4) of rule XI of the Rules of the House of
Representatives, the Committee feels that the bill will have no
foreseeable inflationary impact on prices or costs in the operation
of the national economy.

FEDERAL ADVISORY COMMITTEE ACT OF 1972
The Committee Ends that this legislation does not create any

new advisory committees within the meaning of the Federal Advi-
sory Committee Act of 1972.

COST ESTIMATE

In regard to clause 7 of rule XIII of the Rules of the House of
Represeintatives, the Committee agrees with the cost estimate of
the Congressional Budget Office.

U.S. CONGRESS,
CONGRESSIONAL BUDGET OFFICE,

Washington, DC, May 8, 198$.
Hon. PETER W. RODIN°, Jr.,
Chairman, Committee on the Judiciary, House of Representatives,

Rayburn House Office Building, Washington, DC
DEAR MR. CHAIRMAN: The Congressional Budget Office has re-

viewed H.R. 3108, a Nil to amend title 17 of the United States
Code, to clarify the definition of the local service area of a primary
transmitter in the case of a low power television station, as ordered
reported by the House Committee on the Judiciary, May 6, 1986.
We estimate that enactment of this bill would result in no addi-
tional costs to the federal goverrimPnt or to state or local govern-
ments.

H.R. 3108 would specifically add low power television (LPTV) sta-
tions to the more general definition of the local service areas of tel-
evision stations in the copyright law. (LPTV stations did not exist
at the time the statute was first written in 1976.)

This bill would codify the existing practices of the Copyright
Office in calculating copyright royalty payments. Based on infor-
mation from the Federal Communications Commission and the
Copyright Office of the Library of Congress, CBO estimates that it
will not affect the federal budget or the budgets of state or local
governments.

0 10
Jr fti
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If you wish further details on this estimate, we will be pleased to
provide them.

With best wishes,
Sincerely,

RUDOLPH G. PENNER,
Director.

COMMITTEE VOTE

H.R. 3108 was reported favorably by voice vote, no objection
being heard, and a quorum of Members being present.

APPENDIX I
U.S. HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES,

COMMrITEE ON THE JUDICIARY,
Washington, DC October 1, 1984.

Hon. DAVID LADD,
Register of Copyrights, Washington, DC

DEAR MR. LADD: We are writing to you in reference to provisions
of section 111 of the Copyright Act and its potential effect on the
carriage by cable systems of local signals of low power television.
As you know, provisions of section 111 which define and distin-
guish "local" carriage and "distant" carriage were considered by
Congress and the rules formulated prior to the introduction of low
power service by the Federal Communications Commissits,I. The
distinction between "distant" and "local" is important because in
most instances the royalty is computed on the basis of distant car-
riage.

It is our understanding that the Copyright Office may feel con-
strained by certain language in section 111 to classify the cable car-
riage of purely local low power television station signals as "dis-
tant" signals due to the fact that the Office might conclude that a
signal must be subject to the FCC's must-carry rules before it could
be considered local. This conclusion, of course, would result in car-
riage of these signals generating the same copyright liability as if
they were "distant," thereby subjecting cable systems to the pay-
ment of significant royalties. Under such circumstances, we are in-
formed that cable systems would be very reluctant to include low
power stations within their complement of local services on a
"may-carry" basis, which in turn would seriously damage the de-
velopment and viability of low power television_

During the time that Congress was considering how section 111
should operate, all local television signals were subject to must-
carry treatment and inclusion into the statute of a reference to
FCC must-carry rules merely provided a convenient way to estab-
lish a clear dividing line between the "local" signals and the "dis-
tant" signals. The recent introduction of may-carry local low power
signals was not contemplated at the time of passage of the Copy-
right Act of 1976, but Congress' intention was clear in wanting to
distinguish between signals that were truly local and others that
would be classified as distant. This was made manifest when,
during consideration by the House of the Senate-passed bill, an
amendment was added to mandate royalties for the carriage of sig-
nals when they were carded beyond the local coverage area of the
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station. Congress concluded that there would be no harm to copy-
right holders from such local carriage.

At a time in the near future, we intend to ensure that any ambi-
guity in the law is clarified by a technical amendment. I.Infortu-
nately, with a crowded legislative calendar and only a few days left
in the 98th Congress, such an amendment is unlikely to occur this
year. We believe, however, that an interim indication from the
Copyright Office resolving any ambiguities in a manner to effectu-
ate original intent can serve as a temporary solution to the prob-
lem.

Such an effort by the Copyright Office to resolve this problem
will have our whole-hearted support. It will also be supported by
Honorable Majority Leader Jim Wright and Senator Lloyd Bent-
sen, who have expressed personal interest in this issue.

Accordingly, we request you to consider the questions raised by
this letter, and ask that you keep us apprised of your progress and
any problems that might arise. if there is any way that we or our
staffs can assist in this endeavor, please let us know.

In advance, thank you for your time and consideration.
Sincerely,

ROBERT W. KASTENMEIER,
Chairman, Subcommittee on Courts,

Civil Liberties and the
Administration of Justice.

CitARLFA MCC. MATHIAS, Jr.,
Chairman, Subcommittee on Patents,

Copyrights and Trademarks.
APPENDIX II

NOVEMBER 29, 1984.
Hon. ROBERT W. KASTENMEIER,
Chairman, Subcommittee on Courts, Civil Liberties and the Admin-

istration of Justice, Rayburn House Office Building Washing-
ton, DC.

DEAR MR. ICAsreastmEms.: On October 1, 1984 you wrote to David
Ladd, Register of Copyrights expressing certain views about the
status of low power television (LPTV) signals under the cable ec..er-
pulsory license of 17 U.S.C. section 111. The Copyright Office held a
public hearing on October 12, 1984 and received public comment
through October 22, 1984. Your letter was made a part of the
record of this proceeding.

The record discloses that owners of copyright, except for the Na-
tional Association of Broadcasters, argued that under the Copy-
right Act definition of "local serves area of a primary transmit-
ter," the signal of an LPTV station must be classified as "distant"
since the distinction between "local" and "distant" signals is frozen
as of April 15, 1976 and LPTV stations have never been accorded
"must-carry" status. Representatives of LPTV stations and cable
system operators argued for a contrary interpretation of the Act.
They arguf,d that the Copyright Act's reference to the Federal
CommunicaLions Commission's April 15, 1976 "must-carry" rules as
the demarcation between "local' -*id "distant" signals was funda-
mentally based on geographic conwiderations, and the FCC's rules
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mere::: provided a convenient method of describing the geographic
limits of local signals. Some members of the public advanced an al-
ternative argument for classifying LPTV signals as "local." They
asserted that LPTV stations should be viewed as "deregulated
translator stations." Translator stations did exist on April 15, 1976
and were covered by the "must-carry" rules.

After reviewing the Copyright Act and its legislative history in
connection with the divergent views expressed on the public record,
including your letter of October 1, 1984, the Copyright Office has
concluded that the statue of low television signals under the
cable compulsory license is amb ous. Accordingly, in examining
cable Statements of Account, the pyright Office will not question
the determination by a cable system that a low power station's
signal is "local" within an area approximating the normal cover-
age zone of such station.

A Notice of this policy decision was published in the Federal Reg-
ister on November 28, 1984 at volume 49, pages 46829 -31. A photo-
copy of the Notice is enclosed.

In your letter of October 1, 1984, you expressed the intention to
clarify any ambiguity in the law by a technical amendment of the
Copyrig* Act. The Copyright Office recommends such an amend-
ment. We would be pleased to submit draft language, at your re-
quest.

Sincerely yours,
DOROTHY SCHRADER,

General Counsel.
Enclosure: Notice of LPTV policy decision.

[Docket RM 84-4]

CABLE COMPULSORY LICENSE; POLICY DECISION CONCERNING STATUS
of Low Pow TELEVISION STATIONS

Agency: Copyright Office, Library of Congress.
Action: Notice of policy decision.
Effective date: November 28, 1984.

1. BACKGROUND
Section 111(c) of the Copyright Act of 1976. title 17 of the United

States Code, establishes a compulsory licensing system under which
cable systems may make secondary transmissions of copyrighted
works. This compulsory license is subject to various conditions, in-
cluding the requirements that cable systems file Statements of Ac-
count semi-annually and pay statutory royalty fees in accordance
with section 111(dX2) and as adjusted b_y the Copyright Royalty Tri-
bunal in accordance with section 801()X2).

Six years after the enactment of Section 111, the Federal Com-
munications Commission (FCC) authorized the establishment of low
power television stations entitled to originate programming. See 47
FR 21468 (1982), on recon., 48 FR 21478: (1988). Since 1982, 117 low
power television stations have gone on the air and an additional
259 construction permits have been granted. Lotteries for new con-
struction permits -tre held every month; the FCC is expected to
grant up to 4,000 these permits.

2802
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The status of these low power television stations under the Copy-
right Act's definition of the "local service area of a _primary trans-
mitter" has been questioned. This definition establishes the demar-
cation between so-called "local" and "distant' signals under the
cable compulsory license. This demarcation is critically important
since large cable systems, whose semiannual 'gross receipts exceed
$214,000, compute their copyright royalties beyond the minimum
fee 1 on the basis of distant signal carriage (i.e., the "distant signal
equivalent" formula is applied).

The definition of local service area is found in section 111(f):
The "local service area of primary transmitter," in the

case of a television broadcast station, comprises the area in
which such station is entitled to insist upon its signal
being retransmitted by a cable system pursuant to the
rules, regulations, and authorizations of the Federal Conn-
munications Commission in effect on April 15, 1976. - -

The Copyright Act was enacted in 1976; the relevant section
111(f) definition refers to the type of television broadcast station
that the FCC required cable systems to carry on April 15, 1976
Under one interpretation of the Act, since the low power television
station category did not exist in 1976, they can not be considered
"must -carry " stations under the FCC rules in effect on April 15,
1975. Moreover, the FCC currently does not require cable retrans-
mission of low power television stations. The distinction between
local and distant signals found in 17 U.S.C. 111(f) is frozen as of the
FCC's rules in effect on April 15, 1976. The Committee on the Judi-
ciary explained that they used this date in the relevant section
111(f) definition since they believed "that any such change for copy-
right purposes, which would materially affect the royalty fee pay-
ments provided in the legislation, should only be made by an
amendment to the statute." H.R. Rep. No. 1476, 94th Cong., 2d
Sess. 99 (1976).

During the past year, representatives of cable systems have
asked the Copyright Office whether these low power stations may
be considered as "local" within the relevant definition of section
nun. Reasoning from the language of the Act itself, the legislative
history cited above, and the fact that the FCC did not choose to,,give these stations "must status when they considered the
matter. 48 FR 21475, 21482 the Copyright Office responded
that low power television stations were not subject to the FCC's
"must carry" rules and would presumably be classified as "distant"
signals under the definition in 17 U.S.C. 111(0.

On September 25, 1984, various representatives of the low power
television community asked the Copyright Office to reconsider its
position on the status of low power television stations under the
section 111(f) definition of "local service area of primary transmit-
ter."

In response to the urgency of these requests, the Copyright Office
held a public hearing on October 12, 1984, for the purpose of elicit-
ing comment on the correct interpretation of the Copyright Act as

1 All cable Syeterha pay a minimum fee for the privilege of making secondary transmissions.
irrespective of gross receipts or actual distant signal carriage. 17 U.S.C. 111(dX111(i). (C) and (D).
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it relates to the status of signals of low power television stations
retransmitted by cable systems. Specifically the Copyright Office
invited comment in two areas: (1) If a cable system retransmits a
low power television signal, should the signal be characterized as
"local" or "distant" for purposes of applying the distant signal
equivalent value formula? If the response is that the signal should
be considered "local," how are the limits of the station's "local
service area" defined and by what authority? (2) If a cable system
retransmits a low power television station on the basis of a volun-
tary license from the station and all owners of copyright in all
copyrighted works transmitted by the low power television station
have granted explicit voluntary licenses for the secondary trans-
mission by cable, must the cable system nevertheless specify that
carriage in its Statement of Account and pay copyright royalties
under the compulsory license, (assuming he cable system retrans-
mits at least one additional broadcast signal), or is the retransmis-
sion of such a low power television station outside the cable com-
pulsory license since all copyright owners have consented voluntar-
ily to the retransmission?

2. SUMMARY OF THE HEARING AND COMMENT RECORD
At the October 12, 1984, hearing representatives from the Ameri-

can Low Power Television Association (ALPTA), Low Power Televi-
sion, Inc. Community Broadcasters of America, Inc., Community
Antenna Television Association (CATA), ACTS Satellite Network,
Inc., American Christian Television System, Inc. and seven opera-
tors of low power television stations testified. The comment period
was held open until October 22, 1984, and twenty-two comments
were received. In addition to the comments submitted by those who
testified at the hearing, comments were submitted by the Motion
Picture Association of America (MPAA), Major League Baseball,
the National Association of Broadcasters, Multivisions, Ltd.,
Bogner Broadcast Equipment, Times Mirror Cable Television, Inc.,
National Cable Television Association, and more individual opera-
tors of low power television stations.

a. Status of Low Power Stations. Everyone who testified at the
October 12 hearing took the position that low power television sta-
tions should be considered local signals within section 111(f). Sever-
al different arguments were presented for reaching this conclusion.
The ALPTA and other members of the low power community took
the position that the interpretation given by the Copyright Office is
not required by the statute and is inconsistent with congressional
intent. In support of the ALPTA argument an October 1, 1984,
letter to the Register of Copyrights from Representative Robert W.
Kastenmeier, Chairman of the Subcommittee on Courts, Civil Lib-
erties and the Administration of Justice and Senator Charles McC.
Mathias, Jr., Chairman of the Subcommittee on Patents, Copy-
rights and Trademarks, was introduced in which these Members of
Congress expressed the view that when section 111 was enactec': all
local signals were subject to must carry status and may carry local
low power signals were not contemplated, but "Congress' intention
was clear in wanting to distinghuish between signals that were
truly local and othqrp417.1it would be classified as distant." In this4 0
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letter these Members of Congress indicate that any ambiguity in
the law will be clarified by an amendment but ask the Copyright
Office for "an interim indication . . . resolving any ambiguities in
a manner to effectuate original intent . . ."

CATA argued that low power television is not a new service but
an evolution and modification of the long standing television trans-
lator rules. To support this position CATA asserted that most of
the rules governing translators also apply to LPTV stations. The
same application forme are used by both, and a translator can con-
vert to LPTV status by simply filing a letter asking for the author-
ity to originate programming.

CATA minimizes the 1982 FCC decision that denied "must
carry" status to LPTV stations by arguing that it is a post 1976
rule change that has no effect on the relevant definition in copy-
right law and that it was made as a result of the deregulation cli-
mate at the FCC.

In accord with their position that a LPTV station is a "deregulat-
ed translator," CATA stated that LPTV local service must be de-
fined in the same manner that the local service area of a television
translator was defined under the FCC rules in 1976. A determina-
tion of local status depends on whether the translator serves the
cable community: the license so specifies, the signal is actually
available, or the translator provides a "quality signal" to the cable
community.

Re resentatives of Community Broadcasting and individual
LPTV station operators testified concerning the need to obtain
local status in order to be carried by cable systems.

Although no opposition to the ALPTA position was given at the
October 12 hearing, during the comment period, representatives of
copyright proprietors submitted statements in support of the inter-
pretation originally given by the Copyright Office. The MPAA
argued that if the statutory definition of "local service area" is dis-
regarded, there will be no way to determine when t. low power sta-
tion is "local" and when it is "distant."

Responding to CATA's translator argument, Major League Base-
ball asserted that some translator stations did not have "must
carry" rights under the April 15, 1976, FCC rules and that Copy-
right Office should not consider LPTV stations as "deregulated
translators" since the FCC had not adopted such a construction. Fi-
nally, they argued any decision that carriage of a LPTV signal re-
ceivable off-the-air within a thirty-five mile zone is royalty-free
must be made by Congress.

Other commentators supported the ALPTA position. Times
Mirror Cable Indus#y, Inc. agreed with ALPTA that a ruling that
locally broadcast signab3 are "local" under § 111 could be
based upon the statutory language. Times Mirror argued that a
LPTV station is a broadcast station whose signal is subject to com-
pulsory licensing under section 111(c) but that its signal is not the
signal of a "television broadcast station" for the pu of defin-
ing the "local service area" in section 1110). Times Mirror reached
this conclusion tr., maintaining that "television broadcast station"
in section 111(f) is a term of art referring to full power television
stations. Times 1 Mirror also observed that section 111(f) provides an
alternative for defining the local service area of broadcast stations

2 E13
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which do not possess mandatory carriage rights, e.g., radio stations;
that the FCC "must carry" rules for translators do not specifically
define the local service area; and that the local area served for
LPTV could be determined in the same way. Alternatively, Times
Mirror argued that LPTV could at least be treated as local broad-
cast stations when carried by cable systems in their community of
license and any other community served from the same headend.

Multivisions, Ltd. took the position that the Copyright Office's
interpretation ignored the "common sense" of the statute, was
overly simplistic, and at odds with the probable congressional
intent. To support this position Multivisions quoted from the Sev-
enth Circuit Court of Appeals opinion that the courts should "in-
terpret the definitional provisions of the new act flexibly, so that it
would cover new technologies as they appeared, rather than . . .
narrowly and so force Congress periodically to update the act."
WGN Continental Broadcasting Co. v. United Video, Inc., 685 F.2d
218 (7th Cir_ 1982), rehearing denied 693 F.2d 628. Multivisions as-
serted that the "mechanistic application of a `distant' lable to all
LPTV signal carriage would be at odds with the intent of the Copy-
right Act."

The comments submitted by the National Association of Broad-
casters (NAB) and individual cable operators supported the ALPTA
argument that LPTV signals should be classified as "local" without
elaborating on it. Both NAB and several of the operators did sug-
gest that this "local" classification should apply only in an area ap-
proximating the normal coverage zone of such stations.

b. Retransmission Consents. As to the second issue, all of the wit-
nesses and commentators agreed that retransmission licenses could
be negotiated, and royalties therefrom would substitute for compul-
sory license royalties for the particular signal for which consent
had been secured. The MPAA wrote that such consents are a
"practical, marketplace solution." As the hearing, however, LPTV
operators testified that acquiring all of the consents necessary was
a long and arduous procedure.

3. POLICY DECISION-STATUS OF LOW POWER TELEVISION SIGNALS
Having reviewed the statute and the legislative history in con-

nection with an examination of the divergent views presented at
the October 12 hearing and during the comment period and having
noted the Kastenineier-Mathias letter, the Copyright Office has
concluded that the status of low power television stations under
the cable compulsory license of the Copyright Act is ambiguous.
Consequently, the Copyright Office will take a neutral position on
this specific issue, awaiting the legislative clarification mentioned
in the letter from Senator Mathias and Representative Kasten-
meier. In examining Statements of Account, therefore, the Copy-
.-ight Office will not question the determination by a cable system
that a low power station's signal is "local" within an area approxi-
mating the normal coverage zone of such station.

a. Retransmission Consent. On the second issue presented in the
September 25 ALPTA letter, opposing interests presented uniform
responses that cable systems may carry low power television sta-
tions pursuant to negotiated retransmission consents. There was no
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suggestion that this could not be done outside the compulsory li-
censing provisions of section 111. If copyright owners and cable sys-
tems uniformly agree that negotiated retransmission consents su-
persede the compulsory license requirements, the Copyright Office
has no reason to question this interpretation provided that the ne-
gotiated license covers retransmission rights for all copyrighted
works carried by a particular broadcasting station for the entire
broadcast day for each day of the entire accounting period. Since it
appears that the negotiated license would supersede the compulso-
ry license under these circumstances, cable systems would not have
to take account of the signal of the low power television station for
which the copyright owners' consents have been obtained in paying
copyright royalties.
(17 U.S.C. 111, 702)

Dated: November 19, 1984.
DOROTHY SCHRADER,

Associate Register of Copyrights for Legal Affairs.
Approved by

DANIEL J. Bo 0 RSTIN
The Librarian of Congress.

(FR Doc. 84-31168 Filed 11-27-84; 8:45 goo]

1111.LING CODF I418-43-M

CHANGES IN EXISTING LAW BY THE Buz, As REPORTED
In compliance with clause 3 of rule XIII of the Rules of the

House of Representatives, changes in existing law made by the bill,
as reported, as shown as follows new matter is printed in italic, ex-
isting law in which no change is proposed is shown in roman):

SECTION 111 OF TITLE 17, UNITED STATES CODE
§ 111. Limitations on exclusive rights: Secondary transmissions

(a) Certain secondary transmissions exempted

(f) Definitions
As used in this section, the following terms and their variant

forms mean the following:
A "primary transmission" is a transmission made to the

public by the transmitting facility whose signals are being re-
ceived ard further transmitted by the secondary triansmission
service, rege- "4 of where or when the performance or dis-
play was L ..emitted.

A "secondary transmission" is the further transmitting of a
primary transmission simultaneously with the primary trans-
mission, or nonsimultaneou:, with the primary transmission
if by a "cable system" not located in whole or in part within
the boundary of the forty-eight contiguous States, Hawaii, or
Puerto Rico: Provided, however, That a nonsimultaneous fur-
ther transmission by a cable system located in Hawaii of a pri-
mary transmission shall be deemed to be a secondary transmis-
sion if the carriage of the television broadcast signal compris-
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ing such further transmission is permissible under the rules,
regulations, or authorizations of the Federal Communications
Commission.

A "cable system" is a facility, located in any State, Terri-
tory, Trust Territory, or Possession, that in whole or in part
receives signals transmitted or programs broadcast by one or
more television broadcast stations licensed by the Federal
Communications Commission, and makes secondary transmis-
sions of such signals or programs by wires, cables, or other
communications channels to subscribing members of the public
who pay for such service. For purposes of determining the roy-
alty fee under subsection (dX2), two or more cable systems in
contiguous communities under comrr. 3n ownership or control
or operating from one .headend shall be considered as one
system.

The "local service area of primary transmitter", in the case
of a television broadcast station, comprises the area in which
such station is entitled to insist upon its signal being retrans-
mitted by a cable system pursuant to the rules, regulations,
and authorizations of the Federal Communications Commission
in effect on April 15, 1976, or in the case of a television broad-
cast station licensed by an appropriate governmental authority
of Canada or Mexico, the area in which it would be entitled to
insist upon its signal being retransmitted if it were a television
broadcast station subject to such rules, regulations, and au-
thorizations. In the case of & :ow power television station, as de-
fined by the rules and regulations of the Federal Communica-
tions Commission, the local service area of a primary transmit-
ter comprises the area within 95 miles of the transmitter site,
except that in the case of such a station located in a standard
metropc 'tan statistical area which has one of the 50 largest
populations of all standard metropolitan statisti'al areas
(based on the .1980 decennial census of population taken by the
Secretary of Commerce), thd: number of miles shall be 20 miles.
The "local service area of a private transmitter", in the case of
a radio broadcast station, comprises the primary service area
of such station, pursuant to the rules and regulations of the
Federal Communications Commission.

CI CI fl4 D
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Public Law 99-397
99th Congress

Aug. 21, 1986
(H.R. 3108]

Communications
and tete-
conununications.

An Act
To amend title 1?. United States Code, to clarify the definition of the local service

area ore primary transmitter in the case of a tow power television station.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the fourth
paragraph of section 111(f) of title 17, United States Code, relating to
the definition of local service area of a primary transmitter, is
amended by adding after the first sentence the following new sen-
tence: "In the case of a low power television station, as defined by
the rules and regulations of the Federa. Communications Commis-
sion, the 'local service area of a primary transmitter' comprises the
area within 35 miles of the transmitter site, except that in the case
of such a station located in a standard metropolitan statistical area
which has one of the 50 largest populations of all standard metro-
politan statistical areas (based on the 1980 decennial census of
population taken by the Secretary of Commerce), the number of
miles shall be 20 miles. ".

Sec. 2. (a) Section 111(d) of title 17, United States Code, is
amended- -

(1) in paragraph (3) by striking out "clause (2)" and inserting
in lieu thereof "paragraph (1)";

(2) in paragraph (2) by striking out "clause (5)" and inserting
in lieu thereof "paragraph (4)";

(3) in paragraph (2X8) by striking out "clause (5)" and insert-
ing in lieu thereof "paragraph (4)";

(4) by striking out paragraph (1); and
(5) by redesignating paragraphs (2), (3), (4), and (5) as para-

graphs (1), (2), (3), and (4), respectively.
(b) Section 111(f) of title 17, United States Code, is amended by

striking out "subsection (dX2)" in the third undesignated paragraph
defining a cable system and inserting in lieu thereof "subsection
(dX1)--

(c) Section 801(bX2) of title 17, United States Code, is amended by
striking out "111(dX2XB)" each place it appears and inserting in lieu
thereof "111(d XIXB)".

(d) Section 801(dX2XD) of title 17, United States Code, is amended
by striking out "1 1 1(dX2) (C) and (DT and inserting in lieu thereof
"111(dX1) (C) and (Dr.

Approved August 27, 1986.

LEGISLATIVE HISTORYH n. 3108:
HOUSE REPORTS: No. 99-615 (Comm. on the Judiciary).
CONGRESSIONAL RECORD. Vol. 132 (1986):

July 28. considered and pawed House.
Aug. 9, considered and passed Senate. amended.
Aug. 15, House concurred in Senate amendments.
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APPENDIX III

MATERIALS RELATING TO EARTH STATION/COPYRIGHT PROVIDED BY
THE WITNESSES
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The Honorable David Ladd
Register of Copyrights
Copyright Office
Washington, D.C. 20540

Dear Mr. Ladd:

enn 1/04L
10 SAM MILIEU
IA IMALMAt
WAIAICI.Aa

MMMII MO&
mug gagnM

As you know, the use of satellites for the transmisLion of
motion pictures, television and radio programming, sporting events,
data and other information services has increased damatically
during this decade. While most of these transmissions have been of
a *private. nature, directed to fixed points and intermediary
distributors for further delivery to the public, direct broadcast
satellites intended for individual home reception are now coming
on the scene.

The changing technologies of satellite distribution raise a
variety of copyright, telecommunications, foreign and domestic
policy .:ncerns. We discussed some of tnese issues at the Copyright
Office's L.ingressienal Symposium on Copyright and Technological
Change.

The 98ti Congress began the process of establishing the fwolda-
tlon for satellite policy through the following actions:

(1) Amelaing the Communications Act of 1934 c.. Jerning the
home reception of unencrypted and ehcrypted satellite
cable programming;

(2) Imposing conditions on beneficiary states under the
Caribbean Basin Economic Recovery Act regarding the
rebroadcast of U.S. satellite-delivered programming;
and

(3) Ratifying the Convention Relating to the Distribution of
Programme-Carrying Signals Transmitted by Satellite
Brussels Satellite Convention).

2 C8
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Honorable David Ladd
Page Two
November 27. 1984

During the 99th Congress, the Subcommittee on Courts, Civil
Liberties and tne Administration of Justice will explore many of
the copyright issues embracing satellite transmission, particularly
in the area of direct broadcast satellites. The Copyright Office
can be of assistance to the Subcommittee by commencing work now on
developing an agenda of satellite issues which touch on copyright
policy for consideration during 1985.

RWV. mrs

64-769 0 87 10

Si nyprely

401-04".6"14.4122--N.

ROBERT W. ASTERMEIER
Chairman,
Subcommittee on Courts,

Civil Liberties and the
Administration of Justice
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October B, 19B5

The Honorable
Robert Kastenmeier
House of Representatives
2232 Rayburn House Office Building
Washington, D.C. 20515

Dear Mr. Kastenmeier:

This responds to your request for the views of
the Register of Copyrights about copyright policy issues
which arise from the transmission by satellite of copy-
righted programming.

Satellite technology has already had an enormous
impact on the delivery of copyrighted works to the public

Department
Cr5 and consequently uon the marketing and licensing arrange-

ments for the performance of these workR. The widespread
use of satellite technology also makes the programming
vulnerable to signal piracy. The 9Bth Congress responded

Washington to concerns about signal piracy by amending the communi-
D.C. cations law and by ratifying the Brussels Satellite
20540 Convention.

The attached report briefly lists several copy-
right policy issues related to satellite technology;
reviews the existing protection under the copyright and
communications laws against program infringement or signal
piracy and notes the copyright policy issues implicit in
sections 633 and 705 of the Communications Policy Act of
19B4. It also describes briefly the existing satellite
technology and the methods of transmitting copyrighted
works by satellite.

I trust this report responds fully to your
request, but if further information or views are needed
please let me know.

Register of Copyrights

2 0 0
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COPYRIGHT POLICY ISSUES ARISING FROM THE
TRANSMISSION BY SATELLITE OF COPYRIGHTED WORKS

I. SUMMARY LIST OF COPYRIGHT POLICY ISSUES

A. Unauthorized private reception

1. Background:

Under traditional copyright law, no liability

exists for the private performance of works. Broad-

casting. whether by conventional Hertzian wave or by

satellite. is a public performance if the public is

capable of receiving the performance, even though

reception occurs in private. Moreover. the reception of

a performance, in a public place, or the further distri-

bution of the performance, infringe the copyright in the

work performed. unless there is a specific exemption,

such as 17 U.S.C. 111(a)(1) or 110(5). Mere reception

of a performance in a private home, however, is not an

act of copyright infringement under existing copyright

law. Satellite delivery of copyrighted works either by

direct broadcasting or satellite-to-cable. means that

the signal containing copyrighted works may be inter-

cepted by persons in the United States or abroad who are

not part of the copyright owner's intended audience.

2 91
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2. Policy issues:

To what extent should the copyright law protect

authors and owners of copyright against the unauthorized

reception in private of copyrighted works? Should the

concept of public performance be adjusted in any way?

If so. what limitations, if any. should be placed upon

the exercise of the redefined right?

B. Scrambling of sienals

1. Background:

To protect themselves against signal piracy. some

satellite programming services have started to. or

intend to. scramble their signals. The cable industry

is reportedly searching for a single, compatible system

to scramble all signals. The Communications Policy Act

of 1984 (Cable Act) encourages the development of

scrambling systems as one means of gaining protection

under the communications law.

On the other hand. some members of the public

believe they have the right to receive satellite pro-

gramming, aied legislation has been introduced to declare

a moratorium on the scrambling of signals or to estab-

lish a compulsory license permitting access to signals.

H.R. 1769 and H.R. 1840 have been introduced in this

Congress to amend the new provision's of the Cable Act on

interception and receipt of satellite cable programming

for private viewing. H.R. 1769 would amend the Communi-
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cations Act by imposing a cwo-year ban on the encryption

of satellite cable programming. The stated purpose of

the bill would be co allow time for the establishment of

effective licensing systems before encryption becomes

well-established. (Some cable programming services such

as HBO are in the midst of establishing scrambling

systems.)

H.R. 1840 would vest the FCC with broad. new

authority to creace.a compulsory licenae for the private

viewing of scrambled satellite signals. The FCC would

set the prices, terms. and conditions for the receipt of

such signals. The bill would Also prohibit price

discrimination against backyard dish owners compared

with cable subscribers and would prohibit any practices

that would force dish owners to lease or purchase

decoding equipment from particular authorized sources.

2. Policy issues:

To what extent, if any. should the copyright law be

amended to ensure public access to satellite-delivered

copyrighted works? If Any compulsory license is appro-

priate to assure access to satellite signals, under what

terms and rates of compensation to copyright owners

should the license apply? In addition to copyright

Owners, would cable system operators or cable program-

ming services share in any compensation from such a

2S 3
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compulsory license, and, if so. what shares would be

appropriate? What mechanisms would be adopted for the

collection and distribution of compulsory license fees?

C. Piracy of U.S. signals in foreign countries

1. Background:

Unauthorized

foreign countries

copyrighted works

interception and distribution in

of U.S satellite signals containing

has been a matter of concern by U.S.

interests for many years. The problem is Particularly

acute in the Caribbean area. Central America. and Canada

to the extent these areas

U.S. domestic satellites,

the United States public.

fall within the "footprint" of

transmitting programming to

Ratification of the Brussels

Satellite Convention may encourage other countries to

join the Convention and protect against unauthorized

distribution of signals. The Convention provides only

narrow protection, however, since it does not protect

against mere unauthorized interception of signals. U.S,

copyright owners have sought and obtained provisions in

trade legislation and the Caribbean Basin Initiative

which require some assurance by the foreign benefi-

ciaries of the legislation that they adequately protect

U.S. intellectual property. including copyrights. tt

characteristic of this kind of legislation that it

requires reciprocal protection of copyrights, whereas

both international copyright conventions are based upon

is
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the principle of national treatment. subject to certain

minimum obligations. (Reciprocal arrangements theoreti-

cally require equal protection, but in practice equality

is difficult to achieve; national treatment theoreti-

cally may result in "unequal" protection in one country

in relation to another, but in practice. since

Ecreieners are treated the same as nationals, national

treatr....,nt usually leads to higher and more uniform

levels of protection.)

2. Policy issues:

To what extent do the existing international

copyright conventions and the Brussels Satellite

Convention afford adequate protection for U.S. copy-

righted works against unauthorized reception and distri-

bution of satellite signals? Do trade-based reciprocal

measures hold significant promise for ensuring adequate

protection for U.S. copyrighted works in foreign

countries. or are they leas promising in the long-run

than efforts to ensure full compliance with existing

copyright and satellite conventions and efforts to

encourage wider acceptance of these conventions? Should

U.S. efforts be directed toward development of domestic

copyright and communications law policies that would

ensure full compensation for satellite transmission of

copyrighted works at the source of the transmission?

295
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D. Copyright law implications of the Cable Communications Policy
Act of 1984

1. Background:

The Cable Communications Policy Act of 1984 (Pub.

L. 98-549) established a comprehensive federal statutory

framework for cable operations in the United States.

The law establishes two property-type rights in program

services, contains general Language that purports to

safeguard the rights of copyright owners, and contains

other features that may impact the Copyright Act. For

example, although the Copyright Act contains its own

definition of cable system, it was originally drawn from

communications law and FCC policies.

2. Policy issuest

To what extent will the new communications law

definition of "cable system" impact on the Copyright

Act? Would a satellite carrier be deemed a "cable

system" under the new definition when it retransmits

cable originated programming directly from direct

broadcast or fixed satellites to home earth stations?

Would satellite resale carriers be deemed cable systems

if they develop marketing systems for direct private

reception? Will the FCC continue to classify "super-

stations" as broadcast stations? To what extent will

2 :3 6
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the terms "cable channel," "cable operator," "cable

service," "activated channels," "video programming." and

"service tier" impact on the Copyright Act?

Regulation of programming and other services not considered
'ca le services

1. Background:

While the Cable Act improves considerably the Legal

structure for the furnishing of "cable services," it

does not include within the meaning of that term

"'active' information services such as at-home shopping

and banking that allow transactions between subscribers

and cable operators or third-parties. Similarly. a

cable service may not provide subscribers with the

capacity to communicate instructions or commands to

software programs such as computer or video games or

statistical packages that do not retrieve information

and that are stored in facLlities off the subscribers'

premises."11

2. Policy issues:

When reviewing the copyright protection of works

embodied in "cable services," it may be opportune to

consider other information services that may be provided

by cable systems and, perhaps, eventually common

carriers. For example, the nature and scope of protec-

tion for copyrighted databases has been questioned in

1. House report, at 42; see also Final rule. 50 Fed. Reg., at
18639.
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recent litigation. What constitutes a "fair use" in

connection with "factual" works is Unsettled. See,

e.g.. Harvey b Row v. Nation EntetPtise, No. 83-1632.

slip op.. at 8 (U.S. May 20. 1985). The application of

the exclusive rights in $105 of the 1976 Act. as well as

limitations on these rights, such as that in 1110(5), to

new methods of transmission could usefully be studied

further.

II. LEGAL PROTECTION FBR SATELLITE-DISTRIBUTED
PROGRAMMING WIDER THE EXISTING COPYRIGHT ACT
AND THE 1984 AMENDMENTS TO THE COMMUNICATIONS
ACT

A. Protection for program suppliers under the Copyright Act

1. Exclusive rights

One of the exclusiv'e tights granted Co owners of

copyright is the right of public performance. 17 U.S.C.

106(4). The terms "perform" and "publicly" are broadly

defined in 17 U.S.C. 101, to include Che transmission of

a performance by any means to Che public, including

satellites. The Copyright AcC contains certain

exceptions to the right of public performance, of which

the most relevant are the exemptions of sections 110(5)

and 111(a), and the cable compulsory license. section

111(c)-(f).

ri,1.7 0
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The satellite-distribution of copyrighted program-

ming is now commonplace, eithe by satellite to

broadcast station, or satellite to cable, links. Direct

satellite broadcasting CUES) has been autuorized by the

FCC, but the medium has not proved commercially viable

yet.

A public performance takes plate when a copyrighted

work is transmitted to the public via satellite. In

general, the emitting organization (a broadcast station,

or a broadcast or cable program service network) is

subject to full liability under the Copyright Act for

authorizing the public performance. Therefore these

program services occur under license from the owner of

copyright. Section 111(b) of the Copyright Act provides

that cable originated programming (such ad HBO, ESPN,

and CNN) Ls subject to the copyright owner's exclusive

right of public performance.

The reception and communication Co the public of a

performance in a public place (for example, by turning

on a radio or television attached to commercial sound

speakers) is a public performance and subject to

liability unless one of the specific exceptions applies.

The further distribution of a performance of a copy-

righted work in public is also a public performance.

Under these ptinciplea, the reception of satellite-

distributed nonbroadeast services in a bar, motel or

hotel is apparently an infringement of copyright. (The

lodging exemption of section 111(a) does not apply

2S9
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to nonbroedcast programming.) On the other hand, the

private reception of a signal in a private home and

without further communication to the public. would not

be an infringement of copyright. since the performance

is not public: this is true even if the reception is

unauthorized by the copyright owner.

2. Cable compulsory license

The retransmission of broadcast programming by a

cable system is subject to the compulsory license of

section 111. The statute sets the terms and rates of

compensation: the rates are subject to adjustment by the

Copyright Royalty Tribunal. The compulsory license can

be invoked in carrying a "supergtation" transmitted from

the broadcasting facility via eatellite and then distri-

buted to cable systems. Satellite resale carriers

licensed by the FCC have been held exempt from any

copyright liability for their retransmission activity

under 17 U.S.C. 111(a)(3) ("passive common carrier"

exemption).

The Copyright Act does nor arT..nt cable system

operators any remedy against "theft-of-cable service"

since they are neither the creators nor the owners of

the copyrighted programming they transmit.
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B. Protection for program suppliers and cable operators under
the Communications Pottcy Act of 1984.

The Cable Communications Policy Act of 1984 (Cable Act)

among other major achievements. created two new private

rights of action (property rights in effect) under the

communications law to protect against unauthorized private

reception of satellite signals under certain circumstances,

and to protect against theft of cable service whether the

signal is relayed by satellite or terrestrial means.

1. Unauthorized Reception of Cable Service! Section 633.

Section 633(a)(1) of the Cable Communicationa

Policy Act of 1984 (Cable Act) prohibits any person from

intercepting or receiving "any communications service

offered over a cable system. unless specifically author-

ized to do so by a cable operator or as may otherwise be

specifically authorized by law."1/ While former 1605 of

the Communications Act of 1934 also included a prohibi-

tion against the unauthorized reception of communi-

cations services, new 5633 of the Cable Act is parti-

cularly tailored to the theft of cable services. and

provides criminal penalties and civil remedies for

violations of that section. Former 5605 of the 1934 Act

did not contain specific remedies for such violations.

2. Cable Communications Policy Act of 1984, Pub. L. 98-549, 98th
Cong., 2d Sess., sec. 2. 5633 (to be codified at 47 U.S.C.
S633)-

01
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Since there may be cases of theft of cable service

that are not covered by 5633, it is noted in the

relevant legislative history that "Nothing in this

section /11634, H-R. 4103, became 5633, Cable Act] is

intended to affect the applicability of existing Section

605 to theft of cable service. or any other remedies

available under existing Law for theft of eervice."3/

While it is not clear at this point which cable services

would remain covered by 5605, now 5705, of title 47

U.S.C.. the legislative history of new 5633 stresses

that the phrase "service offered over a cable system"

limits "the applicability of this section to theft of

service from the point at which it is actually being

distributed over a cable system. Thus. situations

arising with respect to the reception of services which

are transmitted over-the-air (or through another

technology), but which are also distributed over a cable

system, continue to be subject to resolution under

section 605 to the extent reception or interception

occurs prior to or not in connection with. distribution

of the service over a cable system."A/

3. Report on H.R. 4103 of the House Committee on Ener= and
Commerce, -R. ep. o. - -).. t ong., ess.
(1984) (hereinafter cited as Houae Report). Both the Senate
and House of Representatives adopted the explanations in H.R.
Rep. No. 98-934, with certain amendments. See Cable Tele-
communications Act, 130 Cone. Rec. S 14285 Tdia H 12235 (daily
ed. Oct. 11, 1984).

4. Id.

3 ", 2
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Although the term "cable service" is defined in

S602(f) of the Cable Act, the meaning of the phrase

"communications service" used in 4633(a)(1) is not

clear. The legislative history sheds some light on this

concept. The House Report states that the term "any

communications service" includes, for example, "audio,

video, textual. data or other service offered over a

cable system, including any material transmitted to or

from a subscriber over a cable system that has inter-

active capability."1i The phrase "any communications

service" appears broader than "cable service." As

defined in 5602, "cable service" is restricted primarily

to one-way transmission to subscribers, and only such

subscriber interaction as may be required for the

selection of the video programming or other programming

service. "Communications service" apparently covers eny

material transmitted over a cable system having inter-

active capability.

The prohibition in 5633 also extends to a person

assisting in the interception or receipt of a communi-

cations service. Section 633(a)(2) defines the term

"assist in intercepting or receiving" to include "the

manufacture or distribution of equipment intended by the

manufacturer or distributor (as the case may be) for

unauthorized reception of any communications service

offered over a cable system . . .." According to the

5. /d.
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Rouse Report, it ti-As c ths. inters 0:7 Congress to

subject manufactcet,., diathAbutors or retailers to

liability under thct section if they do not provide a

device or equipment "with the intent or specific

knowledge that it will be used for the unauthorized

reception of ca'oie service."V The primary aim of

subsection (a) (2) is to prevent the manufacture and

distribution of so-called "black boxes" and other

unauthorized converters which permit reception of cable

services without payment.if

Penalties or remedies for violations of the

prohibition in S633(a)(1) are set forth in subsections

(b) and (c). The section also provides generally that

any State or franchising authority may enact or enforce

laws with respect to the unauthorized interception or

reception of any cable or other communications service,

even if the laws impose higher penalties or sanctions.

The criminal penalties for violations of subsection

(a)(1) of 5633 are graduated. Any person who willfully

violates the section may be fined not more than $1,000

or imprisoned for not more than 6 months, or both.

Where the violation is not only willful, but for

purposes of commercial advantage or private financial

gain,§./ the person is subject to a fine of not more than

6. Id. at 84.

7. Id.

8. Id. The legislative history of 5705 contains explanatory
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$25,000 or imprisoned for not more than 1 year, or both,

for the first offense, and not more than $50,000 or

imprisoned for not more than 2 years, or both, for any

subsequent offense.21 In this respect, the House Report

observes that "[t]he increased penalties triggered by

willful violations committed for purposes of commercial

advantage or private financial gain are designed in part

to reach the production of devices, or sale of equipment

or services. intended for unauthorized reception of

services provided over a cable system."12./

With respect to civil remedies. a "person

aggrieved" by a violation of 5633(a)(1) may bring a

civil action in a U.S. district court or in any other

court of competent jIrisdiction. En light of the broad

language of 5633(c)(1): "Any person aggrieved by any

violation of of subsection (a)(1) may bring a civil

language in connection with the phrase "private financial
gain." 130 Con . Rec. S 14285 (daily ed. Oct. 11, 1984).
Further, the term a defined in 5705(b)(5) as excluding "the
gain resulting to any individual for the private use in such
individual's dwelling unit of any programming for which the
individual hab not obtained authorization for that use."
Courts may look to this definition for guidance in
interpreting the same term in 5633 of the Cable Act.

9. An amendment was made to a similar provision in 5705. The
word "offense" was changed to "conviction" in S705(d)(2) "in
order to clarify that more than one conviction, and not a
single conviction on more than one violation, is what
triggers the applicability of the higher criminal penalties
(which provide up to a $50.000 fine and 2 years imprison-
ment)." 130 Cong. Rec. S 14281, S 14286 (daily ed. Oct. 11.
1984). Although the change was not made in 5633. it may be
argued that the intent was the same.

10. Id.
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action . . .," it appears likely that both copyright

owners and cable operators may have standing to enforce

this new provision. It is not clear, however, whether

the clause "as may otherwise be specifically authorized

by law" in subsection (a)(1) was intended to cover

rights under the Copyright Act of 1976. The meaning of

the term "any person aggrieved" was discussed in

connection with

the Cable Act.

covering owners

th use of the term in 5705(d)(3)(A)

In that context, the term was viewed

of rights in programming as well as

of

as

senders of the signal embodying the programming.ilf

Civil remedies available under subsection (c)

include temporary and final injunctions, actual or

statutory damages, and full costs, including attorney's

fees. With respect to the amount of damages, where a

court finds that a violation was committed willfully end

for purposes of commercial advantage or private

financial gain, the court may increase the award of

either actual or statutory damages to $50,000. In the

event the

no reason

violation

less than

court finds a violator was not aware and had

to believe that his acts constituted a

of 5633, the court may reduce the award to not

$100.

2. Unauthorized Reception of Certain Communications.
Section 705.

11. See 130 Cog. Rec. S 14288 and H 12238 (daily ed. Oct. 11,
T414) .

40
6
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Specific proviaion has now been made in the

Communications Act of 1934 f^ ':he protection of

"satellite cable programming."11/ Ae defined in new

5705(b), "the term 'Satellite cable programming' means

video programming which is transmitted via satellite and

which is primarily intended for the direct receipt by

cable operators for their retransmission co cable

subscribers." Under the scheme adopted in 5705 of the

Cable Act, any individual is free to intercept or

receive any satellite cable programming for private

viewing if the programming involved is not encrypted,

and a marketing system has not been established as

provided in that section. Satellite cable program

suppliers are given a clear choice by this new provi-

sion; scramble their signal, or establish a marketing

system for authorizing private viewing. The legislative

history elaborates on the terminology used in new

5705(b). With respect to the phrase "private viewing"

as used in that provision, it i* noted that the term

does not include "any retransmission by so-called

'private cable' or 'satellite master antenna television'

systems. Nor is it contemplated that an individual may

redistribute programming received by his satellite

equipment to the homes or residences of his neighbors.

12. The Cable Act amends the Communications Act of 1934 by
redesignating former 5605 as 5705, and inserting "(a)" after
the section designation. The Act also adds new subsections
(b)-(e) at the end of the existing section.

3 0 7
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Nor is it contemplated that 'private viewing' includes

display of satellite cable programming in the public

area of an apartment building, condominium, or housing

complex, or in taverns, restaurants or fraternal

halls."111 Further. the interception of the "satellite

cable programming" must be directly from the satellite

feed to come within the scope of S705(b).1A,

The exemption 5705(b) applies only where the video

programming transmitted via satellite is primarily

intended for the direct receipt by cable operators for

their retransmission to cable subacribera. With respect

to closed-circuit sports and special events transmis-

sions, it is noted in the legislative history of that

provision that:

Closed-circuit sports and special events
transmissions, whether on a regular or ad
hoc basis may be primarily intended for
viewing by paying customers in public places
where local promoters have acquired public
performance rights (e.g.. movie theaters.
stadia, or public performance halls). If
the sender of such a transmission licenses
retransmission rights to certain cable
operators, one must look to the facts of the
case to determine whether this is the
"primary" intent of the senderalf

The Cable Communications Policy Act of 1984 does

not clarify the threshold issue of what communications

are covered by 5705 in the first place. Section 705(a)

13. 130 Cong. Rec. H 12238 (daily ed. Oct. 11. 1984)-

14. Id.

15. Id.
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tformer 5605] provides that; "This section shell not

apply to the receiving, divulging, publishing, or

utilizing the contents of any radio communication which

is transmitted by any atation for the use of the general

public . . -"IA/ The new satellite cable programming

scheme in S705(b)-(e) would not come into play where the

programming is "transmitted by any station for the 'use

of the general public." In determining the meaning of

the exclusionary language in S705(a) of the Cable Act,

it is helpful to look to the construction of former 5605

of the Communications Act of 1934. Congreaa observed ;.n

the legislative history of the Cable Act that former

S605 provided "broad protection against the unauthorized

interception of various forms of radio communications,"

and that there was no intent to alter "rhose broad

protections."171

Case law construing former 5605 of the

Communications Act of 1934 applied that section to

subscription television, multipoint diatribution and

other transmission services. An earlier decision, that

was recently cited by the Court of Appeals for the D.C.

Circuit in reviewing the FCC's interim direct broadcast

satellite regulations,a/ involved restrictions placed

16. Section 605. now 5705(a). was revised in 19821 the term
"broadcast" was deleted. See 47 U.S.C. 5605 (1982).

17. 130 Con . Rec. S 14287 and H 12237 (daily ed. Oct. 11,
1984 .

18. See National Ass'n. of Broadcasters v. F.C.C., 740 F.2d 1190

4t... IF
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on the operation of a subscription music service by FM

licensees.111 In Functional Music, the court did not

agree with the FCC's finding that the activities of the

functional music operators constituted point-to-point

communications. Referring to the definition of broad-

casting in the 1934 Act. the court stressed that

Functional Music's programming was of interest to the

general radio audience and was specifically transmitted

with the intent to reach the public generally. As noted

in the DRS context, "the test for whether a particular

activity constitutes broadcasting is whether there is

'an intent for public distribution' and whether the

programming is 'of interest to the general . . .

audience. kk.20/ The FCC is currently reviewing the

application of its broadcast regulations to STV, MDS,

D133 and other transmission services. If the FCC

initiates a regulatory proceeding on this issue, there

may be an opportunity to address the meaning of trans-

mission for the use of the general public for purposes

of 5705(a).

(D.C. Cir. 1984).

19, Functional Music Inc. v. F.C.C.. 274 F.2d 543 (D.C. Cir.
1958), cert_ denied, 361 U.S. 813 (1959); see also Chartwell
Communications Group v. Westbrook, 637 F.2d 459 (6twurF7---
1980); and National Subscription Television v. S & HTV, 644
F.2d 820 (9th Cir. 1981).

20. National Ass'n. of Broadcasters, supra, 740 F.26 at 1201.

t ' 0
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Unlike former 5605, provision has been made in

amended s705 for criminal penalties and civil remedies

for violations of the protections afforded by that

section. Section 705(e) added by the Cable Act to the

Communications Act of 1934, title 47 U.S.C.,

provides that the specific remedies in 5705 do not

"affect any right, obligation. or liability under title

17, United Staten Code, any rule, regulation, or order

thereunder, or any other applicable Federal, State, or

local law." With the exception of the change of the

word "conviction" for "offense" in 5705(d)(2). the

penalties and remedies under 1705 are generally the same

as those described above in connection with 6633.

Unlike 3633, however, the legislative history of

1705(d)(3)(A) states clearly that owners of rights in

intercepted radio communications. and not just the

sender of the signal, may be a "person aggrieved" by

violations of 6705(a). Section 705(d)(4) does add a new

remedy. This provision subjects "the importation,

manufacture, sale, or distribution of equipment by any

person with the intent of its use to assist in any

activity prohibited by subsection (a) [of 6705]" to the

same penalties and remedies as a person who has engaged

in such prohibited activity.

It is provided in 5705(e) that the copyright law

is not affected by that section, and the issue of .ho

may authorize the reception of an unencrypted signal
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for private viewing continues to be governed by

existing copyright

the savings clause

observed that "the

intended to affect

law and contract.ali With respect to

in 1705(e) (then(c1)1, Congress

adoption of this provision is not

the legal status under copyright law

of any technological device. Further, there is no

intent being expressed with respect to the question of

whether equipment

programming is to

for purpose of an

capable of receiving satellite cable

be considered a receiving apparatus

exemption under 17 U.S.C. 110(5).141/

III. SATELLITE TECHNOLOGY AND ITS USE IN TCE
DISTRIBUTION OF COPYRIGHTED WORKS

Since the passage of the Copyright Act of 1976.

developments in satellite technology and changes in FCC communi-

cations policy have had a marked impact on the way in which the

American public receives television programming. "Superstations"

like WTBS (Atlanta) or WOR (New York) are distributed nation-wide

via satellite to cable links. A galaxy of new cable origination

services have been created and marketed via satellite to cable

systems. Radio and television broadcast networks make increased

use of satellites to distribute programming to their affiliates.

22. 130 Cong. Rec. H 12238 (daily ed. Oct. 11, 1984).

23. id. at H 12239.

2
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Only some of these developments were contemplated in 1976; their

impact on the market for televised programming is substantial.

Direct satellite broadcasting, however, although initially

promising, has not proved commercially viable to date.

A. Regulatory framework.

The framework within which the FCC authorizes the

operation of fixed-satellite and broadcasting-satellite

services is the International Telecommunications Convention.

Frequency allocations for these services must comply with

the technical requirements set forth in the Convention.

Radio Regulations and other relevant agreements. Article 23

of the XTU Convention requires administrations to assure the

secrecy of radiocommunications.24J The secrecy obligations

of the U.S. under the Convention are generally covered Ln

9705 (former 9605] of the Communications Act of 1914 on the

unauthorized publication or use of communications. With

respect to the reception and use of television and radio

programming that is not transmitted for the use of the

general public, section 705(a) prohibits generally any

unauthorized person from receiving or misting in the

24. For text of article 23, see Final Acts of the World Admin-
istrative Radio Conference (Geneva, 1979), reprinted En
Message from the President of the United States. Ir. Doc.
JO. 97-21, 97th Cong., let Seas., at 241 (1981) (Treaty was
ratLfied by the U.S. on Sept. 6, 1983).

0-1
'.1"
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receipt of any interstate or foreign communication by radio

and using such communication therein for his own benefit or

for the benefit of another not entitled thereto.21/

B. Current FCC Authorizations.

Of the thirteen space services listed in the Interne-

tional Telecommunications Union's (ITU) Table of Frequency

Allocations, only two are currently of general interest in

the distribution of copyrighted works embodied in television

or radio programming:

Broadcasting-Satellite

satellites whose orbit

to the Earth's equator

Fixed - Satellite Service (FSS); and

Service (BSS) .1§.1 Geostationary

remains approximately fixed relative

are used to transmit both FSS and BSS

for reception in the continental United States, the 48

contiguous States (Conus).12/ There is a direct correlation

between the power radiated by a space station located on a

geostationary satellite and the size and complexity of the

antenna used to receive the signal on the earth's surface.

The higher the satellite power. the smaller the dish antenna

25. See Cable Communications Policy Act of 1984. Pub. L. 98-549,
Inh Cong., 2d Sess., sec. 5. 5705(a) (to be codified at 47
U.S.C. S705(8)) (hereinafter cited as "Cable Act").

26. See First Advisory Committee Report, ITU WARC ORB 1985, at
-2-IT (1985) .

27. For definitions of terminology used in connection with space
services, see 47 C.F.R. 52.1 (1984).
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required for rece?tion. A recently launched satellite, GTE

Spacenet's GSTAR I. is capable of delivering five channels

of service to one-meter or 1.2-meter diahes.28/

Current operational domestic satellite systems in the

FSS are authorized by the Federal Communications Commission

(FCC) to use the frequency band from approximately 4 to 6

GHz (C-Band); and the bands from 11.7-12.2 GHz and 14-14.5

GHz (Ku-Band).32) Satellites in the C-Band usually have

about 24 transponders, while those in the Ku-Band approxi-

mately 16 transponders. The number of transponders on a

satellite is generally determined by the total available

bandwith and by the frequency re-use plan. With respect to

BSS. the FCC regulations provide for limited sharing of the

frequency band 11.7-12.2 CHz between FSS and BSS.30/

Provision has also been made for the use of the band 17.3-

17_8 GHz by the fixed-satellite service for the purpose of

providing feeder links to the broadcasting-satellite

service-11J Fixed-satellite service is generally a radio-

ID ID YIP

28. The search for ubiquity in television. Broadcasting. at 52.
56 (July 8. 1985).

29. 47 C.F.R. 32.106 (1984). For list of C-Band and Ku-Sand
satellites now operational, see Where the Birds are, Broad-
castin . at 50 (July 8, 1985) (ExhfEit 1). The FCC discour-
ape thie use of terms C-Band and Ku-Band since of a very
acc irate way to describe frequency allocations.T..414AL

30. 47 C.F.R. 32.106 and HG145 (1984).

31. Id. at NC140.
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communication service between earth stations at specified

fixed points. In some cases, the service includes

satellite-to-satellite links.

In anticipation of the 1983 Regional Administrative

Radio Conference, the FCC adopted policies and rules for the

authorization, on an experimental basis. of direct broadcast

satellite service (DES). Unlike the FSS. signals trans-

mitted or retransmitted by space stations in the DBS service

are intended for reception at multiple receiving points. In

its Report and Order of June 23. 1982. the FCC viewed DBS

service as "a radiocommunication service in which signals

from earth are retransmitted by high power, geostationary

satellites for direct reception by small, inexpensive earth

terminals."32/ The FCC amended it? Table of Frequency

Allocations contained in Part 2 of its regulations to permit

DBS downlink operations in the 12.2-12.7 Gaz band and uplink

operations in the 17.3-17.8 Gliz band.22/ The FCC examined

32. Re ort and Order in Doc. No. 80-603. 90 F.C.C.2d 676, 677, n.
e the FCC considers the terms BSS and DBS as

synonymous, it uses the term DBS "when discussing domestic
policy matters and BSS with regard to frequency allocation
matters." Id. Broadcasting-Satellite Service is defined in
the FCC regulations as a "radiocommunication service in which
signals transmitted or retransmitted by apace stations are
intended for direct reception by the general public. Note:
In the broadcasting-satellite service, the term 'direct
reception' shall encompass both individual reception and
community reception." 47 C.F.R. $2.1 (1984). For definition
of "Direct Broadcast Satellite Service," see 47 C.F.R. 5100.3
(1984).

33, 47 C.F.R. $2.106 and NW39 (1984). The frequency allocation
plan adopted for Region 2 of the 1983 Regional Administration
Conference for the Planning of the Broadcasting-Satellite
Service, and reflected in the FCC Table of Frequency Alloca-
tions, may be incorporated in the ITU Radio Regulations at
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the record in that proceeding and concluded that DBS could

provide extremely valuable services to the American people.

tt found that the "possible benefits of the service include

the provision of improved service to remote areas, addi-

tional channels of service throughout the country, program-

ming offering more variety and that is better suited to

viewers' tastes. technically innovative service, and

expanded non-entertainment service."341 The FCC's DBS Order

was reviewed by the Court of Appeals for the D.C. Circuit in

an action brought by the National Association of Broad-

casters. The court commended the FCC on its regulatory

accommodation of this new technology and generally upheld

the FCC's frequency allocation for DBS and other aspects of

tta interim DBS regulations. With respect to the applica-

tion of certain broadcasting requirements cc this new form

of satellite service, however, the court vacated the portion

of the DBS Order "that makes broadcast restrictions

inapplicable to some DBS ayatems. .

An interesting new development in satellite technology

and functions is the discovery in recent years that some

spare capacity in what were considered space stations in the

fixed-satellite service could be used to transmit directly

to individual receivers. The FCC permitted this sharing of

the August 1985 World Administrative Radio Conference.

34. Report and Order, supra note 7, at 780.

35. National Ass'n. of Broadcasters v. F.C.C., 740 F.2d 1190,
1222 (D.C. Cir. 1984).

3
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FSS and BSS services as long as the users remain within set

technical parameters, e.g.. decibel levels. A 1982 grant by

the FCC to GTE Satellite Corporation (GSAT) to lease trans-

ponders on a Canadian communications satellite in order to

provide a broadcasting-satellite television service in the

11.7-12.2 GHz band formerly reserved for fixed (point-to-

point) satellite service was upheld in a court challenge

brought by United States Satellite Broadcasting Co., Inc.

The Court found that GSAT had disclosed in its application

"that it had signed an agreement to lease capacity to United

States Television (USTV) which planned to provide television

programming to 'small CATV [cable -TV] systems, hotels,

motels, hospitals, low power TV and STV [subscription tele-

vision or "pay TV") and MOS tmultipoint distribution

service) operations as well as multiple and single dwell-

/t is now recognized in the United States that

broadcasting-satellite service may be provided for direct to

home reception of television and radio programming using

either medium or high power geostationary satellites.

While technically feasible. direct to home satellite

broadcasting has proven very costly. One of the few

operational systems, United States Satellite Communications

Inc. (USCI) recently filed for Chapter 11 bankruptcy

protection. USCI had provided a five channel Ku-Band

service since 1983 using Telesat Canada's Anik C-Ii. Only

36. United States Satellite Broadcasting Co. v. F.C.C., 740 F.2d
1177, ilai (D.C. Cit. i9B4).
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Hubbard Broadcasting's nited States Satellite Broadcasting,

Direct Broadcasting Satellite Corp., and Dominion Video

Satellite are 'still planning to build and launch high power

direct broadcast satellite systems; and the FCC has granted

DBS permits to Satellite Syndicated Systems, National

Christian Network. Advanced Communications Corp. and Hughes

Communications Galaxy /ilea?) Interest has been expressed.

however, by many cable systems and other enterprises in pro-

viding medium power broadcasting-satellite services. For

several months, the cable industry has actively considered

plans to scramble its satellite cable programming and sell

the service to owners of dish antennae. It is reported

that. in the last five years, over one million home dishes

have been installed, and that the number is growing "at a

rate of between 40.000 and 85.000 a month."Ai The service

would be provided over the C-Band satellites now used to

transmit programming to cable systems. At least one program

distributor, HBO. has recently announced a marketing scheme

for reception of satellite cable programming directly by

individual earth station owners.22/

37. Direct broadcast satellites. Broadcasting, at 22 (July 1,
TV15).

38. Id.

39. See. e.g., T. Girard, Cable Biz Intensifyin& Effort to
OFamb e and Market Program Services, DailY Variety, at 1
(June 7. 1985)1 and J. Boyle, HBO lITIveils plan to sell its
Services to Home Dish Owners, Multichannel News, ar 1 (gli
6, 1985).

9
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march 6, 1986

Tire lionorahle Relp'h Dulen
Register of Copyrights
Copyright Office
Library of Congress
Washington. n.c. 20559

Dear l%r. Rcigister:

In light of recent announcements that several coemon
carriers are planning to encrypt Secondary tranSmissions for
pnssii-le resale to earth station owners. I thought It would be
useful to inquire shout the copyright ramifications of such
encryption and potential resale.

In particular. would you anatyce whether the provisions of
17 U.S.C. section 111(a)(3) har scrambling or prohibit resale for
descrambling and receipt of the transmission. l would appreciate
an expeditious reply to this question.

PPK:orn

Sincerely.

ROBERT W. rASTENME)ER
Chairman
Subcommittee on Courts.

Civil Liberties and the
Administration of Justice
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march 17. 1986

The Honorable
Robert W. Kastenmeier
Chairman, Subcommittee on
Courts. Civil Liberties and
the Administration of Justice

2232 Rayburn House Office Building
Washington, D.C. 20515

Dear Mr. Kastenmeier:

le mu

I write in response to your inquiry of March 6th regarding
Department the application of the passive carrier exemption of section 111(a)(3)
DS of the Copyright Act of 1976 to certain activities of satellite resale

carriers. These activities involve the encryption ("scrambling") of
secondary transmissions distributed via satellite, and the sale or

Weshinglon rental of descrambling devices to satellite dish owners.
D.C.
20340 Section 111(a)(3) provides an exemption for passive carriers

from liability for secondary transmissions of copyrighted works where
the carrier "has no direct or indirect control over the content or
selection of the primary transmission, or over the particular
recipients of the secondary transmission...." Moreover, the carrier's
activities with respect to the secondary transmission must "consist
solely of providing wires, cables, or other communications channels
for the use of others...."

As you will recall, the basic principle underlying section
111(a)(3) was incorporated into the Copyright Revision Bill early in
the revision process. On January 27. 1966. Professor Derenberg,
representing AMT, wrote the House Subcommittee regarding what he
believed was ambiguous language in the pending bill conc.mning the
liability of passive carriers such as the telephone company. I have
attached a copy of the letter. Professor Dereaberg proposed a
specific exemption for passive carriers, and his proposal ultimately
became section 111(a)(3).

64-769 0 87 11 321
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The Honorable
Robert W. Kastenmeier
March 17. 1986
Page 2

When Congress passed the Copyright Act of 1976, the FCC had
not yet authorized the creation of satellite resale carriers. In
EasternlicrowavelIDOedSrtslnc., 691 F.2d 125 (2d
rir.-198ZytheSecondCircuiti,nadthateastern Microwave's
retransmission of station W0R (whose programming included 100 Wets
baseball games) to cable systems fell within section 111(a)(3)'s
passive carrier exemption. The court reached this conclusion under
the text of the Act since it found the carrier merely retransmitted
the signal without change and exercised no control over the selection
of the primary transmission or recipients of the signal. In support
of this interpretation, the court also cited your Subcommittee's
comment in May 1982 in a legislative report accompanying cable
copyright legislation that was not enacted. "There has never been any
doubt by this Committee that carriers are exempt from copyright
liability when retransmitting television signals to cable systems via
terrestrial microwave or satellite facilities.* H.R. REP. NO. 559,
97th Cong., 2d Sess. 4 (1982).

The Seventh and Eighth Circuits have also interpreted
Section 111(a)(3). The former held the exemption inapplicable because
the carrier changed station WGN's signal in its retransmissions by
stripping the teletext information in the vertical blanking interval
of the signal. WONContinentalBroacay.UnitedVideo
693 F.2d 622 (7tHCr.':.-rel13BE e te'ecetred

the carrier was exempt when it retransmitted WTBS's signal intact from
a direct microwave feed supplied by MS, eventhough the content.of
the signal was not the sane as that broadcast over the air by WTBS.
Hubbard Broadcasting v. Southern Satellite, 777 F.2d 393 (8th Cir.
2985).

The courts have never addressed the question of whether or
not satellite resale carriers can encrypt secondary transmissions and
license descrambling devices, and tFe likely result of any litigation
over the issue is necessarily a natter of conjecture. Where the
resale carrier receives the signal already scrambled through a direct
feed from the primary transmitter, one could argue that the carrier
has not changed the signal in arty way, and that the licens:rre
deScrembling devices does not constitute control of the recipients.
The practice might be defended as analogous to the existing practice
of supplying some cable system with retransmission services, i.e.,
those who pay: receive the service; those who do not pay are anal
service.

The Copyright Office concludes, however, that the licensing
of descrambling devices logically falls outside the scope of section
111. Congress neither approved, implicitly or explicitly, nor did it
even contemplate this type of activity in granting the exemption to
passive carriers, like telephone companies. The development of resale
satellite carriers has been seen as a technological advancement that
enabled cable systems to offer the programming that Congress
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The Honorable
Robert W. Kastenmeier
March 17, MIS
Page 3

authorized them to carry through section 111. The courts have relied
on the broad general purpose of Section 211 to justify many of the
activities of the satellite resale carriers. In doing so they
declined to construe strictly some of the requirements of section
111(a)(3).

However. in selling or renting descrambling devices to some
earth station owners, the carriers would appear to exercise control
over the recipients of the programming. This result seems especially
clear where the carrier both encrypts the signal and then purports to
provide access through araembling devices. But for the encryption,
the satellite dish-owners would be able to receive the signal on their
own equipment. The carrier therefore controls who may receive the
signal. Moreover, since licensing of descramMig devices would
appear to be a far more sophisticated and active function than the
passive function of merely providing "wWii7-cables, Or other
communications channels," even those carriers who seek to license
signals encrypted by someone else would lose their 111(a)(3)
exemption.

Therefore. 1 reach the preliminary judgment in this
difficult and controversial area of the law, that the sale or
licensing of descrambling devices to satellite earth station owners
falls outside the purview of section 111(0(3), particularly where the
carrier itself encrypts the signal. The exemption failing, the resale
carrier requires the consent of the copyright owner of the underlying
programming.

Enclosure;
Derenberg letter

Sincere y.

Ralph an
Regis of Copyrights

L.X23
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August 14, 1986

H r. Ralph Omen
Retainer of Copyrights
U.S. Copyright Office
L ibrary of Congress
Washington. D.C. 20540

Dear Hr. Omens

have enclosed a copy of H.R. 5126. the Satellite Home
Viewer Act of 1986. This bill would amend the Copyright
Act of 1976 to provide a temporary compulsory license for
satellite carriers to retransmit superstitions for private
viewing by earth station owners. The Subcommittee on Courts.
Civil Liberties and the Administration of Justice would
appreciate the written comments of the Copyright Office on
the merits of the bill.

RWKsmra
Enclosure

8 2 4

Sincerely yours,

Robert W. Kastenmeier
Chairman. Subcommittee on Courts,

Civil Liberties and the
Administration of Justice
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August 29, 1986

The Honorable
Robert W. kastenmeler
Chairman
Subcommittee on Courts, Civil

Liberties and the Administration of Justice
U.S. Nouse of Representatives
Washington, D.C. 20515

Dear Mr. Chairman:

I am pleased to respond to your letter of August 14,

1986 requesting the comments of the Copyright Office on the

merits of H.R. 6126, the Satellite Home Viewer Act of 1986. I

support passage of the bill and hope that its enactment will in

the long term assist in the development of marketplace

solutions to the licensing of satellite-delivered broadcast

signals.

- Sincerely,

ph
The Reg

.17.4 9
uw

n
ter of Cop. 'ights
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COMMENTS OF THE U.S. COPYRIGHT OFFICE
ON H.R. 5126

THE SATELLITE HONE VIEWER ACT OF 1986

The Satellite Home Viewer Act of 1986. H.R. 5126, was introduced by

the Chairman of the Subcommittee an Courts. Civil Liberties and the Admin-

istration of Justice, Robert W. Kastenmeler, and Representative Aynar,

Representative Wirth and Representative Boucher on June 26. 1986. This bill

would create a temporary compulsory license for satellite resale carriers that

retransmit superstations for private viewing by earth stations owners.

Background

Since the enactment of the Copyright Act of 1976, developments in

satellite technology and changes in FCC communications policy have had a

marked impact on the way in which the American public receives television

programming. Satellite resale carriers distribute "superstations" like VMS

(Atlanta) and WOR (New York) nationwide via Satellite to cable down links,

and, similarly. other entrepreneurs have created a galaxy of new cable

programming services for distribution via satellite to cable systems, and the

home subscriber. The technological development of the home earth station

fostered the emergence of yet another programming audience: home dish owners

whose backyard dishes intercept these satellite delivered signals.

While cable systems have traditionally paid satellite carriers a per

subscriber fee for delivering the broadcast or pay cable signal that they then

send Quit ever the wire to their subscribers, dish owners who received tnese

signals have paid no fee, since it was heretofore impossible for the carrlerS

to monitor who was receiving the signals. In order to impede :his

4j rt 6
4_0
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unauthorized reception of their satellite-borne signals some copyright

holders and resale satellite carriers have started to, or intend to, encode,

or scramble. their signals.

The issue of scrambling satellite signals has inspired reaction from

two differenct sources. Some home earth station owners obiect to scrambling

because they believe they have a right to receive satellite programming at a

price comparable to that paid by cable subscriber recipients of the same

programming. Once the satellite resale carriers begin to scramble the signals

they deliver, and begin to market decoding devices to home dish owners,

however, they may lose their exemption under section 111(x)(.3) of the

Copyright Act. and may be liable for copyright infringement for publicly

performing copyrighted programming. It is this latter point that prompted the

conception of H.R. 5126.

Under the Copyright Act of 1976. the retransmission of a broadcast

signal embodying a performance or display of a copyrighted work by a carrier

is not an infringement if the carrier "has no direct or indirect control over

the content or selection of the primary transmission or over the particular

recipients of the secondary transmission," and if the carrier's activities

with respect to the primary transmission "consist solely of providing wires,

cables. Or other communications channels for the use of others."1/ In inter-

preting this provision, the U.S. Court of Appeals for the Second Circuit, in

Eastern Microwave Inc. v. Doubleday Sports, Inc., 691 F.2d 125 (2d Cir. 1932),

held that a carrier's retransmission of station WOR to cable systems fell

within the section 111(a)(3) exemption, since it found that the carrier merely

retransmitted the signal without change and exercized no control over the

selection of the primarY transmission or recipients of the signal. However,

1. 17 U.S.C. §111(a)(3) (1976).

32 7
0
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the courts have never addressed the question of whether a satellite resale

carrier can scramble secondary transmissions and license decoding devices to

home earth station owners and still retain the section 111(a)(3) exemption.

Congress neither approved, implicity or explicity, nor did it even

contemplate this type of activity in granting the exemption to passive

carriers. The Copyright Office has taken the position that, in selling,

renting, or licensing descrambling devices to earth station owners. the

carrier would appear to exercise control over the recipients of the program-

ming. Moreover, licensing of descrambling devices would appear to be a far

more sophisticated and active function than the passive function of merely

providing "wires. gables, or other communications channels." Therefore, in

response to pubic and Congressional inquiry, the Copyright Office has

concluded that tie sale or licensing of descrambling devices to satellite

earth station owners falls outside the purview of section 111(a)(3), particu-

larly where the carrier itself encrypts the signal.

If a carrier is not exempted from copyright liability under section

11100(3) because it engages in the sale or licensing of descrambling devices,

the carrier requirzs the consent of the copyright owners of the programming

embodied in the signal it retransmits. To facilitate satellite carriers'

compliance with the copyright law, and to balance the interests of copyright

owners. cable systems, satellite carriers, and the viewing public, several

members of the Subcommittee on Courts. Civil Liberties and the Administration

of Justice, and Representative Wirth of the Subcommittee on Telecommunications

introduced H.R. 5125.

'28
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Hajar Provisions or H.R. 5126

H.R. 5126 would amend the Copyright Act to provide for an eight year

compulsory license for satellite carriers that retransmit superstations for

private viewing by earth station owners. The terms of the new compulsory

license would be set out In a new section 119.

The section 119 compulsory license would apply where a secondary

transmission of the signal of a superstition is made by a satellite carrier to

the public for private viewing, and the carrier makes a direct charge for such

retransmission service to each SubsCriber receiving the secondary transmis-

sion. or from a distributer. such as a cable system, that has contracted with

the'carrier to deliver the retransmission directly or indirectly to the public

for private viewing. The compulsory license would not apply. and a satellite

carrier would be liable for copyright infringement, in instances in which (1)

the satellite carter does not deposit the statement of account and royalty

fee required by section 119; (2) the content of the programming or commercial

advertising or station announcements embodied in the signal retransmitted is

in any way willfully altered or deleted by the satellite carrier; or (3) the

Satellite Carrier discriminates against any distributor in a manner which

violates the Federal Communications Act of 1934 or the FCC rules.

The section 119 compulsory license would operate in much the same

way as the section 111 cable compulsory license. HOweVer, under section 119

the method for determinining a royalty fee is unique. The bill would allow

the copyright owners. satellite carriers, and distributors voluntarily to

negotiate a fee for the compulsory license. If the parties do not previously

set a fee by voluntary negotiation, the bill provides a statutory fee of 12

cents per subscriber per secondary signal delivered that would apply for the

-1

.
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first four years that the Compulsory license is in effect. Prior to

expiration of the first four year period (January 1, 1987 until December 31,

1990), the bill requires the parties to attempt to negotiate a fee for the

second four year period of the license (January 1, 1991 until December 31,

1994). If some or all of the parties do not voluntarily negotiate a fee, the

bill requires the parties to engage in compulsory arbitration to determine a

fee for the second period. A rate decided by compulsory arbitration is

subJect to Judicial appeal to the United States Court of Appeals for the

District of Columbia Circuit.

The bill would allow satellite carriers to contract with distribu-

tors. such as cable systems, to market their services and collect royalties.

However, the satellite carrier remains responsible under the bill for filing

statements of account and paying royalties for services provided under the

section 119 compulsory license.

Section 119 contains definitions for the following terms: antitrust

laws; distributor; primary transmission (same as the 17 U.S.C. §111 defini-

tion); private viewing; satellite carrier; secondary transmission (same as the

§111 definition); subscriber; and superstation.

Copyright Office Conclusions

The introduction of H.R. 5126 demonstrates concern on the part of

the bill's proponents that copyright owners receive adequate compensation for

the additional public performance of their programming by satellite carriers

that scramble broadcast signals and fflrther market the signals to home earth

station owners. The Copyright Office shares that concern

public policy objective of encouraging satellite carriers to

their use of copyrighted programming.

r.) '7, fbJ 4J 'ALF

, .

and supports the

pay royalties for
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Under ordinary circumstances. the Copyright Office advocates a

marketplace solution to a copyright licensing problem wherever feasible.

However, the Office recognizes that it is not immediately feasible for

carriers to create a marketplace structure for the purchase of programming

licenses for the works that are currently being retransmitted via satellite

and that will soon be marketed on a scrambled signal. Accordingly, the Office

supports the short term solution afforded by H.R. 5126. Because the compul-

sory license that would be established by H.R. 5126 is of a short duration,

and is merely intended to provide compensation to copyright owners during the

interim period in which a marketplace mechanism for negotiating programming

licenses is evolving, the Office concludes that the bill is an appropriate

solution to a difficult problem. Futhermore, the bill's mechanism for setting

the second term rate by encouraging voluntary negotiation, and in the alterna-

tive mandating arbitration, provides a first step toward the establishment of

the marketplace solution that should ultimately develop.

The Copyright Office realizes that in the coming weeks, H.R. 5126

may be amended by the Subcommittee. The Copyright Office recommends that the

duraZiOr of the section 119 compulsory license be shortened from eight to six

years, with a three year period for the 12 cents per subscriber per signal

rate to apply and a three year period for the negotiated or arbitrated rate to

apply. This would force the parties to expedite the development of a free

market licensing mechanism.

In addition, the Office recommends that the Subcommittee reexamine

the definition of "subscriber" in proposed section 119(d)(7). as it is

presently defined, the term "subscriber" would include individual dwelling

units 'n multiple unit buildings that receive satellite signals. These

buildings generally receive transmissions from satellite master antenna
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television (SMATV) systems. With increasing frequency, SMATV operators have

sought to use the compulsory licensing provisions of section 111 of the

Copyright Act to satisfy their copyright obligations for retransmitting the

signals of television broadcast stations. While the Copyright Office has not

taken any position on the eligibility of SMATV operators to invoke the section

111 cable compulsory license. the Office accepts statements of account filed

and royalty fees deposited by SMATV operators for whatever value they may be

held to have by a competent court. The Office urges the Subcommittee to

consider carefully whether or not it is appropriate to define the recipients

of SMATV services as "subscribers" under the proposed section 119 compulsory

license while the issue of whether or not SMATV systems are "cable systems"

under section 111 is still unsettled.

The Copyright Office is impressed with the spirit of innovation

tempered with caution that has characterized the development of H.R. 5126, and

concludes that the timely passage of the bill, with minor modifications, would

serve the public interest. The bill entrusts new responsibilites to the

Copyright Office relating to the voluntary negotiations and compulsory

arbit.rttion procedu-es, and the distribution of the royalty fees. The Office

is aware that it has been suggested the Copyright Royalty Tribunal should be

given so -se or all of these responsibilities. On this point. the Office defers

to the judgment of the Congress. We are prepared to carry out whatever duties

Congress nOridat2s, but we do not seek them. The Copyright Royalty Tribunal

would ne an appropriate alternative.
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September 16, 1986

Honorable Robert W. Kastenmeier, Chairman
Subcommittee on Courts, Civil Liberties, 4
The A6ministration of Justice
2137 Rayburn House Office Buildino
Washington, D.C. 20515

Dear Ar. Chairman,

As a result of representations made by other industries,
there sr,ems to be some uncertainty as to the position of the
National Cable Television Association on H.R. 5126. the Satellite
Home Viewer Act of 2986. NCTA is not opposed to passage of H.R.
5126.

As you know from both our private discussions and my
testimony we feel that it is necessary to brino the Copyright Act
up tc speed with the latest technology. In doing so it is only
equitable that backyard dish owners have access to the same
distant sianals as do cable subscribers.

Ws have reviewed the Subcommittee's Discussion Draft of
September 22, 1986. Even though it does not reflect the major
recommendations which we made in our testimony, our position
remains the same. We do not oppose passage of H.R. 5126.

54-769 0 87 3.2

r'if'ts0 %I .1
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SATELLITE TELEVISION VIEWING MONTS CGALI770N, INC.
Post OINcs Box 1033A, WItsIsIngton, O.C. 20036

earsend Coonsok Richard.!.. R,ewn
1g2g N Some. N. W., Sulfa 510
Washington, D.C. 20036
MOO 1107-0500

September 166 1986

The Honorable Robert Kastenmeier
Chairman, Subcommittee on Courts,
Civil Ltbertios, end the Administration
of Justtce
Committee on the Judiciary
2137 Rayburn House Office Bldg.
Washington, D.C. 20515

Dear Mr. Chairmant

It is our understanding that H.R. 5126 Ls scheduled to be marked-up by your
Subcommittee tomorrow. We strongly support the bin which you and the co- sponsors
have drafted. The bill will clarify the rights of individual homeowners to obtain access
at a fair price to the satellite delivered broadcast television programming which is
available to others. The bill, as drafted, represents a fair and balanced effort to
compromise a variety of conflicting interests. It maintains the consumer's access to
television service while establishing a means of compensation for copyright interests,
thereby encouraging their continued creativity.

It is our understanding that several large special interest groups are now seeking to
amend parts of the bill to restrict the rights of home dish owners. We arc concerned
about efforts that establish a threshold of access by satellite dish users to new
superstations based on their availability to 10% of cable subscribers. By way of
reference, most of the cztsting superstations are not currently available to that many
cable subscribers. Inclusion of this threshold will restrict the uses of home satellite
dishes and foster a further competitive Imbalance between the home satellite industry
and the cable television industry. This amendment would, in effect, serve to protect
industries which do not need protection while restricting access to underserved
Americans. We see no reason to impose such an artificial restriction.

Should the Subcommittee feel that such a restriction is necessary, we would urge a
provision grandfathering superstations which were uplinked within 180 days of enactment
of the legislation. Should the Subcommittee wish to tie the future availability of
superstations to dish owners to their availability to cable television subscribers, we would
urge a threshold be set at 2-1/2 percent which is closer to, but still e.teeeds, the current
availability of several of the superstations to cable television subscribers.

It is also our understanding that the networks have registered an objection to the
inclusion of network affiliates as "superstations ". We believe that all Americans who
have the capability of receiving network signals should continue to be able to do so. We
do not wish to unreasonably interfere with the network and local station relationship.
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But don't confuse true cable services with Superatation "carriers." The latter
have no proprietary rights in the programming they carry and pay nothing to get
it. Their sources of programming are the free, unscrambled, over -the -air signals
of local television station.. They take this programming and retransmit it into
markets across the country markets in which the exclusive rights to the same
programming have already been sold to a local station in that market.

By allowing Superatation "carriers" to scramble these signals, the federal govern-
ment would be condoning the taking of a free service and turning it into a Est
service. Or. put another way, the Suparatation "carriers" want the Congress
to blMise the practice whereby a "carrier" can steal a station's signal, then
scramble it to keep someone else from steeling it from them!

Solution' Prohibit Superatation Scrambling

Rather than needing a 20 page bill to create another complex and convoluted com-
pulsory license to allow Superstsion scrembling, Congress should simply prohibit
it. (NOTE: This would not include true rable program services.) /MTV has proposed
to 'upend Section ill of the Copyright Act with a few words (see attached) in
lieu of H.R. 5126. Remember, these Superatation "carriers" only stay in business
because of the "passive carrier" exemption, which amounts to a substantial govern-
mental subsidy. A prohibition on acrambling is a small price to pay for this
privilege of operating auto/de of the normal marketplaCe for copyrighe licensee.

In short, we believe this is a fair solution. It's fair to home dish owner!,
and its fair co Superseation "Carriers" (after all, if none can scramble, the
cable industry cannot play one off against the other).

Most importantly, from our standpoint, if the Superstitions are not scrambled,
there will be no need eo amend the copyright laws to die -honor our exclusive
program contracts.

A Network Amendment to H.R. 5126 Would Be Crossly Unfair

The big three networks -- ABC, CBS and BBC are attempting to emend H.R. 5126
to exempt themselves. In other words, "carriers" would have a compulsory /Aconite
to steal, scramble and sell the signals of Independent stations, but not network
affilates. We hope the Congress will see this for what it is: a transparent,
self-serving attempt to gain special treatment for networks over Independents.
It is wrong for the signal of any station, network or Independent, to be upliaked
to a satellite and hurled around the country without the station's permission.

Sept amber 1986
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The Honorable Robert Kaatenmeler
September 16, 1986
Page 2

For this reason, and to the extent that the Subcommittee is sympathetic to the network
view, we would suggest that carriers be permitted to market network affiliates to dish
owners who are outside of either the predicted or actual reception area of a network
affiliate.

Again, we wish to reiterate our support for the efforts of the Subcommittee as
embodied in H.R. 5126 to resolve these issues. The Subcommittee has taken a leading
role In addressing a matter of critical importance to millions of Arxiericans who depend,
for access to information and ideas, on direct satellite reception. We look forward to
mark-up of the bill and working with you to achieve passage of this important legislation
this year.

RLEI:mlt

cc: All Subcommittee Members

3 3 6

Sincerely,

1 i,U.,, it4
Ichard . Brown

Counsel to the Satellite Television Viewing
Rights Coalition
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1771 N STREET, NAN,
WASHINGTON, D.C. 20036

EDWARD 0, FRITTS
PRESCIENT s CEO
(2021 425r -5144

The Honorable Robert W. Kastenmeler
Chairman
Subcommittee on Courts, Civil Liberties and
The Administration of 3ustice
2137 Rayburn House Office Building
Washington, D. C. 20515

Dear Chairman Kastenmelers

NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF EIROAOCASTERS

September 10, 1986

I understand the Subcommittee on Courts, Civil Liberties and the Administration of
justice will soon meet to mark-up H.R. 5126, the Satellite Home Viewer Act of 1986.
The National Association of Broadcasters wishes to express its opposition to this
expansion of the compulsory license currently enjoyed by passive satellite carriers.

We view the compulsory license contained in Section 111 of the 1976 Copyright Act
as an extraordinary form of copyright preference. The reasons cable television was
accorded that preference have been debated extensively and it is not our purpose to
continue that debate here. We only wish to ask why satellite carriers should be given an
even broader license than contained In the 1976 Act. Are they a struggling infant
industry? Did they exist prior to the creation of their compulsory license, as cable did'
Can they not negotiate in the oiler. marketplace for the programs they retransmit, just as
the broadcasters negotiated for tho:v very programs?

Our system of free television is based upon the concept of distinct markets. Tt
draws its strength from the individuality of those markets. Programming rights are
purchased on a market basis. To the extent those rights are undermined by the
extraordinary copyright preference of compulsory licenses, these markets become less
distinct and eventually could cease to exist for purposes of program contracts. This
seems to us to be the very antithesis of copyright law.

In rare cases, compulsory licenses have been granted to preexisting Industries for
extraordinary reasons. The satellite carrier industry, however, was actually an
outgrowth of the compulsory license itself and at the expense of all those who must
vie in the open marketplace against the programming distributed by those carriers.

Mr. Chairman, we compete In a very complex and sometimes unfair arena. We
can't envision the need for more compulsory licenses or expansions of those existing
licenses. H. R. 5126 is a step in the wrong direction and we oppose its enactment.

Sincerely,

,alessaegte
cc: All Subccnmittee t.Setsbers

337
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I NV
PRESTON R PADDEN
Pte5Ittept

September 4, 1986

The Honorable Robert W_ Kastenmeier
U.S. House of Representatives
2328 Rayburn House Office Bldg.
Washington, DC 20515

Dear Mr. Chairman:

When Congress reconvenes, the Courts subcommittee will
mark-up H.R. 5126, the so-called "Superstation scrambl-
ing" bill. For reasons outlined in our August 4th
letter to you (copy attached), INTV strongly opposes
this legislation and seeks your help in defeating it.

We are also attaching a recent article from the New
York Times whici' details how Independent stations are
suffering from skyrocketing program costs. H.R. 5126
would add insult to this financial injury by granting
yet another party -- the Superstation carrier -- a
compulsory license to exhibit in our markets the very
same programming which our stations have purchased
on an exclusive basis in the open market. worse yet,
the only "need" for this legislation is to pacify the
cable industry's relentless pressure on Superstation
carriers to scramble their retransmissions in order
to diminish competition from backyard dish owners.

Exclusive program contracts negotiated and paid for in
the open market by Independent stations deserve the
recognition and protection normally available under
the copyright laws. For this reason we ask you to
oppose this legislation.

We believe the concern over home earth'station owners
can be met by a short addition to Section 111 which
would make it illegal for carriers to scramble free,
over-the-air broadcast signals and still qualify for
the "passive carrier" copyright exemption. We would
ask that you support this language as a substitute
for the new and convoluted compulsory license contained
in H.R. 5126.

ASSOCIATION OF INDEPENDENT TELEVISION STi,TIONS. INC
1200 EIGHTEENTH STREET, N w WASHINGTON D C 20036 [202) 867-1970

0-11 ell 0
C. k Ch qo
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The Honorable Robert W. Kastenmeier
September 4, 1986
. . . 2

Finally, we are concerned that the subcommittee may
adopt an amendment on behalf of the three networks
which would prohibit a carrier from turning a network
affiliated station into a Superatation. The networks
argue that bringing network programming into a market
on a Superstation would severly harm the local affil-
iates who have exclusive licenses to exhibit the net-
work fare in their local markets. While we completely
agree with the networks' reasoning, it is inconceiv-
able to us that the Congress would recognize and
respect the exclusive programming licenses of network
affiliates while ignoring those of Independent stations!
In short, there is no public policy basis for distin-
guishing between network programs and Independent prc-
grams in the context of this legislation. People who
want to hurl programs of any kind up onto a satellite
for distribution across the country should first acquire
the necessary rights to those programs.

Thank you for your consideration.

Best regards,

Preston R. Padden

PRP:g

Enclosures

33.9
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INTV OPPOSES H.R. 5126 -- SUPERSTATION SCRAMBLING BILI

Descriptions

This bill would allow the satellite "carriers" of superstations to begin scrambl-
ing their transmissions and Balling descrambling rights to home earth station
owners (who now receive the signals free of charge).

Definitions:

A SuPERSTATIOH is nothing more than a local television station whose free,
aver - the -sir signal bee been taken by a "carrier" and distributed by satellite
to cable systems across the United States. The local station cannot prevent
these third-party "carriers" from taking its signal and selling it to cable
operators (who, In turn, charge their subscribers to see it).

Superstation "CARRIERS" are the companies that take a local TV algael and
use a satellite to deliver it to cable systems. These "carriers" (United
Video, Eastern Microwave, Southern Satellite) are able to steel the signals
of local broadcasters without permission and without copyright liability
by hiding behind provision of the 1976 Copyright Act (Sec. iil(a)(3))
which exempts from liability "passive common carriers." In fact, when a
company Like United Video distributes Hew York Independent station WPIX
by satellite, the passive common carrier is actually RCA-Americom, the company
which owns the satellite and operate. it as a common carrier.

H.R. 5126 is Not Heeded to Help Home Dish Owners

Right now, home dish owners can freely receive Superstation signals. However,
the cable industry reportedly has mounted relentless p to for the scrabl-
ing of all cable program services, including the Superstetions.

Passage of H.R. 5126 will facilitate the scrambling of the Soprstations but
la not needed to aid home dish owners.

What's Wrong With Scrambling?

For true cable services, the gnawer IS "nothing." Although there is a continu-
ing dispute about how and under what terms mud conditions descrambling rights
are sold to home dish owners, we don't question the right of true cable programming
services to scramble. These services Such as HBO, ESPW, CND -- go out into
the open market and buy or create the programming they then distribute by satellite.
These serviea do not hide behind a compuisory license or passive carrier exemption
to gaLn accese to programming: They negotiate for it and buy it

OVER
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PROPOSED LEGISLATIVE LANGUAGE TO CLARIFY THAT SUPERSTATION
"CARRIERS" MAY NOT SCRAMBLE THEIR RETRANSMISSION:.; AND STILL
QUALIFY AS "PASSIVE COMMON CARRIERS". LANGUAGE WOULD BE A
COMPLETE SUBSTITUTE FO 'HE TEXT OF H-R_ 5126

Title 17, Section 111(a)(3), United States Code is

amended by inserting after the words "the particular

recipients of the secondary transmission" the following:

"who does nothing to alter or encrypt the secondary

transmission,".

341

September 1986
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Independent TV Gets Tighter
Sy GERALDINE FABRIKANT

Two years ago, independent televi-
sion stations were beaming a bright
picture. With bigger share of te lev t-
'ion advertising dollars and im-
proved ratings, they were giving the
networks more of a run ter their
money than ever.

But as more and more entrepre-
neurs decided to not pi.-aa of the cc-
Ilan. television scivertleing in general
Marled to level off. Now, the rising
number of new independent stations
and alUgglah ad dollars have com-
bined with unexpected rises in the
coat of programming to dampen the
ouiteek Mr many of the nation's 260
independents.

Nowhere Is that clearer than in the
financial data for several of qte live
stations that the Taft Broadcasting
CentpAnV hes reeetally put up for sale,
At C1 TV in Miami. for example,
profits have dropped to 14.0 million,

Iron $14.4 million, In lour years as
advertising revenues flattened, pro-
gramming costs shot up and promo-
tion costs soared.

Tail also (sees problem. in Dallas
and Manton because ol K I de
prdssloll in the markets and in-
creased eompetstion from newer sta-
1101%.1.

'Problems Are More Intense'
"The problems are more intense

for independent stations than for net-
work affiliates." said Dennis Leibo-
witz, an analyst at the Donaldson Luf-
kin A Jenrette securities Eorpera
non.

"There are net the same program-
ing cost pressures on effiliales." he
noted. "because they get the bulk of
their programming from the net-
works. And the addition 01 a new Inde-
pendent In a market that already has
several is much more severe on Inds.-
pendent Ulan affiliates." The high
programmipa budgets of the net-

4 2

works allow them to attract at least
two-thirds of the audit. JOS. leaving
the Independents la divide the re-
mainder.

Only one of the stations Teti is sell-
mg wTAF-TV 111 Philadelphia, had
consistent growth in operating prof.
lit. For the rest. results have been
weak over the past several 'earl.

For example, WCIX saw its °pared
ing profit before depreciation plum-
met nearly $8 milhoo from fiscal 1963
to the fiscal year that ended March
31 white revenues $23 Wilton to
111113 fell slightly In that period.

"The statical had undoubtedly suf-
fered from increased competition
and increased program costs since
Tall bought tt," said Howard Stark
an independent television station
broker who sold Taft the Miami sta.
tion in 1083. "it Is otte of the mon
competitive simians in the market."

WCIX has several thing. going for
Coallourd an Page 1517

OVER

z_
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The Tightening Market
For Independent TV
Cnethetaad Peons Fleet Itteriness Page
It. however. h is a VHF Bullion, which

I meant it hen bailer placement en the
.dial and a stronger signal. And It la
.still the leading independent in Miami
In merket share, the number of
.1trinsed with viewers watching Isles
sine.

. Three NeW Independents in Miami
Nevertheless it is facing increased

Competition. Three independents
have come to /diem' In the past rive
years. WBFS-TV. a UHF station that
only come on the air in November
HS% is now getting a seven share in
lemma Nielsen dais, compared with
an eight share for WCIX. The new
channel. launched by billion Grant,
an entrepreneur, had a four Ahem in
ha that year.

Additionally. Odyssey Partners, an
Investment group. has started Won,
Tv, also an Independent, which is get-
ting a five share.

As a result cif increased competi-
tion, key cost factors have escalated
et WCIX. Independent stations, which
cannot depend on the networks for
Melr programming, have to bid Pbef V.
Sly for outside shows, particularly
reruns of old network series. The bid-
ding has become highly competitive.
eo that at WCIX. programming costs
Jo:raped to 57.7 million in Mad 1958,
Irons 14.4 million in Meal 1064.

The other major price Mere ese has
been expenditures on promotion and
Publicity. which rose to 51.2 Million
Ian year. from 5120.300 in Meal 1984.
Market Saturation Noted

"There are slrnpl y more stations
than the marker can support:, said
one broadcast executive who asked
not to be named. "The stations are

O M Malden reernsy. The problem is
that the value of the station has de-
alined in terms of absolute numbers.
it might have betel worth gee minim
or 590 million- Now it is worlh $40 mil
hoe or 550

Because of the large Hispanic eudi.
'nee In Miami markets. there are
also several Spanish language Oa-
liana, and they ice have had an Irn-
nset.

'Miami is a unique market be-
muse the two Spanish-language Oa-
Mae iney not directly erode the Eng-
Ileh-language edvertIsing pool, but
they take audiences matey from the '
ensibtlansuage stations," amid
B erry Lewis. a general partner al
Seemlier Capital Management. Thai
reduces rating.. so that stations have
a tough time ridging advertising
rates, he explained.
P eoblems In Hellas and Houston

WCIX Is not the only bad news us
MIL

The Houston statue KTXHTV,
, was mulched only two years ago but
has had a succession of owners.
Started by Iwo entrepreneurs. $1 was
sold loth, Gulf 8reade.asting Cornea-
11Y. which In tom sold it to Taft, which
has now put it up for sale. From the
data avalleble, it appears that operat-
ing Income has 'alien dramatically.

The Income picture is also poor at
KXTA -TV in 12.11er. which had oper-
ating Income of $3 million far the
seven months ended July 31,1985, but
saw Its income drop to $1.6 million for
the eight months ended March 31,
1028. Taft acquired the station In 1963.

Big Gains at Pagadelphla Station
The best performer of the stations

Tait is ironing is wTAF-TV, In Phila.
delphim, where operating prolita
climbed to 111.0 minims in fiscal 1968.
from $5.5 million In 1982. That was de-
spite an Increase in programming
coots to $13 million. from 453 Million.
in that period. Those added costs
were more than made up by in-
glossed advertising dollars. which
climbed to $411 million, from $17

f rum 1982 to 1986. Another factor
helping w7AF was that there has
been only one new independent sta-
Ilan in Philadelphia in recent years.

Early last year there were 214 inde-
pendents netIonwide, compared with
the 260 today. to et:kink:in, there are
fewer shows available for reruns
these days- unless a series loots et
least three years, there are not a suf-
ficient nu tubers of episodes to self to
the independents As a result. stetsons
are willing to pay top dollar for net
work hits.
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The Innatlea Feeler
The "lowdown In the inflation rate

has also hurt independents, said
David Londoner. an analyst with
Wertheim B compeny. ThrwIth 1985.
they did particularly well because
progremmIng was bought for Ivc-
yeer periods at fixed costs, sod in ne
Oen Increased out/entre, and profit
merlins. Hut now, he said, "program-
ers:re costs are more competitive and
independents are not getting the
Inflation boost on the revenue side.

The total value of the live Taft sta-
tions, wlsjeh include an Independent
station in, Washington. was put It et
5717.3 rsidlloa by one broadcasting
analyst.
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August 4, 1986

AN ORIGINAL OF THIS LETTER WAS PERSONALLY APIIRESSEP TO EACH

MEMBER OF THE COPYRIGHT SUBCOMMITTEE

On Thursday, August 7. the Subcommittee on Courts, Civil
Liberties and the Administration of Justice will hold a heating
on H.R. 5126, a bill which would create yet another compulsory
license. This one would authorize the sale of scrambled "euper-
station" signals to home dish owners.

MTV vigorously opposes this legislation on the grounds
that the original cable compulsory license needs to be amended
before vcw one. are created. Moreover, as outlined in the
attached testimony I wilt give on the 7th, we believe there
is a far simpler short-term solution to the concerns of back-
yard dish owners.

Oriefly. IHTV'S position is as follows:

1.) The carriers of the local Independent stations called
"aupecstations" are, in fact, active cable programmers
and. as such, not entitled to the "..assive common car-
rier" status wrerEh exempts them from copyright liability.

2) Changes in FCC regulations since the passage of the
copyright At in 1976 give the compulsory license higher
status than program contracts openly negotiated in the
marketpaice To wit: superatation carriers are allowed
to deliver to cable operators programming from distant
Independent stations even though local stations have
negotiated for. and purchased exclusive local rights
for that same programming. This effectively negates
a major feature of these negotiated Iteenses. We simply
do not believe Congress ever intee'ed that the compulsory
license would take precedence ow4c negotiated Licensee-

3) until items el and 12 above can be corrected. the short
term solution to superstation scrambling is Co prohibit
it. unlike the acrambling of true cable services like
NBO or ESPH (where the services have negotiated for

i°.1.. if
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- 2 --

program rights). the auperatation carriers have no rights
whatsoever in the programming they retransmit. The
passive carrier exemption gives these carriers the right
to steal the progsamming of a local Independent station
in the first Oace:7 now they want to scramble that program-
ming to keep others from stealing it from theme what
chutzpah!

Please understand that we are not taking a position on
the scrambling of true cable :services. We do. however. stren-
uously object to superstation carriers taking a free service
(the over-the-air signal of an Independent station in its local
market) and turning it into a pay service by scrambling.

While I hope you will be at the hearing on Thursday. we
would very much like the opportunity of discussing our testi-
mony in advance with your staff.

PRP: s

Enclosure

sincerely.

-&kb-J.- Rtkikt
Preston Padden
President
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APPENDIX IV

FURTHER MATERIALS RELATING TO EARTH STATION/COPYRIGHT
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NINETY -NINTH CONGRESS

Aottee of Reprettentatibett

SUBCOMMITTEE ON TELECOMMUNICATIONS,
CONSUMER PROTECTION AND FINANCE

OF THE

COMMITTEE ON ENERGY AND COMMERCE
WASHINGTON, DC 20616

March 13, 1986

The Honorable Robert W. Xastenmeler
Chairman
Subcommittee on Courts. Civil Liberties
and the Administration of Justice

2137 Rayburn House Office Building
Washington, D.C. 20515

INSIDE MAIL,

pear Dob:
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Thank you for your recent letter and the enclosed correspondence
from your constituents regarding the satellite signal scrambling
controversy. I appreciate your ongoing interest in this very
important public policy issue.

As you know, the Subcommittee on Telecommunications examined some
of the concerns arising f am the scrambling of satellite-delivered
programming at the hearings we held on March 6th.

Among the issues that were explored were the consumer confusion
related to scrambling and the availability of decoder boxes, access by
dish owners to broadcast network and superstation services, as well as
the status of competition between the cable and backyard dish
industries. To ensure that dish owners' concerns are fully addressed,
a second hearing will also be scheduled for the near future.

I would be more than happy to keep you apprised of our
deliberations over this important issue and accordingly, am sending
you copies of all of the testimony presented at the hearing. please
do not hesitate to contact me if you have further questions or need
more information.

With best wishes,

TEW:cg

Enclosure

Cerely yours,

1441
Timo hy E. Wirth
Chairman
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arATEmeNT or THE
monomme TimoTHe e. wiRTN, CHAIRMAN

SUBCOMMITTEE ON TELECOMMUNICATIONS, CONSUMER PROTECTION
AND FINANCE

"ENSURING ACCESS TO pRoGRAmmum FOR THE BACKYARD SATELLITE
DISK OWNER"

THURSDAY, MARCH 6, 1906

Good morning. Welcome to the Subcommittee on Telecommuaicationis
version of Star Wars.

This morning we will discuss a subject that only a short time ago
might have seemed like pure science fiction -- the ability of a
consumer to put u a dish in his own backyard and receive Over 100
channels of televisionsion programming beamed off a satellite over 20,000
miles away.

Today this fantasy is reality for almost two million Americans.
In fact. the satellite dish has taken center stage so that it is now
the leading consumer elottonice public policy issue of the day.

In focus!Ag on that issue this morning, our hearings today are
intended to accomplish two goals: first to look back over the past
year since the enactment of the law I authored, with the help of my
good friend congressman Tauzin. formally legalizing the backyard dish,
and ascend, to look ahead as to how we can continue to ensure access
by dish owners to satellite-delivered programming -- and ensure access
at competitive rates -- particularly as more and more programmers
scramble their signals.

Unfortunately, In recent months, consumers have become
increasingly confused and alarmed by the announcement of many cable
programmers, as well as the broadcast networks, that they intend to
scramble their signals. many observers predicted that the skies
appeared to be "going dark" for the backyard dish owner. t do not
share this view. I believe the satellite dish industry will flourish.
Simply put, it is too important a technology, providing too many
benefits to the consumer, for its great promise to be squelched.

For example, because of the backyard dish, citizens in rural
areas of my home state of Colorado like Sterling, Fort Morgan, or
YUMa, now have access to the incredibly diverse television programming
that previously was available only to those wired to a cable system.
It can bring to citizens in Durango or Grand Junction, Colorado, two
very mountainous areas. access to a mountain of programming --
programming so plentiful, it would take a viewer all three hours of
prime time television to briefly sample each channel available to the
dish owner. In fact, in 1986, dish owners have the ability to watch
in a single night what would have been almost an entire year's worth
of programming in 29661

This Subcommittee has always championed'the public policy goals
of access and competition in telecommunications. These goals guided
us when we authored the law legalizing the use of the backyard dish.

349
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Now Congress must ensure that those basic principles are followed to
fully protect the rights of the backyard dish owner in ensuring access
to programming at competitive rates.

The backyard dish industry has come a long way in a very short
period of time. Only a couple years ago, many believed a backyard
dish owner was a pirate -- stealing programming he had no right to.
The 1904 Act put an end to that ridiculous notion. Although some
industries did not want the backyard dish to be made legitimate, the
supporters of my amendment thought these views were not legitimate --
that advances in technology should be fostered, not blocked; that
people in rural and less populated areas should be given access to
programming, not excluded from it.

So over the last fifteen months much has happened -- dishes have
been legalized; a right of access to unscrambled signals has been
established; most services that are scrambling say they intend to make
their programming available to dish owners; and, a uniform scrambling
technology seems to be developing which, we hope, will mean consumers
will not have to purchase multiple decoders.

However, significant challenges remain. For instance, the
question of price. At today's hearing we will look at how greater
competition in the distribution of programming to dish owners can be
achieved, and how that increased competition can lead to dish owners
paying lower prices for access to programming. We will also look at
how we can promote competition in the manufacture and sale of decoders
so that the price of those devices can be forced down. As with any
other communications market, consumers are only served if competition
develops.

As to the question of access -- here, too, the dish owner faces
challenges that I believe we all have a responsibility to solve. The
broadcast networks and cable suerstaticns are talking about
scrambling their services and then not making it available to dish
owners. That use of scrambling would deny consumers access to
programming and so it raises some very serious questions.

It is my hope that putting the congressional spotlight on these
issues will greatly help to achieve our goals of ensuring access to
programming at competitive prices for backyard dish owners. The
congreaional spotlight has lit the path for much change already in
this area. That spotlight continues to shine today and will do so
again very shortly -- the Subcommittee will be holding another day of
hearings on this important issue in the near future.

I want to thank all of our panelists for joining us this morning
in this effort to ensure that the rights of backyard dish owners are
protected.
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Representative Peter W Rodino
U.S. House of Representatives
House Office Building
Washington, O.C. 20515 :January I, 1986

Dear Representative Rodino,

The purpose of this letter is to express our concern over what we see as the
cable industries attempt to take control of the free airways. In addition. we
would like to count on you support to help prevent the subtle infringements
that will soon take place on our first amendment rights.

If you have not guessed already, we are an owner of a Television Receive Only
(TYRO) Satellite System. We have a 10.5 foot satellite dish in our backyard
and it is as ugly as hell. Many people can't understand why anybne would want
such a huge, ugly and expensive piece of equipment just to get television.

if your were to believe many of the articles over the last year written by
supporters of the cable industry, you might be led to believe that we spent
over $4,000 just so we could save $30.00 a month and "pirate free cable".
Obviously you don't need to be a CPA to add up the numbers and see that
it wouldn't make sense. Based on our experience, there are three principle
reasons why a TYRO owner spends the money, and many times the aggravation, to
install a dish.

1. Standard television reception is very poor or non existent. This is true
of a large part of the United States, particularly in the West and Mid-
west. unbelievable as it may sound, over 3,000,000 homes in this country
cannot receive any of the three major networks. Reception in our State
runs from excellent to poor. In my area of Monmouth County it is
reasonably good.

2. Many people want a broader choice in programing but, either the service
from their local cable company is poor or cable is not available in their
area. Colts Heck Township' is rural and up to this writing it has not been
profitable enough for a cable company to come to Town. Many people who do
have cable in near by towns however, frequently complain about the quality
of their picture, particularly during bad weather.

3. There are many "High Tech junkies' out there in this country who are
interested in the newest technology and inventions. They were the first to
buy transistor radios 25 years ago, one of the first to spend $65.00 on a
3 function calculator fifteen years ago and $3,000 on a Apple computer
eight years ago. It is people from this group that, we believe, has
enabled America to take the leadership role in technology today. They are
the visionaries, Scientists, engineers,.inventors, innovators and the
retail markets that have enabled our country to prove to the world over
and over again that, "nothing fs impossible". They live today but have
their feet firmly planted in tomorrow.

1
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Representative Peter W Rodino
U.S. House of Representatives
House Office Building
Washington. D.C. 20515

Dear Representative Rodino,

A, January 1, 1986

The purpose of this letter is to express our concern over what we see as the
cable industries attempt to take control of the free airways. In addition, we
would like to count on you support to help prevent the subtle infringements
that will soon take place on our first amendment rights.

if you have not guessed already, we are an owner of a Telerision Receive Only
(TVRO) Satellite System. We have a 10.5 foot satellite dish in our back yard
and it is as ugly as hell. Many people can't understand why anyone would want
such a huge, ugly and expensive piece of equipment just to get television.

If your were to believe many of the articles over the last year written by
supporters of the cable industry, you might be led to believe that we spent
over $4,000 just so we could save $30-00 a month and "pirate free cable".
Obviously you don't need to be a CPA to add up the numbers and see that
it wouldn't make sense. Based on our experience, there are three principle
reasons why a TVRO owner spends the money, and many times the aggravation, to
install a dish.

1. Standard television reception is very poor or non existent. This is true
of a large part of the United States, particularly in the West and Mid-
west. unbelievable as it may sound, over 3,000,000 homes in this country
cannot receive any of the three major networks. Reception in our State
runs from excellent to poor. In my area of Monmouth County it is
reasonably good.

2. Many people want a broader choice in programing but, either the service
from their local cable company is poor or cable is not available in their
area. Colts Neck Township-is rural and up to this writing it has not been
profitable enough for a cable company to come to Town. Many people who do
have cable in near by towns however, frequently complain about the quality
of their picture. particularly during bad weather.

3. There are many 'High Tech junkies" out there in this country who are
interested in the newest technology and inventions. They were the first to
buy transistor radios 25 years ago, one of the first to spend $65.00 on a
3 function calculator fifteen years ago and $3.000 on a Apple computer
eight years ago. It is people from this group that, we believe, has
enabled America to take the leadership role in technology today. They are
the visionaries, scientists, engineers, inventors, innovators and the
retail markets that have enabled our country to prove to the world over
and over again that, "nothing is impossible". They live today but have
their feet firmly planted in tomorrow.

c.tic21.1 4._.
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Sure. I convinced my wife that our reception would be exceptional and we would
always be able to see a good movie if we bought a dish. And she had difficulty
saying no when I told her that the wide range of educational programing for
the kids would be much better than having them constantly watching violence on
the screen. But the real reason why I wanted a dish is because like many
other people in New Jersey, I am a "high-tech junkie" and I want to be part of
what shapes our future.

Clearly as an owner, I have a stake In the success of the TVRO industry but,
as an American who has been brought up to expect the freedom of choice, I have
a much bigger stake.

I will assume for the purpose of this letter that you are familiar with Sills
705 FCC Public Law 549 Oct/84 known as the Cable Policy Act, H.R. lso,
S. 1618 a companion to H.R. 1840 and known as the Television Viewing Rights
Act of 1985 and H.R. 1769. If you are not familiar with these bills You need
to bel

Here are the specific points that I would like to make:

SCRAMBLING

I believe, as does most dish owners, that a programmer should be able to make
a reasonable profit on their investment. If HBO, Cinemax, ESPN, CNN or any
other channel wants to scramble they have a right to do so. I don't believe
that the advertised price of $395.00 for a descrambler and a monthly
subscription fee of $12.95 for HBO, a $25.00 yearly fee for CNN or $19.95 for
ESPN is reasonable considering what they charge Cable Operators for the same
services. On average CNN charges cable operators $2.22 per year per subscriber
and ESPN charges $1.56 per year per subscriber.

Why can't a TYRO owner be offered a yearly subscription rate at a discount
price with a three year subscription at an even lower price. The magazine
industry has been successfully doing this for years.

The entire scrambling situation is in confusion, HBO/Cinemax has spent almost
3 years and $15,000.000 to develop a "fool proof" addressable scrambler. By it
being addressable, the programmer can turn your $395.00 descrambler off or on.
Once it is turned on, they must send you a periodic signal to keep it on. Row
this works great if you are a Cable company with a 24 foot fixed dish that
stays on their satellite transponder 24 hours a day, but 4 TVRO 1:ish can move
to any of the nineteen satellites and 120+ transponders. What happens if I pay
for their service and I'm not watching them when they send a signal to my
descrambler? I would pay for a service that 1 couldn't receive half the time.
I guess that is why HBO/Cinemax only made 24,1100 descramblers to sell to 1.5
million TVRO owners.

2
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I suspect that HBO/Cinemax has yet to learn the lesson that the computer
industry has just begun to come to terms with. While they might put 50 or 100
of the greatest minds together to build what they feel is a unbreakable
decoder, 150,000 electronic "amateurs" who have as much knowledge as "the
experts" work on breaking the scrambling technique as a hobby. Much the same
way most people enjoy working crossword puzzles. Apparently the HBO/Cinemax
Video Cypher II scrambler was very complex, It took almost six months before
the first illegal descrambler was made. It seems evident that the illegal
descramblers which do need to be addressed to work. will hit the black market
before you could even buy a legal one.

There are situations that are developing regarding scrambling that frankly,
confuse me.
CBS has announced plans to scramble! NBC and CBS have announced that they are
looking into scrambling,

Why would a national network that is advertiser supported and by charter, for
the public good, want to scramble? I can understand scrambling network feeds
to affiliates. But regular programing? I can turn on regular TV to view those
stations, but what do the 3,000,000 households in the mid-west do when the
only way the can get a network is by satellite?

CNN and other advertiser supported stations have announced plans to charge a
fee for their unscrambled signal and indicate that they may scramble in the
future.

Again, why would advertiser supported stations scramble? I thought that the
more of an audience that a station had, the more the advertises would be
willing to pay. When Ted Turner was recently as why he was charging such a
high fLe for his unscrambled stations, his response was that his fee was
barely covering the added cost of accounting. So the question is why would a
programmer want to charge a fee if he knew he would 4ot bP making a profit
from it and losing audience at the same time?

I urge to to vote for a two year moratorium on scrambling to allow for the
industry to develop a fair and workable plan.

THE PROGRAMMERS RIGHT TO CHARGE A FEE FOR AN UNSCRAMBLED SIGNAL

Paragraphs 21 and 211 in Section 5 of miscellaneous provisions 631 - 639 of
the Cable Policy Act of 1984 make me a thief if I view a unscrambled signal if
the Programmer wants to charge a fee. In addition it gives a Programmer the
right to authorize an agent to set and collect the fee.

While this may sound "fair enterprising enough these two paragraphs must
either be repealed or new legislation passed to prevent us from giving away
our First Amendment Rights! Imagine if station owners were allowed to charge a
fee for VHF television or radio signals. If you did not pay a price you could
not legally receive news, be current in political issues or even re-eive
election results! What would happen if the poor would not be able to afford
the right to receive information?

3
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This issue has nothing to do with watching a movie or sports channel on
television. I believe that it is about an organized effort of the cable
industry to force programers into making them sole agents to set and collect
fees. I believe their intent to monopolize the distribution of micro wave
signals and ultimately, the power to determine what programing is available
and who can see it. I don't feel that they are looking for power, they are
simply looking to make money. If something is not done to change the law now,
the cable industry will not only be making the money they seek. but by
default, will assume the power. The handwriting is on the wall.

Based an articles in Satellite Orbit and other TYRO magazines, four months
ago, only a handful of programers were planning to scramble. Many programers
came right out and said that because of the cost involved they would not
scramble. Today most have reversed their decisions. Just about every service
that is distributed by cable has announced plans to sell their signal, even C-
SPAN 1 In every case The National Cable Television Association is the sole
agent. They plan to bundle the services and sell them to dish owners there by
restricting my freedom of choice. The whispers in the industry are that if
prime Movie and Sports channels don't scramble producers won't do business
with them. If programmers don't scramble or charge a fee for the signal and
give distributions and collection rights to the Cable Industry, Cable will no
longer carry their station! If you call NBO and want to buy a descrambler they.
will send to to a cable company to purchase it.

This is even more concerning and the ramification even greater if you look out
15 to 20 years and you see what my 10.5 foot Dish will evolve to. The dish
will be less then two feet in diameter and unobtrusive on a roof. It will
carry television programing on over 300 channels and countless radio channels.
Most of home shopping and banking will be done through the
video /telecommunications network through the dish. Needless to say, there will
be a lot less telephone poles around the country. Many homes
security systems that monitor for fire. gas and theft. The monitor will
constantly transmit their status by dish to a regional facility and
automatically notify the authorities if there is a problem. As the service
industry continue to grow and cost of ongoing data communications becomes
cheaper then transportation and office space, 30% or more of he working force
will be able to work from home. Within 30 years I believe that we will have
solar collectors hundreds of miles long in space that will convert sun light
into electricity, electricity into micro-wave energy then transmit it
directly to that two foot dish an the roof and converted back into the
electricity needed to run your home.

Imagine the power of an organization that the RCM could potentially grow into
if it has total distribution rights of all those signals? We need to insure
fair and competitive rights to distribution of satellite signals now when the
industry is just beginning to grow.

While this issues surrounding this are complex, the core issue is clear.
Should the business interest of the Cab), Industry override basic rights of
choice that have been.a principal of our country from its founding.

4



As a Represimtotive, you will either set the course for open and free air
ways or you will help to give away future generations right of choice. I urge
you to take an ACTIVE role in supporting fair satellite TV viewing rights and
to help to repeal paragraph 2i and 2i1 in the Cable Policy Act of 1984.

It would seem to me to be fitting that a Representative for the State of New
Jersey Join the leadership role that Senator Albert Gore forged in securing
fair satellite TV viewing rights. After all. we are the State where the first
communications satellite. Telestar I, was designed and constructed, where the
the worlds most prestigious research facilities in satellite and
telecommunications are located, and one that has the fastest growing high tech
economies in the country.

I am am locking forward to hearing your position on this important and timely
matter.

ncerely.

nthony lli
16 Farm Drive
Colts Neck, New Jersey 07722
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Office of ibe Commissioner
MAJOR LEAGUE BASEBALL

EDWIN M. DURSO
Executive %We Pseskient

Legal and Administrative Aflairs

August 25, 1986

Honorable Robert W. Xastenmeier
Chairman
Subcommittee on Courts, Civil Ldberties
S the Administration of Justice

Committee on the Judiciary
House of Representatives
Washington, D.C. 20515

Dear Mr. Chairman:

Thank:you for offering Major League Baseball the opportunity to
express its views on H.R. 5126, the Satellite Home Viewer Act of
1986.

As youloricer from many hearings, meetings and letters over the
years, Baseball has always opposed the compulsory license that.was
granted to cable television in the Copyright Revision Act of 1976.
Yet each year we have worked diligently within the system created by
the Copyright Act to collect our rightful there of the statutory
royalties paid by cable systems (which we believe are a fraction of
what the free market would generate). In short, we have always
believed that the rules are unfair, but we have played by then.

Major League Baseball views H.R. 5126 as an unwarranted
extension of those rules. Moreover, we believe the bill would do
much more than just make parallel the law covering the cable and
TVRO industries. The concepts embodied in this bill are inconsistent
with those in the current Copyright Act, in which the activities
permitted by resale common carriers have been justified as involving
merely the retransmission of broadcast signals unchanged from their
original form. In H.R. 5126, resale carriers would be permitted to
scramble and actively market to individual consumers tree television
programming of copyright owners. These activities are totally
inconsistent with the passive carrier cmncept. Under the proposed
legislation resale carriers would clearly be in the marketing
business and should not be shielded from the marketplace.

350 Park Avenue, New York, MX 10022 (212)371.7800
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For these reasons Major League Baseball opposed H.R. 5126 as
introduce& mowever, we understand the bill may well be amended in
the Suboormittee, and hope Baseball will be able to support the final
product. Therefore, in addition to our position with respect to the
compulsory license, we urge your consideration of the following
proposed changes in the bill as you proceed toward a mark - -up. The
folleolmgceanges all assume that despite cur objections a new
compulsory license will remain in the bill.

(1) Recognizing that live baseball telecasts are perhaps the
single most popular type of programming TVRO owners wish to receive,
Major League Baseball believes that a prevision establishing a
separate royalty fee to be paid to us for the retransmission of
baseball games only would be appropriate. This "baseball pool" would
be distinct from the other payments to the copyright royalty pool
anticipated in the bill.

(2) The provisions of FCC Rule 76.67, the Sports Blackout Rule,
which with minor exceptions prohibit cable systems from showing
sports events on distant signals within 35 miles of the event if it
is not carried locally over-the-air, should be extended to TVRO
owners also.

(3) The bill should prevent those distributing programming to
earth station owners from combining parts of different signals into
a "baseball station" and marketing it at the same rates as any
other single station. Any such "cherrypicking" without the consent
of the copyright owners must be prohibited.

(4) If a new compulsory license is established it must be
limited to the reception of television signals by those living in
individual dwelling units only- It most not be extended to
commercial establishments or multiple dwelling units served by
SKATV.s.

(5) Tho sunset schedule should be shortened. The compulsory
license should be abolished by the end of this decade.

(6) The number of superstations subject to scrambling and
marketing by resale carriers under this regimen must be limited to
those superstations currently in existence. In addition, the
ocepulsory license must not be extended to ASS transmissions or any
other form of satellite distribution to earth station users hereafter
used or developed.

(7) we de not see the advantage to be gained by placing
responsibility for distributing TVRO royalties with the Copyright
Office while cable system royalties are distributed by the Copyright
Royalty Tribunal. The experience of the Ote would be a plus for the
administration of this systeniVhile the proposed division of
responsibility would Cause Inefficiency and inconsistencies.

BLS r;
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We appreciate your courtesy and that of the subcommittee star f
in affording us this opportunity to express our views, and urge your
consideration of the points listed above. Baseball and its
Washington representatives are available to work with you and your
staff in the hope that the result of your deliberatione will be a
bill to which we may lend our support.

*Mink you.

Emit's
ce - Silted-mitten members

Sincerely,

latoYD t
Edwin 24. Durso

5 9
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4--N. GENERAL COUNSEL OF THE
UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE

.01 vvoshmoton, a C 2o230

2,2 SEP 1986

Honorable Peter Rodino
Chairman, Committee on the Judiciary
HOUSS of Representatives
Washington, D.C. 20515

Dear Mr. Chairman:

The Department of Commerce, on behalf of the Administration, has
reviewed H.R. 5126, the "Satellite Home Viewer Act of 1986," and
urges that it not be reported favorably.

This bill would grant a compulsory license to carriers to enable
them to retransmit to satellite dish owners the copyrighted material
that is broadcast by television stations, provided the carriers
pay royalties in accordance with a prescribed formula and meet
certain other conditions. The royalties will be distributed by
the Copyright Office. Neither the broadcaster nor the program
producer/copyright holder could object to the retransmission or
negotiate for compensation.

The license to transmit such signals to home viewers without fear
of copyright liability would complement the carriers' present
ability to transmit local signals to cable companies around the
country without incurring copyright liability. This ability
derives from court decisions that these carriers are "passive"
within the meaning of the Copyright Act (17 U.S.C. 111(a)(3))-
The bill indirectly endorses this construction_ we do not. Even
if we assume for argument's sake that the technical language of
the exemption permits this construction, a carrier who can
unilaterally decide to transmit the signals of a local station to
cable companies willing to carry and pay for them, is actively
marketing a product, not a mere transmission service. These
activities are not passive in any Commonly accepted meaning of the
term. To the extent that Section 111(a)(3) permits a contrary
interpretation, it should be altered. These carriers should
negotiate for this privilege.

instead, through the device of a compulsory license, the bill
gives them an additional statutory right to transmit 6:opyrighted
material without having to bargain in the marketplace. The
Department's National Telecommunications and Information Admin-
istration (NTIA) haF consistently recommended elimination of the
elaborate copyright scheme for cable television under which cable
systems enjoy the right to retransmit any broadcast signal upon
payment of only tLe royalty fees determined by the Copyright
Royalty Tribunal.
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The compulsory license concept is an unwarranted intrusion into
the marketplace, whatever its theoretical justification may have
been at one time. As NTIA has repeatedly demonstrated -- most
recently in, its 1985 report "Cable Retransmission of Broadcast
Programs Following Elimination of the 'Must Carry' Rules" -- the
compulsory license may hamper the development of cable networks
and specialized program formats by broadcasters and reduce the
incentive of cable systems to provide their subscribers more
nonbroadcast options and viewing choices. It is little more than
a subsidy to the cable industry and is inconsistent with the
public policy goal of providing broader and more abundant choices
to the public. We should not expand it. There is no reason why
these copyright royalties should not. be determined in the market-
place through negotiation among carriers, broadcasters and
copyright holders.

In addition, the Department believes the bill is manifestly unfair
to broadcasters who have entered into contracts for the exclusive
rights to air a program in their particular market. Cable systems,
by virtue of their compulsory license, can effectively "import"
the same show into that market. The bill would further undermine
the value of these "exclusivity" contracts in that it would permit
the satellite carrier to market the same program to local dish
owners upon payment of a low compulsory license fee.

The Office of Management and Budget has advis t there is
no objection to the submission of this repor from t standpoint
of the Administration's program.

Sincere'

0
ouglao . Riggs
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